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ABSTRACT
Public safety networks – examining mimetic, complexity, and legacy effects on
interorganizational collaborations

Martin A. Dias

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Jane Fedorowicz, Rae D. Anderson Professor of Accounting and Information Systems
Joint appointment in Accountancy and Information & Process Management departments

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine information systems-enabled interorganizational
collaborations called public safety networks - their proliferation, information systems architecture,
and technology evolution. These networks face immense pressures from member organizations,
external stakeholders, and environmental contingencies. This dissertation investigates the role of
three effects on these networks – the effect of peers in network proliferation, the effect of
environmental and organizational complexity on their information systems, and the effect of
legacy systems on capability scale and scope. Better understanding the conditions associated with
network proliferation will assist decision-makers in assessing appropriate partnering opportunities.
Better understanding the nature of the information systems supporting these networks will assist
designers to build capabilities that more closely align with network requirements. Better
understanding the limitations introduced by aging information systems and the means of
overcoming those limitations will assist network leadership in providing network members with
information system capabilities that remains responsive to organizational changes in scale and
scope. This dissertation includes findings from three separate studies of public safety networks.
Study one involves regression analysis of various state-level factors and finds peer-effects help
predict network proliferation. The findings extend public administration knowledge on peerinfluenced institutional practices by providing evidence for the role of inter-state mobility in
predicting public safety-related outcomes. Study two involves decision tree analysis of survey
data on information technology architecture components and finds that employing a complexity
lens provides a useful perspective for examining the types of architectures that currently existing
in the public safety domain. The findings extend information infrastructure knowledge by
illustrating the value of taking a complexity perspective and by specifying a taxonomy of
information systems architecture configurations in the public safety domain. Study three involves
a case study analysis of legacy system effects that tests the effectiveness of bootstrapping and

adaptiveness design principles in overcoming these effects. Conceptual observations and
empirical findings extend information infrastructure knowledge by specifying the legacy effect, by
demonstrating how and why bootstrapping and adaptiveness overcome legacy effects, and by
highlighting the significant role that positive network effects and flexible standards play in
balancing the tensions faced by networked organizations.

Keywords: information infrastructures, socio-technical, homophily, complexity, legacy systems, public
safety networks, survey, case study.
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INTRODUCTION
A state executive searches for ways to encourage interorganizational collaboration and looks to peers in
other regions for guidance in the face of uncertainty. A chief technology officer struggles to make sense of
the growing complexity of an organization's information systems. A project manager strives to overcome
the effects of legacy systems in moving to next generation technology capabilities. The purpose of this
dissertation is to advance theoretical and empirical knowledge on these issues and to provide practical
guidance regarding problematic situations like these facing leaders in the public safety domain.
Government agencies face complex problems in dealing with crime, terror, and natural disasters (Perrow
1999). These challenges, sometimes characterized as “wicked problems,” call for improved interorganizational relationships (IORs) (Brown and Brudney 2003) and enhanced information systems (IS) to
support those relationships (Fountain 2001). Collaborative alliances can serve as coping mechanisms for
organizations facing turbulence and complexity in their environment (Wood and Gray 1991).
This introductory chapter places the three studies of this dissertation into a high level context and shows
how the studies align in terms of their treatment of environmental conditions, organizational characteristics,
information systems artifact conceptualization, and analytical methods. This dissertation centers on the
phenomenon of public safety collaborations and the information systems that support them.

The

examination develops in three acts – network proliferation, information technology (IT) architecture
configuration, and IS evolution.

The first act, proliferation, examines the neighbor effect and its potential

influence on the adoption of public safety networks (PSNs). The second act, configuration, examines the
complexity effect and its potential for exploring the IT architecture patterns in PSNs. The third act,
evolution, examines the legacy effect and design principles – bootstrapping and adaptiveness - that can be
employed to overcome them.
The remainder of this introductory chapter is organized as follows.

The first section covers the

dissertation’s motivation in terms of costs, public attention, and calls for research. The second section
describes the domain in which the dissertation topics are situated – including some essential characteristics
of PSNs. The third section provides an understanding of IT artifact conceptualizations for the dissertation.
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The fourth section elaborates on the conceptual bases employed by each of the papers. The fifth and last
section details the various methods used to complete the dissertation.
MOTIVATION
Research investigating public safety networks is warranted given the expense, impact, and national
attention the subject of public safety receives. First, public safety is costly in the United States. Bureau of
Justice Statistics figures indicate that in 2007 alone police protection topped $104 billion,

justice

expenditures totaled approximately $116 billion, and corrections spending topped $227 billion. U.S. law
enforcement operations involve about 18,000 local policing agencies and the risks associated with law
enforcement are high. In 2010, the U.S. experienced a 40% increase in police officer fatalities. Public
safety networks also warrant investigation since they seek to minimize the damage caused by criminal
violations, terror attacks, industrial accidents, and natural disasters. Providing research-based guidance to
public safety collaborations improves the likelihood that spending on state and local public safety is more
effectively utilized, that lives are saved, and property damage minimized.
The importance of inter-organizational collaboration has been heralded by current and past presidential
administrations in the United States as part of larger efforts to produce a more responsive and effective
public sector. One example is the National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan - established in 2003 to
assist public safety collaborations that utilize information systems to facilitate cross-jurisdiction data
exchange. More recently, the Open Government Directive initiative was established in 2009 to promote
transparency, participation, and collaboration among agencies – public safety agencies included. In the
U.K., public sector efforts to facilitate “joined up government” and “transformational government” have
also been heavily promoted by executive and parliamentary leadership as essential to the efficiency and
effectiveness goals espoused in “new public management” (McNulty and Ferlie 2004).
While information exchange serves as the foundation for many internal organizational activities,
information sharing systems – at least those designed and implemented with organizational resources in
mind (Oh and Pinsonneault 2007) - can be used to address complex problems across organizational
boundaries (Barrett and Konsynski 1982). However, this current research does not assume technology
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consistently improves collaboration sustainability. At times information systems can deter organizations
from their goals.
Past research, government reports, and popular press coverage suggest that the attempt by organizations to
address the complexity of requirements by increasing the complexity of systems sometimes results in enduser information overload, an increased likelihood of industrial accidents, and organizational inertia.
Despite organizations heeding the call for modularity to simplify technology architectures (Baldwin and
Clark 2000), the complexity of an information technology (IT) infrastructure can increase collectively
(Schneberger and McLean 2003) and thus at times bring negative consequences to organizations. This
level of liability and risk calls for research to inform (IT) design and implementation practices – with the
objective of deploying IT resources to improve collaboration sustainability. Studying interorganizational
collaboration remains important especially since information sharing failures continue to plague the public
safety community - e.g., failure of Massachusetts municipal police departments to use MassGangs system
(Saltzman 2010). In addition, investigations are warranted given the calls for research regarding the
“power” of the installed base (Contini and Cordella 2007) and Chief Information Officer (CIO) concerns
expressed in both the private (Bhatt et al. 2010) and public (Leatherby 2008) sectors regarding "legacy"
systems and the complexity of maintaining information systems in practice.
DOMAIN DESCRIPTION - PUBLIC SAFETY COLLABORATIONS
The organizational type under investigation is a public safety network (PSN). PSNs are inter-organizational
collaborations enabled by ICT in support of the information sharing and interoperability needs of police
and associated public safety organizations (Fedorowicz et al. 2007). The definition of a collaboration
follows Gray and Wood's treatment and occurs when "a group of autonomous stakeholders of a problem
domain engage in an interactive process, using shared rules, norms, and structures, to act or decide on
issues related to that domain" (Gray and Wood 1991). In the context of this dissertation, PSNs conduct
core law enforcement, judicial, and corrections functions, but some also engage in emergency management
and terror response activities. The figure below identifies the placement of PSNs among a set of
organizational types. This phenomenon provides a rich set of characteristics, conditions, and outcomes to
examine given the multiple organizational types by which PSNs can be categorized.
3

Figure 1 - Organizational Types

PSNs deliver services through IS-enabled resources (Nevo and Wade 2010). These collaborations form
across levels of government (local, state, regional) and support shared execution of diverse functions –
from police dispatch, to terror suspect monitoring, to emergency management response. PSNs are formed
for a variety of reasons including government mandates, formalization of long standing information sharing
efforts between law enforcement and protective agencies, and the release of targeted funding. The IS
capabilities in use by PSN members includes: data like mug shots, court orders, and emergency
management plans; devices like fingerprint scanners, automatic license-plate readers, and 800 megahertz
radios; and applications like digital crime/incident mapping, inter-jurisdiction vehicle/equipment dispatch,
and cross-organizational information-sharing portals. IT architecture in PSNs tends to be highly situated in
its implementation – as has been found with other public safety organizations (Manning 2003). This
dissertation assumes that PSNs employ evolving systems embedded within dynamic social environments
(Orlikowski and Iacono 2001) and as such are shaped by institutional arrangements where maintaining
legitimacy is critical (Fountain 2001). At the same time stakeholders pressure these interorganizational
collaborations to improve performance –enhance service delivery and reduce costs (Ferlie et al. 1996). As
a result of these organizational characteristics and environmental conditions, PSNs appear to represent a
fruitful organizational type to examine.
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IT ARTIFACT CONCEPTUALIZATIONS
In this dissertation, conceptualizations of IS follow Orlikowski and Iacono's (2001) classification of IT
artifacts in IS research. Specifying the IT artifact appropriately more precisely demonstrates that the effects
of the essential elements of the IT artifact have been considered. Consideration of these essential elements
is particularly important when the effects of the IT artifact are potentially negative. This dissertation
employs two of Orlikowski and Iacono’s (2001) views of the IT artifact – proxy and ensemble.
In the first study the IT artifact is considered a proxy for IT-enabled interorganizational relationships. The
level of analysis is geographic states in the U.S., so specific IS features are not examined. The effects of the
IT artifact are not the focus of this study and therefore the proxy view is appropriate. This treatment can
still be considered IS research because the interorganizational relationships are formed based upon a core
reliance on IS (e.g., Brynjolfsson & Hitt 1996 and Wang 2010 examined economic outcomes of IT artifact
diffusion without looking at specific IT features).
The second and third studies view the IT artifact as an ensemble of components and reflect a growing
appreciation for the complex nature of IS being designed and implemented in contemporary organizations
(Jacucci et al. 2006; Hanseth and Ciborra 2007; Bendik 2010; Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010). Examining the
IT artifact as an ensemble requires detailing not just the technological components of the IS, but also the
organizational and environmental elements reflecting the context within which the IT artifacts are designed
and used (Orlikowski and Iacono 2001).
Therefore, the second and third studies provide extensive details regarding the IT artifact – characterizing
the IT artifact as “IT architecture” and “information infrastructure” respectively.

Information

infrastructures are complex, shared, and evolving socio-technical information systems (Monteiro and
Hanseth 1996; Star and Ruhleder 1996; Ciborra and Associates 2000; Contini and Cordella 2007; Hanseth
and Lyytinen 2010). They are complex in that they consist of numerous and various components and
interaction types, and change at a rapid pace (Schneberger and McLean 2003). In addition, they are
complex because they grow from a process of accretion – building on an installed base and gaining in
complexity overtime to the extent component parts are retained and not replaced. They are shared since
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they have users and other stakeholders that cross organizational boundaries (Star and Ruhleder 1996). They
are socio-technical in that they consist of both IT artifacts and human elements.
IT architecture as used in this dissertation combines information infrastructure and IT strategy. This
treatment aligns with IT as an ensemble that is “enmeshed in the conditions of its use” (Orlikowski and
Iacono 2001:127). The second study in particular characterizes the IT artifact as IT architecture and
provides the most detailed examination of IT components in this dissertation. Specifying the IT artifact
provides the basis upon which to examine the impact IT has on individuals and organizations (Markus and
Robey 1988; Markus 2004; Markus and Silver 2008). While the second study considers the composition of
IS complexity by measuring the diversity and size and IT architecture configurations, it does not consider
downstream effects of that complexity. The third study looks explicitly at the effects of IS on organizations
– particularly how legacy systems limit the scale and scope of organizational action. As such, the third
study provides a detailed looked at the components of the IT artifact in order to provide insights for what
essential elements produce the limitations. As stated, this dissertation takes a socio-technical perspective on
IS. Therefore organizational theory concepts are employed in all three studies. This is done to account for
the organizational and environmental elements reflecting the context within which the IT artifacts exist and
emerge. The next section describes how this dissertation employed concepts from IS and non-IS research
in order to effectively attend to the essential elements not just in the IT artifact, but in the organization and
environment as well.
THEORETICAL BASE FOR INVESTIGATING THE PHENOMENON
Appealing to organizational theory concepts is a common practice in IS research (Gregor 2006). This
dissertation makes particular use of four concepts from reference disciplines that play a significant role in
examining PSNs: homophily, complexity, inertia, and network administrative organization. The first three
concepts reflect the effects being examined – the neighbor effect, the complexity effect, and the legacy
effect. The last concept – the governance model of network administrative organization – provides the
organizational and environmental elements needed to explain prescriptive mechanisms in the third study.

6

Homophily
Study one employs the concept of homophily. This concept reflects the notion that similar entities travel in
proximity (McPherson et al. 1992; McPherson et al. 2001), and their influence on each other helps explain
similarities in their behavior (Case et al. 1993; Boarnet and Glazer 2002; Baicker 2005). Homophily is
employed in study one as a means of examining how similarities in state level characteristics predict the
proliferation of PSNs in a state. In other words, study one looks at similarly situated states and examines
evidence for a neighbor effect. As in other homophily research, neighbors are similar in terms of their
economic and demographic characteristics – not just the geographic proximity.
Research investigating peer influence at the state level has found homophily, or the neighbor effect, to be
significant. Per capita income-based homophily was found to be predictive of state spending by Case et al
(1993), Boarnet & Glazer (2002), Baicker (2005), and Feiock (2007). Proximity-based similarity was
found to be predictive of state spending – also by Case et al (1993), Boarnet & Glazer (2002), Baicker
(2005), and Feiock (2007). Population mobility and density-based similarity was found to be predictive of
state spending particularly by Baicker (2005). The general prediction is that states make decisions that
influence the decisions of other states. The first study makes use of this prediction and tests whether it
holds for PSN proliferation.
Complexity
The second study makes use of definitional and predictive elements of the concept of complexity. The
second study tests whether the prediction of requisite complexity holds for PSN IT architectures. Requisite
complexity suggests that organizations attempt to match the complexity of their environment in an effort to
reduce the disruptive influence of environmental change (Boisot and McKelvey 2005). The “requisite
complexity” notion Boisot and McKelvey (2005) developed was adapted from Ashby’s (1958) “law of
requisite variety” argument. The requisite complexity proposition holds that organizations must maintain a
level of complexity similar to the complexity of their environments in order to absorb volatility without
costly adaptations. The alternative is either to experience demise due to a failure to satisfy the demands of
the environment, or to experience demise due to the costliness of adaptation. Requisite complexity predicts
that PSNs would need to match the complexity in their environment to remain sustainable. By extension,
7

the degree to which the complexity of the IT architecture matches the complexity of the PSN’s
organizational characteristics would also produce some degree of sustainability – which is the perspective
taken in this study.
Research examining the complexity of IT architecture has been limited and discussion of the relationships
among environmental complexity and IT architecture complexity is rare (Beetz and Kolbe 2011). IT
architecture complexity has been viewed as a moderating variable reducing the otherwise positive impact
of IT on business performance (which tends to be the focus of examination). IT complexity can decrease
performance due to higher cost of coordination and maintenance (Mocker 2009). Generally complexity is
viewed as an inhibitor of some other outcome like IT flexibility (Schmidt and Buxmann 2011; Tallon and
Pinsonneault 2011), or effective project management (Meyer and Foley-Curley 1991).

Regarding

environmental effects, Braa and colleagues (2007) performed an investigation of standards diffusion and
considered the role of complexity in integrated health information systems and included some treatment of
the environment. Schneberger and McLean (2003) specify the elements of component-based complexity
and make reference to the “computing environment complexity.” However, even in their study they mainly
treated elements outside the organization as a black box.
IT component complexity in this dissertation represents the interaction effects of size and diversity
produced by the data, applications, devices, applications, and networking components (Schneberger and
McLean 2003). The diversity or scope of component types contributes to some degree of complexity as
organizations strive to simultaneously optimize the performance of each type of component, and maintain
interoperability among components – all while mastering diverse procedures and practices across the set of
components.

Complexity is also composed of a scale or size dimension.

The absolute number of

components of the IS results in some degree of complexity as organizations must maintain an inventory of
physical and digital artifacts and overtime need to perform maintenance tasks on them. The enormity of
large-scale IS contributes to (in part) IT architecture complexity. In addition, the complexity of the
organizational and environmental contexts is considered in study two. In line with a socio-technical
approach, the study situates the IS through specific elements in the organization and environment that
shaped IS capabilities.
8

Inertia
Study three draws on the concept of inertia to place the effects of IT into their proper context also. Drawing
on Gilbert’s (2005) definition, inertia is defined as the inability or tendency of an organism not to change in
the face of significant external change. Gilbert also provides specificity that is useful in portraying the
effect of legacy systems on organizations, and the effects of the environment on countering those legacy
effects. Per Gilbert inertia is broken out into two parts – resource rigidity and routine rigidity. Resource
rigidity reflects a failure to change investment patterns (e.g., not investing in a project to replace legacy
systems). Routine rigidity reflects a failure to change the patterns of using existing resources (e.g.,
continuing to use workarounds despite the implementation of new system capabilities). Gilbert posits that
environmental forces that threaten organizations provide motivation for change in the case of resource
investments, but not in the case of routines. Gilbert suggests that routines are more embedded and in times
of threat and uncertainty become more ingrained in organizations.
Other researchers have made use of some notion of inertia in describing why organizations or individuals
fail to adopt or implement new technologies. Hanseth and Lyytinen (2010) characterize IS-related resource
rigidity as being rooted in the constraints felt by “technology traps” (IS capabilities that constrain
organizations based upon locking in past design decisions). Star and Ruhleder (1996) describe the “inertia
of the installed base” and note that efforts to implement new technologies always “wrestle” with the
existing technologies. Keen (1981) describes a lack of adoption for new technology as “social inertia” - a
notion similar to, but broader than, routine rigidity. “Social inertia” incorporates an organization’s
resistance to IS due to a lack of prioritizing information processing more generally – agnostic to IS
capabilities.
This dissertation makes use of the above theorizing on inertia in two ways. First, study three views inertia
as a type of “legacy effect” - the by-product of legacy systems. Legacy systems are those existing systems
that overtime become increasingly more difficult to adapt and maintain due to a lack of human knowledge
and technical compatibility, and are associated with negative assessments such as "brittle, slow, and
resistant" (Bisbal et al. 1999). For study three, inertia takes the form of both the technology traps described
by Hanseth and Lyytinen, and also the social inertia described by Keen. In other words, legacy systems
9

result in technology and social outcomes – the combination of which is referred to in this dissertation as the
legacy effect. Second, study three makes use of Gilbert’s (2005) treatment of threat perception as being a
contextual element of overcoming the effects of inertia. When examining how a case organization was able
to overcome inertial or legacy effects the influence of key events was examined and evidence found that
suggests external threats help motivate organizations to break off from their resource rigidity trajectory.
Network administrative organization
Homophily, complexity, and inertia provide the conceptual base for the effects being examined in this
dissertation – the neighbor effect, the complexity effect, and the legacy effect. Theorizing on network
administrative organizations provides the conceptual base for the type of organization under study. PSN are
network organizations – composed of multiple member organizations, and performing some type of
collective activity (Rethemeyer and Hatmaker 2008). Members determine the governance model for the
network and one such governance model is network administrative organization brokering.

Network

administrative organizations (NAOs) are separate entities created specifically to govern network decision
making and serve as broker for participating organizations internally and externally (Provan and Kenis
2008). NAOs face multiple challenges but particularly face the need to maintain high goal consensus and
the need to develop network-level competencies.
NAO research has recognized the need to balance inherent tensions associated with desired network
outcomes. For NAO, the desired outcomes are stability, flexibility, internal legitimacy, external legitimacy,
decision-making efficiency, and inclusion (Human and Provan 2000; Provan and Milward 2001; Provan
and Kenis 2008). These researchers posit that the network outcomes must be balanced for the network to
remain viable. Stability must be balanced with flexibility, internal legitimacy with external, and efficiency
with inclusion. Study three examines the role bootstrapping and adaptiveness design principles play in
maintaining balance between each pair of outcomes.
Connections among concepts
To examine the three effects (homophily, complexity, and inertia) and six outcomes (inclusion, efficiency,
internal legitimacy, external legitimacy, flexibility, and stability) three studies were conducted - one
regarding a neighbor effect in public safety network proliferation, one regarding a complexity effect in PSN
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IT architecture configuration, and one regarding a legacy effect in PSN IS evolution. Figure 2 below shows
the progression of the papers from proliferation, to configuration, to evolution.

Figure 2 - Dissertation in three acts

All these papers study PSNs. Examining the three effects results in a holistic investigation of these
interorganizational collaborations. Study one examines external factors that predict PSN proliferation.
Study two examines PSNs themselves by specifying their IT architecture patterns. Study three examines
evolutionary dynamics affecting PSNs by specifying how its IS can limit the scope and scale of PSN
activities. While the three studies are distinct, they are aligned in their domain – a focus on PSNs - and in
their aim to provide insights about the challenges facing these network organizations.
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RESEARCH DESIGN
In examining PSNs, the three effects, and the six outcomes, a number of research questions are posed.
Table 1 lists these questions and their placement in each study. Both theory and practice questions are
posed. The theoretical questions involve better understanding the nature of the effects and outcomes. The
practice questions involve better positioning organizations to understand or respond to the challenges
inherent in the effects and outcomes.
Table 1 Research Questions by Paper
Paper

1 -Neighbor effect

2 -Complexity effect

3 - Legacy effect

Research

Practice: What role do peer
states play in driving public
safety collaboration
proliferation?

Practice: What IT architecture
patterns exist in the field of
interorganizational public safety
collaborations?

Practice: How do legacy systems
affect organizations? What can
organizations do to overcome any
constraining effects?

Theory: What is the nature
of isomorphic influence that
is exhibited by peers (as
opposed to leaders or
authorizing entities) in the
public safety domain?

Theory: In what ways can a
complexity perspective on IT
architecture help researchers
explore the relationship among
the architecture, the
organization, and the
environment?
What IT architecture patterns
exist in the field of inter-agency
public safety collaborations?

Theory: How and in what ways are
network organizations affected by
legacy systems? How can network
organizations effectively and
efficiently cope with the negative
effects of legacy systems? How and
why do coping strategies
implemented by network
organizations work as they do?

Questions

Methods
In answering these questions this dissertation explores, examines, and explains PSNs by employing a multitheory, multi-level, multi–method research design. Combining different research methods, levels, and
theories provides a rich and reliable set of results since different research elements provoke different
responses from observable phenomena (Mingers 2001). In other words, looking at the same problem from
different perspectives is useful. Using a diversity of research methods allows different types of questions to
be posed and answered. The listing in Table 2 below summarizes data collection and analysis elements for
this dissertation. The multiple data sources, levels of analysis, and analytical methods are shown and
subsequently described in the text.
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Table 2 – Data Collection /Analysis Elements
Paper
Data
sources

Level of
analysis
Data
analysis
method

1 -Neighbor effect
Primary data: manual
search of individual
websites of public safety
interorganizational
collaborations.

2 -Complexity effect
Primary data: National survey of
public safety networks
Secondary data: official statistics
from U.S. Census Bureau

Secondary data: official
statistics from U.S. Census
Bureau (including IPUMS
1% data), Bureau of Justice
Statistics, FY 2007
Homeland Security Grant
Program report, and U.S.
map
State (U.S.)

IT architecture

Quantitative:
Regression (OLS)

Quantitative:
Decision tree
Qualitative:
Taxonomy

3 - Legacy effect
Primary data: key informant
interviews, non-participant
observations of seminars given by
PSN staff, internal strategic
planning reports and external
summary reports, content
analysis on various internal and
external presentations, meeting
minutes, PSN newsletters,
external newsletters, and internal
and external websites

Case: Network
Embedded units: Technology
initiative
Qualitative:
Case study (single case,
embedded units)
Design:
Evaluation of designed IT
features and IT design and
implementation practices

Data collection
Three sets of primary data were collected. To identify the frequency of PSNs across states for study one a
manual search was conducted. To identify patterns of IT architecture configurations across PSNs for study
two a national survey was conducted. To specify the legacy effect and how to overcome it, longitudinal
case data were gathered. Each of these data collection efforts were completed as part of a larger research
project1.
Other data sources included U.S. Census Bureau, Department of Homeland Security, and the Bureau of
Justice Statistics. For the third study private sector organizations were also engaged as part of data
collection. One private sector organization was a strategic partner with the case organization and the other
was an industry-wide institute providing guidance to public safety organizations internationally.

1

National Science Foundation funded - grants NSF-0852688 and NSF-0534877.
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Prior research regarding methods was reviewed but two works are particularly worth noting here. For
designing the survey instrument, Dillman's (2000) work regarding online surveys was useful for question
design and overall instrument organization guidance. For designing the case study protocol, Yin (2003)
was valuable to ensure the study met requirements of validity and reliability. While other case study
approaches are useful - e.g., interpretivist (Walsham 1995), Yin's approach to case study research provides
a means of gathering evidence and presenting it so the study satisfies the four principles of high-quality
positivistic case analysis (attend to all the evidence, address rival explanations, focus on the main issue, and
demonstrate domain knowledge).
Multiple levels of analysis were employed across the three studies in order to provide a broader view of
PSNs. The first study examines PSN proliferation collectively at the state level. This level was deemed
appropriate given that prior homophily research on the neighbor effect was conducted at the state level. The
second study examines PSNs at the IT architecture level. This level was deemed appropriate based upon the
research questions – finding patterns of IT architecture components planned or in use in PSN necessitated
analysis at the IT architecture level. The third study employs two levels of analysis – the network and the
technology initiative. The network level of analysis is what the case is about (“this is a case of a network
organization”). The technology initiative is an embedded unit required because the bootstrapping and
adaptiveness principles have elements that cross into the lower level of analysis. In other words, the design
principles have elements at the network level and at the technology initiative level and therefore required
treatment at both levels.
Data analysis
Data analysis incorporated multiple methods across quantitative and qualitative approaches. For study one
the manual search results were combined with secondary data and regression analysis was conducted.
Ordinary least squares regression was deemed appropriate based upon the data distribution and the lack of
multi-collinearity between the independent variables.
For study two the primary data were used to conduct decision tree analysis and develop a taxonomy of IT
architecture types. Decision tree modeling was conducted to identify configuration groups based upon
diversity and complexity measures for IT architecture. This method of analysis is well-suited for
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exploratory classification and has been useful in past research in multiple disciplines (Murthy 1998).
Decision tree analysis may be inappropriate when a binary outcome variable is examined and a single best
solution is desired (Sinha and May 2004). Since the focus of this study is to examine diversity and
complexity scores as outcome variables and seeks to find multiple alternative solutions – not a single best
model, decision-tree analysis is particularly useful. In this study an observation being assigned to multiple
groups is acceptable since a single PSN could actually be a member of more than one type of IT
architecture configuration class.

The taxonomy was useful in illustrating patterns of IT architecture

components, and placing these patterns into an organizational context.
Study three is a qualitative study involving a “least likely” case of overcoming legacy effects. The case
analysis followed a pattern matching approach - including a conceptually-ordered matrix display following
guidance from Miles and Huberman (1994). Pattern matching involves comparing case observations with
theoretical predictions. Pattern matching is a technique to improve the validity of case study findings (Yin
2003) as part of an overall deductive, hypothesis-testing study design (Lee 1989). In addition, a design
approach to analysis was employed to evaluate the product (i.e., IT features) and the process (i.e., IT
practices) of IT architecture development and implementation. A design approach to analysis starts with a
problem and using kernel theory to explain the efficacy of the solution (Hevner et al. 2004). For study
three the problem being addressed was overcoming legacy effects and the kernel theory employed involved
concepts from network organization theorizing (balancing the six desirable outcomes identified by Provan
and Kenis, 2008).
Overall the analysis in the dissertation provides quantitative and qualitative evidence for answering the
research questions regarding the neighbor, complexity, and legacy effects for PSNs. Using multiple
methods, multiple data sources, and multiple levels of analysis provided the depth and breadth of
observations needed to explore, examined, and explain the phenomenon of public safety networks. The
remainder of the dissertation is as follows. Study one is covered in the essay “Factors in IT-enabled
collaboration in the public sector: the neighbor effect.” Then study two is covered in the essay “Complexity
in context – exploring public safety network IT architecture patterns in the context of environmental and
organizational complexity.” Next study three is covered in the essay “Overcoming the legacy effect in
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network organizations – balancing the tensions.” Lastly, concluding remarks regarding implications for
research and practice are presented in the final chapter.
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Study One: Factors in IT-enabled collaboration in the public
sector: the neighbor effect
2

ABSTRACT
This study examines the spread of information technology (IT)-enabled collaborations in the United States’ (U.S.)
public safety domain by employing rational choice and institutional perspectives to analyze the proliferation of
public safety networks (PSNs).

Using primary and secondary data in correlation and predictive analyses, a

specification of a “neighbor effect” is determined that is associated with PSN proliferation. This neighbor effect
represents a mimetic-type isomorphic pressure exerted on states by other similarly situated states. Consistent with
past neighbor effect research, this study tests economic, geographic, and demographic factors predictive of certain
patterns of PSN proliferation at the state level. The findings of this study suggest a “follow the money” pattern, with
internal and external resources, along with neighbor spending, being essential in predicting PSN proliferation. This
study contributes to knowledge by extending homophily research into the domain of public safety, by highlighting
unexpected findings regarding violent crime rates and federal funding, by specifying a measure for mimetic
isomorphism, and by furthering the notion that incorporating institutional and rational factors into analyses provides
a more complete picture of interorganizational phenomena.

Keywords: Interorganizational systems, institutional theory, neighbor effect, rational choice, public safety,
regression analysis

2

An earlier version of this paper was published in the proceedings of the International Conference on Information
Systems (Dias 2010).
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INTRODUCTION
Government agencies face complex problems in dealing with crime, terror, and natural disasters (Perrow 2007).
These challenges, sometimes characterized as “wicked problems,” call for durable multidisciplinary collaborations
that efficiently marshal resources and effectively implement solutions. Collaborations as a form of organizing are
defined as a group of stakeholders in a domain, interacting using rules, norms, and structures in order to jointly
decide or act in addressing a shared problem (Wood and Gray 1991; Thomson et al. 2007). But there are forces
working against collaboration as well – such as specific investments in assets required, lack of trust between
potential partners, and uncertainty in the environment (Williamson 1985; Dacin et al. 2007). Decisions about when
or when not to collaborate are made in the face of resource scarcity and pressure to improve organizational
performance and gain legitimacy.
The purpose of this study is to examine the factors associated with the proliferation of IT-enabled collaborations by
comparing the influence of in-state conditions and cross-state homophily. In public administration and network
organization literature homophily is the propensity of an entity to make decisions based upon the decisions or
actions of entities similar to itself (McPherson et al. 2001). State level public administration research has referred to
homophily as the neighbor effect (Case et al. 1993; Boarnet and Glazer 2002; Baicker 2005). The neighbor effect
represents the propensity of one state to mirror decisions (e.g., adoption of new education policy) of other states
viewed as similarly situated. For this study neighbor effect research provides guidance for the dimensions along
which homophily can be determined. These dimensions of similarity (economic, demographic, and geographic)
represent the categories within which specific variables can be measured to then identify the influential peers within
each state government’s organizational field. This current study examines the role of the neighbor effect in
predicting the proliferation of interorganizational public sector collaboration called public safety networks (PSNs).
The importance of interorganizational collaboration has been heralded by current and past presidential
administrations in the United States as part of larger efforts to produce a more responsive and effective public sector.
One example is the National Criminal Intelligence Sharing Plan - established in 2003 to assist public safety
collaborations that utilize information systems to facilitate cross-jurisdiction data exchange. More recently, the Open
Government Directive initiative was established in 2009 to promote transparency, participation, and collaboration
among agencies – public safety agencies included. In the U.K., public sector efforts to facilitate “joined up
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government” and “transformational government” have also been heavily promoted by executive and parliamentary
leadership as essential to the efficiency and effectiveness goals espoused in “new public management” (McNulty
and Ferlie 2004).
The criticality of the public safety domain can be seen in the steady increase in expenditures apportioned for
criminal justice (across all functions) since the early 1980s (Perry 2008), and the increased support on a national
level from agencies like the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of Justice. But this study
is also motivated by recent failures in IOS use (e.g., non-use of MassGangs by Massachusetts police departments)
and continued strategic challenges facing collaborating (Pendleton 2010).
Since information exchange serves as the foundation for many interorganizational activities (Barrett and Konsynski
1982), interorganizational systems (IOS) can be used to address complex problems. IOS have been shown to provide
both strategic and operational benefits (Robey et al. 2008). IOS can facilitate information sharing as well as reduce
the cost of coordinating interorganizational action. IOS research has provided examples showing how information
technology (IT) can add value in organizations – e.g., when the system is central to the interorganizational
relationship (Chatfield and Yetton 2000), and when designed for strategic benefits (Subramani 2004). More
generally, IT value research has found that information systems (IS) can improve organizational efficiency and
effectiveness when IT assets are implemented with specific organizational resources in mind (Melville et al. 2004;
Nevo and Wade 2010). Cautionary insights have been offered as well. For example, when IOS are adopted as IT
fashions due to social pressures, firms might not experience expected benefits (Fichman 2004; Robey et al. 2008).
Therefore, attending to both rational choice and institutional influences provides a fuller explanation for IOS
adoption.
Similarly, the decision to establish IOS-enabled PSNs is multi-faceted, making the use of both rational choice and
institutional theory concepts beneficial. Rational choice factors influence adoption of collaboration in response to
the economic, demographic, and geographic conditions facing public sector decision makers. Institutional factors
influence adoption of collaboration in response to uncertainty and regulatory scrutiny. Jointly employing rational
choice and institutional perspectives provides a more complete explanation for the decision-making of those
organizations striving to improve effectiveness and efficiency, while simultaneously exhibiting socially adaptive
behaviors. This examination assumes that public agencies are both embedded within social environments (Markus
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and Robey 1988; Orlikowski and Iacono 2001) and shaped by institutional arrangements (Fountain 2001). At the
same time, stakeholders pressure these agencies to enhance services and improve performance (Ferlie et al. 1996).
The emphasis of this study specifically involves identifying the mimetic isomorphic pressure exhibited along a
dimension of a priori similarity or homophily. In other words, this study asks “What is the nature of isomorphic
influence that is exhibited by public sector peers (as opposed to leaders or authorizing entities) in the public safety
domain?”

Understanding the role of peer influence on interagency collaboration sheds light upon the concept of

“institution” – specifically how isomorphic pressures can be exhibited by similarly situated entities and not just by
entities designated as “leaders” or “superiors.” Examining isomorphic pressures in the public sector is particularly
warranted as some research has found that public sector organizations are more susceptible to institutional factors
than private sector businesses (Frumkin and Gelaskiewicz 2004).
Primary and secondary data were collected as part of a National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded project’s study
of interagency collaborations referred to here as public safety networks (PSNs). The current study examines PSN
proliferation (the number of PSNs relative to law enforcement agencies) within a state. PSN proliferation represents
the spread of the practice of public safety interagency collaboration across each state. The relationship between PSN
proliferation and predictive factors will be examined by analyzing the influence of in-state (rational choice) and also
interstate (institutional) variables.
This study contributes to knowledge by extending homophily research into the domain of public safety, by
highlighting unexpected findings regarding violent crime rates and federal funding, by specifying a measure for
mimetic isomorphism, and by furthering the notion that incorporating institutional and rational factors into analyses
provides a more complete picture of interorganizational phenomena.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. The paper begins with perspectives on interorganizational collaboration
and interorganizational systems adoption to provide background on research relating to the type of organization and
systems associated with PSNs. Public administration neighbor effect research is discussed next to provide
background on the analytic approach for this study. Then public safety networks and their proliferation are described
to provide details on the outcome under investigation. Next details on data collection and analysis are described. The
discussion section follows with consideration for both rational choice and institutional theory insights. The paper
concludes with implications for practice and future research.
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PERSPECTIVES ON INTERORGANIZATIONAL COLLABORATION

Researchers have examined the nature and prevalence of interorganizational relationships (IOR) in both the private
(Dacin et al. 2007) and public (Rethemeyer and Hatmaker 2008) sectors. Oliver examined six types of IORs and the
contingencies driving organizations to form linkages (Oliver 1990). Two of those six – interagency federations and
agency-sponsor linkages – are salient for this current examination of IOS use. Interagency federations are peeroriented relationships formed to increase the influence and visibility of member agencies, as well as to increase the
scale and/or scope of member capabilities. Agency-sponsor linkages are hierarchical relationships formed to secure
a regular flow of funds and other resources from one organization to another. New organizations are established
when either federations and linkages are formed, and these organizations face pressures to improve performance,
and to gain legitimacy in their environment (Oliver 1990). Legitimacy in this current paper follows Suchman’s
(1995) definition – “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or
appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions.” Legitimacy is one
of the critical contingencies factoring into decisions to form interorganizational collaborations. Oliver’s framework
continues to support examinations of interorganizational collaborations (Dacin et al. 2007), and it illustrates how the
shared goals among members include performance-oriented pressures as well as pressures to justify their continued
existence. Collaborations continue to face these dual performance and legitimacy pressures (Ashworth et al. 2009).
Since both performance and legitimacy pressures influence collaborations, both rational choice and institutional
theory perspectives can be useful in examining interagency public safety networks. A rational choice approach
would examine the decision to form collaborations as a systematic cost-benefit calculation attempting to maximize
explicit performance goals in terms of efficiency and effectiveness (Ostrom 1991). Researchers that have taken a
rational choice perspective have used theories such as game theory (von Neumann and Morgenstem 1953) and the
resource-based view of the firm (Barney 1991; Eisenhardt and Bird-Schoonhoven 1996). Consistent with Ostrom
(1991) this study refers to “rational choice approach” distinctly from particular instances of economic theories that
involve specific assumptions regarding information, preferences, and benefit maximization - e.g., public choice
theory (Buchanan and Tollison 1984 ) or median voter theory (Black 1948).
An institutional approach examines organizational decision-making as a legitimacy calculation attempting to
maximize the sustainability of the organization as an on-going concern (Rogers 2003). Consistent with Ostrom this
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study employs institutional theory as a “logic of appropriateness” based upon norms and rules in an institutional
context – as opposed to other institution-oriented frameworks like new institutional economics (Williamson 2000)
that is primarily concerned with institutional governance.
Both rational choice and institutional perspectives assume that decision-making is done in the context of a complex,
uncertain, and resource-scarce environment (Oliver 1991). Both perspectives also assume that the survival of
organizations is problematic – i.e., their existence is always in jeopardy and not taken for granted (Pfeffer and
Salancik 1978). Researchers have recognized the complementarity of rational choice and institutional analysis
(Ostrom 1991; Ashworth et al. 2009). Rather than favor one theory over the other, some researchers analyze
decision-making in light of both goal-maximization seeking, as well as the legitimacy seeking activity of
organizations.
Research examining IORs formation has benefitted significantly from applying rational choice theories. These
theories predict that entities will form interorganizational relationships as the net benefits in terms of efficiency (i.e.,
reduced transaction costs) and effectiveness (i.e., meeting needs through enhanced capabilities, additional resources
to increase scale) are understood by decision makers and exploited. In the public sector these theories are used by
proponents of the “new public management” approach to operating government entities.

The new public

management approach asserts that the public sector should make use of private sector innovations in terms of
strategic planning and operational execution (Ferlie et al. 1996; Ferlie et al. 2003) in order to be successful (i.e.,
improving agency performance).
Institutional analysis has also provided significant insights regarding interorganizational relationship formation. An
institutional approach starts with the premise that organizations exhibit more homogeneity in their structure and
activities than would be predicted if organizations solely sought competitive advantage (DiMaggio and Powell
1983). This theory predicts that entities will form collaborations in order to conform to or comply with isomorphic
pressures flowing from other entities in the focal organization’s institutional or organizational field. An institutional
field is the set of entities that exert social pressure on organizational members over time (Scott and Davis 2007).
Isomorphic pressures come in three forms depending on their source – coercive, mimetic, and normative (DiMaggio
and Powell 1983). Coercive pressures flow from authoritative entities through laws, regulations, and policies.
Mimetic pressures flow from high caliber peers through reputational visibility (e.g., industry report cards).
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Normative pressures flow from professional networks through espoused values and norms. Interorganizational
collaborations would form as agencies attempt to gain and maintain legitimacy (Suchman 1995) in order to be
successful (i.e., being sustainable).
Other organizational theories have been used in IOR research to focus on characteristics of individual organizations
(e.g., resource-based view of the firm), characteristics of interorganizational links (e.g., social network analysis), or
characteristics of interorganizational transactions (e.g., transaction cost economics). This study makes use of rational
choice and institutional perspectives in order to emphasize the reality that organizations strategically face dual
pressures to improve performance and gain legitimacy. Researchers have found that solely using a rational choice
lens sans social effects leaves analysis “impoverished” (Eisenhardt and Bird-Schoonhoven 1996). Some researchers
have even claimed that interorganizational performance can be improved through mechanisms operated to increase
legitimacy (Dacin et al. 2007). Since organizations in the public sector must achieve performance goals as well as
remain legitimate well-funded ongoing concerns, using rational choice and institutional theories as complementary
in examining interorganizational relationship research is warranted (Ostrom 1991; Son and Benbasat 2007).
PERSPECTIVES OF INTERORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS ADOPTION
The study of IOS has also enjoyed multiple decades of research (Barrett and Konsynski 1982; Robey et al. 2008).
Institutional analysis has been used to study information systems for more than twenty years (Mignerat and Rivard
2009) – examining the isomorphic pressures that increase the likelihood of IT adoption. Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) adoption has been examined with an institutional perspective, with researchers finding that isomorphic
pressures do influence an organization’s intention to adopt EDI at both the senior manager (Chwelos et al. 2001) and
chief executive (Teo et al. 2003) levels. E-marketplace adoption research has shown some evidence that past
conforming to isomorphic pressures can evolve into non-conforming behavior even in the public sector (Standing et
al. 2009). In healthcare research looking at the local government unit of analysis, Noir & Walsham (2007) identified
critical cases of IOS not producing performance benefits due to non-compliance with standards set at the
organizational field level.
Rational choice theories have also been used to examine IOS adoption and use. Returning to EDI, Subramani (2004)
employed transaction cost economics and resource-based view concepts in studying supply chain management value
creation for both suppliers and customers when deliberate relationship strategies were executed. Wade and Hulland
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(2004) provide a review of resource-based view IS research (including cross-organizational investigations) and find
support for the notion that treating IT as one component of organizational resources (including the expertise to
exploit IT capabilities) is beneficial to firm performance.
Some researchers have used both institutional and rational choice factors in examining IOS. For example, Kumar
and van Dissel found that rational, socio-political and technological factors were all important in implementing risk
management strategies in IOS-enabled collaborations (Kumar and van Dissel 1996). Volkoff and colleagues found
evidence for the importance of social and professional networks in IOS implementation success in horizontal
alliances (Volkoff et al. 1999). More recently, Son and Benbasat (2007) found that institutional factors significantly
affected organizations’ intent to adopt an IOS, but it was the rational choice-oriented factors that exhibited
significant influence on participation levels and use. In other words, isomorphic pressures induced organizations to
adopt, but something more was required to get organizations to regularly use the IOS.
As can be seen above, past empirical work has employed rational choice and institutional perspectives to examine
IOS adoption. The next section describes an attempt to gain precision particularly on the mimetic pressures concept.
NEIGHBOR EFFECT OF STATE GOVERNMENT SPENDING
In institutional theory the concept of connectedness represents interactions that increase the strength of ties between
entities (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). In economic research the connectedness between government entities has
been represented in various concepts including homophily, yardstick competition, homogeneity, and interjurisdictional spillover (see Table 4 for details). Researchers using these concepts argue that nodes within a network
tend to connect or coordinate their actions based upon some socio-demographic dimension of similarity (McPherson
et al. 1992; Sorenson et al. 2006).
A similar concept in this stream of research is the neighbor effect. Neighbor effect research has identified specific
measures of similarity that can be used as predictors of how much influence one organization’s spending decisions
have on another organization’s spending decisions. In other words, the neighbor effect measures mimetic
isomorphic pressure. For example, in their study of U.S. state level spending, Case et al (1993) identified that
demographic factors best measured the influence of similarly situated states on each other – and of the multiple
demographic indicators tested, percent Black of the population was the most significant predictor of state spending
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patterns. Baicker (2005) performed a similar examination and found demographics again to be the best predictor for
neighbor effects, but with interstate mobility as the most precise neighbor effect measure. Other researchers have
found similar results regarding an interstate effect on spending (Figlio 1999; Boarnet and Glazer 2002; Feiock
2007).
Neighbor effect literature informs the current study in two ways. First, neighbor effects research provides evidence
that similarly situated states (“neighbors”) influence one another in ways that transcend rational choice criteria.
Second, neighbor effects research provides guidance for the dimensions along which homophily (or similarity) can
be determined. These dimensions of similarity (economic, demographic, and geographic) represent the categories
within which specific variables can be measured to then identify the influential peers within each state government’s
organizational field. The next section describes the type of organization under examination – public safety networks.
PUBLIC SAFETY NETWORKS
Public Safety Networks (PSNs) are interagency collaborations enabled by IT in support of the information sharing
and interoperability needs of police and associated public safety organizations (Fedorowicz et al. 2007; Dias 2010).
These collaborations form across levels of government (local, state, regional) and perform diverse functions – from
police dispatch, to terror suspect monitoring, to emergency management response. PSN members collaborate based
upon collective agreement – whether formal or informal. These types of collaborations are durable in nature –
meaning the interaction between member agencies goes beyond individual transactions that do not require long-term
agreements, or

collective information sharing through independent third party (joint investigations and FBI

databases are respective examples).
Interest in PSNs has increased over the past decade, fueled in part by the September 11, 2001 terror attacks and the
subsequent formation of the Department of Homeland Security.

National efforts promoting interagency

collaboration like the Department of Homeland Security’s SAFECOM program and Fusion centers reflect the
federal attention given to public safety networks. State level recognition of the value of interagency information
sharing has also likely helped fuel their popularity (Sweden 2011).
This study assumes that PSNs are embedded within social environments (Markus and Robey 1988; Orlikowski and
Iacono 2001) as well as shaped by institutional arrangements (Fountain 2001). At the same time stakeholders
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pressure these interagency collaborations to enhance service delivery and reduce costs (Ferlie et al. 1996). As a
result, we argue that both rational choice and institutional forces drive the proliferation of PSNs.
Although these collaborations form for a variety of reasons, some similarities exist in the contingencies for PSN
establishment. The information technology in use by PSN members includes data like mug shots, court orders, and
emergency management plans; devices like fingerprint scanners, automatic license-plate readers, and 800 megahertz
radios; and domain-specific applications (Manning 2003) like digital crime/incident mapping, inter-jurisdiction
vehicle/equipment dispatch, and cross-agency information-sharing portals. Accordingly, PSNs can produce ITenabled resources (Nevo and Wade 2010) –in the case of PSNs the capabilities produced by the exploitation of the
IT extends to the network level. This paper examines the distribution of interagency public safety collaborations by
analyzing the influence of interstate spillovers on the diffusion or proliferation of PSN-type collaborations.
PSN proliferation
PSN proliferation represents the spread of the practice of public safety interagency collaboration at the state level.
To better describe the outcome being examined, Table 3 elaborates on PSN proliferation – showing what PSN
proliferation is, what it is not, and the essential characteristics at issue to distinguish PSNs from other types of
entities. PSN proliferation is a measure of how frequent the practice of public safety collaboration formation occurs.
PSNs represent hubs of public safety activity through which participating organizations can share information and
other resources. PSN proliferation reflects a relative measure to assist state leaders in better understanding the
frequency of interagency collaborations apart from the influence of state size. 3 However, larger states will have a
greater opportunity to form these collaborations – given that they have more potential participant organizations. All
PSNs involve one or more policing agency, and given that PSNs can cross local geographic boundaries (i.e., city,
county), examining state level proliferation seems appropriate. Unlike temporary arrangements, PSNs represent a
durable entity in that they exist even after their initial objectives have been met – unlike a taskforce or committee.
Therefore, PSN proliferation reflects a commitment to share information, personnel, equipment, or other resources.

3

PSN proliferation is not a pure adoption rate since there is no way to count all the potential participants. However,
to properly reflect the type of commitment mentioned the effects of having more opportunity to collaborate must be
considered as part of operationalization (i.e., somehow the size of the state must be accounted for in the outcome
variable).
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Table 3 - Specifying the Outcome

PSN Proliferation

What it is

What it is not

The spread of public
safety networks within
a state.

Absolute frequency or simple count.
Actual adoption rate (adopters/total potential adopters)
Public safety collaborations not involving the police (e.g.,
only unified response arrangement for fire departments).
Individual transactions (joint investigations) or information
sharing through independent third party (FBI database).

Essentials
Characteristics
Type of count
Domain
Durability of
entity

Rational Choice and Institutional Perspectives on Public Safety Network Proliferation
While rational choice and institutional theories together provide a fuller explanation for organizational behavior
(Ostrom 1991), each perspective makes distinct assumptions and claims that make employing them jointly a
challenge. However, using both perspectives enables examination of the variety of factors influencing decisions in
the public sector. These factors are summarized in Figure 3.
In terms of PSN proliferation decision-making criteria, an institutional perspective would emphasize the social
influence of external entities in pressuring agencies into the practice of collaboration. External entities exerting
pressure would include other policing agencies, professional associations like the National Association of State CIOs
(NASCIO), and higher level agencies like the Governor’s office or the state legislature. Rational choice would
emphasize performance goal maximization like crime reduction or servicing national borders, ignoring social
pressures. Rational choice theory frames decision-making as driven by anticipated results that are specified through a
systematic cost-benefit analysis of various alternatives to reduce the effects of public safety issues like crime, natural
disaster, industrial accidents, and terror threats. From the rational choice perspective PSNs form as government
officials scan their environments, identify explicit problematic economic, geographic, and demographic conditions
and view PSN proliferation as a possible solution to problems they face. Rational choice decision making would
pose the question, “Will joining this PSN help reduce crime or the threat of terrorist attack, or reduce the cost of
public safety?” Agencies decide whether to join a PSN within the context of a socially motivated organizational field.
Agencies also decide to join a PSN within the context of an economically motivated environment.
An institutional perspective frames decision-making as governed by institutional arrangements – or rules of what is
permitted, required, and prohibited, and rationalized myths (Meyer and Rowan 1977). An institutional analysis would
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attend to social suasion, and lead to questions such as: “Do organizations decide to collaborate with other PSN
members based on their environment uncertainty, and pressure to conform, comply, or copy?” Since this study
specifically examines the role of peer-oriented neighbor effect, only this mimetic influence is considered (see Figure
3).

Figure 3– Interagency Collaboration Conceptual Framework
As stated, PSN proliferation reflects the diffusion of the practice of forming durable public safety collaborations.
Drawing on rational and institutional factors described in Table 4, we anticipate that states exhibiting high per capita
public safety spending and violent crime, being a U.S. border state, receiving high DHS funding, and having
"neighbors" with high public safety spending would exhibit higher PSN proliferation. Accordingly we anticipate that
states with low or null values for these factors would exhibit low PSN proliferation. Past neighbor effect research
identified many of the factors listed in Table 4, but the public safety-related factors like violent crime rate and DHS
funding were added for this study in consideration of the domain of the phenomenon.
This study makes no claim about a “good” or “appropriate” level of proliferation. However, some treatment of the
“expected (or typical) value” of proliferation is possible based upon its average. The average PSN proliferation will
provide state officials with a type of benchmark to better understand one aspect of public safety collaborating. The
average should not be used to assess a state’s collaborative capabilities, but would provide information about the
frequency of PSNs relative to other states. The further a state’s PSN proliferation is away from the average the more
a further investigation of that state’s collaborative practice might yield interesting findings.
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States at the higher extreme of PSN proliferation represent locations where the practice of PSN-type collaboration
might be trending toward a proto-institution or an “institution in the making” (Lawrence et al. 2002). A protoinstitution represents a practice or structure that has “become entrenched in the sense that it is costly to choose other
practices, technologies, or rules” (Lawrence et al. 2002). Proto-institutions represent an increased occurrence of a
practice that transcends particular organizations or even sets of organizations. Lawrence and colleagues argued that
interorganizational collaborations are particularly influential in spreading practices within an organizational field
and therefore we might expect that high PSN proliferation could signal just such a transformation to a new
institutional practice. Identifying those states where PSN proliferation has reached some expected value would be
helpful in tracking the potential of PSN-type collaborating to become institution practice in its own right.
States at the lower extreme of PSN proliferation could represent locations where widespread practice of PSN-type
collaboration has not taken root. According to rational choice predictions, limited PSN proliferation could stem
from limited resources available for collaboration, limited public safety demands that would necessitate
collaborative solutions, or a general perception of the limited value of forming durable collaborations. Ultimately,
from a rational choice perspective the motivation for collaboration would be to improve performance in some way.
According to institutional predictions, limited PSN proliferation would ultimately stem from a general lack of
credibility among peers and authoritative organizations regarding the appropriateness of conducting interagency
collaboration.
As mentioned, the literature makes clear public safety agencies are motivated to collaborate based upon dual
pressures to improve performance and gain legitimacy. Given the assortment of internal and environment factors,
one might assume there is a limited effect by peers. However, decisions regarding encouraging collaboration are
also driven by homophily or similarity influences (Volkoff et al. 1999). The mimetic factor represented by the
neighbor effect (see Figure 1 and Table 4) is the focus of this current research. The neighbor effect represents
specific measures of similarity that can then be used to identify how much influence one entity’s decision-making
has on another entity’s decision making. In examining the neighbor effect, this study helps to answer the question
“What is the nature of isomorphic influence that is exhibited by public sector peers (as opposed to leaders or
authorizing entities) in the public safety domain?”
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Table 4 - PSN proliferation Framework Factors
Rational Choice
Factor

Variable

Prior research

Current use rationale

Economic
(internal)

Per Capita Income

Economic
(external)

DHS State
Homeland Security
Program (SHSP)
funding.

Per capita income predictive of state
spending by Case et al (1993), Baicker
(2005)
DHS funding allocated based upon risk
factors and not partisan politics (GilliardMatthews and Schneider 2010)

Geographic

U.S Border State
(Y/N)

Internal source of funding and wealth in a state.
Generally available for use by government
officials as part of tax base.
Federal funds provided for multiple threats
against public safety – crime, terror, and
disaster – threats better addressed by effective
collaborations. Also SHSP is the largest and
most encompassing state grants program at the
DHS. DHS funding is applied for and not
mandated.
Location-related characteristic leading to
additional service demands.

Demographic

Violent Crime
Rate

Being a U.S. border state associated with
higher PSN quantity by Williams et al
(2009).
Violent crime rate associated with higher
PSN count by Williams et al (2009).

Population-related characteristic leading to
additional service demands.

Institutional
Factor

Variable

Prior research

Current use rationale

Neighbor effect
(mimetic)

Economic similarity: Per
capita income

Per capita income-based homophily predictive
of state spending by Case et al (1993), Boarnet
& Glazer (2002), Baicker (2005), and Feiock
(2007). Also referred to as yardstick
competition and the spillover effect.

Composite neighbor computed based
upon each variable type (economic,
geographic, and demographic) to
specify the type and nature of
homophily effect.

Geographic similarity:
States bordering focal
state

Proximity-based homophily predictive of state
spending by Case et al (1993), Boarnet &
Glazer (2002), Baicker (2005), and Feiock
(2007)

Each neighbor effect variable listed to
the left has been identified as
predictive of the neighbor effect with
the exception of violent crime (new to
this study).

Demographic similarity:
Interstate mobility;
Population Density, and
violent crime rate
Professional
affiliations
(normative)
Government
Mandates
(coercive)

Not part of current study
Not part of current study

Population mobility and density-based
homophily predictive of state spending by
Case et al (1993), Boarnet & Glazer (2002),
Baicker (2005), and Feiock (2007)
Professional association-homophily four to
predict network membership by Volkoff et al
(1999).
State mandated increases in spending
predictive of neighbor effect by Baicker
(2005). Mandates influence the formation of
interorganizational relationships (Oliver,
1990)

Professional associations that share
norms and expectations can lead to
adoption of innovations
Legislative action or executive order
specifying need for collaboration.

In summary, both rational choice and institutional factors are examined in this study. Following prior homophily
and neighbor effect research, economic, demographic, and geographic rational choice variables are utilized. Since
the study’s focus is mimetic isomorphic influence an institutional measure is included in the predictive analysis also.
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Again following prior neighbor effect research, the analysis is conducted at the state level. As such, characteristics
of individual PSNs were ignored (e.g., professional affiliations) and state-level factors are tested. Government
mandates were omitted from the study due to an inability to compare mandate effects across the public safety
domains these PSNs span. In addition, the focus of this study is peer-related influence, and mandates are out of
scope given that mandates are enacted by overseeing or regulating entities. Details of data collection and analysis
are described below.
METHOD
Data Collection
To examine the question of what influence neighbor-states might have on state PSN proliferation decisions both
primary and secondary data were obtained. All data were collected under the auspices of a larger research project
investigating PSN formation, operation, and performance (Williams et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2010). As stated,
PSN proliferation reflects a state-level outcome. This level of analysis makes sense to the degree that PSN
proliferation is heavily driven by state policies of some sort (e.g., governor’s executive order, state legislative act)
and that state agencies serve as a hub of funding from federal sources (e.g., channeling DHS funds to local
agencies). Examining state effects also makes sense (as mentioned) based upon the fact that PSNs can cross local
jurisdictions and form at a higher level. In addition, state level investigations are consistent with past research
examining institutional effects in the public sector (King et al. 1994) in general, and the neighbor effect in particular
(Case et al. 1993; Boarnet and Glazer 2002; Baicker 2005). Given this unit of analysis and the study’s conceptual
framework, we collected and aggregated a wide assortment of economic, geographic and demographic data at the
state level.
Primary data collection was performed to identify the number of PSNs in each state – for use in the outcome
variable. The data collection effort involved a team-based manual search of various sources of secondary data. The
team identified PSN through web searches seeking individual PSN websites, through organizations focusing on
interagency collaboration and information sharing (e.g. SEARCH), news articles, trade publications (e.g.,
GOVTECH magazine), research centers (e.g., Center for Technology in Government, University of Albany), and
through key informants in the public safety domain (snowballing).
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For an observed collaboration to be classified as a PSN (for the purpose of this research) at least one of the
collaborating organizations in the PSN had to be a police agency, the collaboration had to support information
sharing via IT, and evidence of an ongoing/durable interagency relationship had to be observable (i.e., the
interagency relationship represents more than just a time-bound project). The criterion of police agency participation
is particularly important in the outcome variable formulation and will be referenced again later.
Secondary data collection provided values for the rational choice and institutional factors predicting PSN
proliferation. The secondary data were gathered from publically available sources – including the Census Bureau4,
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, and the Bureau of Justice Statistics. Totals and averages for the variables can be
seen in Table 5 below. The table displays variables in the same sequence as Table 4 (economic, geographic,
demography) with the factors related to the dependent variable coming last. The values for PSN proliferation by
region were included in Table 5 because they will be used later to discuss region potential effects treatment for this
study. The scale of DHS state security program spending (nearly $2 billion) provides some context for the
significance of this phenomenon. In addition, the number of law enforcement agencies was obtained from the
Bureau of Justice Statistics in order to provide a way to control for the problem that states with larger numbers of
potential police collaborators could have a larger number of PSNs by virtue of mathematical probability alone thereby masking or distorting the effects of the rational choice and institutional factors (e.g., the neighbor effect)
being tested in the regression models.
Much of the secondary data were collected across every year or at frequent intervals (e.g., 2002 through 2008 DHS
funding) in order to perform sensitivity analysis, but the rational choice and institutional factors come from 2003 in
the final regression model. Selecting 2003 is justified for several reasons. First, in the public safety domain 2003 is
an important year to study because this was the first year after the establishment of the 9-11 commission and both
DHS Funding and interagency collaboration received significant attention. Second, the influence of institutional
factors occurs over long periods of time and thus some chronological gap must be accounted for between the
outcome and its associated predictive factors (Meyer and Goes 1988; Schneider and Jacoby 2003; Currie and
Swanson 2009; Wang 2010).

4

The Census Bureau’s IPUMS one percent sample data set was used to obtain data for interstate mobility values
comparing state of residence in 2000 to that of 1995.
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Lastly, state-level economic, geographic, and demographic figures tend to change slowly – in other words the yearby-year values from this study’s data set were highly correlated (see Table 8 in later analysis). When data were not
available for 2003 (e.g., interstate mobility), the closest year available was utilized.
Table 5 – Description of Data Collected and Analyzed – by Variable
Variable Description

Source

Descriptives

Per Capita Income
DHS State Homeland Security Program (SHSP) funding. 5

U.S. Census Bureau
DHS Grants History

U.S. Border State (Y/N)

National Atlas
(Department of Interior)
U.S. Census Bureau

National Average: $31,153
Total: $1,955,221,000
Average: $40,7330,000
Min : $17,611,000 (WY)
Max: $164,279,000 (CA)
Total states on U.S. border: 34

Geographic Region

Violent Crime Rate (in-state) per 100,000

Bureau of Justice
Statistics

Per capita Police & Corrections spending

U.S. Census Bureau
(Survey of State
Government Finances)
Primary data collection
effort

Number of public safety networks in a state (numerator for PSN
proliferation) [2011]
Number of law enforcement agencies in a state [2004]

Bureau of Justice
Statistics

Number of law enforcement agencies in a state -normalized
(denominator for PSN proliferation) [2004]

Computed based upon
Bureau of Justice
Statistics figures
Computed

PSN Proliferation

Northeast: 9 states
Midwest: 12 states
South: 16 states
West: 11 states
Average: 403
Min: 80 (ND)
Max: 806 (SC)
Average: $123.82
Min: $90.32 (ND)
Max: $347.96 (DE)
Total: 263
Average: 5.48
Min: 1
Max: 20
Variance: 16.59530142
Total: 17,806 Average : 371
Min: 49
Max: 1,775
Variance: 95852.29
Average : 7.57
Min: 1
Max: 36
Variance: 39.29
Average : 1.02
Min: 0.14
Max: 4.00
Variance: 0.72
Average by Geographic Region:
Northeast .95
Midwest .53
South
1.07
West
1.51

Note: All figures above are for the 48 contiguous states and for the year 2003 unless otherwise noted.

An important data collection consideration regards the sample size. While data for the population of contiguous 48
states were obtained, in this study only a representative sample of PSNs was obtained. In other words, for my unit of
analysis (the state), data were obtained for the population; for the dependent variable (PSN proliferation) data were
obtained for a representative sample. As mentioned above, an exhaustive search was engaged to obtain data on PSNs

5

www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/grants_st-local_fy07.pdf
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in states. Regarding the number of states, only the contiguous for this study were examined based upon the unit of
analysis and the need to incorporate some analysis specific to border proximity. The exclusion of Hawaii, Alaska,
and the District of Columbia is consistent with past research of the neighbor effect (Case et al. 1993; Baicker 2005) .
Examining the 48 states results in a dataset with 48 values for the dependent variable, and thus limits the number of
variables supportable by a regression model.
It is also worth noting that while neighbor-effect research focuses on dimensions of homogeneity, a good deal of
interstate heterogeneity exists as well. Different internal and external factors drive spending and therefore variety is
logically expected. For example, per capita spending on police protection and corrections in 2003 ranged from a low
of $90.32 in the state of North Dakota, to a high of $347.96 in the state of Delaware. Table 5 provides descriptive
values for the variables collected and analyzed (i.e., in regression models and/or correlation matrix) in this study.
Figure 4 below displays the specific economic, geographic, and demographic variables that operationalized the
rational choice factors, as well as the mimetic variable that was ultimately used to operationalize the institutional
factor.

Figure 4–PSN proliferation operational framework
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Operationalizing PSN proliferation
PSN proliferation is a measure of how frequent the practice of public safety collaboration formation occurs.
Operationalizing PSN proliferation involves two problems – one theoretical and the other empirical. Theoretical
problems present themselves based upon a priori relationships (Hair et al. 2009). Theoretically, PSN proliferation is
meant to provide some relative measure of PSN frequency across states. To avoid biasing results toward states with
greater numbers of collaboration opportunities, the PSN frequency count needs to be normalized in some manner. In
public administration research, normalizing the dependent variable has been accomplished by selecting some
common variable by which to divide the outcome – extracting that variable’s effects from the outcome in order to
focus on other factors. For example, public administration research examining state policy reform adoption has used
a ratio of the number of policies the state adopted divided by the total possible number of policies the state could
have adopted (Mohr 1969). This approach works well when the complete set of candidate items or opportunities for
adoption can be specified. However, the total possible candidates that could be involved in a PSN-type collaboration
is unclear since these organizations cross function, geographic, and even sector boundaries (some PSNs include
private sector entities like ambulance services as member organizations).
What is known about PSNs is that all of them (as defined in this study) must have at least one police agency
involved. Also, law enforcement agencies are appropriate since they are also organizational entities (as opposed to
individual level counts like population). Therefore, PSN proliferation is defined as the number of PSNs in a state is
divided by the number of law enforcement agencies in that state 6. This allows comparison of PSN frequency across
states – without biasing results due to larger states have greater opportunity for collaboration formation.
Empirical problems are discovered through statistical or graphical techniques (Hair et al. 2009). In this study’s case
the scale of the number of law enforcement agencies in a state presents a challenge. A data transformation was
required due to the order of magnitude difference in the scale of the number of PSNs in a state and the number of
law enforcement agencies in a state. The range of law enforcement agencies was 49 to 1,775 (versus the PSN count
range of 1 to 20) and its order of magnitude difference overwhelmed the variance of the PSNs. Without scaling the
resulting quotient exhibits very limited variance.

6

Policing units at schools are excluded based upon Bureau of Justice statistics guidelines.
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Public administration researchers have faced this scale challenge and dealt with it through data transformation. For
example, research on education policy adoption used state-level test scores as part of the examination – forcing a
data transformation to put states emphasizing the ACT (max score of 36) on par with states emphasizing the SAT
(max score of 1600 at the time)(Smith and Meier 1995). To transform the factor the mean test score for the state was
divided by the max score on a particular test. A similar approach was taken for this current study. However, instead
of dividing the state’s law enforcement agencies by the national maximum (1,775) – thereby creating a dividend
smaller than one7 - the minimum number of law enforcement agencies was used. Therefore the number of law
enforcement agencies was normalized to fit a range from 1 to 36 by dividing the number of law enforcement
agencies by a constant (49 representing the state of Delaware).
These three elements of the dependent variable (number of PSNs in a state, the number of law enforcement agencies
in a state, and the normalized number of law enforcement agencies in a state) for each state are displayed in Table 4.
The table is sorted in alphabetical order by state abbreviation. Per capita values are listed with the “p.c.” indicator.
The rankings for each of the numeric variables are shown in parentheses for comparison purposes (1 being the
lowest, 48 being the highest). In the table those in-state factors that were considered as part of the analysis are listed
first, then DHS funding for the state, then the neighbor effect measure, then the elements of the dependent variable,
and lastly the dependent variable. However, not all variables were retained in the final regression analysis due to the
limited population size (as will be explained later in the analysis below).
The goal for any data transformation is that nothing material about the nature of the relationships between the
dependent and independent variables be changed. Therefore additional analysis (to be described below along with
sensitivity analysis for other potential study limitations) was performed to provide assurance that the untransformed
relationships were maintained.

7

Which also would have created an order of magnitude issue in the denominator – but with the scale of the number
of PSNs being much greater than the scale of the transformed law enforcement agencies.
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Table 6- Data Collected and Analyzed - by State
State

U.S.
Border

AL
AR
AZ
CA
CO
CT
DE
FL
GA
IA
ID
IL
IN
KS
KY
LA
MA
MD
ME
MI
MN
MO
MS
MT
NC
ND
NE
NH
NJ
NM
NV
NY
OH
OK
OR
PA
RI
SC
SD
TN
TX
UT
VA
VT
WA
WI
WV
WY

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Police &
Corrections
p.c.
108.02 (3)
137.55 (12)
161.95 (24)
201.15 (41)
182.33 (32)
225.17 (42)
347.96 (48)
150.42 (19)
176.92 (31)
129.58 (8)
150.53 (20)
140.52 (14)
137.18 (11)
149.94 (18)
160.99 (22)
196.2 (37)
229.67 (44)
262.6 (47)
134.12 (10)
198.33 (38)
124.26 (6)
143.24 (15)
126.24 (7)
162.38 (25)
154.58 (21)
90.32 (1)
145.13 (16)
106.58 (2)
195.04 (36)
199.15 (39)
122.78 (5)
162.57 (26)
171.78 (30)
165.1 (28)
200.35 (40)
192.89 (34)
194.77 (35)
161.43 (23)
138.48 (13)
120.25 (4)
164.31 (27)
146.28 (17)
237.11 (46)
228.87 (43)
168.34 (29)
185.71 (33)
130.29 (9)
233.6 (45)

Violent
Crime
Rate
429.2 (28)
456.4 (31)
513.3 (37)
579.6 (40)
346.5 (21)
316.8 (18)
675.3 (44)
731.1 (47)
454.5 (30)
277.9 (13)
245.9 (7)
556.4 (39)
352.3 (23)
397.5 (26)
248.5 (8)
636.9 (42)
473.1 (33)
703.5 (46)
108.6 (2)
511.3 (36)
262.9 (12)
490.8 (34)
323.9 (19)
365 (25)
454.1 (29)
80.2 (1)
293.8 (16)
150.3 (4)
364.3 (24)
667.3 (43)
616 (41)
465.8 (32)
333.9 (20)
506.4 (35)
294.8 (17)
397.8 (27)
285.7 (15)
806.4 (48)
173.7 (5)
691.3 (45)
553.1 (38)
250.4 (9)
278.2 (14)
114.2 (3)
346.9 (22)
221.1 (6)
255.4 (10)
261.7 (11)

DHS
Funding
p.c.
7.75 (23)
10.09 (33)
7.52 (21)
4.85 (1)
7.8 (24)
8.85 (28)
24.14 (44)
5.4 (4)
6.32 (11)
9.54 (30)
16.36 (39)
5.54 (6)
6.84 (14)
10.04 (32)
8.12 (25)
7.71 (22)
6.73 (13)
7.29 (19)
16.45 (40)
5.84 (8)
7.47 (20)
7.06 (17)
9.72 (31)
21.44 (43)
6.3 (10)
28.31 (46)
13.33 (38)
16.91 (41)
6.16 (9)
12.84 (37)
12.36 (35)
5.09 (2)
5.62 (7)
8.78 (27)
8.89 (29)
5.51 (5)
19.1 (42)
8.2 (26)
24.8 (45)
7.04 (16)
5.16 (3)
11.33 (34)
6.55 (12)
29.74 (47)
6.99 (15)
7.18 (18)
12.79 (36)
35.66 (48)

Interstate
mobility
Neighbor
Effect
165.69 (14)
164.62 (12)
175.57 (29)
170.44 (22)
173.44 (27)
179.56 (38)
197.75 (48)
176.56 (32)
166.42 (18)
159.14 (4)
173.13 (26)
168.42 (20)
165.82 (15)
164.13 (10)
162.19 (8)
164.21 (11)
176.32 (31)
188.3 (44)
184.47 (41)
166.23 (16)
161.95 (7)
161.62 (6)
161.34 (5)
171.04 (23)
178.18 (35)
155.51 (2)
163.66 (9)
196.43 (47)
177.09 (34)
171.63 (24)
181.91 (40)
185.41 (42)
169.2 (21)
166.24 (17)
176.98 (33)
186.1 (43)
195.85 (46)
173.52 (28)
154.48 (1)
166.57 (19)
172.6 (25)
175.87 (30)
178.37 (36)
179.22 (37)
180.36 (39)
155.63 (3)
190.67 (45)
165.04 (13)
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PSNs

4 (22)
2 (9)
8 (39)
19 (47)
8 (39)
6 (29.5)
4 (22)
20 (48)
10 (44)
6 (29.5)
1 (2.5)
7 (34.5)
4 (22)
3 (17)
3 (17)
1 (2.5)
3 (17)
8 (39)
2 (9)
6 (29.5)
3 (17)
8 (39)
2 (9)
5 (25)
8 (39)
2 (9)
2 (9)
2 (9)
3 (17)
6 (29.5)
1 (2.5)
7 (34.5)
11 (46)
5 (25)
6 (29.5)
7 (34.5)
2 (9)
5 (25)
1 (2.5)
10 (44)
10 (44)
2 (9)
6 (29.5)
2 (9)
7 (34.5)
9 (42)
3 (17)
3 (17)

Law
enforcement
agencies
414 (33)
356 (25.5)
138 (11.5)
516 (38)
248 (20)
119 (6)
49 (1)
384 (30)
561 (42)
407 (32)
121 (7.5)
899 (46)
495 (36)
365 (27)
390 (31)
356 (25.5)
367 (28)
140 (13)
138 (11.5)
568 (43)
457 (34)
583 (44)
341 (24)
124 (9)
497 (37)
121 (7.5)
245 (19)
215 (17)
546 (41)
145 (14)
70 (4)
545 (40)
823 (45)
464 (35)
180 (16)
1150 (47)
51 (2)
267 (22)
167 (15)
370 (29)
1775 (48)
134 (10)
334 (23)
68 (3)
261 (21)
526 (39)
229 (18)
87 (5)

Norm. Law
enforcement
agencies
8.45 (33)
7.27 (25.5)
2.82 (11.5)
10.53 (38)
5.06 (20)
2.43 (6)
1 (1)
7.84 (30)
11.45 (42)
8.31 (32)
2.47 (7.5)
18.35 (46)
10.1 (36)
7.45 (27)
7.96 (31)
7.27 (25.5)
7.49 (28)
2.86 (13)
2.82 (11.5)
11.59 (43)
9.33 (34)
11.9 (44)
6.96 (24)
2.53 (9)
10.14 (37)
2.47 (7.5)
5 (19)
4.39 (17)
11.14 (41)
2.96 (14)
1.43 (4)
11.12 (40)
16.8 (45)
9.47 (35)
3.67 (16)
23.47 (47)
1.04 (2)
5.45 (22)
3.41 (15)
7.55 (29)
36.22 (48)
2.73 (10)
6.82 (23)
1.39 (3)
5.33 (21)
10.73 (39)
4.67 (18)
1.78 (5)

PSN
Proliferation

0.47 (17)
0.27 (3.5)
2.83 (47)
1.8 (40)
1.58 (37)
2.46 (44)
4 (48)
2.55 (45)
0.87 (31.5)
0.72 (26)
0.4 (13.5)
0.38 (10)
0.39 (11)
0.4 (13.5)
0.37 (9)
0.13 (1)
0.4 (13.5)
2.79 (46)
0.7 (25)
0.51 (18)
0.32 (8)
0.67 (23)
0.28 (5)
1.97 (42)
0.78 (28)
0.8 (29)
0.4 (13.5)
0.45 (16)
0.26 (2)
2.02 (43)
0.69 (24)
0.62 (20)
0.65 (22)
0.52 (19)
1.63 (38)
0.29 (6.5)
1.92 (41)
0.91 (33)
0.29 (6.5)
1.32 (35)
0.27 (3.5)
0.73 (27)
0.87 (31.5)
1.43 (36)
1.31 (34)
0.83 (30)
0.64 (21)
1.68 (39)
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Operationalizing the neighbor effect
The focus of this study involves identifying the possibility of mimetic isomorphic pressure exhibited along a
dimension of a priori similarity or homophily in PSN formation decisions. In examining the question of peer
isomorphic influence rational choice and institutional perspectives should be used analytically and not simply as a
descriptive tool to explore complex phenomena (Currie 2009). Therefore operationalizing the neighbor effect
requires the specification of a dimension of similarity or homophily. This study tests three possible types of
similarity dimensions – economic, geographic, and demographic. In past research all these types of similarity
factors have been found significant, and demographic factors have been identified as most predictive of the neighbor
effect. The composite neighbor variable is a measure of how other states spend their public safety dollars - weighted
based upon a homophily factor. Therefore, the composite neighbor variable is a financially-oriented variable, but its
weighting is based upon one of three types of similarity measures - economic (e.g., per capita income similarities),
demographic (e.g., interstate mobility between states, violent crime rate), or geographic (e.g., bordering states). In
other words, there is a financial baseline element to the composite neighbor variable (i.e., public safety spending),
but that baseline is then weighted for each state based upon between-state similarity.
Two elements differentiate this study from past neighbor effect research – the inclusion of violent crime rate as a
potential neighbor effect measure, and the use of police and corrections spending in computing the composite
neighbor.

Past neighbor effect research included other types of spending (e.g., education spending, welfare

spending, or overall state expenditures). To assess the neighbor effect a composite neighbor value is computed for
each state and later that composite neighbor value is used in correlation and regression model analyses to assess its
predictive value. The equations for computing the composite neighbor were obtained from past neighbor effect
research, and these equations differ based upon whether the similarity value is binary, difference, or one-way.
Following past neighbor effect research (Case et al. 1993; Figlio 1999; Baicker 2005) a series of steps resulted in a
“composite neighbor” value for each metric – for the demographic similarity factors (violent crime rate, interstate
mobility), for the geographic similarity factor (bordering states), and for the economic similarity factor (per capita
income).
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The binary similarity type involves bordering states. To produce a composite neighbor for bordering states, a matrix
(0, 1 values) was produced based upon whether a state bordered another. For the state borders the public safety
spending values were used (i.e., multiplied by ‘1’ in a second matrix). The spending values are summed together and
divided by the number of border states (resulting in the average spending for the bordering states) to produce a
composite neighbor for each state/variable combination.
The difference similarity type involves per capita income and violent crime rate. To produce this matrix for
variables where differences can be calculated (i.e., per capita income and violent crime rate), values are first
computed based upon between-state differences. Those differences are then used to determine the proportional
similarity between states in second and third matrices. More similar states thus get higher weights, less similar states
get lower weights, and some states get zero weight. The similarity proportion is then multiplied by each state’s
public safety spending and a weighted subtotal is produced for each state in a fourth matrix. The subtotals are added
together to produce a composite neighbor for each state/variable combination.
The one-way similarity type involves interstate mobility. To produce a composite neighbor for interstate mobility
one-way migration inflows were used to create the first matrix. The proportion of inflows from each state was then
used to produce the second matrix. The proportion of inflows was then multiplied by each state’s public safety
spending and a weighted subtotal is produced for each state in a third matrix. The subtotals are added together to
produce a composite neighbor for each state/variable combination. There are other ways of measuring interstate
mobility (e.g., using net migration) but both Figlio and colleagues (1999) and Baicker (2005) argue for the in-flows
approach.
Those composite neighbor values are used with other variables in a multiple regression equation to examine the
relationship and potential influence of neighbor effect on PSN proliferation. In essence, the variance associated with
the composite neighbor values measures mimetic isomorphic pressure. Table 4 describes mimetic factors (e.g.,
interstate mobility and population density similarity) previously identified in research that will be used to examine
the neighbor effect for PSN proliferation.

Table 7 - Neighbor Effect Values by State
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lists (by state) the tested computed neighbor effect values for each homophily metric. The table is sorted by the
state abbreviation and the rankings for each of the numeric variables are shown in parentheses for comparison
purposes (1 being the lowest, 48 being the highest). The variables are listed in the same sequence as they are in
Table 4 (economic homophily, geographic homophily, and demographic homophily). The column headings should
be read as “the composite neighbor effect based upon homophily measure” as a preface (e.g., the first column shows
the composite neighbor effect values for each state based upon per capita income homophily). Since the values of
the neighbor effects in
Table 7 - Neighbor Effect Values by State
are difficult to assess relative to one another, arrow indicators are shown to the right of each value. An upward
facing arrow indicates that the value is above average that column’s metric (horizontal arrows indicate near the
average values; downward facing arrows indicate below average values).
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Table 7 - Neighbor Effect Values by State
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Data Analysis
Data analysis to examine the nature of isomorphic influence exhibited by public sector peers included both
descriptive and predictive techniques. The first section below details findings using descriptive techniques for the
outcome, the subsequent section details associations among the outcome and factor variables, with the following
section detailing the regression analysis performed.
PSN Proliferation distribution
As stated, PSN proliferation represents the spread of the public safety interagency collaboration practice across a
state. Observed PSN proliferation values ranged from 0.14 to 4.0, with the majority of states (68%) below the
average.
In line with rational choice predictions, the top quartile – 12 states with the highest PSN proliferation - consists
mainly of states that spend higher than the average per capita on police and corrections; share a border with another
country; have a higher violent crime rate; and, as a group, have above average per capita funding allocations from
the DHS. The bottom quartile – 12 states with the lowest PSN proliferation - consists mainly of states that spend
lower than average per capita on police and corrections, have below average violent crime rate, and tend to have
“neighbors” who spend less on police and corrections per capita.
Those states with the highest and lowest PSN proliferation values (top and bottom quartiles) tended to have fewer
law enforcement agencies. However, those states in the bottom quartile as a group have below the average number
of PSNs (group average is four PSNs), whereas the group average for the top-tier states (group average is eight
PSNs) is above the national average for the number of PSNs. The importance of this observation in part involves
measurement validity – providing evidence suggesting PSN proliferation is not simply a proxy for the number of
law enforcement agencies. Also, there appears to be more to the number of PSNs than simply the number of
potential participant organizations. In other words, having more law enforcement agencies does not consistently
result in having more PSNs. The ratio of PSNs to law enforcement agencies tells you something about interagency
collaboration beyond just PSNs or law enforcement agencies alone.
PSN proliferation values for a number of states warrant closer inspection due to the level of total DHS funding they
receive and the rational choice question of whether resources devoted to state security predict this type of
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interagency collaboration. On first glance, it appears that increased gross DHS funding on its own is not enough to
encourage interagency collaboration in PSNs. Of all the states receiving above average DHS funding only three are
also above the average in PSN proliferation – Washington, California, and Florida.
Correlation relationships among rational and institutional variables
Consistent with prior neighbor effect research per capita figures were used in regression analysis, but correlations
for total figures were also examined in order to provide a fuller picture of spending patterns. In general, factors were
included in Table 8 based upon past research, their connection to the public safety domain, their correlation with
PSN Proliferation, or their correlations with its component parts (PSNs, law enforcement agencies). As examples,
per capita income was identified by past neighbor effect research, violent crime rate was associated with public
safety issues, per capita police and corrections was correlated with PSN proliferation, and per capita DHS funding
was correlated with both PSNs and law enforcement agencies.
Not all variables were retained in the final regression analysis due to the population size. Only those factors deemed
most relevant were retained to reduce the likelihood that any neighbor effect identified was a function of regression
model overfitting (thus reducing its predictive value). Factors were excluded based upon a combination of
correlation analysis and theoretical argument. For example, 2003 values for the various factors were retained in the
analysis versus more recent figures (2008). This was done based upon the need to account for some type of lag
effect between possible antecedents and the outcome; based upon DHS funding being first available in 2002 and
having peaked in 2003; and in accordance with the fact that the 2003 and 2008 values are almost all highly
correlated (above .9 correlation) as seen in Table 8. Other exclusions will be explained variable by variable below.
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Table 8 - Correlation Matrix for Major Variables
Variable
PSNs in the State

1

2

Law Enforcement Agencies

0.398**

3

PSN_Proliferation

0.362**

-0.422**

4

Per capita Income

-0.019

-0.043

0.187

5

Violent Crime Rate

0.4636**

0.206

0.325*

0.053

6

Violent Crime Rate (2008)

0.3987**

0.197

0.256

0.076

0.9712**

7

Per capita Police & Corrections

0.121

-0.114

0.6034**

0.125

0.255*

0.200

8

Per capita DHS funding

-0.483**

-0.533**

0.236

-0.001

-0.443**

-0.413**

0.133

9

Neighbor Effect based on
Interstate mobility similarity

-0.010

-0.170

0.432**

0.043

0.111

0.055

0.4**

0.394**

10

Neighbor Effect based on
Violent Crime rate similarity

0.110

-0.135

0.137

0.202

0.367*

0.379**

-0.313*

-0.283

-0.168

11

Neighbor Effect based on Per
capita income similarity

0.143

-0.131

0.149

-0.082

-0.052

-0.101

0.157

0.248

0.013

0.157

12

Neighbor Effect based on
Bordering State similarity

-0.057

-0.001

0.287*

0.167

0.149

0.092

0.469**

0.417**

-0.043

0.71**

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

(2004)

** Correlation is significant at the p < 0.01 level (2-tailed)
* Correlation is significant at the p < 0.05 level (2-tailed)
Note: values are for 2003 unless otherwise indicated.
Note 2003 versus 2008 correlations:
 Per Capita DHS Funding between '03 and '08 = .952 (total DHS funding correlation is weaker).
 Per Capita Police & Corrections spending '03 and '08 = .941
 Violent Crime Rate '03 and '08 = .971
 Per Capita income '03 and '08 = .129
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Rational Choice factors
The rational choice variables in Table 8 are shaded gray, and include economic, demographic, and
geographic factors predictive of PSN proliferation or its components. Economic factors represent resources
available to support interagency public safety collaboration. One such resource is taxpayer funding –
represented in this study by per capita income. Per capita income was not significantly correlated with
either PSN Proliferation or its component parts. Per capita income is not correlated with any of the other
variables retained for regression analysis. This variable was retained in the correlation matrix only to show
evidence of no correlation with the dependent variable since past neighbor effect research has found some
significant relationships between per capita income and other types of spending (i.e., other than public
safety spending). Possibly per capita income is not correlated with PSN proliferation due to the availability
of other resources more directly tied to public safety.
Another resource available to states for supporting interagency collaboration is per capita police and
corrections spending. Per capita police and corrections spending provides internal state resources to
support interagency collaboration – PSN collaboration included. Since a rational choice perspective would
predict that more resources would result in higher proliferation values, spending on public safety intuitively
would be associated with PSN proliferation. Indeed, per capita police and corrections spending is highly
correlated with PSN proliferation.

For example, nine of the twelve top quartile states (for

PSN

proliferation) also have above average per capita police and corrections spending (exceptions being
Arizona, Florida, and Montana). More specifically, the top quartile states in PSN proliferation spend an
average of $210 per citizen on police and corrections while those in the bottom quartile spend $154.90
(compared to the national average of $170).
While total state spending on police and corrections was highly correlated with the number of PSNs in a
state, per capita state spending on police and corrections was more highly correlated with PSN Proliferation
(hence the per capita figure was retained). This observation makes sense since the dependent variable
represents a normalized value –rescaled to avoid biased estimates due to size effects. Total police and
correction spending was therefore omitted from Table 8 and subsequent regression analysis.
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Another resource available to support PSN proliferation is DHS funding. There appears to be a complex
relationship between DHS funding and PSN proliferation. Counter to rational choice expectations, per
capita DHS funding was not even moderately correlated with PSN proliferation, and the correlation with its
components (PSNs, Law enforcement agencies) was moderately negative. That stated, the top quartile
states have above average per capita DHS funding ($13.65), while the lowest quartile states have below
average per capita DHS funding ($8.83). So clearly, per capita DHS funding matters to PSN proliferation.
A fifth observation is that for states below the national average PSN proliferation (i.e., 1.02), either per
capita police and corrections or per capita DHS funding were below the national average. In other words,
if a state’s PSN proliferation fell beneath the average they either had below average spending on police and
corrections or received below average per capita funding from the DHS.
In addition to economic factors, demographic factors are correlated with the outcome variable. From a
rational choice perspective, demographic factors would represent demands placed upon public safety
professionals – the greater the demand for public safety services, the greater the challenges that encourage
collaboration. As expected, population is correlated with the number of PSNs in a state. However, like
other “total” variables, population is not correlated significantly with PSN proliferation. Another
demographic variable is violent crime rate. Violent crime rate was moderately correlated with PSNs and
PSN proliferation, but not with the number of law enforcement agencies. Attempting to claim predictability
of any sort regarding crime rates can be challenging (Evans and Owens 2007), but it is intuitive to assert
that high violent crime rates would trigger some type of call for collaboration between law enforcement
units. The correlation analysis seems to bear this assertion out, but it is important to note that having crosssection data means that the antecedent condition is not clear – i.e., we cannot assert that violent crime rates
result in greater PSN proliferation or likewise that PSN proliferation somehow reduces violent crime rates.
Given past neighbor effect research, geographic rational choice factors must also be considered in this
analysis. Table 8 shows that having more law enforcement agencies does not necessarily result in having
more PSNs, but what about having more land? Does having more land to cover tend to predict a state
having more PSNs? That would be logical since one reason collaboration (e.g., a strategic alliance) takes
place across organizations is to improve efficiency (e.g., cover a larger land area with fewer resources)
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(Oliver 1990). While higher square mileage was associated with more law enforcement agencies, the
square mileage of a state’s land area is not significantly associated with the number of PSNs or PSN
proliferation in a state.
Separately, the number of states bordering a focal state exhibited a weakly negative with PSN proliferation.
A rationale for this is that the more borders a state has the less likely that state is going to be on the U.S.
border. Rational choice expectations are ambiguous here since having more borders could result in
increased needs for cross-jurisdiction public safety work, but being on the U.S. border is associated with a
state having additional funding resources due to the need to protect the country’s perimeter. Just from the
evidence of bordering states, the effect of funding resources appears to supersede the cross-state
jurisdiction influence. Additional evidence for focusing on funding will be made later in this paper.
A final geographic variable that warrants investigation is region. Region effects must be studied in order to
distinguish them from other geographic effects like U.S. Border or Land area. Examining the region
variable further, the West and South regions exhibit positive correlation with PSN proliferation and the
Northeast and Midwest regions exhibit negative correlation – suggesting that region effects must be
differentiated between these two groups. Looking further at PSN proliferation and region, top quartile
proliferation states have a number of states in the "West" region and none in the "Midwest" region. The
bottom quartile proliferation states have no "West" region states - and quite a number of "Midwest" region
states. Northeast states collectively have below average PSN proliferation – as do Midwest states. West
states collectively have above average PSN proliferation – as do South states. Public administration
research has identified regional effects in the past. One line of research examines whether certain regions
are more or less likely to adopt certain policy changes (Walker 1969; Welch and Thompson 1980). In
general, studies in this stream of research have found that more “traditionalist” states (as measured by the
states religious, immigrant, and ideological base) tend to adopt policy changes less rapidly than nontraditionalist states. In this stream of literature the South would be on one end of the traditionalist scale
(being more generally traditionalistic) and the Northeast would be on the other (Johnson 1976; Elazar 1984;
McIver et al. 1993; Gray 1999). However, this line of research has also found that different adoption rates
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exist for different types of policies. PSN proliferation might be one type of state level decision where the
South exhibits a more accelerated adoption pattern.
Region was ultimately excluded from this analysis due to this unclear relationship region had with PSN
proliferation and due to the need to maintain parsimony in the ultimate regression model.
Institutional factors
The institutional factors in Table 8 are shaded dark gray and bolded and include the cross-state economic,
demographic, and geographic neighbor effect measures potentially predictive of PSN proliferation. For the
neighbor effect variables, each type of homophily measure was retained in the correlation matrix to show
the relative predictive value of the different potential types of similarity. Consistent with past claims of
delayed or long term institutional effects (Currie 2009), all of the 2003 neighbor effect variables were more
highly correlated with PSN proliferation than their 2008 counterparts. This observation is also consistent
with the IT fashions research finding lag effects between rational and institutional factors – i.e., rational
factors had near-term effects, and institutional factors had delayed effects (Wang 2010).
Two neighbor effect variables – interstate mobility, and bordering states – exhibited significant correlation
with PSN proliferation. Surprisingly, the violent crime neighbor effect was not significantly correlated with
PSN proliferation either. Part of the aim of this study included specifying whether isomorphic pressure
from peers predicted the practice of interagency collaboration inherent in PSN proliferation. From this
correlation evidence it appears that violent crime rates are not predictive of neighbor influence for PSN
proliferation. In other words, violent crime rate might not be used as a similarity measure for interagency
collaboration decisions.
Of the two neighbor effects found correlated with PSN proliferation, interstate mobility was more
associated with the outcome and the number of law enforcement agencies. The neighbor effect based upon
interstate mobility also exhibited significant positive correlation with the number of borders. Intuitively this
observation is logical – a state with more physical states around it will have more opportunities for
population migration. Researchers have demonstrated that both interstate mobility and geographic
proximity contribute to neighbor effect spending (Baicker 2005; Feiock 2007) so a positive correlation for
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interstate mobility was anticipated for PSN proliferation. In general, the institutional factors analyzed in
this study exhibit relationships consistent with past (neighbor effect) research.
Rational choice and institutional factors predicting PSN proliferation
Four steps were completed in order to identify which factors and variables would be included in the
predictive regression analysis. First, a literature review of past neighbor effect research was conducted to
identify the economic, geographic, and demographic variables on which to focus. Second, public safetyrelated variables were identified based upon an understanding of the domain gained from NSF-supported
research project mentioned earlier. Third public safety and neighbor effect-related variables were added to
the study’s data set and bivariate correlations were run. Fourth, and lastly, theoretical considerations were
made (e.g., time lags) and three independent variables were ultimately selected.
Rational choice factors predicting PSN proliferation
Analysis shows that each of the factors retained in the regression model are either directly or indirectly
economic in nature. The first variable in the prediction equation is Per Capita Police & Corrections.
Rational choice expectations guided the inclusion of “internal” public safety spending in the conceptual
framework, but operationalizing in-state public safety spending required empirical analysis (i.e., total vs.
per capita, which year to use). Based upon the analysis, Per Capita Police and Corrections spending was
selected, and its predicted relationship was slightly positive with PSN proliferation.
The second variable in the prediction equation is Per Capita DHS Funding. Rational choice expectation
guided the inclusion of “external” public safety spending in the conceptual framework, but operationalizing
this out-of-state public safety spending variable required empirical analysis also. This variable’s
hypothesized relationship is positive with PSN proliferation (despite having a negative relationship with the
total number of PSNs and total number of law enforcement agencies in a state) based upon the provision of
resources increasing the likelihood of interagency collaboration.
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Institutional theory factor predicting PSN proliferation
The final variable in the prediction equation is Neighbor Effect Per Capita Police and Corrections spending
based on Interstate Mobility similarity. As mentioned, this variable represents a weighted summation of the
per capita public safety spending of “other states” – where the weighting is driven by the degree of
similarity a state has with its “neighbors.” As with past neighbor effect research, similarity was examined
economically, demographically, and geographically in order to specify the most appropriate homophily
measure. Based upon past research, this examination included interstate mobility, per capita income, and
geographic bordering measures. Since this current study involved a public safety phenomenon, violent
crime rate similarity was also included as possible neighbor effect measure.
Summary results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 9 below.
Results
Table 9 shows the results from the regression analysis performed. As stated, the data analysis involves
running regression equations with only three or four variables since the population size was relatively small
(N=48 states). For each variable, a t-test was run to assess significance and a variance inflation test was run
to ensure that independent variables were not substantially related to one another.
Consistent with past neighbor effect, economic, geographic, and demographic factors were all tested to
identify the appropriate neighbor effect measure. The regression equation selected represents the set of
variables that maximized the Adjusted R-Square value, while maintaining statistical significance for the
overall model and a suitable variance inflation factor (VIF). The VIF test assesses the independence of the
independent variables and considering the rational choice factors are both economic in nature, attending to
the independence of factors is important. Various researchers have used different cutoffs for testing the
independence of the independent variables but 4 has been recognized as an appropriate threshold to avoid
multicollinearity (Hair et al. 2009). The Adjusted R-Square value was .393, implying that just under 40%
of the variance in PSN proliferation was explained by the suggested model.
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Table 9 - Regression Analysis Results
Model Summary:
Prediction Equation:
PSN_Prolif = -3.848+ (0.009*PCPolCorr) + (0.19*PCDHS) + (0.018*NeighborPCPolCorr_IntrStMob)
R Square

Adjusted R Square

.432

.393

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.66402

Variable

Beta Coefficient
(unstandardized)

(Constant)
Per Capita Police & Corrections
Per Capita DHS funding
Neighbor Effect based on Interstate Mobility
similarity

-3.848
0.009
0.19
0.018

ANOVA F

Sig.

11.144

.000

Beta
Coefficient
(standardized)
.491
.158
.227

t-test

Sig

VIF

-2.408
3.932
1.381
1.828

.02
.000
.174
.074

1.209
1.018
1.191

Many variables were omitted from the regression model – for example, total figures were omitted (versus
their per capita counterparts). Variables representing per capita variables (e.g., per capita DHS funding)
generally correlated more with PSN proliferation and its component elements than their “total” counterparts
(e.g., Total DHS funding).

The per capita variables also outperformed the totals in regression analysis

based upon the adjusted r-square value and F test of model significance. The “totals” model did not reach F
test significance and its adjusted r-square value was 0.047. In addition, the variance inflation factors (VIF)
values increased dramatically to over 29.0 for both Police and Corrections spending and DHS Funding,
showing signs of collinearity (another sign of poor model fit).
Rational choice factors results
As mentioned, a spending pattern appears based upon the correlation and regression analysis, as each of the
factors retained in the regression model are either directly or indirectly economic in nature. The first
variable in the prediction equation is Per Capita Police and Corrections spending.

This variable

consistently predicted PSN proliferation in both correlation and regression analysis and provides an
intuitive means for law enforcement agencies to encourage increased interagency collaboration. Based
upon its standardized beta coefficient value, Per Capita Police and Corrections spending had the greatest
influence on the prediction of the outcome variable compared to the remaining variables in the regression
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model. This variable represents the resources that are internal to a state, and arguably the source of funds
most under the control of state officials (of the sources examined for this study).
Per Capita Police spending and Per Capita Corrections spending were also analyzed separately as part of
sensitivity analysis, and the results from separating the two types of spending were less statistically
significant than the results from the summation. This observation supports the inclusion of both police and
corrections spending together throughout the analysis and is intuitively reasonable since an increase in law
enforcement activity would be a logical response to an increase in criminal justice activity. That stated,
Corrections spending in general was more highly correlated with PSN proliferation than Police spending
(not shown in Table 8 due to the need to omit numerous variables). One reasonable explanation for this
observation is that the nature of PSN-related law enforcement activities might tend to result in a higher
degree of actual court time and convictions than general policing activities (i.e., PSN activity results in a
higher percentage of perpetrators arrested, convicted, imprisoned).

Therefore, possibly the higher

correlation with corrections spending than policing spending might be linked to the outcome of law
enforcement collaboration having a higher probability of also engaging court and conviction-related
resources. Another possible explanation is that since many PSNs service courts and criminal justice
agencies have some degree of positive correlation with corrections spending can be expected.
The second variable in the prediction equation is per capita DHS funding. From a rational choice view, the
additional availability of resources like those provided by DHS should increase the likelihood of the
interagency collaboration (and thus the number of PSNs). Even if DHS funding was viewed as a coercive
pressure (i.e., from an institutional view), one would still expect the relationship between funding and PSN
proliferation to be positive as public officials have increased their explicit references to the need for
interagency collaboration.
Earlier in this paper the negative correlation between PSNs and DHS funding was noted. One explanation
for the negative relationship between the number of PSNs and DHS funding is that DHS funding may
actually be encouraging public safety entities to go it alone. If DHS funding is supporting enhancements to
local capabilities, it is possible that local agencies do not feel as much financial pressure to collaborate with
other agencies – but instead can afford to remain as stove pipe (stand-alone) organizations. Another
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explanation could be that there is some threshold over which per capita DHS funding must reach in order to
have a positive effect on the number of PSNs in a state. Possibly, few states reach that threshold, so for the
most part per capita DHS funding appears to be negatively correlated with total PSNs. Regarding law
enforcement agencies, the negative correlation with DHS funding is likely due to some characteristic of the
law enforcement agencies themselves since the number of law enforcement agencies does not fluctuate
significantly from year to year. Further investigation is required to examine how and why DHS funding
correlates negatively with PSNs and law enforcement agencies.
Violent crime rate was included in the regression analysis as part of sensitivity testing. Violent crime rate
was assessed as part of regression testing based upon rational choice expectations that increased needs
associated with public safety would predict that public safety collaboration would increase. In addition,
violent crime rate is highly correlated with per capita DHS funding so some analysis was warranted to see
the effects of including it instead of DHS funding. Lastly, violent crime rates for the top quartile
proliferation states

are above the national average, and violent crime rates for the bottom quartile states

are below the national average – hence further investigation was warranted. The regression results for the
models (violent crime rate inclusive, per capita DHS funding inclusive) were nearly identical. Specifically
the adjusted R-square values were 0.006 apart from each other and the beta coefficients for the other two
variables in the regression equation (per capita police and corrections spending and interstate mobility
neighbor effect) were exactly the same.
One explanation for this parity is that DHS funding and violent crime rate are somehow representing some
third latent variable. From a rational choice perspective increases in DHS funding represent additional
resources for use by collaborating agencies and increases in the violent crime rate represent additional
needs that agencies could address through collaborating. Neither violent crime rate nor DHS funding is
specifically associated with interagency collaboration per se, so there might be another variable that is more
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directly associated with PSN proliferation. For this study, per capita DHS funding is retained as its use
adheres to theory, and it performs well empirically 8.
Institutional factors results
Based upon the correlation analysis and past neighbor effect research, the interstate mobility measure was
expected to be retained in the regression model. This proved to be the case based upon its contribution to
the Adjusted Rsquare and a corresponding maintenance of a relatively low VIF value. For sensitivity
analysis both per capita and total police and corrections spending values were examined for their inclusion
in the neighbor effect measure and as with other factors in this study, the per capita values were retained
based upon superior performance in the correlation and regression analyses.
Although itself a rational choice factor, geographic region was assessed as part of sensitivity analysis
regarding the neighbor effect. One concern regarding the neighbor effect could be that it is simply masking
an overarching regional effect connecting a state’s neighbors via proximity only. If this were the case, the
neighbor variables in the regression equation instead could actually be a proxy for regional effects. To
control for possible region effects Geographic region dummy variables were included in the sensitivity
analysis. Region does indeed add explanatory value to the regression equation. Descriptive statistics of the
distribution of PSN proliferation by region show that the West and South have above average values.
Including a dummy variable specifically for states in the West and South regions increased the adjusted Rsquare by 0.053 - without a detrimental increase in the VIF for any variables. This observation suggests
that regional influences matter in explaining PSN proliferation. A look at the distribution of PSN
proliferation values will further illustrate this point.

Of those states in the top quartile for PSN

proliferation, more than half of them are in the west region of the country. Of those states in the bottom
quartile for PSN proliferation, none are in the west region.

8

States officials can be advised to apply for additional DHS funding (per capita basis), but they cannot

directly control their violent crime rate.
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However, there are two reasons region was excluded from the final regression model. First, with only 48
observations the data set would not support more than four variables in the regression model (including all
the region dummy variables would have resulted in seven variables in the model). Second, there appears to
be a latent variable at work in the relationship between region and PSN proliferation (see Appendix Exhibit
2 for correlation matrix). A negative correlation exists between PSN proliferation and regions Northeast
and Midwest (states in these two regions have below average proliferation), while a positive correlation
exists between PSN proliferation and regions West and South (states in these two regions have above
average PSN proliferation).
Table 10 summarizes the findings of the correlation and regression analyses. Each finding includes the
variable under consideration, the characteristic of the variable being considered, whether theoretical
expectations were supported, and some comments regarding possible mechanisms involved in the
relationship exposed by the finding. The 20 findings are listed in sequence of the analyses performed. The
first four findings were observed while looking at descriptive measures. The subsequent 12 items were
observed in correlation analysis. The final four observations stemmed from regression analysis. Most
theoretical expectations were supported in this study, but several items involved findings contrary to theory
in some way. Some findings yielded areas where future research would potentially provide fruitful insights
into decisions regarding PSN formation and proliferation.
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Table 10 Summary of major findings
#

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

Theory
Supported

1

PSN
Proliferation

Expected
value

About one third of states
reached the expected value
for PSN proliferation.
Where expected value is
measured by the average
PSN proliferation across 48
states.

Y

2

Law
enforcement
agencies

Expected
value

Y

3

PSNs

Expected
value

4

Total DHS
Funding

Average PSN
proliferation

As groups, those states in
the first and fourth quartiles
of PSN proliferation have
fewer than the average
number of law enforcement
agencies.
As groups, the states in the
top quartile of PSN
proliferation have greater
than the average number of
PSNs, while the states in the
bottom quartile have fewer.
Of all the states receiving
above average DHS funding
only three are also above
the average in PSN
proliferation – WA, CA and
FL. NY is well below the
average PSN proliferation
value despite receiving
well-above average total
DHS funding.

5

Per capita
income

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Not significantly correlated
with either PSN
Proliferation or its
component parts

N

6

Per capita
police and
corrections
spending

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Per capita spending figures
positively correlated with
PSN proliferation, but not
significantly correlated with
totals of component parts
(PSNs, agencies).

Y

Top quartile states in PSN
proliferation spend an
average of $210 per citizen
on police and corrections
(vs. national average of
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Y

N

Theory/Mechanism

The states with highest PSN
proliferation exhibit higher per
capita police and corrections
spending, higher violent crime,
higher per capita DHS funding,
and higher neighbor spending
on police and corrections. They
also tend to be on the U.S.
border.
PSN proliferation is driven
more by funding and economic
forces more than simply the
availability of candidate
participant organizations.
The ratio of PSNs to law
enforcement agencies says
something about PSN formation
beyond the number of PSNs and
law enforcement agencies says
alone.
Observing a limited number of
"above average DHS funding"
states also above PSN
proliferation average is contrary
to theory expectations that more
resources will result in more
proliferation. Possibly DHS
funding must reach a level overand-above some base threshold
that states tend to receive due to
their size.
More resources should result in
higher PSN proliferation.
However, other
funding/economic resources
possibly more closely tied to
PSN proliferation than per
capita income.
Internal resources available to
support interagency
collaborations like PSNs help
drive PSN formation.
Consistent with rational choice
expectations totals for police
and corrections spending
correlated with component
totals (total PSNs, total law
enforcement agencies) but not
PSN proliferation.
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Table 10 Summary of major findings
#

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

Theory
Supported

Theory/Mechanism

$170).

7

Per capita
DHS
funding

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Per capita spending figure
not correlated with PSN
proliferation, but is
negatively correlated with
component parts (PSNs,
agencies). Top quartile has
above average per capita
DHS funding ($13.65),
lowest quartile has below
average per capita DHS
funding ($8.83).

Partial

8

Population
of state

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Y

9

Violent
crime rates

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Population not correlated
with PSN proliferation, but
is correlated with
component parts (PSNs,
agencies).
Correlated with PSN
Proliferation and PSNs.
Not correlated with the
number of law enforcement
agencies.

10

Land
(square
area)

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Not significantly correlated
with either PSN
Proliferation or number of
PSNs. Was correlated with
the number of law
enforcement agencies.

Partial

11

Bordering
states

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Y

12

Region

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

The number of bordering
states a focal state had (i.e.,
number of states on its
perimeter) was negatively
correlated with PSN
proliferation.
Region is correlated with
PSN proliferation (but not
its component parts PSNs or
law enforcement agencies).
Also top quartile has a
number of "West" and no
"Midwest" states, whereas
the bottom quartile has no
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Y

Partial

Correlation is contrary to theory
expectations that more
resources will result in more
proliferation, but top and
bottom quartiles support notion
that more funding is predictive
of more proliferation.
Additional research needed to
identify threshold above which
DHS funding is consistently
predictive of more PSN
proliferation.
Correlation due to size effect larger populations tend to be
associated with more PSNs and
more law enforcement agencies.
Need to address violent crime
collaboratively to help to drive
PSN formation and
proliferation. Law enforcement
agencies driven by land and
jurisdiction forces, not violent
crime rates.
Partially contrary to
theory/intuition since increased
land would presumably lead to
increased need for collaboration
across jurisdictional boundaries.
Law enforcement agencies
correlation is consistent with
rational choice expectations that
more land area requires more
law enforcement agencies.
The more borders a state has the
less likely that state is going to
be on the U.S. border. U.S.
border states tend to have more
PSNs.
Correlation with PSN
proliferation is consistent with
rational expectations that nonborder states have lesser public
safety needs (i.e., not have
challenge of being a perimeter
state). Region effect for PSN
proliferation exhibited in West
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Table 10 Summary of major findings
#

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

Theory
Supported

"West" states and a number
of "Midwest" states.

consistent with research on
innovative policy adoption.

13

Neighbor
effect Interstate
Mobility

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Correlated with PSN
proliferation and Law
enforcement agencies

Y

14

Neighbor
effect Number of
Bordering
states

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Correlated with PSN
proliferation but not its
component parts.

Y

15

Neighbor
effect - Per
Capita
Income
Neighbor
effect Violent
Crime Rate

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

N

Per capita
police and
corrections
spending
Per capita
DHS
funding

Inclusion in
regression
equation

Not significantly correlated
with either PSN
Proliferation or its
component parts
Neighbor effect based upon
violent crime similarity was
not correlated with PSN
proliferation or its
component parts.
As an internal economic
factor, provides statistically
significant predictive value
for PSN proliferation.
As an external economic
factor, provides statistically
significant predictive value
for PSN proliferation. T-test
for inclusion in equation
was insignificant, but
including per capita DHS
funding improved the
adjusted R square value
without undermining OLS
validity assumptions.

16

17

18

Correlation
with PSN
proliferation

Inclusion in
regression
equation
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Theory/Mechanism

Lack of correlation with PSNs
is contrary to expectations, but
possibly due to region effect
netting out (with NE, MW
having below average PSN
proliferation and South and
West having above average
PSN proliferation.
States tend to enact similar
practices based upon interstate
mobility homophily due to
competition for voters and
taxpayers. Also, states with
greater interstate mobility have
increased public safety demands
(thus being associated with
higher numbers of law
enforcement agencies).
States tend to enact similar
practices based upon bordering
state homophily (i.e., they
mirror practices of the states on
their perimeter) due to
geographic proximity.
States do not enact public safety
practices based upon citizen
wealth.

N

States not mirroring other states
based upon violent crime rate is
contrary to neighbor effect
expectations.

Y

Consistent with rational choice
expectations that more
resources will result in more
proliferation.
External resources available to
support PSN proliferation. A
rise in per capita DHS funding
(over and above some baseline
associated with size) results in
resources being available for
interagency collaboration.

Partial
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Table 10 Summary of major findings
#

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

Theory
Supported

19

Neighbor
effect Interstate
Mobility

Inclusion in
regression
equation

20

Region

Inclusion in
regression
equation

As an external (socially
adaptive) factor, provides
statistically significant
predictive value for PSN
proliferation. As an external
(socially adaptive) factor,
provides statistically
significant predictive value
for PSN proliferation. Ttest for inclusion in
equation was insignificant,
but including neighbor
effect based upon interstate
mobility improved the
adjusted R square value
without undermining OLS
validity assumptions.
Accounting for region
effects improves regression
model performance
(Adjusted R-square
increases from 0.393 to
0.48).

Partial

Y

Theory/Mechanism

States tend to enact similar
practices based upon interstate
mobility homophily.

Region matters in public safety
collaboration decisions. NonU.S. border states (i.e.,
Midwest) tend to have less DHS
funding and do not face
challenges associated with
being on the country's
perimeter.

Limitations
The findings should be understood within the boundaries of certain limitations. Given that only crosssectional data were used, and the population size is small (48 states) parsimony in the model is appropriate.
Limiting the scope of the model goes hand and hand (in this case) with taking caution in making assertions
about the study’s findings. Other researchers examining neighbor effects have made use of longitudinal
data (typically 10 year periods) in order to better specify the lag effects between factors and outcomes and
make more nuanced explanatory arguments regarding the influence of neighbor states. This study only
examines cross-sectional data regarding existing PSNs and therefore can only make predictive claims about
the observable associations between variables (i.e., claims nothing about antecedent, or causal effects).
Another limitation of this study involves the dependent variable. PSN proliferation is operationalized as
the number of PSNs divided by the (normalized) number of policing agencies in a state. First, the results of
the study are not robust to the scale of law enforcement agencies – i.e., the variance of the raw number of
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law enforcement agencies overwhelmed the variance of PSNs. When the number of law enforcement
agencies was in its raw form many bivariate correlations were insignificant and the regression model was
insignificant. In fact, when the regression model that was identified above was used to predict a dependent
variable with the raw number of law enforcement agencies the Adjusted R-Square value was actually
negative – signifying that a simple mean of the population would have been more predictive of PSN
proliferation than that regression equation. Therefore, it is clear that some type of normalization of the law
enforcement agencies was required to produce interpretable results.
Normalizing the number of law enforcement agencies resulted in a better fit for the scale of the dependent
variable’s numerator and denominator, but removed some variance information from the analysis. By
fitting values to a 1-36 scale the effect of values at the extremity was reduced. Like regression analysis, the
transformation assumes a linear relationship exists between law enforcement agencies and the other
variables analyzed. The nature of the relationship could have been curvilinear in some way (e.g., natural
log). However, as stated, the transformation was division of a constant, and based upon the relative rank
positions of states on the law enforcement agencies and PSN proliferation scales, nothing material should
have been changed about the nature of the underlying relationships between variables (only the scale was
changed). In addition, the regression equation predicted values that were fairly accurate for some of the
states with large numbers of law enforcement agencies– e.g., Georgia, Illinois, and Ohio (see Exhibit 1).
The states where the regression equation did poorest in predicting PSN proliferation were those states at the
lower end of the PSN proliferation scale regardless of the number of law enforcement agencies – e.g.,
Pennsylvania was in the highest ranking group for law enforcement agencies, while Idaho was one of the
lowest, and Louisiana was at the mean (all three scored low on PSN proliferation and were poorly predicted
by the regression model). Therefore, it appears that the normalization of law enforcement agencies resulted
in an improved model without introducing detrimental measurement error.
Given that this study’s unit of analysis was the state, the approach assumes that all PSNs are homogenous
regardless of their size, function, or physical location characteristics. Different types of PSNs might exhibit
different neighbor effects. For example, the mimetic forces associated with smaller PSN collaboration
might differ from those associated with larger PSN-type collaborations. The PSNs that collaborate to
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support policing activities might exhibit different neighbor effects from those that support police and courts
jointly. PSNs whose jurisdictions include a national border might exhibit different collaboration rates.
Additional refining of the dependent variable might be required to address the potential heterogeneity
across PSN types. Region effects were considered in sensitivity analysis to make some progress in
acknowledging potential level of analysis issues.
Currently the dependent variable (PSN proliferation) represents the frequency of interagency collaborations
in a state – the number of PSNs divided by the (normalized) number of law enforcement agencies. While
this is not a perfect fit for assessing the diffusion of public safety interagency collaboration as a practice,
the measure is a reasonable approximation since all PSNs (for purposes of this research) incorporate at least
one police agency. An alternative outcome measure could have been to divide the total number of
organizations participating in PSNs by the total number of law enforcement agencies. Data on participating
agencies were not collected for this study, but could be collected in the future to better specify the
examined outcome as a diffusion (versus proliferation) measure. In addition, as with any data collection
effort, some PSNs were certainly missed in the count for each state. The presumption though is that omitted
PSNs are randomly disbursed throughout the nation and that no latent variable has been ignored due to
PSNs not yet identified.
The discussion section below revisits the research question for this study, and further describes some of the
items in the findings table – the rational factors, the institutional factors, and the outcome of PSN
proliferation.
DISCUSSION
What is the nature of isomorphic influence that is exhibited by public sector peers associated with
interagency collaboration? The answer appears to align with a “follow the money” argument, but besides
the economic indicators, the demographic and geographic indicators provide context to the story. As seen
in Figure 3, four high-level factors were examined regarding their influence on the proliferation of PSNs.
The three rational choice factor types – economic, geographic, and demographic elements – theoretically
stem from the performance related pressures and resources encouraging interagency collaboration in the
state’s environment. The institutional factor –mimetic in nature – is seen as stemming from the legitimacy
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related pressures encouraging interagency collaboration. Based upon prior neighbor effect research, the
main focus of the study was the mimetic factor. Given the national environment, one would expect that
performance and legitimacy pressures for improved public safety would increase the proliferation of
interagency collaboration. Whether in having more economic resources through higher per capita public
safety spending and DHS funding, or having neighbor states increased their public safety spending, both
rational choice and institutional perspectives would suggest positive relationships between the factors
tested and PSN proliferation.
PSN proliferation
Given the study limitations mentioned, caution must be taken in drawing conclusions regarding the causal
triggers for PSN proliferation. That stated, this study does suggest that PSN proliferation does not seem to
be driven by the number of police agencies in a state. That stated, some states warrant specific mention
here based upon their DHS and Police and Correction spending levels. New Jersey received well-above
average total DHS funds, spends well over the average per capita on police and corrections and yet is in the
lowest quartile for proliferation. Pennsylvania has more than double the number of law enforcement
agencies as New York and yet has not reached even 0.5 on the PSN proliferation scale. On the other end of
the spectrum Florida and California have high DHS funding totals (lower than average per capita though),
above average number of law enforcement agencies and are in the top quartile of PSN proliferation in the
nation.
The reasoning behind this limited national PSN proliferation could be rational and institutional in nature.
From a rational choice perspective it is possible that law enforcement agencies that have participated in
PSN collaborations have found them ineffective or inefficient in dealing with public safety challenges.
Another rational choice reason for limited proliferation could be that states have elected to centralize
interagency collaboration in such a way that the number of separate PSNs is constrained. In other words,
state and local officials might be encouraging law enforcement agencies to join state-wide hub PSNs and
not to create their own regional or local PSNs. This would effectively reduce the number of PSNs in a state,
and thus limit PSN proliferation. There would be risks to this approach of which officials should be aware.
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State-level centralization of PSN participation could result in sub-optimal service delivery to the extent that
more localized solutions translate into more efficiency and effectiveness.
From an institutional perspective it is possible that more time is needed for PSN collaboration to become a
taken-for-granted practice (Currie 2009).

Significant elapsed time is required for practices in an

organizational field to become institutionalized.

In five or ten years PSN collaborations might be

considered more common practice and emerge as a full-fledged institutional practice (proto-institutions)
once more PSNs gain legitimacy in the field (Lawrence et al. 2002). This would be an interesting outcome
since this study looks at how PSN proliferation in part is associated with isomorphic pressure and sometime
in the future PSN collaboration as an institutionalized practice might exhibit isomorphic pressure of its
own.
Insights from Rational choice factors
Of those findings that align with theoretical expectations, the items for the rational choice factor DHS
funding provide one external element to the PSN proliferation picture. Public administration research has
examined the role that external funding plays in determining public policy outcomes. DHS funding in this
study was more predictive of PSN proliferation than numerous in-state factors like land size and per capita
income. Public sector organizations in general and public safety organizations in particular, face budget
pressures that can in part be alleviated through external grant funds. The DHS-related findings suggest that
at the state level decisions are made based upon the availability of funds and not necessarily on the
immediate needs of the population. This finding is consistent with past public administration research
which finds that economic factors drive decisions and constrain public sector organizations in responding
to pressing needs.
Unexpectedly, per capita DHS funding exhibits a negative correlation with PSNs - counter to rational
choice expectations. This relationship needs further investigation outside this study and DHS granting
officials would likely be surprised if the negative correlation is upheld in future research. The correlation
performed measured linear relationships. It is possible that per capita DHS funding and PSNs maintain a
relationship of a different order or the relationship is in some way mediated or moderator by other factors.
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Another possible explanation is that DHS funding actually discourages interagency collaboration in some
ways based upon agencies using the funds to operate in stove pipe fashion and go it alone.
Another aspect of interest for per capita DHS funding is that its bivariate relationship with PSN
proliferation does not appear strong enough to reach statistical significance. This observation opens the
door for the possibility that once you remove size effects from DHS funding there is no significant impact
of their funding on the formation of durable interagency collaborations. That stated, total DHS funding was
significantly positively correlated with the components of PSN proliferation – both the number of PSNs
and the number of law enforcement agencies. This observation is consistent with rational choice
expectations that more resources would result in a higher level of PSN collaboration. This finding on its
own is not noteworthy, but it does provide context for the findings regarding per capita DHS funding and
the outcome of PSN proliferation.
Another consideration relevant to DHS funding is that possibly the grant allocations are simply being used
for other purposes. The type of collaborations examined here represents durable interorganizational
relationships and not just information sharing IT. PSNs are enabled by IT, but represent not just a technical
network, but also an organizational network. If public safety interoperability proliferation were examined,
then possibly a direct and statistically significant relationship with DHS funding might have been observed.
PSN proliferation is of course important to understand, but DHS funding might be used at the state level to
encourage certain forms of interagency collaboration apart from PSNs.
Continuing with rational factors, per capita police and corrections spending provides an “internal” element
to the PSN proliferation picture. That public safety spending is positively correlated with, and partially
predicts, PSN proliferation is consistent with rational choice expectations. In addition, although region was
not included in the regression model for this study, there does appear to be some type of region effect for
PSN proliferation. Consistent with state policy adoption research that classifies West region states as more
innovative in terms of government activity (Johnson 1976), this study found that Western states did tend to
have higher values for PSN proliferation.
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Insights from Institutional factors
Of those findings that align with theoretical expectations, the items for the institutional factor neighbor
effect based upon interstate mobility provide the other external element to the PSN proliferation picture. In
past neighbor effect research, demographic factors outperformed economic and geographic homophily
measures (Case et al. 1993; Baicker 2005). In this study, demographic variables again outperformed
economic and geographic measures of similarity. This current study found that when a state’s neighbors
spent more on public safety, then that state tended to have a higher degree of PSN proliferation. This study
further found that the most predictive measure for which states were classified as neighbors was interstate
migration inflows. One explanation for this finding is that state officials look to their neighbor states for
guidance regarding a number of practices – including public safety collaborations. The reasoning for
interstate mobility being used as a metric for neighbor similarity can be observed in population migration
research. Interstate migration occurs more frequently in the segment of the population that is younger, more
highly educated, and seeking employment opportunities (Rosenbloom and Sundstrom 2004; HernándezMurillo et al. 2011). Along with higher education and the desire for higher income, this constituency also
brings with it demands for increased quality of life – including public safety quality. To retain this
constituency states might attempt to match or even exceed the level of public safety services provided by
neighbor states.
While this study provides some evidence for the significant influence of demographic factors in state
decision making, economic factors still seem to prevail in telling the general story of PSN proliferation.
Since the neighbor effect is a weighted average of per capita spending on police and correction in
“neighbor” states there is still an obvious economic element to it.
In addition, the neighbor effect based upon interstate mobility was more predictive of PSN proliferation
than violent crime rate similarity. This finding is consistent with past neighbor effect research showing
interstate mobility to be predictive of state level spending patterns, but it is somewhat surprising that
interstate homophily prevailed over violent crime rate homophily. However, this finding supports the
inclusion of institutional elements in the explanation of PSN proliferation. If violent crime rate homophily
prevailed, an argument could be made that state officials were simply scanning their environment for public
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safety solutions based upon peers dealing with similar public safety problems – a rational foundation upon
which decisions could be made. Since interstate mobility presumably has less to do with public safety than
violent crime rates, this study’s finding regarding the important role interstate mobility plays in predicting
PSN proliferation provides some evidence for the importance of incorporating institutional considerations
into the analysis of this phenomenon.
Rational Choice & Institutional Theory
Employing institutional and rational choice as complementary perspectives provides an interesting view
into public sector organizations as facing both performance and legitimacy pressures. Public sector
organizations are not generally viewed as competing, but they do face certain market-like conditions in
terms of resource competition (e.g., federal grant funding) and constituency-based accountability measures
(e.g., civilian review boards, elections). Like other interorganizational collaborations, PSNs represent a
strategic response to external problems (Oliver 1991) that exceed the capacity of single organizations to
solve (Bryson et al. 2006). If employing joint perspectives can be helpful for better understanding PSN
proliferation, then possibly employing these joint perspectives can be helpful in predicting the proliferation
of other collaboration types.
In the public economics field, neighbor effect researchers have elected to use various measures to compute
cross-state homophily in health care and welfare spending. This study also extends research on similarlysituated states into the IT-enabled public safety domain. Baicker (2005) alludes to the need to identify
different variables for measuring the interstate neighbor effect based upon different categories of spending
(including public safety). While valuable, prior neighbor effect studies have been based upon econometric
arguments that lack the conceptual linchpins needed for generalizability to non-public sector organizations.
This study provides an organizational theory analysis that allows conceptual connections to other domains
beyond the public sector.
Like their public sector counterparts, private sector organizations face challenges beyond their capacity to
address. By using rational choice and institutional perspectives some findings identified in this study may
be applicable to private sector interorganizational alliances facing performance and legitimacy pressures.
The rational-institutional analysis facilitates generalizing findings from a public sector context to a private
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sector context since private sector organizations also face dual pressures to improve performance and
maintain legitimacy. Hypotheses regarding organizational outcomes can therefore be tested across both
private and public sectors by engaging both rational choice and institutional concepts.
CONCLUSION
This study examined the predictive value of neighbor-state actions for PSN proliferation at the state level.
This study does not make causal claims about the decision making process of state officials. Instead we
identify factors that are associated with increases in PSN proliferation - increased per capita police and
corrections spending (with potential delayed effects), increased per capita DHS funding (with potential near
term effects), and increased per capita spending on police and corrections in other states that share
migration flows. In general this study found evidence for a “follow the money” pattern of PSN
proliferation. More specifically, in looking at the rational choice factors identified, the idiom “you get what
you pay for” comes to mind. Since economic factors prevailed over “needs” based factors like violent
crime rate and being a U.S. border state, it seems reasonable to surmise that even something as vital as
public safety interagency collaboration is (like other governmental responses to societal problems) driven
mainly by the availability of resources. For the institutional factors, interstate mobility prevailed over other
potential neighbor effect measures – even the “need” based measures like bordering states and violent
crime rate similarity.
The purpose of this study was to examine the factors associated with the prevalence of interagency
collaborations by comparing the potential influence of in-state factors with the potential influence of crossstate homophily (i.e., a neighbor effect). Better understanding the contingencies of interorganizational
collaboration is important theoretically (Oliver 1990; Wood and Gray 1991).
Theoretically this study addresses two concerns cited in Currie (2009) - attending to peer level influence in
shaping organizational fields, and combining institutional with other organizational theories as
complements to produce a fuller explanation of a complex phenomenon (interagency collaboration as
driven by both performance and legitimacy pressures). This study employs the institutional concept of
isomorphic pressure and does so analytically - specifying the mimetic influence between organizations at
the same level (i.e., peers) and not treating institutions solely as entities at a higher level in a social
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hierarchy. Research attention has been given to how higher levels of government exert pressure on lower
level government entities, but this study employs measures for mimetic isomorphic pressure that specify
peer-oriented institutional effects.
In this study, institutional and rational choice perspectives complement one another as joint lenses to
examine multi-criteria decisions made by organizations facing the dual pressures to fit in and to perform.
The rational-institutional analysis could also facilitate generalizing findings from a public sector context to
a private sector context since private sector organizations also face dual pressures to improve performance
and maintain legitimacy. Even if the findings suggest a noteworthy spending pattern, the funding and
economic resources in question appear to have rational and institutional dynamics in their manner of
distribution. DHS funding (external) and per capita police and corrections spending make intuitive sense as
economic factors predicting PSN proliferation, but even a more socially adaptive factor like interstate
mobility-based neighbor spending accounted for significant variance in the outcome. This study therefore
gives credence to the notion that even an economic analysis of this phenomenon should incorporate both
rational choice and institutional factors.
Implications for practice
Better understanding the contingencies of interorganizational collaboration is important practically. The
importance of including rational and institutional factors in analysis is underscored by the need to provide
practitioners with guidance in addressing the public safety problems they face. Particularly in the case of
public safety collaborations, the criticality and urgency of the work conducted heightens the need to better
understand these interagency collaborations and those factors predicting their proliferation. Stakeholders in
the public safety domain could benefit from an improved understanding of the potential influence of the
rational and neighbor effects in the proliferation of interagency collaborations. Stakeholders in this domain
include federal, state, and local officials and law enforcement officers. At the federal level, if funders like
DHS better understand the potential for encouraging (or discouraging) PSN proliferation they might more
specifically target funds to support durable collaborations like PSNs and not just interoperability and
information sharing standards more generally. DHS officials might also benefit from the increased
evidence of something they are likely already familiar with - that “you get what you pay for.” For example,
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contrary to rational choice predictions federal funding might be found to be a disincentive to collaboration
– possibly due to the role funding plays in allowing policing agencies to stand-alone (i.e., as stovepipes), or
possibly due to the need to fund states over-and-above some threshold to provide an incentive (or the
resources) to collaborate.
State and local officials could also benefit from these findings. At the state level, officials could benefit
from a deeper understanding of the potential role of peer states in public safety decision making. In
something as critical as public safety, scanning the environment for innovative solutions is indeed rational.
Selecting which entities to poll can be challenging. Using interstate mobility as a guide for selecting peers
to assess might be a reasonable starting point for some state officials. However, this study also offers
cautionary observations, while socially adaptive responses to complex problems might bring a measure of
comfort in the face of uncertainty; those responses might not align with optimal solutions. Lastly, local
leaders could benefit from the descriptive observations in this study – where PSN proliferation is lower and
possibly in need of more aggressive efforts for fund-raising to drive increases in interagency collaboration
from the bottom-up.
Future research
This study limits the number of variables examined both for statistical validity and for the sake of
simplifying the model for practitioner dissemination, but there are many more factors that influence PSN
proliferation at the state level (e.g., coercive influence of government mandates, normative influence of
professional affiliations). Additional analysis is also required to better specify those findings listed as
contrary to theoretical expectations in Table 10. For instance, further analysis is needed regarding those
states that have not even reached the PSN proliferation level of “1.02” yet have higher than average
funding, spending, or neighbor spending values (e.g., Michigan, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania). PSNs
might be considered proto-institutions at some point in the future, but currently the adoption of PSNs as a
practice is limited. Taking an institutional change view, research could be done looking into how
innovations like PSNs become (proto-) institutions overtime.
Another reason a state might have low PSN proliferation is due to wide coverage for each PSN in the state.
Future analysis is required to identify the number of participants for each PSN in a state and a PSN’s
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geographic coverage to determine if PSN density is a more appropriate measure to describe the spread of
PSNs than PSN proliferation. Evidence obtained from a survey conducted as part of the larger research
project (Williams et al. 2010) investigating PSNs suggests that a wide range of participating organizations
exist across PSNs – providing some support for the notion that different PSNs provide different degrees of
coverage in their state. The role of DHS funding clearly requires additional investigation. The surprising
finding that DHS funding is negatively correlated with PSNs has potential explanations (threshold,
stovepipe). Which of those explanations is more in line with reality requires additional work. Either way,
federal officials would benefit from understanding what role DHS funding plays in predicting PSN-type
entities and whether more targeted funding directly toward durable interagency collaborations.
The findings in this study suggest that neighbor influence based upon interstate mobility is predictive of
PSN proliferation at the state level, but this study does not provide information regarding detailed decisionmaking mechanisms. For instance, states facing similar issues might simply be attempting to keep up with
their similarly situated peers on a number of issues – public safety spending included. On the contrary, state
officials might not even know with which states they share migrating citizens and therefore are not in a
position to make public safety spending decisions similar to those states. Conducting further processoriented and longitudinal analysis would help to clarify ambiguous findings from this study, as well as get a
deeper sense of the criteria used by state officials and other leaders to encourage public safety collaboration
like PSNs.
By making use of both rational and institutional perspectives this study shows the importance of using
performance-based and legitimacy-based analytic approaches. In the future, findings from public sector
research (e.g., interagency collaboration) might inform the activities of those private sector organizations
under crisis and facing performance and legitimacy pressures. This contrasts the typical flow of findings
from private to public organizations. Hypotheses regarding organizational outcomes can possibly be tested
across both private and public sectors by engaging both rational choice and institutional concepts.
Given the level of expenditures allocated to maintaining public safety, and given the obvious need to
address criminal, terror, and natural disaster threats, improving interagency collaboration is valuable work.
Research in this area should assist government officials in making informed decisions about when and
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where to form PSNs – and helping officials to be more aware of cautions to take regarding decision-making
criteria.
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APPENDIX
Exhibit 1 – Predicted Values for PSN Proliferation
State
AL
AR
AZ
CA
CO
CT
DE
FL
GA
IA
ID
IL
IN
KS
KY
LA
MA
MD
ME
MI
MN
MO
MS
MT
NC
ND
NE
NH
NJ
NM
NV
NY
OH
OK
OR
PA
RI
SC
SD
TN
TX
UT
VA
VT
WA
WI
WV
WY

PSN
Proliferation
0.47
2.84
0.28
1.80
1.58
2.47
4.00
2.55
0.87
0.40
0.38
0.40
0.72
0.40
0.38
0.14
0.71
2.80
0.40
0.52
0.32
0.29
0.67
1.98
0.40
0.70
0.46
0.27
2.03
0.63
0.79
0.81
0.65
0.53
1.63
0.30
1.92
0.92
0.29
1.32
0.28
0.73
1.44
0.88
1.31
0.64
0.84
1.69

PSN Proliferation_
Predicted
0.27
0.93
0.56
1.14
1.08
1.60
3.32
0.80
0.88
0.95
0.57
0.51
0.38
0.66
0.69
1.04
1.00
2.07
1.54
1.06
0.34
0.39
0.50
1.11
0.67
0.78
0.98
1.23
1.29
1.07
0.89
0.30
0.87
0.81
1.32
1.36
1.81
0.90
0.65
0.38
0.85
0.86
2.02
1.64
1.06
1.01
0.78
1.92

PSN Proliferation_ Predicted
Residual
(0.21)
(1.91)
0.29
(0.66)
(0.50)
(0.87)
(0.68)
(1.75)
0.00
0.55
0.19
0.12
(0.34)
0.26
0.31
0.90
0.29
(0.73)
1.14
0.54
0.02
0.10
(0.18)
(0.87)
0.27
0.08
0.53
0.96
(0.73)
0.44
0.10
(0.51)
0.21
0.28
(0.31)
1.06
(0.11)
(0.02)
0.36
(0.95)
0.57
0.13
0.58
0.76
(0.25)
0.37
(0.06)
0.23
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%Difference between
Predicted and Residual
-44%
-67%
104%
-37%
-32%
-35%
-17%
-69%
0%
135%
50%
30%
-47%
64%
83%
653%
42%
-26%
285%
104%
5%
35%
-26%
-44%
67%
12%
116%
357%
-36%
70%
13%
-62%
33%
54%
-19%
357%
-6%
-2%
123%
-72%
208%
18%
40%
86%
-19%
57%
-7%
14%
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Exhibit 2 - Correlation matrix for Region effect
#

1

2

1

Variable
PSN_ Proliferation

2

PSNs in the State

3

Law Enforcement Agencies

-0.4218**

4

Region_Northeast

-.036

5

Region_South

6

Region_Midwest

7

Region_West

3

4

5

6

0.3616*
0.3981**
-0.203

-0.024

0.045

0.146

0.143

-0.3396*

-0.3308*

-0.045

0.189

-0.277

-0.4082**

0.3238*

0.070

-0.3327*

-0.262

-0.3855**
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Study Two: Complexity in context – exploring public safety
network IT architecture patterns in the context of
environmental and organizational complexity
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to assess the value of taking a complexity perspective for examining IT architecture in
the context of organizations and environments. The premise for taking a complexity perspective is that (a)
collaborations across organizational boundaries often lead to complex inter-organizational interactions and (b) the
technological infrastructures to support such collaborations are also and often complex. Drawing on data gathered
using an extensive phone-based survey of 60 public safety networks (PSNs), this study tests the requisite variety and
requisite complexity principles. This study employs a combination of correlational, decision tree, and taxonomybased analyses of the PSN’s IT architecture, their organization, and their environment. Findings support the notion
of requisite variety, but not for requisite complexity. In addition, this study identifies 10 distinct PSN IT architecture
configuration types. These PSN-IT configuration types consist of both domain-specific and domain-agnostic
attributes. This study contributes to IT architecture knowledge by describing configuration types and in doing so
draws attention to the value of taking a component-based complexity approach to examining IT architecture across
three levels of analysis. This study contributes to practice by highlighting the fruitful role complexity can play in
aligning IT architecture with the organization and its environment, as well as providing a better understanding of
potential configurations and the conditions predicting their existence.
Keywords: IT architecture, complexity, requisite variety, requisite complexity, public safety networks, survey,
decision tree, taxonomy
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to examine information technology (IT) architecture from a complexity perspective and
to identify IT architecture configuration profiles in the public safety collaboration domain. As past research has
shown, successful IT architecture design requires attention to technical, organizational, and environmental demands
(Tiwana and Konsynski 2010; Beetz and Kolbe 2011; Schmidt and Buxmann 2011).

Organizationally, IT

architecture must enable the effective and efficient use of resources to improve performance. Environmentally, the
IT architecture must position the organization to remain agile in the face of turbulence and uncertainty. Better
understanding the relationship between the IT architecture, its organizational context, and its environmental context
can be helpful in improving the performance of public safety organizations and organizations more generally.
While complexity can be challenging for organizations to face, complexity should not be seen solely as an inhibitor
to interorganizational success. IT complexity can also be viewed as a success factor from the perspective of
Ashby’s law of requisite variety – the notion that organisms seek to address environmental uncertainty and variety
by producing a variety of demonstrable states that in turn limit the effects of external disturbances (Ashby 1958).
External disturbances are stability disruptions - irregularities or hostile attacks that demand organizational attention
or drain organizational resources. Requisite variety asserts that an organization’s sustainability is in part dependent
upon its ability to keep pace with (i.e., regulate) the complexity of its environment by minimizing the effects of
these disturbances.
Organizations in the private and public sector make significant investments in mission-critical IT architecture to
improve their sustainability. Organizational and environmental pressure can result in increased complexity in IT
architecture in terms of the number and variety of components (Schneberger and McLean 2003). Past research,
government reports, and popular press coverage suggest that the attempt by organizations to address the complexity
of demands by increasing the complexity of systems sometimes results in end-user information overload, an
increased likelihood of industrial accidents, and organizational inertia. Despite organizations heeding the call for
modularity to simplify technology architectures (Baldwin and Clark 2000), the complexity of an IT architecture can
increase holistically, even as particular components of the architecture become simpler (Schneberger and McLean
2003).
Public safety organizations face disturbances from diverse stakeholders with possibly competing or ambiguous sets
of demands. The features of the IT architecture that interagency collaborations adopt and use will likely reflect that
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contextual diversity and scale. From this perspective, the complexity inherent in large scale IT architecture could be
viewed as a potential success factor in terms of positioning the organization to remain responsive to its environment.
However, the organization might actually buffer the IT architecture from the environment in some ways. If IT
architectures are assumed to be sociotechnical ensembles embedded within organizational and environmental
contexts, then the organization must play a role in the relationship between the IT architecture and the environment.
Whether organizations buffer the IT architecture or IT architecture better positions (buffers the organization), the
relationship among IT architecture, the organization and the environment appears to be nuanced.
The phenomenon under investigation is IT architecture in the public safety domain. Research in this area is
warranted given the expense and impact of public safety in general and interagency collaborations in particular.
First, providing research-based guidance to public safety collaborations helps ensure that the more than $63 billion
in spending on state and local public safety in the United States (2008 State Government Finances, Census Bureau)
is more effectively utilized. Also, these public safety collaborations warrant attention in their own right since they
seek to minimize the damage caused by criminal violations, industrial accidents, and natural disasters. Studying
interagency collaboration remains important especially since information sharing failures continue to plague the
public safety community. This study is also motivated by calls in research to examine the role of complexity more
seriously (Anderson et al. 1999; Urry 2005; Jacucci et al. 2006) and to assist practitioners in their understanding of
complexity in order to avoid catastrophe (McKelvey 1999).
As the complexity of technology increases, specifying the IT artifact as a single-instance application or platform
provides an impoverished perspective, both for theory building and for providing guidance to practitioners (Eriksson
and Ågerfalk 2010). In contrast, in the case of complex organizational and environmental contingencies, viewing
the IT artifact holistically as IT architecture provides the conceptual richness required to describe and explain the
open, heterogeneous, shared, and evolving socio-technical capabilities in use (Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010). That
stated, there are multiple perspectives from which an examination of IT architecture could be made. For instance
multiple enterprise architecture frameworks provide templates for detailing IT architecture (e.g., Zachman
Framework, Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework, and The Open Group Architecture Framework). IT
architectures could be evaluated for their adherence to the level of formality suggested by these frameworks –
similar to an integrated capability maturity modeling approach (Gibson et al. 2006). Iyer and Gottlieb (2004)
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identify three ways of describing IT architecture – espoused, engaged, and emergent views. The IT architectures
could be analyzed to see to what degree these three descriptive views are aligned within organizations.
Taking those perspectives might be helpful, but this study takes a more holistic perspective by focusing on
complexity and looking across three levels of analysis – IT architecture, the organization, and the environment. In
particular, this study takes a component-based approach to complexity - drawing on past research on information
system complexity (Meyer and Foley-Curley 1991; Schneberger and McLean 2003; Benbya and McKelvey 2006;
Beetz and Kolbe 2011) as well as research looking at organizational and environment complexity (Cannon and
St.John 2007; Jun and Weare 2010). To examine IT architecture from a component-based complexity perspective
this study poses two research questions. First, in what ways can a complexity perspective on IT architecture help
researchers explore the relationship among the architecture, the organization, and the environment? Second, what
IT architecture patterns exist in the field of inter-agency public safety collaborations?
To answer these questions a survey of 60 public safety networks (PSNs) was conducted and some secondary data
(U.S. Census Bureau) were collected. These data were analyzed using descriptive, correlation, decision tree analyses
and a taxonomy visualization.

The examination covered three levels of analysis – the IT architecture, the

organization, and the environment. The theoretical elements of this examination were informed by the notions of
requisite variety (Ashby 1958) and requisite complexity (Boisot and McKelvey 2005). This study finds support for
the notion of requisite variety, but not for requisite complexity. In addition, this study identifies 10 distinct IT
architecture configuration types – situated in the public safety collaboration domain. These configuration types
consist of both domain-specific and domain-agnostic attributes. This study contributes to IT architecture knowledge
by describing configuration types in this domain, by drawing attention to the value of taking a component-based
complexity approach to examining IT architecture, and by producing findings across three levels of analysis. This
study contributes to practice by highlighting the productive role complexity can play in aligning IT architecture with
the organization and its environment, as well as providing a better understanding of potential configurations and the
conditions predicting their existence.
This paper is organized as follows. The first section discusses different ways by which IT architecture can be
examined – including an introduction to complexity. Complexity and its dimensions are then described followed by
a review of IT architecture complexity in the context of organizations and environments. The data collection and
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analysis methods for answering this study’s research questions are then detailed. A discussion of noteworthy
findings follows. This paper concludes with thoughts about implications for research and practice.
IT ARCHITECTURE
The focus of this study is to examine an organization’s IT architecture. There are various definitions of IT
architecture and various frameworks detailing its various components – in both research literature and practice. Iyer
and Gottlieb (2004) offer three perspectives on IT architecture which abstract – and thereby highlight – some
essential elements of definitions and frameworks. These researchers suggest that IT architecture can be seen as
system-, project- and stakeholder-oriented. The system-oriented (or "espoused") view represents an enterprise-wide
description of the planned and implemented capabilities of an organization's IT function.

This view of IT

architecture incorporates the planned strategic level dependencies among an organization’s IT components and is
generally viewed as a top-down perspective. The project-oriented view represents a technology initiative level
description of implemented capabilities. This view of IT architecture attempts to detail the situated dependencies
among modules and is considered an emergent view of IT capabilities evolving over time. The stakeholder-oriented
view describes the IT architecture from the perspective of the various user groups engaged in using IT capabilities
within or across organizations. The stakeholder view classifies capabilities by those entities that engage sets of
functionality – employees, suppliers, and partners in strategic alliances. Taken together the espoused, emergent, and
engaged views of IT architecture highlight three essential elements required of an examination of IT architecture
that all must be attended to - strategy, stakeholders, and (of course) the system components.
This study makes use of a combination of the system and stakeholder views. The system view is appropriate since
the current study examines IT capabilities across the whole network organization and incorporates both
implemented and planned attributes. The study looks at the network organization at a strategic level – including
targeting senior organization or IT leadership as respondents. In addition, the stakeholder view is appropriate for the
study since one goal is to identify groups or classes of configuration types. It is possible that in some ways the
groupings will depend upon stakeholders engaged in utilizing the IT architectures capabilities. Therefore the study
must at some level consider probable stakeholders in its analysis.

Taking only the espoused and engaged

perspectives focuses the study but has limitations. An emergent view can also be valuable since it incorporates the
evolutionary aspects of IT architecture - illustrated by a more sociotechnical perspective of IT ensembles and
encapsulated in words like “tinkering” and “drift” (Ciborra and Associates 2000; Hanseth and Ciborra 2007).
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Having an understanding of the perspective being used (espoused and engaged, versus emergent) provides the focus
required to specify a particular definition and framework to be used to describe the IT architecture. Even within the
espoused and engaged views alternative IT architecture definitions of frameworks are still available. Some
frameworks describe IT architecture as “an integrated framework for new, existing, or evolving IT to achieve the
agency's strategic and information resources management goals” (Clinger-Cohen Act 1996).

This definition

provides the basis for public sector IT architecture at the federal level and is associated with IT architecture
frameworks such as the Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (version 1.1 as of 1999), the Department of
Defense Architecture Framework (version 2.0 as of 2009), and the Open Group’s Architecture Framework or
TOGAF (version 9 as of 2009). These frameworks further define IT architecture as “the structure of components,
their interrelationships, and the principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution.” Drawing on this
definition, the current study takes a strategic, but component-based view of IT architecture.
These three frameworks are themselves consistent with the popular Zachman enterprise architecture framework.
Zachman (Zachman 1987; Zachman 1999) provides an extensive view of enterprise-wide architecture that
incorporates six levels and six descriptors for each level. The Zachman framework is relevant to this current study
not only due to its popularity with practitioners (Kappleman 2009) but also because it separates out data, application,
device, network, and strategy components. In addition, this study does not just consider the technical components,
but also the principles – or IT strategic objectives and governance – as part of the overall IT architecture in order to
better capture Iyer and Gottlieb’s stakeholder view.
Another important note regarding these frameworks is that each treats architecture as either a plan or an instantiation
– and use “IT architecture” to describe both.

This study considers IT architecture as both the planned and

implemented components, but not just a plan. The “Architecture as strategy” research is also valuable (Ross et al.
2006), but in examining complexity, actual features, attributes, and physical artifacts must be considered. The study
draws on Dreyfus & Iyer (2008) who suggest that the IT architecture consists of patterns of components and is
instantiated in IT infrastructure. Therefore in this study IT architecture comprises both IT infrastructure plus IT
strategy.
IT infrastructure in this context represents the pattern of interconnected technological components that collectively
provide IT capabilities and service to organizations (Dreyfus and Iyer 2008). IT infrastructure includes data,
application, device, and network infrastructure elements (Duncan 1995; Byrd and Turner 2000; Tiwana and
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Konsynski 2010). In line with IT flexibility research (Byrd and Turner 2000) IT infrastructure does incorporate
nontechnical elements. One of the nontechnical elements of the IT infrastructure is IT data governance. Since past
research has indicated that IT governance matters in IT architecture’s ability to add value to the organization, the
human elements in the IT architecture include those governance rules, structures, and mechanisms that provide the
basis for IT-specific decision making processes and rights (Weill and Ross 2004; Yajiong et al. 2008; Tiwana and
Konsynski 2010; Schmidt and Buxmann 2011). This study particularly focuses on data governance and its inclusion
in IT architecture diversity because the phenomenon under investigation involves, inter alia, information sharing
collaborations.
The IT strategy component of IT architecture represents the goals and system objectives that serve as guiding
priorities for IT-related decisions and action (Henderson and Venkatraman 1992; Chan and Horner-Reich 2007).
Including IT strategy in the overall IT architecture is important because for some researchers the link between IT
and overall firm performance revolves around strategic IT alignment (Henderson and Venkatraman 1992; Oh and
Pinsonneault 2007; Tallon and Pinsonneault 2011). This notion suggests that IT architecture and its flexibility
enables firms to be more agile and therefore IT strategy is more aligned with business strategy and presumably
environmental demands. In this view, IT architecture helps maintain a good fit between the organization and
environment and superior performance results (Chung et al. 2003; Tallon and Pinsonneault 2011).
However, IT flexibility comes at a price. Researchers have acknowledged the relationship between flexibility and
complexity (Martensson 2007). Table 11 describes IT architecture and three other key concepts – diversity, size,
and complexity. The table highlights the composition of complexity for this study (part diversity, part size). The
table also shows that complexity is a natural outcome of attempting to increase IT flexibility. In other words, as IT
architecture flexibility increases IT architecture complexity increases. Increased complexity drives up maintenance
costs (Schneberger and McLean 2003) and the cost of coordinating efforts (Mocker 2009). Further, since (in this
view) agility is flexibility-in-use, at some point as both flexibility and complexity increase IT and organizational
agility will diminish (Martensson 2007).

Given this possibility, a better understanding of complexity seems

essential to increasing our knowledge of how IT architecture adds value to organizations.
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Table 11 – Key concepts
Concept

Definition

Complexity related relationship

IT architecture

Pattern of interconnected technological and human
components that collectively provide IT capabilities and
service to organizations. Includes data, application,
device, network infrastructure, and IT strategy elements
(Zachman, 1987, 1999; Duncan 1995; Clinger-Cohen
Act 1996; Byrd & Turner 2000; Ross, et al 2006;
Dreyfus & Iyer 2008; Tiwana, A. and B. Konsynski
2010).
As one element of complexity, diversity represents the
breadth, scope, or variety of components within a given
unit of analysis (Mocker 2009, Schneberger & McLean
2003, Benbya & McKelvey 2006)
As one element of complexity, size represents the
breadth, scale, or number of components within a given
unit of analysis (Mocker 2009, Schneberger & McLean
2003, Benbya & McKelvey 2006)
Diversity and size of components in a given level of
analysis. In addition, has also included the interrelationships between components and the dynamism or
rate of change for the diversity, size, and interrelationship dimensions (Schneberger & Mclean 2003,
Benbya & McKelvey 2006, Mocker 2009).

Complexity negatively affects the cost of maintenance
(Schneberger McLean 2003). IT related complexity can
be addressed and not deterministically result in failure
(Braa et al 2007). In IT architecture, complexity is the
price you pay for flexibility (Martensson, 2007) but
flexibility enables IT alignment (Chung et al 2003,
Tiwana & Konsynski 2010, Tallon & Pinsonneault
2011)
Differences across component types require additional
knowledge and coordination cost (Schneberger and
McLean 2003, Mocker 2009).

Diversity

Size

Complexity

Interaction effects of size and diversity produce
complexity in devices, applications, and network
components (Schneberger and McLean 2003)
Complexity can decrease performance by way of
rigidity due to higher cost of coordination and
maintenance (Mocker 2009). Complexity of IT
architecture should match the complexity of its
environment as stated by the requisite complexity
hypothesis (Boisot & McKelvey 2005).

COMPLEXITY AND ITS DIMENSIONS
Research examining complexity and its effects on organizations has increased over the past decade based upon
advances in chaos theory, examinations of co-evolutionary processes, and analyses of complex adaptive systems
(Merali 2006; Braa et al. 2007). Special issues regarding complexity related phenomena suggest that attention to the
challenges complexity presents to organizations is on the rise.

The special issues of Organization Science

(Anderson et al. 1999), Theory, Culture & Society (Urry 2005), and Information Technology & People (Jacucci et
al. 2006) all make calls for researchers to take complexity in organizations – and by extension the information
technology they utilize – more seriously. Researchers have made particular calls to utilize complexity concepts as a
way to improve upon investigations of networked organizations (Provan and Milward 2001; Provan and Kenis 2008)
situated within networked environments (Merali 2006; Merali and McKelvey 2006). Merali & McKelvey (2006)
challenge researchers to examine scale-free phenomena – by which they mean investigating the same effects across
multiple levels of analysis. This study addresses these concerns by focusing on the complexity of IT architecture,
organizations, and environments in light of networked organizations in the public safety domain.
The definition of complexity in IS research is based upon the dimensions or characteristics that together result in a
unit of analysis being more or less complex. For the fullest definition of complexity these elements include the
absolute number of components (size), the number of different types of components (diversity), the extent or degree
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of interactions between components (interaction), and the rate of change experienced within the unit of analysis
(Schneberger and McLean 2003; Benbya and McKelvey 2006; Hanseth and Ciborra 2007).
The focus of this study is component-based complexity and therefore the first two elements – size and diversity –
will be examined. Focusing on these two elements provides a conservative yet practical approach to understanding
how IT architecture complexity, organizational complexity, and environmental complexity relate to one another.
Therefore the measure of complexity for the study will incorporate the diversity of components and size or number
of components in a given unit of analysis. As one element of complexity, diversity represents the breadth, scope, or
variety of components within a given unit of analysis (Schneberger and McLean 2003; Benbya and McKelvey 2006;
Mocker 2009). As another element of complexity, size represents the depth, scale, or number of components within
a given unit of analysis (Schneberger and McLean 2003; Benbya and McKelvey 2006; Mocker 2009).
IT ARCHITECTURE COMPLEXITY IN CONTEXT
Research examining the complexity of IT architecture has been limited (Beetz and Kolbe 2011) and discussion of
the relationships among environmental complexity and IT architecture complexity is rare. This mainly stems from
the fact that IT architecture complexity has been viewed as a moderating variable reducing the otherwise positive
impact of ICT on business performance – which tends to be the focus of examination. IT architecture complexity
can decrease performance due to higher cost of coordination and maintenance (Mocker 2009). Generally complexity
is viewed as an inhibitor of some other outcome like IT flexibility (Schmidt and Buxmann 2011; Tallon and
Pinsonneault 2011), or effective project management (Meyer and Foley-Curley 1991). That stated, Braa and
colleagues (2007) performed an investigation of diffusion of standards and considered the role of complexity in
integrated health information systems and did include some treatment of the environment. Schneberger and McLean
(2003) address complexity across information systems and make reference to the “computing environment
complexity,” but for their study they mainly treated elements outside the organization as a blackbox.
Complexity represents the interaction effects of size and diversity produced by the data, applications, devices,
applications, and networks components (Schneberger and McLean 2003) as well as strategy. The diversity or scope
of component types contributes to some degree of complexity as organizations strive to simultaneously optimize the
performance of each type of component, and maintain interoperability between components – all while mastering
diverse procedures and practices across the set of components. The variety dimension of multi-element information
systems makes them more complex.
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An examination of variety at the IT architecture level requires attending to the component-level of analysis – data,
applications, devices, and network platforms. Different types of data can be fairly easily specified within a domain.
For example in the public safety domain data types would include things like mug shots, license and registration
information, and terror watch lists. Different types of applications are also domain specific but they are not easily
discerned from business processes and functions. Application development methodologies and architectures are
easier to distinguish and have been seen as contributing to IT complexity by other researchers (Meyer and FoleyCurley 1991; Xia and Lee 2005). Development methodologies in this study involve different types of application
sourcing approaches – e.g., commercial off-the-shelf (COTS), proprietary in-house development, proprietary vendor
development, and open source software. This study will examine whether different development methodologies
result in different sets of attributes or different stakeholder groupings as part of the classification of IT architecture
configuration types. This would occur if certain development methodologies align themselves with some more
general homophily among network organization participants. Such group identification analysis is discussed later in
the paper.
Device diversity can also be seen from the perspective of the domain and would include user facing artifacts like
smart phones and handheld radios. Network related diversity is not user facing generally and therefore is domain
agnostic. Network diversity can be seen in having access to mobile networks as well as radio communication
bandwidth (e.g., 800 MHz). Diversity in IT strategy can be seen by way of the system objectives prioritizing the
work of IT capabilities. Sometimes these objectives are domain specific (e.g., increased the utilization of a
particular kind of data standard), but can easily be expressed in domain agnostic terms (increasing system ease-ofuse, consolidating systems, or increasing access to new data sources).
As mentioned, complexity is also composed of a scale or size dimension. So, some measure of the size of the IT
architecture is required for this study. The absolute number of components of the information system results in
some degree of complexity as organizations must maintain an inventory of parts and often perform maintenance of
some type on each. The enormity of large-scale information systems contributes to (in part) IT architecture
complexity. When IT complexity has been viewed from a project- or system-development level, size or scale has
been associated with measures like lines of code, size of database, or number of interfaces between applications
(Mocker 2009). In prior research size variables have related to the unit of analysis, which generally was at a lower
level than IT architecture.
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Organizational and environmental complexity
As mentioned, for the purposes of this study complexity comprises the diversity and size of components in a given
level of analysis. The reason level of analysis is included here is that complexity shall be considered at three levels
of analysis – IT architecture, organization, and environment. Keeping these three levels of analysis in view reminds
us that IT architectures are not designed in a vacuum. Taking a complexity perspective to examine IT architecture is
helpful in environments where organizations face a complex set of pressures from internal and external sources.
Particularly in the domain under investigation in this study – public safety – these pressures present networked
organizations with an assortment of challenges.
In the face of assorted challenges organizations attempt to match the complexity of their environment in an effort to
reduce the disruptive influence of environmental change. This principle is referred to as requisite complexity and
states that the complexity of IT architecture should match the complexity of its organization and environment
(Boisot & McKelvey 2005). The “requisite complexity” notion Boisot and McKelvey (2005) developed was
adapted from Ashby’s (1958) “law of requisite variety” argument. The requisite complexity proposition holds that
organizations must maintain a level of complexity similar to the complexity of their environments in order to absorb
volatility without costly adaptations. The alternative is either to experience demise due to a failure to satisfy the
demands of the environment, or to experience demise due to the costliness of adaptation. This implies that
networked organizations in this domain would need to match the complexity in their environment to remain
sustainable. By extension, the degree to which the complexity of the IT architecture matches the complexity of the
organization would also produce some degree of sustainability.
Past research suggests that the attempt by organizations to address the complexity of organizational requirements by
increasing the complexity of systems can result in end-user information overload (Eppler and Mengis 2004), a
decrease in IT project success rates (Healy 2010), and an increased likelihood of industrial accidents (Perrow 1999).
Overall complexity is often characterized by its association with failure and not success (Hanseth and Ciborra 2007).
In addition, special challenges emerge from IT architectures in networked organizations – stemming from the
necessity to address complexity (Hanseth and Ciborra 2007) and coordination costs of collaborative IS efforts
(Markus 2005).
Given the increased risk of failure, why would organizations want or allow complexity to be introduced into their IT
architecture? In reality, increased complexity can be a logical result of cost-benefit decision-making given the
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numerous and diverse pressures organizations face. Organizational characteristics and environmental contingencies
impose demands upon networked organizations that result in rational increases in complexity. In the face of
“wicked” problems (Rittel and Webber 1973) organizations seek to increase goal commitments, the scale of
resources, and the scope of their functional capabilities.
Taken together, organizational diversity and size result in organizational complexity. In this study, organizational
diversity factors fall into five categories – business purposes, functions supported, funding schemes, types of enduser organizations, and governance rules and mechanisms – based upon various elements in the aforementioned IT
architecture frameworks. Each of these elements presents the IT architecture with different challenges to satisfy. In
addition, organizational size in a network must consider the diversity of stakeholders making demands as they
engage the IT architecture. A larger organizational base will result in greater challenges placed upon IT services and
products. The expectation of the requisite complexity principle is that IT professionals within organizations will
seek to match the complexity of the IT architecture with the organizational complexity they observe in order to
increase sustainability of the IT function.
In this study environmental diversity factors fall into three categories – mandates from external parties, funding
sources, and external triggering events that motivated actions by the network organization. Each of these elements
presents the organization with different challenges to satisfy. These particular three elements are informed by public
administration research examining environmental complexity as a factor in innovation diffusion (Jun and Weare
2010). Based upon the conceptualization of complexity above, environmental complexity is also made up of a size
dimension. Jun and Weare (2010) provide guidance for this element also. In their study of public sector innovation
adoption they focused on demands that the environment placed on situated organizations. These researchers suggest
that organizational demands fall along organizational dimensions and therefore an organizational type size factor
would be appropriate to assess complexity. In other words, organizations face demands from other organizations so
the diversity an organization faces would be appropriately considered in light of the potentially service-demanding
organizations in that environment.
The goal of the study is not only to look at complexity within each unit of analysis but across them also. So some
conceptualizing needs to occur regarding the relationship among environmental complexity, organizational
complexity, and IT architecture complexity. The conceptual framework shown in Figure 5 reflects the complexity
effect relationships theorized in this study. This framework illustrates the hypothesized relationship among
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environmental complexity, organizational complexity and IT architecture complexity drawn from the notion of
requisite complexity. The theorized relationship for this study is unidirectional in order to conduct a componentbased analysis from strategic and stakeholder perspectives.
The arrows in Figure 5 represent demands placed upon each unit of analysis. Environmental complexity represents
the demands placed upon the organization by entities in the organization’s environment. Organizational complexity
arrows represent demands placed on the IT architecture by the organization. The requisite complexity principle
predicts that – in order to maintain sustainability – IT architecture complexity would match organizational
complexity which in turn would match environmental complexity. From a requisite complexity perspective, match
reflects the required adaptive composition of an entity relative to the multiplicity of demands from its environment.
In other words, an entity matches its environment when it can take on as many states as its environment presents. If
the environment presents the organization with a large number of possible alternative scenarios (opportunities,
threats, disturbances) to face, then to match it the organization must be complex enough to be to adjust to any of
those scenarios. If the organization presents the IT architecture with a large number of possible alternative business
scenarios then to match it the IT architecture must be complex enough to be able to adjust to any of those scenarios.

Figure 5 – IT architecture complexity in context
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In Figure 5 the arrows only point inward and do not cross from one level of analysis to another. This treatment
reflects two considerations for this study. First, shaping of the organization by the IT architecture is ignored since
complexity is viewed as demand-generated. Second, demands placed directly on the IT architecture by the
environment are ambiguous. The ambiguity stems from the lack of specificity in requisite complexity claims for the
role organizational complexity plays in absorbing some of the environmental complexity before environmental
demands affect the IT architecture. While some type of mediation by the organization is expected between the
environment and IT architecture a nuanced analysis might show differences in mediation based upon different IT
architecture configuration types (which would assume different types of organizations have different types of IT
architecture configurations). This distinction will be explored in the analysis below.
Public Safety Networks
The situated organization under investigation is the public safety network (PSN).

PSNs are inter-agency

collaborations enabled by IT architecture in support of the ongoing information sharing and interoperability needs of
police and associated public safety organizations (Fedorowicz et al. 2007). By delivering services through IT
architecture resources (Nevo and Wade 2010), PSNs form across levels of government (local, state, regional) and
support shared execution of diverse functions – from police dispatch, to terror suspect monitoring, to emergency
management response. PSNs form for a variety of reasons including government mandates, formalization of long
standing information sharing efforts between law enforcement and protective agencies, and the release of targeted
funding. From an IS research perspective public safety networks can be thought of as a "technologically mediated
network.” (Merali 2006).
These entities are multidimensional in terms of functionality provided, involve a diverse set of stakeholders
(including a variety of end users), and provide multiple and diverse forms of communication. Therefore it is
important to draw some boundaries to distinguish these networked organizations from other types of collaborations.
Table 3 shows the distinctions between PSNs and other types of collaborations. PSNs are IT architecture-enabled,
involve some policing functions, and a relatively durable in nature.
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Table 12 - Specifying the Organization Type

Public Safety
Network (PSN)

What it is

What it is not

Characteristics

Inter-agency collaborations
enabled by ICT in support of
the ongoing information
sharing and interoperability
needs of police and associated
public safety organizations

Collaborative networks not focused on ITenabled information sharing
Public safety collaborations not involving the
police (e.g., only unified response arrangement
for fire departments).

IT-enabled

Individual transactions (e.g., joint task force) or
information sharing through independent third
party (FBI database).

Domain

Durability of entity

This study assumes that PSNs are embedded within social environments (Markus and Robey 1988; Orlikowski and
Iacono 2001) as well as shaped by forces that have an impact on the enacted IT in use in organizations (Fountain
2001). At the same time stakeholders in the environment pressure these interagency collaborations to satisfy
complex needs like enhancing service delivery and reducing costs (Ferlie et al. 1996). This paper examines PSNs
from the perspective of the complexity of their IT architecture attributes – looking first at the relationship between
environmental, organizational, and IT architecture complexity. Having analyzed those relationships, the exploration
will turn to specifying classifications of different IT architecture configurations that exist in this domain. The
following section describes the research approach for investigating these IT architecture configurations in answering
the questions the study posed.
METHOD
This section discusses the data collection and data analysis that was conducted to answer the study’s two research
questions regarding complexity as a valuable perspective to take in exploring a domain, and IT architecture
configuration patterns in public safety collaborations. In general, data collection involved primary and secondary
sources and included both survey and archival methods. Data analysis involved correlations, decision tree models,
and a taxonomy illustrating IT architecture configuration types. Details are below.
Data collection
To examine the question of what relationship organizational and environmental complexity have with IT
architecture complexity data were obtained from a research project investigating PSN formation, operation, and
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success (Williams et al. 2009)9. As part of this larger project, a survey of 136 public safety collaborations was
conducted to collect responses on a variety of characteristics, contingencies, and success–related questions. Of these
collaborations, 80 provided usable responses to the survey (response rate of 58.8%). The survey instrument
contained 95 questions - taking 45 to 60 minutes to answer - and went through several rounds of revisions –
including in response to internal pre-testing and external pilot testing.
For designing the survey instrument, Dillman’s (2007) insights regarding online surveys was useful for question
design and overall survey administration guidance. We adhered to question formulation guidance (e.g., not having
double-barreled questions) and survey design guidance (e.g., providing respondent instructions with specific
questions and not in the beginning). We also used a mixed-mode survey approach and clear navigation paths to
reduce the likelihood of respondent confusion. For mixed mode surveying, we used professional resources to
interview respondents, while at the same time respondents were able to follow along with the survey by navigating a
website that displayed the exact questions posed. For clear navigation paths we grouped like responses together,
incorporated appropriate skip logic in questions to avoid unnecessary inquiries, and avoided question matrices. In
addition, in compliance with Dillman’s guidance, we pre-tested (with research associates) and piloted (with a subsample of PSNs) the survey.
The survey itself was conducted as a structured interview. The survey administration period lasted one year (May
2009 to May 2010). The survey effort involved a dedicated university survey research team staffed with associates
specifically trained for this survey topic. Respondents represented a broad swath of public safety collaborations –
located across all regions of the United States, consisting of agencies from multiple levels of government,
supporting a variety of functions, and making use of a wide variety of information and communication technologies.
Respondents were typically senior leaders in the PSN organization – directors, project managers, and CIOs. The
complexity-related questions from the survey can be seen in the appendix (see Exhibit A).
In addition to the survey some secondary data were required to measure environmental complexity. In particular,
environmental size was obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau and was measured by the number of governmental
units based upon Jun and Weare (2010) as mentioned above.

9

National science foundation funded grants NSF-0852688 and NSF-0534877.
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Complexity measures
To answer the research question regarding the usefulness of a complexity perspective, complexity measures needed
to be operationalized. Table 13 shows the operationalization for the complexity measures as well as descriptive
statistics for each. The sort order for the table follows the pattern of the conceptual framework (see Figure 5) with
IT architecture diversity first and then working down to environmental complexity last. The table includes
descriptive statistics for each of the variables (not their individual elements). This table also shows the equations
used to compute the diversity and complexity indices. In order to build an index of diversity each of the items was
placed on the same scale first by using the least common multiple between them and then placing the result on a
100-point scale.

This approach was also used by Meyer and Foley-Curley (1991) in their component-based

complexity equation. In this manner the diversity measures could be compared to one another in subsequent
correlation analysis10. The individual variables used in the index equations (both from the survey and from
secondary data collected) are listed in the Appendix (see Exhibit C).
IT architecture Diversity Measure
To determine the IT architecture component complexity, diversity and scale measures needed to be operationalized
(see Table 13). IT architecture diversity is computed by summing the number of different types of data-related
components in the overall IT architecture. For data diversity we counted the number of different data transparency
attributes (Data Transparency Types, two items), data governance rules (Data Governance Types, 9 items), and data
types (Data Types, 21 items). Data transparency is a concept used in IT infrastructure flexibility research (Duncan
1995; Byrd and Turner 2000) and is measured in this study based upon whether the IT architecture has a centralized
storage attribute, and whether data standardization has been implemented. The rationale for including these items in
data transparency is that these features provide greater visibility for data to IT leadership. Data governance-related
complexity is measured by looking at the types of restrictions the PSN faces in terms of data access (e.g., restrictions
to data based upon agency affiliation), as well as the requirements to adhere to external data model standards. More
data access restrictions result in additional tracking and monitoring capabilities – increasing the diversity of the IT
architecture. Likewise, additional requirements to maintain adherence to an externally developed data model
standard results in additional design process attention.

10

Z score standardization was also used for sensitivity analysis. The "least common multiple" and Z score method
of computing diversity were similar in terms of correlation outcomes.
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To operationalize device diversity (Device Types, six items) we counted up the different types of devices. The
variety of device types contributes to IT architecture diversity by increasing the scope of physical interface types
users may encounter and assimilate into operational activities. In addition, IT staff must support these separate
devices and maintain a certain level of knowledge in order to do so.
To operationalize application diversity we counted the application types and development method types. Generic
application types (e-mail, text messaging, and geographic information systems) were used to measure IT application
diversity (Application Product Types, nine items). Application diversity contributes to IT architecture diversity by
increasing the scope of digital faces users must encounter and assimilate into operational activities. In addition, IT
staff must build or buy these applications and then support them. Applications are built to support business
functions. However, to avoid an overlap with the organizational measure (described below) regarding functional
support, application development diversity (Application Process Types, four items) is measured by counting whether
the PSN includes in-house, proprietary vendor, and open source software. Each type of software development
method is not necessarily more or less complex, but taken together, a relatively diverse set of methods could be
reasonably considered to be more diverse than a single software development approach.
To operationalize network diversity (Network Types, three items) we counted up the different types of network
access available to the organizations in this domain (radio/800mhz, and private mobile network). Network diversity
contributes to IT architecture diversity by increasing the scope of equipment types that require support and
maintenance.
To operationalize IT strategy (IT Strategy Types, 16 items) we counted the number of system objectives being
pursued by the PSN. System objectives are a type of goal, and goal diversity draws on the concept of goal
ambiguity from public administration research (Chun and Rainey 2005; Pandey and Rainey 2006).

Each system

objective contributes to some alternative desirable future state for the IT architecture. When there are multiple
desirable future states some degree of interpretation is required to prioritize alternative solutions. This prioritization
leads to increased decision-making effort for the IT function as some goals may be in competition with one another
as well as require interpretation for their meaning and assessment – resulting in potential goal ambiguity. Consistent
with the other diversity elements, each additional goal was counted equally without any weighting for level of
complication or potential conflict with other goals.
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Organizational Diversity Measure
To determine the organizational complexity, diversity and scale measures needed to be operationalized. The
diversity measures for organization and environment were operationalized in similar fashion to the IT architecture
diversity measures, except there was no need to compare diversity at the component type level so the maximum
possible diversity score for organization and environment was normalized to a 100 point scale. As mentioned, the
organizational diversity measures fell into five categories – business purposes, functions supported, funding
schemes, types of end-user organizations, and governance rules and mechanisms based upon various elements in the
aforementioned IT architecture frameworks. Business purposes (Business Purpose Types, six items) were treated in
the same fashion as IT strategy but were organizational goals and not system objectives. Functions supported
(Functions support Types, 13 items) are domain specific areas of work performed by PSNs (e.g., criminal
investigation, disaster response coordination, and 911 dispatch). For types of end-user organizations the different
types of intended users were counted and included local, state, federal, private companies, and other user types (User
Types, five items).
Funding schemes (Internal Funding source Types, three items) represent ways in which organizational leadership
must work to attain resources from sources internal to the network organization (e.g., member fees). These items
were measured by looking at the number of different sources of funds from within the networked organization (e.g.,
chargebacks, subscriptions, and other operational fees). Governance diversity (Org. Governance function Types, 15
items) was measured by items representing governance functions at the organizational level (e.g., staffing decisions,
monitoring compliance with regulations, monitoring financial performance). Governance viewed as occurring at the
organization level outside the IT central unit was deemed as organizational – even when the decision involved high
level non-technical decisions that influenced the overarching direction of IT servicing (e.g., IT performance
monitoring, whether to outsource, and decisions about high-level business requirements). The rationale for including
these items in organizational diversity is first that these are high level decisions made about IT servicing, but that do
not deal directly with specific IT objectives (e.g., increasing data sources for users) or data governance. In addition,
including high level IT governance with general organizational governance makes sense to the extent that these IT
governance functioning decisions are made by a governance body that consists of members who are domain experts
(public safety) but not necessarily IT professionals.
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Environmental Diversity Measure
To determine the environmental complexity, diversity and scale measures needed to be operationalized. The
environmental diversity measures were operationalized using counts of types like the IT architecture and
organizational measures. This approach draws organizational studies conceptualizing of environmental complexity
as heterogeneity that is strategically relevant to organizations (Cannon and St.John 2007). Duncan (1972) specifies
this heterogeneity as the number and variety of elements in the environmental decision space. Environmental
diversity measures fell into three categories - mandates from external parties, funding sources, and external
triggering events that motivated actions by the network organization. This study operationalizes mandates from
external parties (External Governance Types, six items) by counting the external legal condition (i.e., if the legal
authority of PSN establishment comes from a governmental mandate of some type) and governance interests (e.g., if
external bodies are on the governance body) facing each PSN. Specifically, the legal condition element of
organizational diversity was incremented by ‘1’ if the informant indicated that a particular legal condition or interest
was relevant to their PSN.

This study operationalizes funding sources (External Funding source Types, five items) by counting the number of
sources of external funds (e.g., earmarks, grants, or bonds) that each PSN must rely upon to remain sustainable. We
operationalized external triggering events (Triggering event Types, six items) by counting those external events that
helped motivate the formation of the PSN. The rationale for including these involves path dependency reasoning
(Schreyogg and Sydow 2011) that suggests the starting point of an organization has continued influence on that
organization. More external triggers reasonably could result in the organization facing varied expectations from
external stakeholders. For example if a PSN was formed based upon a government initiative as well as some public
safety event then that PSN faces additional expectations – some from the government entity facilitating the PSN’s
establishment, and some from the constituents of the events motivating the PSN’s establishment.
Thus far only the diversity measure computations have been described. Details of the operationalization for each of
the diversity, size, and complexity measures are in Table 13. Some descriptive figures are included in the table as
well. As can be seen from the descriptives, significant heterogeneity exists among PSNs regarding diversity, size,
and complexity. Part of the goal of the data analysis is to better understand the various groups of PSNs that result in
the degree of standard deviation seen in Table 13 for complexity and its elements.
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To prepare for analysis, each component area index (IT architecture, organization, environment) was created to
contribute to an area diversity index. The IT architecture diversity index was handled differently in order to come
up with a diversity index by attribute type (i.e., data, application, device, network, strategy). Each attribute type was
put on its own 100-point scale. Therefore the maximum value possible for IT architecture diversity is 500, but the
maximum value for organization and environment diversity is 100. The diversity indices were then multiplied by
their respective size variable (data sources for IT architecture, participating organizations for organization, and
governmental units for environment).
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Table 13 – Operational Definitions of complexity measures
Variable

Equation

IT architecture
diversity

((Data Transparency Types*63)
+(Data_Governance Types*14)
+(Data_Types*6)/3.78)
+((Application_Process Types*3.25)
+(Application_Product Types*1.44))/.26)
+(Device Types/.06)
+(Network Types/.03)
+(IT Strategy Types/.16)
Number of data sources available to PSN users

IT architecture size

Descriptive statistics

IT architecture
complexity

IT architecture diversity * IT architecture size

Organizational
diversity

(((Business Purpose Types *65)
+ (Functions support Types *30)
+ (User Types *78)
+ (Internal Funding source Types *130)
+ (Org Governance function Types *26)) / 19.5)

Organizational size

Number of participating organizations in the PSN

Organizational
complexity

Organizational diversity * organizational size

Environmental
diversity

(External Governance Types*5)
+(External Funding source Types *6)
+ (Triggering event Types*5) /.9)

Environmental size

Number of government units in the PSN's state

Environmental
Complexity

Environmental Diversity * Environmental Size

100

Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis

127.18
452.62
282.17
88.89
0.11
-0.68

Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation

0.00
350.00
56.67
73.82
2.12
5.07
0.00
87732.30
15619.57
19567.70
1.89
4.07
19.95
77.79
49.52
15.29
(0.12)
(0.92)
4.00
1520.00
213.42
316.48
2.24
5.24
184.10
73,505.64
10,466.07
15,969.16
2.50
6.69
16.67
70.00
37.9142
13.71972
.611
-.040
177.00
6994.00
1767.70
1518.48
1.33

Skewness
Kurtosis
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis

1.32
6,820.00
306,216.67
66,464.19
65,795.44
1.72
2.60
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Size Measures
Size measures were selected based upon past research operationalizing organizational and environmental
complexity, as well as based upon the need to select a measure that was not artificially bounded by the survey
instrument (i.e., theoretically limitless).
The size measure for IT architecture was selected based upon an absolute number of components. IT architecture
size is operationalized as the number of data sources provided by the PSN. The rationale for this measure is threefold. First, these are data-sharing networked organizations and using data sources to measure size aligns with data
sharing goals. Second, with each new data source comes some degree of additional attention and resources required
of the PSN’s IT professionals (therefore marginally contributing to the overall IT architecture complexity). Lastly,
using the number of data sources provided by the PSN maintains the appropriate level of analysis for the IT
architecture size measure.
The size measure for the organization was selected to reflect a stakeholder rationale – each stakeholder contributing
in some way to the overall complexity level for the organization. Following Jun & Weare (2010) an organization
level size measure was selected and operationalized by the number of participating member organizations. Each
PSN is a networked organization made up of multiple agencies that are considered members in some sense
(sometimes more formally through incorporating, sometimes less formally through a memorandum of
understanding).

Servicing each additional member organizations requires coordination, communication, and

cooperation time and attention and therefore contributes to the overall complexity exhibited by the organization.
The size measure for environment was also selected based upon a stakeholder rationale – following Jun and Weare
(2010) specification based upon organizational level values. This current study operationalizes environment size as
the number of government units in the same state as the PSN. Multiple states were used for this measure for those
PSNs that crossed state boundaries. This measure is appropriate to the extent that governmental units place demands
on other government units – including public safety collaborations.
To summarize, the operationalization of diversity and complexity measures involves three steps - computing the
component diversity (e.g., data transparency types), computing the diversity index (e.g., IT architecture diversity),
then multiplying the diversity index by a scale factor to produce the complexity index (e.g., IT architecture
complexity). The resulting model for each index can be seen in Table 13 and reflects the notion that component
complexity consists of diversity and size elements.
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The following section details the data analysis that was conducted on the diversity and complexity measures, as well
as the groupings identified based upon IT architecture attributes and some contextual variables.
Data Analysis
As summarized in Table 4 and described below, a four-stage analysis was performed to address the study’s research
questions regarding the value of a complexity perspective and the patterns of IT architecture attribute configurations
that exist in public safety collaborations.

Table 14– Summary of analysis methods
Technique

Goal

Technique Benefits

Data considerations

Descriptive
analysis

Identify common features across all
PSNs

None.

Correlational
analysis

Identify relationships between
diversity and complexity measures
across three levels of analysis - IT
architecture, Organization,
Environment
Identify IT architecture
configuration groups based upon
their diversity and complexity

Exploratory step in understanding nature
of the data distribution across all
observations.
Exploratory step in understanding nature
of relationships among broad set of factors
and outcomes
Addresses high dimensionality concerns
Multi-group assignment of single cases
Not sensitive to data sorting

Small sample size (no
training)
Prior missing value
imputation required
Maintaining parsimony
can be challenging
Groupings should be
mutual exclusivity and
collectively exhaustive

Decision Tree
analysis
Taxonomic
analysis

Classify IT architecture
configuration types based upon
complexity and in context of
domain-specific characteristics

Provides visualization of groups
Facilitates identification of between-group
anomalies

List-wise exclusion
improves validity
Assumes linearity in
relationship

Descriptive analysis
Since one of the goals of this study was to identify IT architecture configuration patterns, descriptive statistics were
run on the IT architecture attributes to identify common architecture features across all PSNs. Features listed in
Table 15 represent those attributes that at least 75% of the PSNs exhibited. The table is sorted in descending order
by prevalence percentage. The most prevalent IT architecture attribute for PSNs is that member agencies have
access to the data provided by the PSN. This might not seem worth mentioning at first glance, but some member
data access is not guaranteed due to privacy considerations for public safety agencies (e.g., Driver Privacy
Protection Act of 1994). Most of these prevalent items are actually IT strategy-related – suggesting that for this type
of organization (public safety network) some commonality in purpose can be observed. Although goal ambiguity
(Rainey and Bozeman 2000) exists in this domain, some commonality in IT strategy makes sense for two reasons –
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first, the IT strategy goals are domain agnostic (e.g., increasing systems ease of use), and second, because this study
focuses on one particular organization type with a general common goal of data sharing for public safety purposes.
The set of IT architecture attributes in Table 15 project an archetype PSN configuration. The items listed were
identified as part of analysis to better understand those attributes common to all PSNs. These features form the basis
for IT architecture attributes for a typical PSN, but they do not tell the whole story. Knowing the prevalent features
common to PSNs is important since the focus of later groupings will be on attributes that differentiate PSNs. An
important contextual element is that PSN IT architectures share a number of common attributes. These common
attributes will not be the focus for the remaining analysis but they are obviously critical to the operation of
organizations in this domain.
Table 15 - IT Architecture Attributes Prevalent across all Configuration Groups
Feature

Attribute Type

Overall
PSNs %

Agencies that are considered “members” of collaboration have access to the data

Data

93%

Increase system ease-of-use

IT Strategy

91%

Leverage existing IT investments

IT Strategy

86%

Increase number of data sources

IT Strategy

85%

At least two devices supported

Device

85%

Some form of in-car application (text, e-mail, GIS)

Application

85%

Increase use of data standards

IT Strategy

83%

Written policies or regulations specifying who can access data via the
collaboration
At least four different types of data available to users

Data

82%

Data

80%

Increase number of users who can access to data

IT Strategy

79%

In-car computers

Device

77%

Note: Prevalence % determined by the % of PSNs that have a feature (cutoff of 75%)

Some additional descriptive statistics speak to the level of IT architecture diversity exhibited by PSNs. Looking at
data diversity, 80% of PSNs have at least four different types of data available to users. Some 46% of PSNs
produced new data types not previously available to users. And over 63% of PSNs report that their data architecture
must adhere to external data model standards (e.g., National Information Exchange Model/NIEM).
diversity, 85% of PSNs have at least two devices that must be supported – over 50% have four or more.
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For application diversity, almost 60% of PSNs have developed proprietary applications assisted by vendors. Some
50% of PSNs are using commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS) applications, and (with some overlap) 50% are
using proprietary software developed in-house. In addition, over 27% of PSNs have engaged in some open source
software development. While over half of the PSNs only engage in one or two modes of software development, a
third have engaged in at least three development modes and some 12.5% of PSNs have an application architecture
that incorporates all four types of application development (COTS, in-house proprietary, vendor proprietary, open
source). Each type of development requires a different procedural knowledge and awareness. IT architecture
diversity increases with each new development type – diversity that must be addressed by IT professionals.
Regarding the types of applications, over 85% have some form of in-car application (text, e-mail, GIS) – with half
having at least two types.
IT architecture complexity in context
Some descriptives were also run on the organizational and environmental context characteristics. For instance, most
PSNs were observed to be committed to three or more (of the six possible) major purposes - with more than 60%
having four or more, and 30% having five or more. As would be expected, PSNs with more major purposes also
have more technology objectives.

All taken, these interagency public safety collaborations show noticeable

diversity in terms of goals. In addition, 88% of PSNs support at least four functions – with more than half supporting
seven or more.

For environmental conditions, 95% of the PSNs operate under some type of mandated legal

authority or hierarchy from the executive, legislative, or judicial branch of government. This includes PSNs that
report to other organizations as well as instances where the PSN’s IT architecture faces mandatory review by some
external agency. In addition 95% of PSNs were triggered in some way by a mandate by one of the branches of
government or by external funding being made available for interagency collaboration – with over half experiencing
three or more of these types of events.
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Table 16 –Organizational and Environmental Characteristics
Level
Organizational

Variable
Major Business Purposes

Organizational

Functions Supported

Environmental
Environmental

Operating under external mandate
Triggered by mandate or funding

Characteristic
Engage in > 4 Purposes
Engage in > 5 Purposes
Support > 4 Functions
Support > 7 Functions
Mandate in operation
Triggered by mandate or funds
Triggered by > 2 mandates or funds

%PSNs
61.7%
30.0%
88.3%
51.7%
95.0%
95.0%
51.7%

Figure 6 shows a partially linear relationship between environmental, organizational, and IT architecture diversity.
The smaller bubbles (representing less diverse PSNs) tend to be in the lower left quadrant of the graph, while larger
bubbles representing more diverse PSN IT architectures to the right and upper regions. There is a definite upward
trend of increasing organizational diversity, environmental diversity, and IT architecture diversity. However, there
are also smaller bubbles in the lower right quadrant, showing that some PSN IT architecture diversity conditions do
not align directly with the diversity conditions of their respective organizations. That stated, Figure 6 generally
supports the requisite variety principle – that IT architecture diversity matches organizational and environmental
diversity.

Figure 6 – Distribution of Diversity Measures
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The relationship among the complexity measures does not appear as tightly coupled. Figure 7 provides some support
for the notion of requisite complexity but there are numerous PSNs that exhibit IT architecture complexity that is not
aligned with its respective organizational or environmental complexity11. The smaller bubbles (representing less
complex PSN IT architectures) do still tend to be in the lower left quadrant of the graph – but there are numerous
larger bubbles there also. In addition, there are several smaller bubbles in the higher regions of both organizational
complexity and environmental complexity. This figure shows that the relationship among IT architecture,
organization, and environment complexity is not as tight as the corresponding diversity relationships. Although the
principles are often used interchangeably, these two figures suggest that there is indeed a distinction between the
expected outcomes for the requisite variety predictions and those of requisite complexity– at least in this domain.

Figure 7 - Distribution of Complexity Measures

Correlational Analysis
Since IT architecture is embedded in an organizational and environmental context, correlation analysis provides a
means to identify relationships among diversity and complexity measures across the three levels of analysis - IT
architecture, organization, and environment. Table 17 shows the results of the correlations analysis. Bivariate

11

The figure includes negative values because z scores were used to reduce the scale of the x and y axes (for

readability).
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correlations are consistent with the bubble plot observations, and evidence was identified for a nuanced relationship
between IT architecture and environmental complexity conditions. As predicted by the requisite variety principle, IT
architecture, organization, and environment diversity are all significantly and positively correlated with one another.
Across levels, the strongest correlations were seen between IT architecture diversity and the two context diversity
measures (organizational and environmental).

The relatively weak correlations were among the complexity

measures.
While IT architecture complexity was observed to be correlated with the environmental size measure (governmental
units) and organizational complexity, it was not found to be significantly correlated with environment complexity.
This observation is seen despite the size measures for IT architecture and environment complexity being correlated.
In other words, governmental units as a measure of environmental size shows moderate positive correlation with
data sources and overall IT architecture complexity – yet environmental complexity and IT architecture complexity
did not exhibit statistically significant correlation. This observation is somewhat unexpected given the intuition that
embedded IT artifacts reflect their context (including environment). However, buffering of the IT architecture at the
organization level occurs and looser coupling between the environment and the IT architecture could result (Hanseth
and Ciborra 2007). In this case since the IT architecture is embedded within an organizational context, it is possible
that the organization is absorbing some of the environmental influence in a mediated relationship between IT
architecture and environmental complexity. To confirm that the link among complexity measures was not due to
measurement approach, state jurisdictions was used as a surrogate environmental size measure and similar results
were observed.
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Table 17 Correlation matrix of Complex related variables
Variable
Environmental Diversity
Governmental Units

1

Environmental Complexity

0.366**

0.865**

Organizational Diversity

0.307*

0.231

0.331*

Participating Organizations

0.106

0.230

0.306

-0.056

Organizational Complexity

0.196

0.226

0.347**

0.123

0.946**

IT Architecture Diversity

0.544**

0.126

0.370**

0.554**

0.216

0.289*

Data Sources

-0.105

0.276*

0.115

0.011

0.179

0.178

-0.057

IT Architecture Complexity

0.092

0.273*

0.206

0.181

0.235

0.269*

0.268*

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

-0.020

0.878**

* Correlation is significant at the p < 0.05 level (2-tailed)
**Correlation is significant at the p < 0.01 level (2-tailed)
Listwise N = 60

To confirm that the link among diversity measures was not due to the measurement approach, z score
standardization was also performed and these results were consistent with those observed in the “least common
multiple” approach used for this current study.
Decision Tree Analysis
The goal of the correlation analysis was to identify relationships between the diversity and complexity measures at
multiple levels of analysis in order to answer the first research question regarding using a complexity perspective.
The next stage of analysis continues answering that question by responding to the second research question
regarding IT architecture patterns in public safety collaborations. While the correlation analysis examined the
relationship between the IT architecture and its embedded context, decision tree analysis is used next to examine
how IT architecture attributes provide a means to identify commonalities among PSNs (i.e. patterns of IT
architecture across PSN groups).
Decision tree modeling was conducted to identify configuration groups based upon diversity and complexity
measures for IT architecture. This method of analysis is well-suited for exploratory classification and has been
useful in past research in multiple disciplines (Murthy 1998). Decision tree analysis can be particularly helpful when
categorical data are involved and dimensionality is an issue (Kass 1980; Neville 1999). Decision tree analysis has
been used in IS research (Sinha and May 2004), but has been more prominent in marketing, artificial intelligence
(Quinlan 1986), and health care-related (Castellani and Castellani 2003) classification examinations.
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This study uses a multiple model approach to decision trees. This takes advantage of the fact that decision tree
analysis allows for classification algorithms with different benefits and liabilities. For this study the CART, CHAID,
and QUEST algorithms were all used to differentiate groups.
The CART algorithm is used for interval target variables. The CART algorithm produces only binary splits, so it
ignores additional branch possibilities. For this study each variable represents an attribute of the IT architecture and
is therefore binary (i.e., either the IT architecture has the attribute or not). CHAID and QUEST analysis require
nominal variables, so thresholds needed to be created to assign continuous diversity and complexity scores to
categories (high, medium-high, medium-low, and low). The quartile transformation in SPSS was used to rank order
each PSN according to their continuous IT architecture diversity and complexity scores. Transformation of diversity
and complexity measures into discrete values results in some loss of variation. Therefore tree paths associated with
CART allow a certain degree of precision not possible with the CHAID or QUEST methods.
The CHAID algorithm has experienced extensive use, but is somewhat sensitive to variable selection bias (Loh and
Shih 1997; Neville 1999). Selection variable bias results in categorical data with many possible values more likely
to be selected as key variables simply because of their many possible values. The QUEST algorithm improves upon
the sensitivity of CHAID modeling to the number of possible values. Since the variables used in this study were
binary, variable selection bias should not be an issue. That stated, the QUEST models are not displayed because
they were similar to the CHAID models and because the CHAID models tended to produce deeper trees (more
layers). Since the goal of the study was to identify multiple groups, the ultimate performance of the various decision
tree classification algorithms rests in their ability to identify meaningful groups (thus requiring deeper tree paths).
The different algorithms handle missing values differently so missing value imputation was conducted to improve
the stability of the tree models. The size factors for IT architecture (Data Sources) and the organization (Number of
participating organizations) were respectively missing 16.7% and 5% of their values. The dataset was first assessed
for potential bias due to the missing values, and the missing values were randomly assessed as such (the most
desirable threshold for validity) so imputation was acceptable. The missing value imputation was performed using
maximum likelihood estimation. The data sources missing values were estimated using government units and PSN
FTE-based organizational complexity based upon prior bivariate correlations. These estimation variables were
selected to avoid using factors that would be critical to the complexity analysis mentioned above. The missing
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values for number of participating organizations were estimated using the number of state jurisdictions and
individual PSN users (same rationale).
Also, since the study sample size was small (60 organizations/IT architectures 12) the analysis technique had to
accommodate the number of variables out- numbering the number of observations.

There are 70 IT architecture

attributes to consider – any of which could be a key variable by which classes of configuration types are specified.
Decision tree analysis may be inappropriate when a binary outcome variable is examined and a single best solution
is desired (Sinha and May 2004). Since the focus of this study is to examine diversity and complexity scores as
outcome variables and seeks to find multiple alternative solutions (no single best model), decision-tree analysis is
particularly useful. In this study an observation being assigned to multiple groups is acceptable since a single PSN
could actually be a member of more than one type of IT architecture configuration class. Other statistically-based
classification methods have value, but the decision tree technique appears more appropriate for this study 13.
Key Attributes in determining configuration types
Since multiple algorithms were used to determine the groups, some overlap exists in the allocation of configuration
paths to individual PSNs. Specifically, the CART path assignments overlap with the CHAID path assignments. In
other words, each PSN had four potential "paths" to be assigned to in total (two paths for diversity, determined by
CART and CHAID respectively, and two paths for complexity - as determined by CART and CHAID respectively).
Decision trees in general are meant to find possible paths to a given outcome and are not meant to be
comprehensively exclusive (i.e., alternative models could exist that fit the data equally well). Since the goal of the
decision tree analysis was to identify key variables (i.e., IT architecture attributes) for dimension reduction, the
existence of alternative models for configurations is not a setback to the validity of the study.
The specification is illustrated by way of tree nodes. Decision trees have two types of nodes – decision and leaf (or
terminal) nodes (Liu et al. 2000). The decision nodes represent the variable upon which the model differentiated
observations into classes. The terminal or leaf nodes reflect the classes. In both Figure 8 and Figure 9 there are

12

Of the 80 respondents to the survey, 60 were operational or at least had a working prototype.
Multiple regression analysis is inappropriate due to the dimensionality issue (coupled with the small sample size).
K-means and hierarchical clustering techniques have also been used to classify groups with data sets of many input
variables, but the decision tree technique is more appropriate in this case. Like these clustering techniques, decision
tree analysis always identifies some groups. The benefit of decision tree analysis over clustering rests in the
exposure of the classification process. In decision tree analysis the key variables for class differentiation are
displayed which allows explicit and meaningful groups to be identified.
13
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(coincidentally) two leaf nodes (Nodes 1 and 4) and four terminal nodes (Nodes 2, 3, 5, and 6). For this study, the
terminal nodes represent configuration type patterns into which PSNs were classified. In later analysis the terminal
nodes are used as a reference point for the taxonomy. By contrast, the decision nodes represent the key attributes
upon which the model differentiated the classes identified (e.g., having certain types of data available or a certain
type of device or software). In other words the node-to-node paths of decision trees help show the key variables
associated with diversity and complexity of the IT architecture.
The decision tree output also displays predicted values for the target variable which then can be used to
subsequently compare group means. The predicted value looks at the output and identifies which groups have
higher or lower values for the outcome variable. For example, in Figure 8 see that Node 2 has a higher predicted
value than Node 1 – and therefore quickly identify that those PSNs with radio communications tend to be more
diverse in their IT architecture than those PSNs without radio communications.
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Figure 8 - CART decision tree (Diversity)

Figure 9 – CHAID decision tree (Complexity)

Table 18 shows select results of the decision tree analysis. Paths were removed when they were either redundant
with other paths in terms of IT architecture attributes, or because the groups identified were only selected based
upon not having attributes (i.e., a series of "no" conditions). The table is sorted first by measure type (i.e., diversity
first, then complexity measures), and then by the mean predicted value for the group that the path represents. This
sort order matches the sort used later in the taxonomy (see Table 19).
The findings reported in Table 18 include key variables or IT architecture attributes in the Configuration Path
column. The configuration path represents the sequence of algorithm steps that resulted in each terminal node. For
instance the first row of the table shows that PSN configuration groups are differentiated in diversity measures based
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upon two features – whether they have radio communications and whether they have a IT strategy that includes
increasing data sources. The #PSNs column shows how large each specified group was for a particular decision tree
path. Since multiple trees were produced, the sum total for the number of PSNs is greater than the actual total
number of PSNs in the sample (i.e., greater than 60).

Table 18 – Configuration Paths identified by Decision Tree Analysis
Path_ID

Method

DT_DIV1

CHAID

Level
High Diversity

#PSNs
15

Configuration Path (Key IT Architecture Attributes)
Includes Radio Communications (Q48A06), and the system objective of
increasing #data sources (Q47A01)

DT_DIV2

CRT

Med-High Diversity

15

DT_DIV3

CHAID

Med-High Diversity

18

DT_DIV4

CRT

Med-Low Diversity

11

DT_DIV5

CHAID

Med-Low Diversity

5

No Radio Communications (Q48A06), but includes in-car text message
(Q49A08)
No Radio Communications (Q48A06), but includes in-car maps/access to
GIS (Q49A09) and License records (Q53A03)
No Radio Communications (Q48A06), and no in-car text message
(Q49A08). But includes Mobile access via private telecom network
(Q48A08)
No Radio Communications (Q48A06), but it includes in-car maps/access to
GIS (Q49A09). Does not include License records (Q53A03)

DT_DIV6

CHAID

Low Diversity

5

DT_COM1
DT_COM2

CRT
CHAID

High Complexity
High Complexity

14
18

DT_COM3

CHAID

10

DT_COM4

CHAID

Med-High
Complexity
Low Complexity

15

Includes radio Communications (Q48A06), but not the system objective of
increasing #data sources (Q47A01)
Terrorist data (Q53A03)
Standardization of business processes (Q48A10), Consolidating systems
(Q47A05), and Service-Oriented architecture (Q48A11)
Standardization of business processes (Q48A10), Consolidating systems
(Q47A05), but no Service-Oriented architecture (Q48A11)
Standardization of business processes (Q48A10), but not Consolidating
systems (Q47A05)

The paths for diversity generally seem to fall along four of the five component types of IT architecture. The only
component type missing from key variables for diversity is devices – although radio communications could serve as
a proxy for at least radio devices. Key attributes for PSN IT architecture diversity include radio communications,
in-car text and maps, access to license data, access to private mobile network, and a system objective of increasing
the number of user data sources.
The attention radio interoperability has received from officials at the local (Ward 2011), state (Leatherby 2005), and
federal (Homeland_Security 2007) levels, necessitates examining radio communication features. Radio
communications reflects the need for PSNs to have mobility in dealing with crisis situations. Although the highest
diversity PSNs tend to incorporate access to a radio communications network, PSNs achieving high diversity tend to
have something in addition to this feature (e.g., objective of increasing data sources).
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communications is certainly not sufficient to achieve high diversity in IT architecture components.

That stated,

something about having radio communications appears to distinguish groups of PSNs - the attribute showing up
consistently regardless of the decision tree grouping method (i.e., CART, CHAID).
The paths for complexity generally seem to fall along three of the five dimensions of IT architecture - data,
applications, and strategy. Again, device-related attributes are missing from key variables - suggesting that devices
are not a distinguishing feature for diversity or complexity in this domain over and above other attributes. Key
attributes for PSN IT architecture complexity include access to terror-related data, standardization of business
processes, the IT strategy objective to consolidate systems, and whether a PSN has a service-oriented architecture.
There appear to be two key paths to high complexity - having access to terror-related data, or modernizing the
architecture through standardizing processes, consolidating systems, and migrating to a service-oriented architecture
(SOA). Two of these three ingredients for modernization were not enough to achieve high complexity - as can be
seen by the 10 PSNs that achieved "medium high" complexity sans SOA.
While the goal of the decision tree analysis was to identify groups of configuration paths, the goal of the taxonomy
was to provide fuller descriptions of each of those paths and attempt to describe each in some meaningful way – in
context.
Taxonomic Analysis of IT architecture configuration types
The last stage of analysis involved a taxonomy-based classification scheme of IT architecture configuration types.
Classification schemes can be helpful ways to advance exploratory knowledge by abstracting and organizing
empirical data (Barki et al. 1988). Taxonomies are ordered classification schemes and can be helpful as data displays
when explaining hierarchical relationships between types of cases (Bailey 1994). In this study, the types specified
were ordered based upon observed diversity and complexity measures. Taxonomies are based upon empirical data
(versus typologies which have a theoretical basis) but the cases themselves are typified and not present in the display
(Bailey 1994; Zins 2007).
The ten identified groups from the decision tree analysis were used as the ten configurations in the taxonomy. The
IT Architecture Configuration Type rationale column provides the reasoning for the class label. For the rationale an
attempt was made to find unique qualities about each of the groups since the decision tree analysis found clear
distinctions between them. While some IT architecture attributes are referenced in this column, the details of the IT
architecture attributes associated with each of the configuration groups are provided in Appendix (Exhibit E).
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As shown, six configuration paths were based upon architecture differences regarding diversity measures, and four
configuration paths were based upon architecture complexity differences.

The configuration type represents an

attempt at specifying a general label for all the PSNs in the class. The diversity configuration types resulted from
decision tree analysis where the target or outcome variable was IT architecture diversity. Therefore these groups of
PSNs were differentiated based upon different key attributes driving their IT architecture diversity. The six class
labels have a common "residential" theme (e.g., mobile home, private property, etc.) in order to communicate the
location of the PSN in a group. The diversity related class labels were distinguished by two main attributes – the
type of software development and the diversity of external stakeholders (as determined by organizational size and/or
the diversity of common and prevalent features).
The complexity configuration type resulted from decision tree analysis with the target variable was IT architecture
complexity. The four class labels were derived from IT architecture concepts based upon results from decision tree
analysis that suggested the main drivers of differentiation were data-, strategy-, and standardization-related. An
attempt was made to find unique qualities between the groups. These four configuration types were particularly
difficult to distinguish from one another based upon their key IT architecture attributes. The IT strategy architecture
and IT strategic fit architecture were similar in the attributes yet quite different in their complexity. According to
the decision tree analysis the more complex configuration type incorporates a service-oriented architecture, but the
fuller rationale is more involved. The “IT strategy architecture” PSNs are engaged in a threefold strategy that
involves mobile data access, modernization of IT infrastructure and increasing the interoperability of
communications. These strategies plus having a diverse user base, predicted high IT architecture complexity.
However PSNs in this group also find themselves in a highly complex organization, a tendency of highly complex
environments. It is possible that PSNs in this group engage in these particular IT strategies to maintain a high
degree of IT infrastructure flexibility to match the complexity of their organization and environment.
Besides classifying IT architecture configuration types based upon their diversity and complexity, the other goal of
the taxonomy is to display the configuration types and place them into context with organizational and
environmental conditions. The taxonomy was generated based upon correlation and decision tree analyses. The
taxonomy consists of three main sections – the configuration type indicators in white-on-black background, the
complexity measures in shades of gray, and the domain specific characteristics in black-on-white background. The
configuration type indicators are an attempt to label each group according to the key features. The complexity
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measures provide an assessment of the mean diversity, size, and complexity for each configuration type class. The
domain characteristics provide some context for the configuration types and complexity measures. The table is
sorted by Path type and then IT architecture complexity value so that the diversity-oriented classes are at the top and
the complexity classes at the bottom – the highest complexity configurations rise to the top of each of those sets of
classes.
The IT, organization, and environment shaded box indicators reflect the mean diversity, size, and complexity scores
for each configuration group at the IT architecture, organization, and environment levels.

The shading was

computed based upon a comparison across the configuration type groups (i.e., it is a relative measure). The
maximum value for a diversity or complexity index was always given four shaded boxes, and the lowest index value
was given none. The other shading levels were allocated based upon the index level percentage between the
maximum and minimum values. An index that was greater than 20% of the max-min range received one shaded box,
greater than 40% received two shaded boxes, greater than 60% received three shaded boxes, and greater than 80%
received four. Since no definitive threshold for diversity or complexity exist in this domain this relative approach
provides some basis by which PSN IT architecture configurations can be assessed. The indicators also provide a
visual representation of the relationships observed in the correlation analysis – that IT architecture diversity and
complexity more closely reflect the organizational context than the environmental.
The degree of alignment across the diversity, size, and complexity measures at the IT architecture and organization
levels is displayed in the IT/organization alignment column. This characterization was initially required to
differentiate decision tree complexity path 2 (DT_COM2) and DT_COM3, but other findings are noteworthy
regarding IT/organization alignment for of the configuration groups. The IT-Organization alignment indicator
represents a complexity match measure and draws on the “requisite complexity” notion Boisot and McKelvey
(2005) developed based upon Ashby’s (1958) “law of requisite variety” principle mentioned earlier. Since the
requisite complexity proposition holds that organizations must maintain a level of complexity similar to the
complexity of their environments in order to absorb volatility without costly adaptations, the alternative is either to
experience demise due to a failure to satisfy the demands of the environment, or to experience demise due to the
costliness of adaptation. This implies that PSNs would need to match the complexity in their environment to remain
sustainable.
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While strategic alignment research typically focuses on matching of particular goals and objectives, this current
study takes a complexity perspective on alignment. The possible classifications for complexity-based alignment
were developed for the purposes of the study and include full match, parallel match, partial match, and no match. A
full match was specified when all of the complexity measures (diversity, size, complexity) were at exactly the same
level (same number of shaded boxes) between IT architecture and the organization. A parallel match was specified
when the IT architecture diversity, size, and complexity measures follow the same pattern as the organization
complexity measures but at a different level. A partial match was specified when at least one of the complexity
measures between the IT architecture and the organization matched.
Observing few in the “full match” and “no match” classes seems reasonable in this domain given the challenges
organizations face in meeting the performance and legitimacy demands of influential external stakeholders (funders,
elected officials, professional associations, etc). Keeping pace with the performance and legitimacy requirements of
the environment requires the organization to continually adapt. However, the measure in view here is degree of
complexity – a higher order concept than the specific aligning structures or behaviors typically viewed in alignment
research.
To be fully matched all of the complexity measures needed to be at exactly the same level between IT architecture
and the organization. Two configuration types fit this class - DT_COM3 and decision tree diversity path 1
(DT_DIV1). These configurations appear to have little else in common beyond this “full match” designation. That
stated, it is noteworthy that matching can occur in both relatively high- and relatively low-complexity environments.
Along those lines, parallel match represents the situation where the IT architecture diversity, size, and complexity
measures follow the same pattern as the organization complexity measures but at a different level (only the
DT_DIV2 configuration fits this condition). Having a parallel match between IT architecture and organization
complexity measures might indicate a type of alignment in its own right, and be a demonstration of another type of
buffering taking place by the organization.
Partial match represents the situation where only some of the complexity measures are aligned pair-wise. Half the
configuration groups exhibit this condition. Two of the partially matched configuration types are almost perfectly
matched - DT_COM1 and DT_COM2. These two configurations are particularly interesting from a requisite
complexity perspective because their organizations fully match the complexity of their environments and the
environments themselves are in the highest complexity condition.
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Table 19 – Taxonomy of IT Architecture Configuration Types
IT
C

D

S

C

D

S

C

Domain-related elements

Path Type

Big COTS
architecture

DT_DIV1

Diversity

Full match

29%

11%

Fairly high complexity, and only configuration
type where all PSNs had IT architecture that
incorporated commercial, off the shelf (COTS).

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

DT_DIV2

Diversity

Pattern match

87%

25%

Includes diverse stakeholdrs (federal data
included, 87% PSNs in this group incorporate
court-related features). The highest number of
common attributes that were prevalent (26
elements).

Big Tent
architecture

DT_DIV3

Diversity

No match

72%

23%

High size for participating organizations (i.e.,
Organizational Size measure). Includes diverse
stakeholders. Large number of PSNs (18)
represented by this configuration.

M obile Home
architecture

DT_DIV4

Diversity

Partial match

55%

13%

Includes mobile access to private network but
without radio devices. Objective of increasing
mobility of data access. Only configuration
type where in-house software development
was prevalent.

Little Open
Door
architecture

DT_DIV5

Diversity

Partial match

60%

16%

Lower level of IT architecture complexity.
Only configuration type where increasing use
of open-source software was a system
objective for all PSNs. Only one of two
configuration types where IT architecture
complexity exceeded organizational
complexity.

Private
property
architecture

DT_DIV6

Diversity

Partial match

0%

10%

Lowest level of complexity IT architecture, no
court functionality. IT architecture seems
buffered from environmental complexity by the
organization. Only configuration type where
proprietary vendor software development was
prevalent.

Big Data
architecture

DT_COM 1

Complexity

Partial match

57%

28%

The IT attributes common to all PSNs in this
class relate to data (mobile access, data
security, central storage). Inclusion of terrorist
data was key variable in decision tree analysis.
High degree of complexity.

IT Strategy
architecture

DT_COM 2

Complexity

Partial match

44%

11%

PSNs engaged in a threefold strategy involving
mobile data access, modernization of IT
infrastructure, increasing the interoperability of
communications. A large-scale user base. High
IT architecture complexity, high organizational
complexity, high environmental complexity.

IT Strategic fit DT_COM 3
architecture

Complexity

Full match

60%

26%

Less complex IT architecture, as well as less
complex organization and environment. Fully
matched with organization diversity, size, and
complexity.

Complexity

No match

80%

31%

Limited strategy with standardization
differentiated this group in the decision tree
analysis. IT architecture complexity driven by
size of IT architecture.

DT_COM 4

S

Environment

Path_ID

Standards
architecture

D

Organization

Config Type

IT / Org.
Alignment

Court
Inclusive %

Internal
Funding%

IT Architecture Configuration Type
rationale

Most of the indicators in the taxonomy are domain agnostic and thus are not particular to PSN-type IT architecture
configurations.

Two indicators are included to provide some domain-relevant context to the IT architecture
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configuration groups– court inclusiveness percentage and percentage of internal funding. The court inclusive
percentage is meant to provide information regarding the PSNs that incorporate court-related stakeholders. This
dimension draws on Iyer and Gottlieb’s (2004) stakeholder view of IT architecture and attempts to factor in the
diverse groups of users engaged in utilizing its capabilities. While clearly there are differences in court inclusion
across the configuration groups there does not appear to be a clear pattern relative to complexity measures. High
court inclusion does not predict high complexity. Court inclusion percentage does not predict IT alignment with
organization complexity measures either. Court inclusiveness provided some fodder for the configuration type
classes given to DT_DIV2 and DT_DIV6. These two groups with respectively the highest and lowest court inclusion
values exhibit court inclusion percentages in line with their class labels (big gated community, and private property).
In addition, court inclusion predicts an IT attribute associated with non-court architecture. The two groups with
lowest court-inclusiveness (DT_DIV1 and DT_DIV6) were the only two groups for which 800 mhz connectivity –
an IT attribute associated with emergency management PSNs – was prevalent.
Internal funding percentage represents the mean percentage of internal funding for PSNs in that configuration group.
There appears to be less variance for funding than court inclusion, and no complexity-related pattern is evident
across configuration groups. One observation relates back to IT and organization alignment. The DT_DIV1 group
PSNs while matched with their organization, have one of the lowest percentages of internal funding.

PSN

organizations might find it challenging to maintain alignment with organization strategies when the level of external
resources required to sustain the networked organization comes mainly from external sources. DT_DIV1 provides
contrary evidence to this expectation. Again, the organization appears to be mediating the relationship between the
IT architecture and environment, but it is noteworthy that even in relatively complex environments with a high
degree of external funding, the organization possibly buffers the IT architecture in such a way that the organization
and IT architecture remain aligned, but are both somewhat misaligned (from a complexity perspective) with the
environment.
Illustrations of the Configuration Types
Apart from relative combinations of diversity and complexity, what does each of these IT Architecture configuration
groups represent? As mentioned, class labels were assigned to the six diversity paths based upon a “residential”
theme. These labels represent a general pattern of various IT architecture components that were prominent in each
group. Exhibit G in the appendix lists the individual PSN cases with their respective configuration group labels. The
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listing is sorted by Case ID which was assigned by the professional call center that conducted the survey (Case ID
does not match the number of PSNs actually surveyed). The “Big Gated Community Architecture” is characterized
by its diverse set of stakeholders (PSNs provide federal data, and 87% of PSNs in this group incorporate courtrelated features). This IT architecture configuration also consisted of the highest number of common attributes that
were prevalent (26 components). The “Big Tent architecture” is characterized by its large number of participating
organizations (i.e., Organizational Size measure) and diverse stakeholders. In addition, there are a large number of
PSNs in this configuration group – further illustrating a “big tent” classification. The “Big COTS architecture” is
characterized by its use of COTS software as well as its relative complex architecture. The remaining three diversity
configuration groups were also in part characterized by software development approaches. The “Mobile Home
architecture” is characterized by mobile access to private network (without radio devices) and an objective of
increasing mobility of data access. This was also the only configuration type where in-house software development
was prevalent across the group. The “Little Open Door architecture” was characterized by its relatively lower level
of IT architecture complexity and by its having the objective of increasing use of open-source software. The
“Private property architecture” is characterized by its relatively lower level of IT architecture complexity, having no
court functionality, and being the only configuration type where proprietary vendor software development was
prevalent across the group. In addition, this configuration group illustrates the occasional mismatch between IT
architecture and the environment. In this case, the complexity of the environment is noticeably higher than the IT
architecture (see Table 19) – further illustrating the “private property” classification.
Class labels were assigned to the four complexity paths based upon the most prominent IT architecture components
that seemed to differentiate them. The “Big Data architecture” is characterized by it relatively higher degree of
complexity, and that the common IT attributes for this group all involved data components. In addition, the
inclusion of terror data in the IT architecture was a key differentiating factor for PSNs to be included in this group.
The “IT Strategy architecture” is characterized by its relatively high complexity in the context of relatively high
organizational and environmental complexity. Also, PSNs in this group engaged in a threefold strategy involving
mobile data access, modernization of IT infrastructure, increasing the interoperability of communications. The “IT
Strategic fit architecture” is characterized by having a number of common system objectives in common as well as
having the distinction of being only one of two configuration types to be fully matched with its organization’s
diversity, size, and complexity measures. The “Standards architecture” is characterized by its standard of business
processes and data, and by having its complexity seemingly driven by its size. With standards and size driving this
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group, it is possible that the PSN leadership is attempting to maintain stability of the architecture and diversity of the
architecture is not a major requirement. This group also has 80% of its PSNs with court, the second highest
percentage across all groups.
Taken together, the configuration groups identified by the decision tree analysis have substantive meaning both
generically (e.g., strategies like increasing ease of use) and in particular to this domain (e.g., terror data). Software
development approaches were prominent among the distinguishing factors for IT architecture diversity, and strategic
elements were prominent among the IT architecture complexity differentiators. The classifications were created
specifically for this study, but the evidence from the PSN cases supports the labels.
Summary of findings
This study posed two questions – in what ways can a complexity perspective help research explore relationships
among the architecture, organization, and environment; and what IT architecture patterns exist in public safety
collaborations. A summary of key findings relative to those two questions can be seen below in Table 20 – with a
more detailed treatment in the appendix (see Exhibit F). The sorting for Table 20 is first by research question, and
then by the order in which the analysis method (last column) was used.
Regarding the first question, using a complexity perspective showed that the degree of IT architecture complexity is
not always predicted by the degree of environmental complexity. More specifically, findings from this study were
consistent with the requisite variety principle, but not the requisite complexity principle. Evidence from this study
suggests that the organization might be buffering the IT architecture from disturbance from the environmental
demands that could drive up component complexity. To what degree the organization is or is not buffering the IT
architecture is not clear, but there are environmental forces that could reasonably be expected to bypass the
organization level in a sense – e.g., targeted funding for IT projects, external review of IT architecture, and multiple
governance bodies overseeing PSN activities. In addition, using a complexity perspective allowed analysis of a
high-dimensionality dataset based upon a limited number of cases. In addition, examining component-based
complexity using decision tree analysis proved fruitful in identifying groups of IT architecture configurations. The
complexity indices were used as outcome variables in the decision tree technique – allowing multiple classification
algorithms to be exploited (providing a wider opportunity for identifying groups).
Regarding the second question, IT architecture patterns were identified in the public safety domain. Descriptive
statistics identified a common set of IT architecture features that could be considered an archetype PSN architecture.
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Decision tree analysis identified 10 configuration groups that were meaningful in this domain. Some level of
validation was provided for these groups in terms of the class label given to each groups, in terms of the domainspecific observation regarding the lack of court inclusion in emergency-related groups, and in terms of certain
targeted features that appear to be important to some user groups and not important to others. The decision tree
analysis was also able to classify that different configurations existed based upon software development approach
(COTS, open source, etc). The observation emerging in popular trade press that public safety organizations are
increasing their use of open source was supported here as well (Hon et al. 2007).
Table 20 – Summary of Key Findings
Question

Variable

Finding

Theory/Mechanism

Method

RQ1

IT architecture
diversity

Finding is consistent with requisite
variety principle (Ashby, 1958).

Correlation
Matrix

RQ1

Environmental
Complexity

IT architecture
attributes

Need to distinguish between the
expected outcomes for the requisite
variety principle (Ashby 1958) and the
requisite complexity principle (Boisot
and McKelvey 2005)– at least in this
domain.
Decision tree analysis can be
particularly helpful when categorical
data are involved and dimensionality is
an issue (Kass 1980; Neville 1999).

Correlation
Matrix

RQ1

RQ1

Configuration
Types

Buffering and mediation exhibited by
organization on relationship between IT
architecture and environment.

Taxonomy
visualization

RQ2

IT architecture
attributes

IT architecture diversity positively
correlated with organizational and
environmental diversity
Complexity of the environment not
correlated with IT architecture
complexity, despite being correlated
with IT architecture diversity, and
despite the underlying size measures
being correlated.
Groupings for IT architecture
configurations identified despite
having a dataset of 60 cases. Key IT
attributes identified out of set of 70
variables.
Even in relatively complex
environments with a high degree of
external funding, the organization can
buffer the IT architecture in such a
way that the organization and IT
architecture remain aligned, but are
both somewhat misaligned (from a
complexity perspective) with the
environment.
Commonalities do exist across all
configuration types. See Table 15 for
detailed list.

Descriptives

RQ2

IT architecture
attributes

Homogeneity driven by common
pressures faced in the environment particularly isomorphic pressures
exerted by similar stakeholders.
Designing for target user groups
consistent with information
infrastructure design principles
(Hanseth & Lyytinen 2010)

RQ2

Configuration
Types

Since classification scheme was based
upon IT architecture scope/diversity this
finding is consistent with technology
expectations. The ordering of the
groups with COTS as most diverse of
these four and vendor-developed as the
least diverse suggests that limiting
complications in software development
and customization might make room for
increasing scope in other IT architecture
components.

Decision
Tree

Attributes appearing less frequently
are less important to PSNs in general,
but might be important to one or two
configuration type groups (e.g.,
access to federal databases/terror
watch lists)
Four of the six diversity-oriented
configuration types are distinguished
by software development approaches
(in-house, vendor, COTS, and open
source development).
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Question

Variable

Finding

Theory/Mechanism

Method

RQ2

Court
Inclusiveness

Two non-court oriented configuration
paths are associated with 800 mhz
and radio communications - signals
of "emergency management" PSNs.

Validation of complexity-based
approach to identifying groups in the
field.

Decision
Tree

Limitations
This study examined complexity in network organizations in the US public safety domain. Therefore, there may be
limits to generalizability. These limits fall into three categories: topic-, sample- and domain-related. The topicrelated limits involve measurement of complexity and fall into two categories themselves - comprehensiveness and
weighting. For comprehensiveness, the definition of complexity involved a component-based approach. Beyond
the scope and scale of components, other complexity research has also incorporated component interactions and
dynamism (Schneberger and McLean 2003; Benbya and McKelvey 2006). The component-based approach for this
study follows Meyer & Foley-Curley (1991) in IS research and past organizational studies research assessing
complexity topics as well (Duncan 1972; Cannon and St.John 2007). This study contributes to exploratory
knowledge discovery identifying configuration types within this domain and also by drawing attention to the
possible mediating role of organizations in the relationship between IT architecture and environmental complexity,
but a further study that incorporated component interactions and dynamism would be more comprehensive.
For weighting, the attributes of the IT architecture were treated uniformly regardless of the possibility that some
features might be more inherently complicated. The diversity measures are counts and no additional attributespecific weight was used in the computation. Future research could attempt to determine weights based upon
frameworks like function point analysis (Garmus and Herron 2001). In the absence of specific weights validated in
literature, objective weights could be identified through expert industry opinion through a Delphi study.
This study is also limited by sample size. With only 60 observations and 70 IT architecture attributes to examine,
most statistical analysis techniques would not be fruitful. Performing decision tree analysis enabled meaningful
groups to be identified despite the dimensionality issue. In addition a taxonomy was created to facilitate the
identification of additional insights. Another sampling-related limited involves item reliability. Standard evaluations
for assessing the reliability of the indices - factor analysis, the Kuder-Richardson 20 (i.e., Cronbach’s alpha
equivalent for binary data), and the average variance extracted values in the inter-construct correlation matrix - were
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not run due to the limited sample size. Face validity of the measures was assessed as part of the pilot testing of the
survey.
That stated, much effort was devoted to obtaining a census for the population of PSNs. Resources were dedicated to
identifying durable public safety collaborations involving law enforcement and over 130 were identified in time for
this study. However other PSNs likely do exist and further research on the larger population might result in
revisions to the findings of the study. Differentiating between the PSNs in the study and future PSNs will be
important to generalizing findings across the full population.
This study is also limited by domain. The organizations under examination were networked organizations in the
public safety domain (see Table 3). Generalizing findings from this study to other public sector collaborations and to
private sector networked organizations must be done with caution. Other public sector collaborations face similar
environmental turbulence, but the success or failure of public safety work involves potential loss of life and property
damage. There are likely latent factors inherent in public safety collaborating that do not manifest themselves in less
intense public sector work conditions. For private sector organizations, dealing with IT architecture complexity in
the face of competitive pressures might result in the relationship dynamics between IT architecture and
environmental complexity being mediated (or not) differently from PSN-relevant mediation. That stated, taking a
complexity perspective in studying other public and private sector organizations presumably would be as fruitful in
other domains as it was in the domain of public safety networks. Diversity and complexity measures would differ
somewhat in their operationalization – but this is common in organizational research (Cannon and St.John 2007) and
reflects the dimensionality of the topic. Relationships among IT architecture, the organization, and the environment
would expectedly be different in different domains. IT architecture configuration would (by necessity) vary by
domain since the configuration classes were deliberately situated through the inclusion of specific data types (e.g.,
terrorist data), court inclusion, and percentage of internal funding. However, the general approach of taking a
complexity perspective in identifying configuration profiles appears generalizable across domains.
DISCUSSION
One goal of this study was to determine whether taking a complexity perspective was an effective approach for
conducting exploratory research in a domain. Details describing study findings can be found in the Appendix (see
Exhibit F). Based upon these findings, taking a complexity perspective in exploring attribute patterns seems to be
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fruitful.

Relationships among IT architecture, organization and environment diversity and complexity were

examined and groups were identified representing meaningful configuration types.
For these networked organizations in public safety, organization and environment diversity predict IT architecture
diversity. These findings were seen in the bubble plot (see Figure 6) and the correlation matrix (see Table 17). The
correlation matrix shows that the diversity relationship at all three levels tends to be matched for a given PSN. The
observation that tight coupling exists across levels in the correlation matrix is likewise seen in the bubble plot –
showing that there is little deviation from the linear relationship assumed in the correlation matrix.
The finding that diversity measures generally are aligned across levels of analysis is anticipated by the requisite
variety principle and in strategic IT alignment research (Henderson and Venkatraman 1993; Sawyer et al. 2008).
Strategic IT alignment research makes a similar claim, but specifies variety in strategic terms – that misalignment of
IT and business priorities, goals, and objectives leads to the erosion of organizational performance (Oh and
Pinsonneault 2007).
Strategic alignment was not specifically assessed in this study, but alignment of complexity measures was examined,
and misalignment from this perspective appeared common based upon the taxonomy visualization.

This

misalignment of complexity across levels of analysis was also found in the correlation and bubble tree results.
Specifically, the tight coupling among diversity measures was not exhibited among complexity measures. The lack
of correlation between environmental complexity and IT architecture and organizational complexity is more
noteworthy given that diversity and size measures were correlated. This finding runs counter to the claim of
requisite complexity (Boisot and McKelvey 2005), but there are at least two possible explanations for it. First it is
possible that organizations are buffering their IT architecture in such a way that environmental complexity is
somehow being partially absorbed by the organization. A mediated role for the organization makes sense since the
IT architecture is a sociotechnical ensemble embedded within an organizational context.

The role of the

organization in mediating environmental influence on IT architecture might also differ according to the level of
organizational complexity. Higher complexity organizations might actually have a higher order of magnitude
mediation effect in comparison to their lower complexity counterparts.
Another possible explanation relates to the sustainability proposition in the requisite complexity principle. Requisite
complexity does not claim that complexity will always be tightly coupled across the levels of analysis - just that
organizations that seek sustainability will exhibit this type of tight coupling. Since these organizations are public
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sector entities, a different mechanism (besides tight coupling) might be required relative to requisite complexity in
the face of non-profit related sustainability. It is possible that the requisite complexity required for sustainability has
a more institutional dimension and the organizations must match the complexity of normative institutions within the
environment and not the environment itself. Either way, additional research is required to specify the nature of the
relationship between IT architecture, organizational, and environmental complexity – particularly in the public
safety domain.
The other research question regarded whether IT architecture configuration patterns could be identified in this
domain. Again, this study’s findings suggest the answer is yes. Decision tree analysis identified 10 discernible
groups of PSNs based upon key IT architecture attributes. There were eleven IT architecture attributes identified
common to all 10 groups and prevalent among PSNs in each group. These eleven attributes represent an archetype
PSN IT architecture configuration. Since all groups had additional attributes beyond these eleven, PSN architectures
would seem to require additional components beyond those in Table 15. Additional requirements makes sense given
that five of the eleven common, prevalent IT architecture attributes relate to IT strategy. Intuitively IT architecture
requires IT artifacts and not just strategy. Separately, six of these eleven attributes (given some overlap) relate to
data. Data-centric commonalities make sense given that these networked organizations share data by definition of
being PSNs. So while differentiating patterns of attributes were identified, common attributes across groups were
also identified. Given that these organizations operate in the same domain (public safety) some degree of
commonality is not surprising.
The 10 configuration types identified represent different sets of IT attributes and different sets of organization and
environment conditions. The taxonomy in Table 19 provides context for the attribute sets by classifying the
configuration groups, displaying indicators for complexity measures, and providing some domain specific
information. As a visualization tool, taxonomy facilitates identification of existing unexpected empirical anomalies.
For example, looking at the taxonomy resulted in identifying those four groups for which the environment was
particularly inadequate at predicting IT architecture complexity. The taxonomy also helped identify those features
which might be less common in general, but important to particular configuration types (e.g., access to federal or
terror-related data). Along those lines, the taxonomy helped identify two non-court oriented groups associated with
800 mhz and radio communications - signals that these two groups represent "emergency management" inter-agency
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collaborations. The court inclusiveness measure was not a differentiating attribute in general, but for these two
groups it provided context to configuration type classification.
The taxonomy also helps identify more general trends or patterns that might be obscured in a statistically-based
analysis (particularly with a high dimensionality condition). First, the taxonomy provided visual clues regarding the
three configuration groups for which the strategic IT alignment might be particularly well-matched (i.e., full match,
parallel match). Second, the taxonomy shows (when compared with the IT attributes in Exhibit E in the appendix)
that while centralized data storage is not sufficient for high complexity IT architectures, those configuration groups
without central storage tend to be less complex. Third, the taxonomy shows that while application development
diversity does not predict complexity of the IT architecture, it does differentiate a number of configuration types in
this domain.

Four of the six diversity-oriented configuration types were differentiated based upon software

development approach (in-house, vendor, COTS, and open source development). Even as open source development
becomes increasingly popular in the public safety domain (Hon et al. 2007), evidence from these configuration types
suggests that COTS-oriented PSNs tend to be more diverse in their IT architecture - while those PSNs with vendor
developed proprietary systems tend to be less diverse.
While the taxonomy facilitates recognition of patterns that lead to domain related insights about IT architecture
configuration, it also helps identify areas where further inquiry might be fruitful. In particular, looking at the
percentage of internal funding compared to complexity measures it seems that organizations mediate the relationship
between their IT architecture and their environment even in highly complex environments where a high degree of
external funding exists. One explanation would be that organizations strategically buffer their core technical
functions from the disturbances emanating from their environment (Oliver 1991). Future research could assess
organizational strategies specific to areas of misalignment between IT architecture and environmental complexity.
Some mediation is likely to occur by way of IT governance, so future research could examine the role of external
stakeholders’ insulation of an organization's technical core. In addition, in terms of mediating environmental
complexity future research should distinguish between organizations of high and low complexity. High complexity
organizations may be better positioned to mediate the relationship between environment and IT architecture based
upon their scope of capabilities and size.
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CONCLUSIONS
When organizations face an assortment of challenges in their environments, they must design IT architecture to meet
diverse and large-scale challenges. Variables in organizational and environmental contingencies will result in the
implementation of IT architecture attributes that are different. The purpose of this study was to identify patterns in
IT architecture configurations taking a complexity perspective. The research questions involved validating whether
taking a complexity perspective would be fruitful, and whether meaningful IT architecture configurations could be
effectively identified in this domain (public safety). This study drew from a combination of system and stakeholder
views of IT architecture (Iyer and Gottlieb 2004). While not evolutionary, these views guided the process of
configuration group-seeking in a way that is relevant to practitioners (strategic, with external constituents being
consideration) and academics alike.
Implications for research
The findings support a nuanced view of the relationship between IT architecture and environmental complexity.
One potential explanation is that organizational complexity mediates this relationship, and that possibly more
complex organizations are better positioned to buffer their IT architecture from environmental disturbances. More
research is needed to examine this organizational mediation degree possibility, but the findings of this current study
are consistent with a requisite variety (Ashby 1958) prediction regarding the match between IT architecture,
organizational, and environmental diversity. As stated, the findings do not fully support requisite complexity
expectations (Boisot & McKelvey 2005), but there are certainly some IT architecture configuration types where the
prediction holds regarding aligned complexity across levels of analysis. This study contributes to IT architecture
research by drawing attention to the reality that examining different IT architecture configuration types (and
possibly different organizational types) is required to better predict the relationship between IT architecture and
environmental complexity.
Taking a complexity perspective at the IT architecture level also contributes to IT architecture research. IS research
incorporating complexity has mainly focused on increased risks in software development projects or decreased use
satisfaction in individual user-facing systems. This study focuses on complexity and does so across three levels of
analysis – IT architecture, the organization, and the environment. Assuming that IT architectures are sociotechnical
ensembles embedded in complex conditions, taking a broader view of how the organization and environment shape
configuration attributes seems fruitful. This study identified 10 configuration groups using a complexity perspective
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– while at the same time bringing in contextual dimensions to bring meaning to each group. Complexity emanates
from many sources, and taking a complexity perspective on IT architecture falls in line with other researchers that
take or have taken a broader, sociotechnical view of information systems (e.g., Ciborra et al 2000; Hanseth and
Ciborra 2007). Lastly, this study contributed to IT architecture research by illustrating the value of the decision tree
technique in analyzing data with high dimensionality. This study examined 70 variables for 60 IT architectures and
the decision tree analysis identified key variables warranting further analysis – particularly by exposing the
classification path (unlike cluster analysis).
Implications for practice
Practically speaking, findings from this study will be useful to networked organizations in the public safety
collaboration domain and beyond. More generally, this study provides a means of efficiently assessing IT
architecture, organizational, and environmental complexity – a component-based approach that measures complexity
in terms of the scope and scale of elements at each level of analysis. Despite the call from researchers to reduce
complexity by employing a modular design principle to simplify IT architectures, complexity continues to increase
(Akella et al. 2009). The difficulty in measuring complexity presumably contributes to its continued increase as
organizations cannot manage what they cannot measure. They can only feel pain, but not identify its source. That
stated, complexity should not be considered solely a constraint on IT agility and overall IT performance. IT
architecture complexity in part reflects the diversity and scale of the organization and the environment, so
complexity can be viewed as the price IT leadership pays for alignment.

Simplifying the measurement of

complexity at least lessens “the price” of determining the price.
Within the public safety domain, this study provides a better understanding of the key attributes of IT architecture
for PSNs as well as an archetype IT architecture configuration upon which to build. An improved understanding on
this topic will assist public safety IT leadership in creating business cases for the necessary (but not sufficient)
elements of PSN IT architecture (including some strategic elements). IT portfolio management should not consist of
socially adaptive mimetic responses to isomorphic pressure. However, scanning the environment and learning from
prior decisions made by similarly situated organizations is rational and can be helpful in producing alternative
solutions from which to select (e.g., using the archetype set of features as a base from which to build). Improving
public safety practitioners’ ability to manage complexity will free them up to make better use of their IT
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architecture. In this domain, freeing up attention to devote to other matters can result in lives saved and property
restored.
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APPENDIX
Exhibit C - Complexity-related Survey items
Variable
Data sources

Question_Top
Based on your knowledge, what would
you estimate is the total number of data
sources available

Question
Based on your knowledge, what would you
estimate is the total number of data sources
available

Possible Responses
Min: 0
Max: 350
Avg: 47

Code
N/A

Application Product Does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
Types
the following elements?

A portal that provides access to the data sources Yes, No, Don't Know
of various agencies?

"1" for (1)

Application Product Does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
Types
the following elements?

The ability to search multiple data sources with Yes, No, Don't Know
a single query?

Application Product Does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
Types
the following elements?

Existing COBOL applications?

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Application Product Does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
Types
the following elements?

Standardization of business processes?

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Application Product Does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
Types
the following elements?

Services-oriented architecture (SOA)?

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Application Product Which of the following technologies or
Types
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?
Application Product Which of the following technologies or
Types
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?
Application Product Which of the following technologies or
Types
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?
Application Product Which of the following technologies or
Types
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?
Application Process How would you describe the software
Types
developed

In-car e-mail

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

In-car text message

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

In-car maps/access to geographic information
systems

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

In-car voice input/output

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Commercial, off the shelf (COTS)

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

"0"for (2), (3)
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Variable
Question_Top
Application Process How would you describe the software
Types
developed

Question
Open source

Possible Responses
Yes, No, Don't Know

Code
"1" for (1)

Application Process How would you describe the software
Types
developed

Proprietary (developed in house)

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Application Process How would you describe the software
Types
developed

Proprietary (developed by vendor)

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Data Transparency
Types

Does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
the following elements?

Central storage of some participating agency
data

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Data Transparency
Types

Does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
the following elements?

Data Governance
Types

Data Governance
Types

Data Governance
Types

Data Governance
Types

Standardization of data via Global Justice XML Yes, No, Don't Know
or its successor the National Information
Exchange Model (NIEM)?
describe the ownership of, and access to, Agencies that are considered “members” of
(1) To a great extent
the resources and assets
PSN have access to the data
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply

describe the ownership of, and access to, Agencies can access data in PSN if they
the resources and assets
contribute data to it

describe the ownership of, and access to, Agencies contribute data to PSN but they
the resources and assets
cannot access data in PSN unless some other
agency grants them permission

describe the ownership of, and access to, There are geographic restrictions on which
the resources and assets
agencies can gain access to data
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(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply

(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply

(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)
"0"for (2), (3)
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
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Variable

Question_Top

Data Governance
Types

describe the ownership of, and access to, There are agency type restrictions (e.g., police (1) To a great extent
the resources and assets
agencies, fire agencies) on which agencies can (2) To some extent
gain access to data
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply

Data Governance
Types

Data Governance
Types

Data Governance
Types

Data Governance
Types

Data Types

Question

Possible Responses

describe the ownership of, and access to, There are level of government (e.g., federal,
(1) To a great extent
the resources and assets
state, local) restrictions on which agencies can (2) To some extent
gain access to data
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply

describe the ownership of, and access to, Participating agencies “own” the data they
the resources and assets
contribute to PSN and can decide which other
agencies and individuals can access their data
via PSN

describe the ownership of, and access to, There are written policies or regulations
the resources and assets
specifying who can access data via the PSN

Which data access principle is most
important?

(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply

(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply

Which data access principle is most important? (1) Maximize data access
Answer=balance
(2) Minimize risks to
privacy and security
(3) Balance data access
with risk avoidance
data typically maintained by public safety Fingerprints
(1) Yes
networks
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
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Code
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply
"1" : 3 (balance)
"0" 1,2

"1" if "1"
else "0"
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Variable

Question_Top

Question

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Mug shots/photographs
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety License records
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Court records
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Notifications
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Wants & Warrants
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Real time incident data
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Dispatch/Computer-Aided Dispatch
networks
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Possible Responses
(4) Don’t Know

Code

(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"
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Variable
Data Types

Question_Top
Question
data typically maintained by public safety Chain of custody documents
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Surveillance video
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Probations/Corrections
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Maps/GIS
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Hazmat information
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Transportation, congestion, accidents
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Emergency management plans
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Federal databases (e.g., FBI)
networks
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Possible Responses
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know

Code
"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"
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Variable
Data Types

Question_Top
Question
data typically maintained by public safety Relevant laws/regulations
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety Terrorist data (e.g., watch lists)
networks

Data Types

data typically maintained by public safety other
networks

Data Types

Data Types

Devices Types
Devices Types
Devices Types

data typically maintained by public safety Sex offender registry
networks

data typically maintained by public safety Gang registry
networks

Possible Responses
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know
(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) No but planned for
future
(4) Don’t Know

Which of the following technologies or Mobile phones
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?
Which of the following technologies or Smart phones
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?
Which of the following technologies or Handhelds/PDAs
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?

Code
"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"

"1" if "1"
else "0"
See Q53_A_19.1, and Q53_A_19.2 for
additional rules
"1" if "1"
else "0"
"0" for Q53_A_19 if only Sex Offender
registry (because otherwise double
counting of sex offender registry would
result)
"1" if "1"
else "0"

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0" for Q53_A_19 if only Gang registry
(because otherwise double counting of sex
offender registry would result). But no
cases fell into this category.
"1" for (1)

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)
"0"for (2), (3)
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Variable
Devices Types

Question_Top
Which of the following technologies or
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?
Which of the following technologies or
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?
Which of the following technologies or
devices (if any) are planned for or used in
PSN?
does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
the following elements?

Question
Radio

Possible Responses
Yes, No, Don't Know

Code
"1" for (1)

In-car computers

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

In-car touch screen devices

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Radio communications?

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Network Types

does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
the following elements?

800 MHZ (megahertz) frequency?

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

Network Types

does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
the following elements?

Mobile access via private telecommunications
network (e.g. Verizon or Sprint)?

Yes, No, Don't Know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)

IT strategy Types

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Increasing the number of data sources to which (1) Primary objective
users can get access
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Devices Types
Devices Types
Network Types

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective

Increasing the number of users who can get
access to data

Increasing the mobility of data access

Increasing data security
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(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

(1) Primary objective

"0"for (2), (3)
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
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Variable

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

Question_Top
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Question

Possible Responses
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Consolidating systems

(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Leveraging existing investments in information (1) Primary objective
technology
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Upgrading or replacing aging IT infrastructure (1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Improving IT infrastructure reliability

Increasing in-house control of the system

(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Code
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
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Variable

Question_Top

Question

Possible Responses

Code
(4) Don’t know

IT strategy Types

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Increasing the extent of outsourcing

(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

IT strategy Types

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Primary or secondary system objective
being pursued by PSN

Increasing the use of commercial, off-the-shelf (1) Primary objective
(COTS) software
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Increasing the use of open-source software

Increasing system ease-of-use

(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Increasing use of data standards (e.g., Global
(1) Primary objective
Justice XML or National Information Exchange (2) Secondary objective
Model, NIEM)
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Increasing communications interoperability
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(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective

"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1"
(1) Primary objective
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Variable

Question_Top

Question

Possible Responses
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know

Code
(2) Secondary objective
"0"
(3) Not an objective
(4) Don’t know
"1" for (1)
"0"for (2), (3)

IT strategy Types

does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate
the following elements?

A plan to migrate to a Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA)?

Yes, No, Don't Know

Business Purpose
Types

Please indicate if each is a planned
purpose of PSN

Joint IT purchasing (e.g. communications
equipment, computers)? YES or NO

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Business Purpose
Types
Business Purpose
Types

Please indicate if each is a planned
purpose of PSN
Please indicate if each is a planned
purpose of PSN

Developing standards for interorganizational
data exchange?
Supporting shared services (e.g. accounting,
HR)? YES or NO

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No
"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Business Purpose
Types

Please indicate if each is a planned
purpose of PSN

Business Purpose
Types

Please indicate if each is a planned
purpose of PSN

Supporting cross-agency or collaborative
Yes or No
business processes (e.g., emergency event
coordination)?
Providing a cross-agency IT infrastructure for Yes or No
public safety information sharing? YES or NO

Business Purpose
Types

Please indicate if each is a planned
purpose of PSN

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No
"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types

Are there other major purposes of <NAME:
PSN> that I have not listed? YES or NO [IF
YES]
Please indicate if the following functional Patrol/Police
areas are supported by

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types

Please indicate if the following functional Dispatch/Computer-Aided Dispatch/911
areas are supported by

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types

Please indicate if the following functional Fire
areas are supported by

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types

Please indicate if the following functional Large-scale planned events (e.g., marathon or
areas are supported by
demonstration)

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types

Please indicate if the following functional Criminal investigation
areas are supported by

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types

Please indicate if the following functional Courts, probation and correction
areas are supported by

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No
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Variable
Functions support
Types
Functions support
Types

Question_Top
Question
Please indicate if the following functional Routine emergency incident coordination
areas are supported by
Please indicate if the following functional Disaster/crisis coordination
areas are supported by

Possible Responses
Yes or No

Functions support
Types

Please indicate if the following functional Homeland security
areas are supported by

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types

Please indicate if the following functional Planning or scheduling resources
areas are supported by

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types

Please indicate if the following functional Emergency medicine
areas are supported by

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types

Please indicate if the following functional Traffic control/transport
areas are supported by

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No

Functions support
Types
User Types

Please indicate if the following functional Other
areas are supported by
Organizational user types
Federal agencies?

Yes or No

"1" for Yes
"0" for No
"1" for (1), (2)

User Types

User Types

User Types

Organizational user types

Organizational user types

Organizational user types

Yes or No

(1) Primary user group
(2) Secondary user group
(3) Not an intended user
group
(4) Don’t know
(1) Primary user group
(2) Secondary user group
(3) Not an intended user
group
(4) Don’t know
(1) Primary user group
(2) Secondary user group
(3) Not an intended user
group
(4) Don’t know
(1) Primary user group
(2) Secondary user group
(3) Not an intended user
group
(4) Don’t know

State agencies?

Local agencies?

Private companies?
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Code
"1" for Yes
"0" for No
"1" for Yes
"0" for No

"0" for (3), (4)
"1" for (1), (2)
"0" for (3), (4)
"1" for (1), (2)
"0" for (3), (4)
"1" for (1), (2)
"0" for (3), (4)
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Variable
User Types

Internal Funding
source Types

Possible Responses
Code
(1) Primary user group
"1" for (1), (2)
(2) Secondary user group
(3) Not an intended user "0" for (3), (4)
group
(4) Don’t know
IT FTEs at PSN
Based on your knowledge, how many full time Min: 0
N/A
equivalent staff of PSN are IT professionals?
Max: 50
Avg: 7.73
Percentage of current funding from each Estimate the percentage of current funding for Charge-backs to participants > 0 = "1" Q20_Funding_Sources_Summ
source
PSN Name from each of the following sources.
If Q20_6> 0 then add to Q20_Int_Funding

Internal Funding
source Types

Percentage of current funding from each Estimate the percentage of current funding for Subscriptions to participants > 0 = "1" Q20_Funding_Sources_Summ
source
PSN Name from each of the following sources.
If Q20_7> 0 then add to Q20_Int_Funding

Internal Funding
source Types

Percentage of current funding from each Estimate the percentage of current funding for Other Operational Fees
source
PSN Name from each of the following sources.

> 0 = "1" Q20_Funding_Sources_Summ
If Q20_8> 0 then add to Q20_Int_Funding

Organizational
participants

Organizational participants

N/A

Org Governance
function Types

I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?

How many participating organizations does
Min: 4
PSN have at present? [NUMBER RESPONSE] Max: 1,520
Avg: 202.63
Kurtosis: 5.406
Making decisions about which organizations
(1) Very important
can be members of PSN
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important
Approving the budget for PSN?

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

IT FTEs at PSN

Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types

Question_Top
Organizational user types

Question
Other

Monitoring, evaluating, and controlling the
financial performance of PSN?
Monitoring, evaluating, and controlling the
technical performance of PSN?
Monitoring and evaluating the satisfaction of
PSN stakeholders?
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"1" for (1), (2)
"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)
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Variable
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types
Org Governance
function Types

Question_Top
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?
I’m going to read a list of governance
functions. For each, is it an important
responsibility of the PSN governance
body?

Question
Possible Responses
Identifying requirements for PSN functionality (1) Very important
or services?
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

Code
"1" for (1), (2)

Approving strategic plans for new applications, (1) Very important
new functionality, or new services to be offered (2) Somewhat important
by PSN?
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

Prioritizing PSN technical projects?

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

Monitoring PSN compliance with architectural (1) Very important
plans or technical standards?
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

Granting exceptions to PSN compliance with
architectural plans or technical standards?

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

(1) Very important
(2) Somewhat important
(3) Not important

"1" for (1), (2)

Making key staffing decisions for PSN?

Making decisions about IT procurements and
services contracts for PSN?
Developing IT architectural plans or technical
standards that apply to PSN?

Deciding on pricing for PSN services?

Deciding on service level agreements (SLAs)
for PSN services?
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"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)

"0" for (3)
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Variable
Question_Top
Governmental Units Information obtained from U.S. Census
Bureau
External Funding
Percentage of current funding from each
source Types
source

Question
Possible Responses
Information obtained from U.S. Census Bureau Min: 175
Max: 6903
Estimate the percentage of current funding for Grants
PSN Name from each of the following sources.

External Funding
source Types

Percentage of current funding from each Estimate the percentage of current funding for
source
PSN Name from each of the following sources.

External Funding
source Types

Percentage of current funding from each Estimate the percentage of current funding for
source
PSN Name from each of the following sources.

External Funding
source Types

Percentage of current funding from each Estimate the percentage of current funding for
source
PSN Name from each of the following sources.

External Funding
source Types

Percentage of current funding from each Estimate the percentage of current funding for
source
PSN Name from each of the following sources.

External Governance current legal authority
Types

What is the current legal authority for PSN as
an organizational entity?

External Governance reporting up
Types

Where does PSN Name report
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Code
N/A

> 0 = "1" Q20_Funding_Sources_Summ
If Q20_1 > 0 then add to
Q20_Ext_Funding
Bonds
> 0 = "1" Q20_Funding_Sources_Summ
If Q20_2 > 0 then add to
Q20_Ext_Funding
Appropriations
> 0 = "1" Q20_Funding_Sources_Summ
If Q20_13> 0 then add to
Q20_Ext_Funding
Earmarks
> 0 = "1" Q20_Funding_Sources_Summ
If Q20_4> 0 then add to
Q20_Ext_Funding
Other capital funds
> 0 = "1" Q20_Funding_Sources_Summ
If Q20_5> 0 then add to
Q20_Ext_Funding
(1) Does not apply
"1" for
(2) None (informal)
(5) Administrative Action
(3) Memorandum of
(6) Executive Order
Understanding (MOU)
(11) State Statute/legislative mandate
(4) Memorandum of
"0" for
Agreement (MOA)
(1) Does not apply
(5) Administrative Action (2) None (informal)
(6) Executive Order
(3) Memorandum of Understanding
(7) 501(3)(C) incorporation (MOU)
(8) Joint powers agreement (4) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
(9) Inter-governmental
(7) 501(3)(C) incorporation
agreement
(8) Joint powers agreement
(10) Compact
(9) Inter-governmental agreement
(11) State Statute/legislative (10) Compact
this
(1) Each member reports to "1" for
its own authority
(1) Each member reports to its own
(2) Office of the chief
authority
information officer (CIO) "0" for
(3) Executive branch –
(2) Office of the chief information officer
Administration department (CIO)
other than the CIO
(3) Executive branch – Administration
(4) Executive branch –
department other than the CIO
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Variable

Question_Top

Question

External Governance another organization or committee, other Is there another organization or committee,
Types
than a formal governance body
other than a formal governance body, that
provides important control or oversight
functions for PSN Name
External Governance another organization or committee, other Is there another organization or committee,
Types
than a formal governance body
other than a formal governance body, that
provides important control or oversight
functions for PSN Name
External Governance does PSN’s IT architecture incorporate A mandatory architectural review by some
Types
the following elements?
external agency or committee?
External Governance describe the ownership of, and access to, A technology partner or vendor is a major
Types
the resources and assets
owner of key technological assets (e.g.,
software, hardware, networks) used in PSN
Triggering event
Types

Triggering event
Types

Triggering event
Types

Reasons or events that sometimes trigger Legislative mandate
the initiation of public safety networks.
Please indicate to what extent each event
played a role in the initiation of PSN

Reasons or events that sometimes trigger Governor’s executive order
the initiation of public safety networks.
Please indicate to what extent each event
played a role in the initiation of PSN

Reasons or events that sometimes trigger A local government initiative
the initiation of public safety networks.
Please indicate to what extent each event
played a role in the initiation of PSN
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Possible Responses
public safety agency
(5) Legislative branch
(6) Judicial branch
(7) An independent entity
(8) Other [IF SELECTED]
Yes or No

Code
(4) Executive branch – public safety
agency
(5) Legislative branch
(6) Judicial branch
(7) An independent entity
"1" for yes "0" for no

Yes or No

"1" for yes "0" for no

1, 2, 3

"1" for (1)

(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Does not apply
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply

(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply

(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know

"0"for (2), (3)
"1" for (1)
"0"for (2), (3)
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
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Variable

Question_Top

Triggering event
Types

Reasons or events that sometimes trigger A public safety event (e.g., 9/11, bridge jumper) (1) To a great extent
the initiation of public safety networks.
(2) To some extent
Please indicate to what extent each event
(3) Not at all
played a role in the initiation of PSN
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply

Triggering event
Types

Triggering event
Types

Question

Possible Responses
(5) Does not apply

Reasons or events that sometimes trigger Pressure from the outside (citizens, private
the initiation of public safety networks. sector organizations)
Please indicate to what extent each event
played a role in the initiation of PSN

Reasons or events that sometimes trigger External funding made available (such as a
the initiation of public safety networks. grant or appropriation)
Please indicate to what extent each event
played a role in the initiation of PSN
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(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply

(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply

Code
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply
"1"
(1) To a great extent
(2) To some extent
"0"
(3) Not at all
(4) Don’t know
(5) Does not apply
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Exhibit D-PSN Complexity Values and Rankings14
Case
ID

Status

Env
Diversity
(Rank)

Env Size
(Rank)

Env
Complexity
(Rank)

Org
Diversity
(Rank)

Org Size
(Rank)

Org
Complexity
(Rank)

ITA
Diversity
(Rank)

ITA Size
(Rank)

ITA
Complexity
(Rank)

Court
Incl.

7

Operational

67 (6)

1548 (25)

103200 (15)

63 (25)

350 (13)

22014 (12)

312 (19)

75 (18)

23369 (17)

Y

9

Operational

33 (39)

645 (48)

21500 (49)

37 (49)

5 (58)

183 (59)

136 (58)

126 (8)

17129 (21)

Y

20

Operational

67 (6)

649 (46)

43267 (29)

69 (16)

12 (48)

824 (46)

376 (10)

6 (50.5)

2257 (43)

Y

22

Operational

75 (3.5)

338 (54.5)

25350 (47)

73 (9)

102 (27)

7451 (23)

291 (29)

118 (9)

34336 (10)

Y

27

Operational

25 (51)

1623 (23)

40575 (31.5)

30 (57)

100 (28.5)

2969 (32)

220 (45)

10 (39)

2205 (44)

Y

39

Operational

33 (39)

1954 (18)

65133 (21)

55 (35)

50 (34)

2774 (34)

179 (52)

12 (34.5)

2143 (46)

Y

86

Operational

33 (39)

1880 (19)

62667 (22)

31 (54.5)

144 (23)

4534 (27)

187 (50)

145 (6)

27132 (14)

Y

106

Operational

50 (16)

511 (52.5)

25550 (45.5)

41 (45.5)

8 (54)

332 (57)

236 (41)

15 (32.5)

3538 (36)

Y

120

Operational

25 (51)

726 (42)

18150 (50)

32 (52.5)

255 (17)

8303 (21)

157 (53)

66 (20)

10378 (26)

Y

130

Operational

33 (39)

1439 (28)

47967 (26.5)

69 (15)

9 (52)

625 (50)

446 (4)

8 (45.5)

3566 (35)

Y

132

Operational

50 (16)

645 (48)

32250 (39)

59 (29)

35 (38)

2080 (37)

310 (21)

35 (26)

10841 (25)

Y

140

Operational

33 (39)

338 (54.5)

11267 (55)

59 (32)

11 (50.5)

646 (49)

258 (38)

12 (34.5)

3091 (39)

Y

10

Advanced

17 (59)

645 (48)

10750 (56)

66 (19)

6 (56)

398 (55)

262 (36)

6 (50.5)

1575 (50)

Y

15

Advanced

25 (51)

4344 (6)

108600 (12.5)

72 (12)

60 (32)

4349 (28)

241 (40)

5 (53.5)

1203 (52)

Y

16

Advanced

25 (51)

4344 (6)

108600 (12.5)

38 (48)

40 (37)

1523 (39)

134 (59)

350 (1)

47008 (4)

Y

18

Advanced

42 (28)

2416 (16.5)

100667 (16)

45 (40)

5 (58)

226 (58)

148 (56)

5 (53.5)

741 (55)

Y

30

Advanced

25 (51)

1623 (23)

40575 (31.5)

60 (28)

150 (21)

9023 (20)

261 (37)

81 (17)

21108 (18)

Y

47

Advanced

50 (16)

3231 (11.5)

161550 (7.5)

73 (10)

400 (10)

29190 (8)

308 (22)

8 (45.5)

2460 (42)

Y

52

Advanced

33 (39)

861 (38.5)

28700 (44)

66 (20)

550 (9)

36328 (4)

416 (6)

100 (13.5)

41602 (7)

Y

61

Advanced

33 (39)

3723 (8)

124100 (10)

27 (59)

4 (60)

110 (60)

127 (60)

4 (55)

509 (58)

Y

14

Note: Exhibit B Sort order: Court Inclusive, then Operational Status, then CaseID.
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Case
ID

Status

Env
Diversity
(Rank)

Env Size
(Rank)

Env
Complexity
(Rank)

Org
Diversity
(Rank)

Org Size
(Rank)

Org
Complexity
(Rank)

ITA
Diversity
(Rank)

ITA Size
(Rank)

ITA
Complexity
(Rank)

Court
Incl.

63

Advanced

25 (51)

1273 (30)

31825 (40)

71 (13.5)

5 (58)

357 (56)

286 (32)

15 (32.5)

4296 (33)

Y

68

Advanced

17 (59)

2659 (15)

44317 (28)

63 (24)

360 (12)

22837 (11)

292 (28)

300 (2)

87732 (1)

Y

73

Advanced

25 (51)

863 (36.5)

21575 (48)

34 (51)

12 (48)

413 (53)

230 (42)

3 (57)

690 (56)

Y

75

Advanced

50 (16)

863 (36.5)

43150 (30)

32 (52.5)

75 (30)

2437 (35)

202 (48)

10 (39)

2016 (48)

Y

94

Advanced

42 (28)

928 (34)

38667 (33)

44 (41)

20 (43)

876 (44)

217 (46)

10 (39)

2166 (45)

Y

96

Advanced

33 (39)

928 (34)

30933 (42)

55 (36)

398 (11)

21798 (14)

290 (30)

7 (48)

2030 (47)

Y

99

Advanced

42 (28)

4835 (3.5)

201458 (6)

76 (6)

170 (20)

12859 (16)

450 (3)

190 (4)

85549 (2)

Y

122

Advanced

42 (28)

177 (60)

7375 (60)

43 (42.5)

230 (18)

9925 (19)

258 (39)

31 (27)

7983 (27)

Y

125

Advanced

25 (51)

663 (45)

16575 (51)

41 (45.5)

650 (6)

26967 (9)

150 (55)

129 (7)

19307 (19)

Y

129

Advanced

42 (28)

198 (59)

8250 (59)

64 (23)

100 (28.5)

6405 (24)

299 (27)

10 (39)

2986 (40)

Y

142

Advanced

50 (16)

4871 (2)

243550 (4)

58 (33)

1520 (1)

88706 (1)

381 (9)

70 (19)

26647 (15)

Y

201

Advanced

42 (28)

1623 (23)

67625 (20)

68 (17)

1000 (3)

68385 (3)

320 (18)

100 (13.5)

31997 (11)

Y

34

Beta

33 (39)

1439 (28)

47967 (26.5)

66 (21)

15 (45)

986 (42)

302 (25)

25 (29)

7554 (28)

Y

45

Beta

42 (28)

6994 (1)

291417 (2)

75 (8)

8 (54)

600 (51)

279 (34)

150 (5)

41842 (6)

Y

17

Operational

58 (8.5)

4344 (6)

253400 (3)

81 (3)

27 (40)

2190 (36)

344 (16)

8 (45.5)

2752 (41)

N

67

Operational

83 (1.5)

2699 (14)

224917 (5)

82 (2)

320 (14)

26084 (10)

426 (5)

57 (22)

24278 (16)

N

85

Operational

42 (28)

3702 (9.5)

154250 (9)

43 (42.5)

148 (22)

6387 (25)

310 (20)

50 (24)

15498 (23)

N

93

Operational

83 (1.5)

698 (44)

58167 (25)

71 (13.5)

45 (36)

3212 (31)

450 (2)

96 (16)

43247 (5)

N

101

Operational

75 (3.5)

4835 (3.5)

362625 (1)

79 (4)

50 (34)

3967 (30)

453 (1)

10 (39)

4526 (32)

N

105

Operational

50 (16)

599 (50)

29950 (43)

67 (18)

304 (15)

20358 (15)

361 (12)

100 (13.5)

36098 (9)

N

112

Operational

67 (6)

1845 (20.5)

123000 (11)

62 (26)

12 (48)

740 (48)

406 (7)

36 (25)

14608 (24)

N

115

Operational

33 (39)

3120 (13)

104000 (14)

52 (38)

600 (7.5)

31031 (7)

192 (49)

250 (3)

48073 (3)

N

148

Operational

42 (28)

256 (57)

10667 (57.5)

73 (11)

8 (54)

582 (52)

217 (47)

22 (30)

4764 (31)

N

4

Advanced

50 (16)

256 (57)

12800 (54)

40 (47)

103 (25.5)

4080 (29)

287 (31)

103 (11)

29525 (13)

N

5

Advanced

58 (8.5)

1185 (32)

69125 (19)

20 (60)

70 (31)

1396 (41)

281 (33)

2 (59)

563 (57)

N
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Case
ID

Status

Env
Diversity
(Rank)

Env Size
(Rank)

Env
Complexity
(Rank)

Org
Diversity
(Rank)

Org Size
(Rank)

Org
Complexity
(Rank)

ITA
Diversity
(Rank)

ITA Size
(Rank)

ITA
Complexity
(Rank)

Court
Incl.

19

Advanced

25 (51)

2416 (16.5)

60400 (24)

53 (37)

30 (39)

1603 (38)

305 (23)

54 (23)

16481 (22)

N

32

Advanced

50 (16)

1439 (28)

71950 (18)

45 (39)

28 (16)

12841 (17)

351 (14)

3 (57)

1054 (54)

N

40

Advanced

25 (51)

1240 (31)

31000 (41)

59 (31)

130 (24)

7673 (22)

345 (15)

20 (31)

6905 (29)

N

46

Advanced

50 (16)

3231 (11.5)

161550 (7.5)

75 (7)

1100 (2)

82782 (2)

331 (17)

10 (39)

3309 (37)

N

84

Advanced

25 (51)

3702 (9.5)

92550 (17)

31 (54.5)

999 (4)

31456 (6)

300 (26)

6 (50.5)

1802 (49)

N

88

Advanced

25 (51)

1546 (26)

38650 (34)

31 (56)

700 (5)

21951 (13)

273 (35)

65 (21)

17742 (20)

N

97

Advanced

17 (59)

928 (34)

15467 (52)

29 (58)

14 (46)

401 (54)

142 (57)

8 (45.5)

1139 (53)

N

107

Advanced

25 (51)

530 (51)

13250 (53)

61 (27)

103 (25.5)

6333 (26)

302 (24)

105 (10)

31760 (12)

N

109

Advanced

50 (16)

511 (52.5)

25550 (45.5)

57 (34)

600 (7.5)

34185 (5)

401 (8)

100 (13.5)

40056 (8)

N

113

Advanced

33 (39)

1845 (20.5)

61500 (23)

43 (44)

23 (41)

980 (43)

180 (51)

30 (28)

5405 (30)

N

119

Advanced

50 (16)

726 (42)

36300 (36.5)

59 (30)

50 (34)

2956 (33)

150 (54)

3 (57)

449 (59)

N

121

Advanced

50 (16)

726 (42)

36300 (36.5)

83 (1)

18 (44)

1495 (40)

223 (44)

0 (60)

0 (60)

N

160

Advanced

42 (28)

861 (38.5)

35875 (38)

76 (5)

11 (50.5)

839 (45)

363 (11)

10 (39)

3634 (34)

N

200

Advanced

42 (28)

256 (57)

10667 (57.5)

64 (22)

175 (19)

11267 (18)

352 (13)

9 (43)

3167 (38)

N

108

Beta

50 (16)

769 (40)

38450 (35)

36 (50)

21 (42)

760 (47)

225 (43)

6 (50.5)

1352 (51)

N

152
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Exhibit E – Architecture Details about Configuration Types
Domain-related elements
Configuration
Type

Path_ID

IT Arch
Complexity

Court
Incl.

Configuration Path

Big COTS
architecture

DT_DIV1

Med-High

29%

Includes Radio
Communications
(Q48A06), and the
system objective of
increasing #data
sources (Q47A01)

IT Architecture Configuration - Attributes Pattern
All PSNs in this group have the
PSNs in this group also tend to have:
following attributes
1. Increase mobility of data access
2. Increase data security
3. Increase communications
interoperability
4. Radio communications
5. Radio
6. Commercial, off the shelf
(COTS)
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1. Consolidate systems
2. Upgrade/replace aging IT infrastructure
3. Improve IT infrastructure reliability
4. Central storage of some participating agency data
5. Portal that provides access to the data sources of various agencies
6. 800 MHZ (megahertz) frequency
7. Mobile access via private telecommunications network
8. Standardization of data via Global Justice XML or NIEM
9. Standardization of business processes
9. Handhelds/PDAs
10. In-car touch screen devices
11. In-car maps/access to geographic information systems
12. Participating agencies “own” data they contribute to PSN and can
decide which other agencies and individuals can access their data via
PSN
13. PSN itself is a major owner of key technological assets used in PSN
14. Participating agencies are major owners of key technological assets
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Big Gated
Community
Architecture

DT_DIV2

Med

87%

No Radio
Communications
(Q48A06), but does
include in-car text
message (Q49A08)

1. Ability to search multiple data
sources with single query
2. Standardization of data via
Global Justice XML or NIEM
3. In-car text message
4. PSN itself is a major owner of
key technological assets used in
PSN
5. Wants & Warrants

Big Tent
architecture

DT_DIV3

Med

72%

No Radio
Communications
(Q48A06), but does
include in-car
maps/access to GIS
(Q49A09) and
License records
(Q53A03)

1. In-car maps/access to
geographic information systems
2. License records

Mobile Home
architecture

DT_DIV4

Med

55%

No Radio
Communications
(Q48A06), and no
in-car text message

1. Second or higher release
2. Portal that provides access to
the data sources of various
agencies
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1. Increase mobility of data access
2. Increase data security
3. Upgrade/replace aging IT infrastructure
4. Improve IT infrastructure reliability
5. Increase communications interoperability
6. Central storage of some participating agency data
7. Portal that provides access to the data sources of various agencies
8. Standardization of business processes
9. Handhelds/PDAs
10. In-car touch screen devices
11. In-car e-mail
12. In-car maps/access to geographic information systems
13. Agency type restrictions on which agencies can gain access to data
14. Participating agencies “own” data they contribute to PSN and can
decide which other agencies and individuals can access their data via
PSN
15. Participating agencies are major owners of key technological assets
16. Data access principle : balance
17. Mug shots/photographs
18. License records
19. Probations/Corrections
20. Federal databases (e.g., FBI)
21. Court Inclusive
1. Increase mobility of data access
2. Increase data security
3. Improve IT infrastructure reliability
4. Portal that provides access to the data sources of various agencies
5. Ability to search multiple data sources with single query
6. Standardization of data via Global Justice XML or NIEM
7. Handhelds/PDAs
8. Agency type restrictions on which agencies can gain access to data
9. Participating agencies “own” data they contribute to PSN and can
decide which other agencies and individuals can access their data via
PSN
10. PSN itself is a major owner of key technological assets used in PSN
11. Data access principle : balance
12. Wants & Warrants
1. Increase mobility of data access
2. Central storage of some participating agency data
3. Handhelds/PDAs
4. Agency type restrictions on which agencies can gain access to data
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(Q49A08). But does
include Mobile
access via private
telecom network
(Q48A08)

3. Mobile access via private
telecommunications network

1. Increase use of open-source
software
2. Ability to search multiple data
sources with single query
3. In-car maps/access to
geographic information systems
4. Agency type restrictions on
which agencies can gain access to
data
5. Level of government
restrictions on which agencies can
gain access to data
6. PSN itself is a major owner of
key technological assets used in
PSN
1. Increase communications
interoperability
2. Radio communications
3. Radio
4. In-car maps/access to
geographic information systems
5. Court Exclusive
1. Increase mobility of data access
2. Increase data security
3. Central storage of some
participating agency data
4. Terrorist data (e.g., watch lists)

Little Open Door
architecture

DT_DIV5

Med-Low

60%

No Radio
Communications
(Q48A06), but it
does included in-car
maps/access to GIS
(Q49A09). Does
not include License
records (Q53A03)

Private property
architecture

DT_DIV6

Low

0%

Includes radio
Communications
(Q48A06), but not
the system objective
of increasing #data
sources (Q47A01)

Big Data
architecture

DT_COM1

High

57%

Terrorist data
(Q53A03)
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5. Level of government restrictions on which agencies can gain access to
data
6. Data access principle : balance
7. Mug shots/photographs
8. Wants & Warrants
9. Proprietary (developed in house)
1. Second or higher release
2. Portal that provides access to the data sources of various agencies
3. Handhelds/PDAs
4. In-car touch screen devices
5. Agencies can access data in PSN if they contribute data to it
6. Participating agencies “own” data they contribute to PSN and can
decide which other agencies and individuals can access their data via
PSN
7. Data access principle : balance
8. Mug shots/photographs

1. Increase mobility of data access
2. Upgrade/replace aging IT infrastructure
3. Improve IT infrastructure reliability
4. 800 MHZ (megahertz) frequency
5. Handhelds/PDAs
6. PSN itself is a major owner of key technological assets used in PSN
7. Proprietary (developed by vendor)
1. Consolidate systems
2. Upgrade/replace aging IT infrastructure
3. Improve IT infrastructure reliability
4. Increase communications interoperability
5. Ability to search multiple data sources with single query
6. Handhelds/PDAs
7. Agency type restrictions on which agencies can gain access to data
8. PSN itself is a major owner of key technological assets used in PSN
9. Federal databases (e.g., FBI)
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IT Strategy
architecture

DT_COM2

High

44%

Standardization of
business processes
(Q48A10),
Consolidating
systems (Q47A05),
and ServiceOriented
architecture
(Q48A11)

1. Consolidate systems
2.Standardization of business
processes
3. Services-oriented architecture
(SOA)

IT Strategic fit
architecture

DT_COM3

Med-Low

60%

Standardization of
business processes
(Q48A10),
Consolidating
systems (Q47A05),
but no ServiceOriented
architecture
(Q48A11)

Standards
architecture

DT_COM4

Med-Low

80%

Standardization of
business processes
(Q48A10), but not
Consolidating
systems (Q47A05)

1. Increase mobility of data access
2. Increase data security
3. Consolidate systems
4. Improve IT infrastructure
reliability
5. Central storage of some
participating agency data
6. Portal that provides access to
the data sources of various
agencies
7. Standardization of business
processes
8. PSN itself is a major owner of
key technological assets used in
PSN
1. Standardization of business
processes
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1. Increase mobility of data access
2. Increase data security
3. Upgrade/replace aging IT infrastructure
4. Improve IT infrastructure reliability
5. Increase communications interoperability
6. Ability to search multiple data sources with single query
7. Standardization of data via Global Justice XML or NIEM
8. Handhelds/PDAs
9. Participating agencies “own” data they contribute to PSN and can
decide which other agencies and individuals can access their data via
PSN
10. PSN itself is a major owner of key technological assets used in PSN
11. Participating agencies are major owners of key technological assets
1. Upgrade/replace aging IT infrastructure
2. Increase communications interoperability
3. Ability to search multiple data sources with single query
4. Agency type restrictions on which agencies can gain access to data
5. Wants & Warrants

1. Improve IT infrastructure reliability
2. Increase communications interoperability
3. Portal that provides access to the data sources of various agencies
4. Standardization of data via Global Justice XML or NIEM
5. Agency type restrictions on which agencies can gain access to data
6. Level of government restrictions on which agencies can gain access to
data
7. Participating agencies “own” data they contribute to PSN and can
decide which other agencies and individuals can access their data via
PSN
8. Participating agencies are major owners of key technological assets
9. Wants & Warrants
10. Court Inclusive
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Exhibit F –Study Findings Details
Research
Question

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

RQ1 - Exploring
IT architecture
using complexity
perspective

IT architecture
diversity

Correlations with
Organizational and
environmental
diversity

IT architecture diversity
positively correlated with
organizational and
environmental diversity

RQ1 - Exploring
IT architecture
using complexity
perspective

Environmental
Complexity

Correlation with IT
Architecture
Complexity

RQ1 - Exploring
IT architecture
using complexity
perspective

Configuration
Types

Correlation with IT
Architecture
Complexity

Theory
Supported

Theory/Mechanism

Method

Y

Finding is consistent with requisite variety principle (Ashby,
1958).

Correlation
Matrix

Complexity of the
environment not correlated
with IT architecture
complexity, despite being
correlated with IT
architecture diversity, and
despite the underlying size
measures (governmental
units and number of data
sources) being correlated.

Partial

Need to distinguish between the expected outcomes for the
requisite variety principle (Ashby 1958) and the requisite
complexity principle (Boisot and McKelvey 2005)– at least
in this domain.

Correlation
Matrix

For four of the six
diversity-oriented groups
(see groups with "diversity"
in Path Type), the
environment does not
predict IT architecture
complexity. No aspect of
environment (diversity,
size, or complexity) predict
IT architecture complexity
for these four groups.
These groups in general are
lower in IT architecture
complexity (ranging from
medium to low).

Y
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Suggests nuanced relationship between environmental
complexity and IT architecture complexity. Environmental
complexity correlation with IT architecture diversity might
result from mediating role of organizational factors in
environment complexity and IT architecture complexity
relationship whereby the organization absorbs complexity to
buffer the core IT architecture from dynamism.
This might begin to explain why environmental complexity
did not predict IT architecture complexity in the correlation
analysis. The organization is possibly buffering the IT
architecture from the environment. This allows the IT
architecture to maintain a lower degree of complexity - not
having to remain matched with the environment.

Taxonomy
visualization
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Research
Question

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

Theory
Supported

Theory/Mechanism

Method

RQ1 - Exploring
IT architecture
using complexity
perspective

IT architecture
attributes

High
dimensionality

Groupings for IT
architecture configurations
identified despite having a
dataset of 60 cases. Key IT
attributes identified out of
set of 70 variables.

Y

Decision tree analysis can be particularly helpful when
categorical data are involved and dimensionality is an issue
(Kass 1980; Neville 1999).

Decision
Tree

RQ1 - Exploring
IT architecture
using complexity
perspective

Configuration
Types

Taxonomy
visualization

Even in relatively complex
environments with a high
degree of external funding,
the organization can buffer
the IT architecture in such a
way that the organization
and IT architecture remain
aligned, but are both
somewhat misaligned (from
a complexity perspective)
with the environment.
Based upon comparison of
means tests, whether a PSN
is court-inclusive does not
predict IT architecture
complexity.

Y

Buffering and mediation exhibited by organization on
relationship between IT architecture and environment.

Taxonomy
visualization

RQ2 - IT
architecture
patterns

Court
Inclusiveness

Domain-specific
factors in IT
architecture

Y

Non-court PSNs can incorporate diverse capability and
large-scale capacity based upon the needs of their user base.
Complexity perspective would not be useful in examining
this domain-specific characteristic.

Decision
Tree

RQ2 - IT
architecture
patterns

IT architecture
attribute system
objective to
increase
system ease of
use

Feature Prevalence

All configuration groups
(and nearly all individual
PSNs) identified included
the system objective to
increase system ease of use.
It is the only attribute that
exhibits "high prevalence"
across all configuration
groups.
Complexity of IT
architecture not defined by
application development
type. Evidence from

Y

Intuitive that system objective would include ease of use in
order to increase utilization.

Descriptives

RQ2 - IT
architecture
patterns

IT architecture
attributes

Feature Prevalence

Partial

Software development methods matter, in terms of
modularizing, but applications being COTS versus
proprietary, or open source versus proprietary/commercial
might not be the fundamental issue.

Decision
Tree
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Research
Question

Variable

Characteristic

RQ2 - IT
architecture
patterns

IT architecture
attributes

Feature Prevalence

RQ2 - IT
architecture
patterns

IT architecture
attributes

Feature Prevalence

RQ2 - IT
architecture
patterns

Configuration
Types

Feature Prevalence

RQ2 - IT
architecture
patterns

Configuration
Types

Feature Prevalence

Finding

Theory
Supported

decision tree groupings as
well as from frequency data
(not prevalent practices
across PSNs in each
configuration group).
Commonalities do exist
across all configuration
types. See Table_ IT
Architecture Attributes
Prevalent across all
Configuration Groups for
detailed list.
Attributes appearing less
frequently are less
important to PSNs in
general, but might be
important to one or two
configuration type groups
(e.g., access to federal
databases/terror watch lists)
Half the configuration
groups have centralized
storage, there is not a linear
relationship between central
storage and complexity, but
those PSNs without central
storage tend to be less
complex.
Four of the six diversityoriented configuration types
are distinguished by
software development
approaches (in-house,
vendor, COTS, and open
source development).
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Theory/Mechanism

Method

Y

Homogeneity driven by common pressures faced in the
environment - particularly isomorphic pressures exerted by
similar stakeholders.

Descriptives

Y

Designing for target user groups consistent with information
infrastructure design principles (Hanseth & Lyytinen 2010)

Decision
Tree

Software development methods matter, in terms of
modularizing, but applications being COTS versus
proprietary or open source versus proprietary/commercial
might not be the fundamental issue.

Decision
Tree

Software development approach provides platform on which
data and application rest. Since classification scheme was
based upon IT architecture scope/diversity this finding is
consistent with technology expectations. The ordering of the
groups with COTS as most diverse of these four and vendordeveloped as the least diverse suggests that limiting
complications in software development and customization
might make room for increasing scope in other IT
architecture components.

Decision
Tree

Partial

Y
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Research
Question

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

Theory
Supported

RQ2 - IT
architecture
patterns

Court
Inclusiveness

Domain-specific
factors in IT
architecture

Two non-court oriented
configuration paths are
associated with 800 mhz
and radio communications signals of "emergency
management" PSNs.
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Y

Theory/Mechanism

Method

Validation of complexity-based approach to identifying
groups in the field.

Decision
Tree
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Exhibit G – Specific PSNs and their IT Architecture Configuration Type
Case
ID

PSN Name

PSN Type Description (Q8)

Configuration
Type

4

National Capital Region LINX
(Law Enforcement Information
Exchange)

Information sharing project

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

5

Alabama emergency management
agency

Emergency management
system

7

Arkansas Crime Information Center

Integrated criminal justice
system

9

ICJIS (AZ)

10

Pinal County Intergraded Systems

Integrated criminal justice
system
Information sharing project

15

CJIS/IJIS

16

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

Configuration
Type

Big Data
architecture

Configuration
Type

Configuration
Type

#Types
PSN is
part of

Standards
architecture

Little Open
Door
architecture

3

Private property
architecture

1

IT Strategic fit
architecture

3

0
Big Gated
Community
Architecture

Standards
architecture

Little Open
Door
architecture

3

Integrated criminal justice
system

Standards
architecture

Big Tent
architecture

2

Criminal Justice Information
System

Integrated criminal justice
system

Standards
architecture

17

MMRS(metropolitan medical
response) steering committee

Homeland security system

18

CIJIS

Integrated criminal justice
system

19

Emergency Management

Emergency management
system

20

Connecticut Criminal Justice
Information System

Integrated criminal justice
system

22

Delaware Criminal Justice
Information System

Integrated criminal justice
system

27

Dade County CJIS

Integrated criminal justice
system

Big Data
architecture

1
Private property
architecture

Standards
architecture
Big Data
architecture

IT Strategic fit
architecture

Big Gated
Community
Architecture
Standards
architecture
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2
1

Big COTS
architecture

3

Big COTS
architecture

1

Big Tent
architecture

2

1
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Case
ID

PSN Name

PSN Type Description (Q8)

Configuration
Type

30

FINDER

Information sharing project

Mobile Home
architecture

32

Macon Bib County

Public safety system

34

Gwinnett County Criminal Justice
Information Systems Project
(CJISNet)

Integrated criminal justice
system

39

Iowa Criminial Justice Information
system (CJIS)

Integrated criminal justice
system

40

Idaho Public Safety and security
information System ILETS

Public safety system

45

Winnebago County Integrated Court
and Case Management System

Integrated criminal justice
system

46

project Hoosier safe-T

Communications
interoperability project

47

Indiana Trial Court Technology
Office

Justice information system

52

The Criminal Justice information
system

Integrated criminal justice
system

61

Information sharing project

63

MO Juvenile Justice Information
System
IJIS Broker

67

North Dakota State Radio

Public safety system

68

NCJIS-Nebraska criminal justice
information system

Integrated criminal justice
system

73

New Mexico Sentencing
Commission

Information sharing project

Justice information system

Configuration
Type

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

Big Data
architecture
Big Gated
Community
Architecture

Configuration
Type

Configuration
Type

#Types
PSN is
part of

Big Tent
architecture

2

Private property
architecture

1

Standards
architecture

Big Tent
architecture

3

Standards
architecture

Little Open
Door
architecture
Big COTS
architecture

2

IT Strategic fit
architecture

Big Data
architecture

2

Big COTS
architecture
Mobile Home
architecture

3

IT Strategic fit
architecture
Big Data
architecture

1
2

Big COTS
architecture

2

Big Tent
architecture

3

Big COTS
architecture

2

Mobile Home
architecture

Big Tent
architecture

2

Mobile Home
architecture

Little Open
Door
architecture

2

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

Standards
architecture
Big Data
architecture
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Case
ID

PSN Name

PSN Type Description (Q8)

Configuration
Type

75

Criminal Justice Information
System (CJIS)

Justice information system

Mobile Home
architecture

84

OHLEG

Justice information system

Mobile Home
architecture

85

The Ohio department of Public
Safety network

Emergency management
system

86

Offender Data Information System

Information sharing project

88

Law Enforcement Data System

Public safety system

93

South Carolina Emergency
Response Team

Emergency management
system

94

JIMS

Integrated criminal justice
system

Mobile Home
architecture

96

The Integrated Criminal Justice
Program

Integrated criminal justice
system

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

97

CopLink

Information sharing project

Mobile Home
architecture

99

Justice Information Management
Systems (JIMS)

Integrated criminal justice
system

101

Office of Emergency Management

105

Configuration
Type

Configuration
Type

Configuration
Type

Standards
architecture

2
Big Tent
architecture

2

Big COTS
architecture

1

IT Strategic fit
architecture
Mobile Home
architecture

IT Strategic fit
architecture
Big Data
architecture

#Types
PSN is
part of

1
Big Tent
architecture

3

Big COTS
architecture

2

IT Strategic fit
architecture

2
Big Tent
architecture

2

1
Big Data
architecture

Big COTS
architecture

2

Emergency management
system

Big COTS
architecture

1

Utah Public Safety Network

Public safety system

Big COTS
architecture

1

106

The Integrated Justice Program

Information sharing project

107

Law Enfor. Information ExchangeLInX

Information sharing project

108

NCR net

Communications
interoperability project

IT Strategic fit
architecture
Mobile Home
architecture
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1

Standards
architecture

Big Tent
architecture

3

Standards
architecture

Big Tent
architecture

2
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Case
ID

PSN Name

PSN Type Description (Q8)

109

Virginia Criminal Information
network

Integrated policing support
system

112

Clark County Sherriff’s Office

Integrated policing support
system

113

RAIN

Information sharing project

115

State of WI office of Justice
assistance

State administrative agency
for grants

119

WyoLink

Public safety system

120

Wyoming Criminal Justice
Information System
Caspar Weed & Seed Project

Integrated criminal justice
system
Information sharing project

122

Alaska Public Safety Information
Network (ASPIN)

Integrated criminal justice
system

125

National Data Exchange

Integrated criminal justice
system

129

Nevada Criminal Information
Justice System

Justice information system

130

Henry Co. CJIS

Integrated criminal justice
system

132

Law Enforcement Criminal Justice
Information Sharing
Network(LECJISN)

Information sharing project

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

140

(DELJIS)Delaware Criminal Justice
Information System

Integrated criminal justice
system

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

121

Configuration
Type

Configuration
Type

Configuration
Type

Big Data
architecture
IT Strategic fit
architecture

Configuration
Type

#Types
PSN is
part of

Big COTS
architecture

2

Big COTS
architecture

2

Little Open
Door
architecture

1

IT Strategy
architecture

1
Private property
architecture

Mobile Home
architecture

1

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

Standards
architecture

Big Tent
architecture

Big Data
architecture
Big Gated
Community
Architecture
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1

Big Data
architecture

3

1
IT Strategic fit
architecture

Big Tent
architecture

4

Standards
architecture

Big COTS
architecture

2

Big Tent
architecture

2

Big Tent
architecture

3

Standards
architecture
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Case
ID

PSN Name

PSN Type Description (Q8)

Configuration
Type

Configuration
Type

142

PA justice network(JNET)

Justice information system

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

Big Data
architecture

148

Central Maryland Area Radio
Communications (cmarc)

160

Configuration
Type

#Types
PSN is
part of

Big Tent
architecture

3

Communications
interoperability project

Private property
architecture

1

(MBSHR)Metro Boston Homeland
Security Region

Communications
interoperability project

Big COTS
architecture

1

200

Capital Wireless Information Net
(CAPWIN)

Communications
interoperability project

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

Big Tent
architecture

2

201

Criminal Justice Network

Integrated criminal justice
system

Big Gated
Community
Architecture

Big Tent
architecture

3

165

Big Data
architecture

Configuration
Type

Study Three: Overcoming the legacy effect in
network organizations – balancing the tensions

15

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to explain how and why network organizations can overcome the effects of
legacy systems by using bootstrapping and adaptiveness design principles. Information infrastructures coevolve over time with organizational structures and practices – each shaping the other and enabling or
constraining organizational goals.

This study takes a socio-technical approach with bootstrapping

overcoming stakeholder-oriented challenges by balancing the governance and legitimacy tensions faced by
network organizations. Adaptiveness design principles overcome system-oriented challenges by balancing
the flexibility and stability tension. A conceptual framework that draws on information infrastructure and
network organizations literature is offered and tested using an exemplary longitudinal case study (a fourdecades-old public safety collaboration under performance and legitimacy pressures). The case provides
evidence that bootstrapping and adaptiveness principles are effective as practical approaches to overcoming
legacy effects. This study contributes to information infrastructure and public administration knowledge by
elucidating the role bootstrapping and adaptiveness design principles play in addressing the three tensions
of network organizations. This study contributes to information infrastructure knowledge by highlighting
the role building positive network effects plays as a socio-technical mechanism, and providing an
organizational theory basis for analyzing legacy effects in the installed base.
Keywords: Information infrastructures, network organizations, fragility, rigidity, legacy systems,
bootstrapping, adaptiveness, public safety networks, case study.
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An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Americas Conference on Information Systems 2011
as a work in progress poster.
Dias, M. A. (2011). Overcoming the legacy effect in public sector
information infrastructures – rational choice and institutional theory perspectives. Americas Conference on
Information Systems, Detroit, MI, USA.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to explain how and why network organizations can overcome the constraints of
legacy systems by using bootstrapping and adaptiveness (Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010) design principles.
For this study, the ensemble of information technology (IT) artifacts under consideration is an information
infrastructure (II). Information infrastructures are complex, shared, and evolving socio-technical
information systems (Monteiro and Hanseth 1996; Star and Ruhleder 1996; Ciborra and Associates 2000;
Contini and Cordella 2007; Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010). II evolution has been characterized as resulting
from “bricolage” and “drift” (Ciborra and Associates 2000; Bendik 2010) – emerging in such a way that
sometimes leads to technology traps (Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010) like legacy systems. Legacy systems
include the installed base of data, devices, applications, and network components that comprise the
historical information systems (IS) capabilities provided to the organization. The legacy effect reflects
social inertia and technological rigidity and fragility, and is associated with negative assessments as
“brittle, slow, and resistant” (Bisbal et al. 1999).
The problem organizations face in maintaining and operating legacy II involves the need to have II be
flexible enough to respond to changing environmental circumstances (Bhatt et al. 2010) while at the same
time optimizing system stability (Ribes and Finholt 2009) – even apart from any legacy influence. The
legacy effect reflects this flexibility and stability tension and if not addressed effectively, results in
diminished IT agility (Martensson 2007) – which itself has been found to affect organizational performance
by way of strategic IT alignment (Sambamurthy et al. 2003; Fink and Neumann 2007; Tiwana and
Konsynski 2010; Tallon and Pinsonneault 2011).
This study considers the role of design principles in overcoming the legacy effect – driving adoption and
ongoing use of next generation IT. The study is motivated in part by calls for research regarding the
“power” of the installed base (Contini and Cordella 2007). In addition, calls for taking complexity in
information systems more seriously (Urry 2005; Jacucci et al. 2006; Merali 2006; Hanseth and Ciborra
2007) inspire this study’s examination of the role IT flexibility plays in generating the legacy effect.
Besides calls for research, the domain of study also provides motivation for examination of this
phenomenon. The domain of interest for this study – public safety collaborations in the United States –
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provides motivation based upon failure risk – lives at stake and property in jeopardy. U.S. law enforcement
involves about 18,000 policing agencies, costs $63billion per year (2008) at the state and local levels, and
experienced a 43% increase in police officer fatalities in 2010. In addition the 2008 survey by the National
Association of State CIOs (NASCIO) found about half of state systems were classified as legacy – and half
of those were classified as being in use within critical lines of business (Leatherby 2008). This level of
liability and risk calls for research to inform IT design and implementation practices – with the objective of
deploying IT resources to improve organizational success.
In order to understand the legacy effect and propose how to overcome it, the study poses the following
research questions.
1.

How and in what ways are network organizations affected by legacy systems?

2.

How can network organizations effectively and efficiently cope with the negative effects of
legacy systems?

3.

How and why do coping strategies implemented by network organizations work when they do?

To create a conceptual framework to answer the above questions, this study draws from research theorizing
about and examining information infrastructures, as well as literature investigating network organizations
and organizational change. Information infrastructure research provides the socio-technical elements to
specify the IT artifact in the design principles to overcome the legacy effect.
The IT artifact in this study represents multiple IT artifacts in a sense. Information infrastructures literature
consistently characterizes these artifacts as consisting of multiple data sources, devices, applications, as
well as a network (or multiple networks) providing interconnectivity (Duncan 1995; Byrd and Turner 2000;
Pipek and Wulf 2009). Therefore, this current study takes a holistic view of the IT capabilities deployed
and used by organizations. II literature also recognizes the inherent tensions and paradoxes associated with
information infrastructures – e.g., drift despite deliberate design (Ciborra and Associates 2000), increased
global complexity despite attempts at local simplicity (Schneberger and McLean 2003), and the need for a
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long-term view in the face of constant technological change (Ribes and Finholt 2009). These paradoxes
underpin the technological tensions employed in the study’s theoretical framework.
The design principles investigated by this study follow Hanseth and Lyytinen’s (2010) bootstrapping and
adaptiveness prescriptions for information infrastructure sustainability.

Bootstrapping represents the

challenge designers face in getting end users to use next generation technology for the first time, and
reflects a stakeholder orientation for design similar to that of user participation research of the past (Markus
and Mao 2004). Adaptiveness represents the challenge designers face in getting end users to continue
using a piece of technology over time as it goes through new releases and expansions, and reflects a
systems orientation for design similar to the “design of everyday things” approach (Norman 1990). The
socio-technical design principles can overcome the legacy effect in certain situations by addressing tensions
in network organizations similar in nature to the ones mentioned above.
Therefore, this study also draws on literature investigating network organizations. Network organizations
are defined by their form of governance and represent goal-oriented collaborations consisting of three or
more organizations (Human and Provan 2000; Provan and Milward 2001).

This stream of research

emphasizes the role of governance in the sustainability of networks (Provan and Kenis 2008). This current
study makes use of one form of governance – network administrative organizing – to frame the context of
how legacy effects can be overcome. Network administrative organizations (NAOs) are separate entities
created specifically to govern the network and serve as broker for participating organizations internally and
externally (Provan and Kenis 2008). NAO research has also recognized inherent tensions associated with
desired outcomes for this governance model, i.e., stability and flexibility, internal legitimacy and external
legitimacy, as well as decision-making efficiency and inclusion. These outcomes underpin the sociological
tensions employed in the study’s theoretical framework.
To test the validity of the theoretical framework and answer the study’s research questions, a case study
was conducted on a network administrative organization in the public safety domain. The epistemological
goals of the case study include building on information infrastructure concepts, and testing network
organization concepts and relationships. Primary and secondary qualitative data were collected and used to
show a “least likely” case for overcoming the legacy effect of mature information infrastructures by
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employing bootstrapping and adaptiveness design principles. The hypotheses were supported by case
evidence, and various rival hypotheses were refuted.
The study contributes to information infrastructure research by providing evidence for the efficacy of
bootstrapping and adaptiveness as design principles to overcome legacy effects – particularly highlighting
the value of building positive network effects – as well as extending the principles by incorporating the
flexible standards element. This study also contributes theoretically to information infrastructure research
by employing network organization concepts and highlighting the role that balancing the tensions of
network administrative organizations plays in II sustainability.
This paper is organized as follows. First, a discussion of network organizations is covered including the
challenges network administrative organizations face in balancing the three tensions mentioned above.
Next the IT artifact is specified as an information infrastructure. This section specifies the role the installed
base plays in generating the legacy effect, as well as the role adaptiveness principles play in overcoming
the legacy effect technologically. In addition, this section discusses the role that balancing stakeholderoriented tensions through bootstrapping plays in overcoming the legacy effect organizationally. Next, a
case study of a network administrative organization and its use of bootstrapping and adaptiveness
principles is presented to validate the conceptual model. This paper continues with a discussion of support
for this study’s hypotheses, and then concludes with implications for research and practice.
NETWORK ORGANIZATIONS
To understand how legacy effects limit network organizations and how they can be overcome, some
description of “the network” must be provided. What is a network? In this study, networks are viewed
from two perspectives – network of arrangements, and network of artifacts. The network of artifacts
perspective examines the technological elements of networks and will be described later in this paper. The
network of arrangements perspective involves member organization interactions and overall network
outcomes, and is described in the remainder of this section.
Provan and Kenis (2008) describe two approaches for analyzing network arrangements – the network
analytic approach and the network governance approach. The network analytic approach falls in line with
social network analysis and tends to examine the strength, weakness, and distribution of connections
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among nodes. This research is helpful in understanding interactions among member organizations, but
tends to focus little attention on the whole network (Provan and Kenis 2008).
The network governance approach also examines relationships among member nodes, but additionally
attends to the entire network holistically – the network organization. Network organizations are defined by
their interconnectedness and represent goal-oriented collaborations consisting of three or more
organizations (Human and Provan 2000; Provan and Milward 2001).

Network governance research

emphasizes the role of governance in the sustainability of network organizations (Provan and Kenis 2008),
and has focused considerable attention on interagency collaborations in the public sector (Human and
Provan 2000; Provan and Milward 2001; Isett and Provan 2005; Rethemeyer 2005; Pardo et al. 2008;
Provan and Kenis 2008; Rethemeyer and Hatmaker 2008). Provan and Kenis note that network governance
research has benefitted significantly from the transaction cost economics theorizing of Williamson
(Williamson 1985; Williamson 1991).

However, they also add that legitimacy as an analytic factor has

had limited treatment, and cite Human and Provan (2000) as one rare example.
Research on network organization governance has received increased focus over the past decade (Pardo et
al. 2008) based upon the emphasis placed upon interagency information sharing by society in general and
national grant funders in particular. Network governance has emerged as one alternative to market and
hierarchy modes of governance. Pardo and colleagues characterized network organizations as relevant to
public and private sectors and exhibiting ongoing interactions and interdependence among members (akin
to II components). They note that there have been a limited number of academic studies empirically
examining network governance. Provan and Kenis have since published their piece that does provide a
conceptual foundation for examining network governance, its challenges, and the tensions leaders of these
entities face.
Reviewing the network governance research stream, Provan and Kenis (2008) identify three forms of
governance structures network organizations can establish: shared, lead, and administrative. The shared and
lead forms represent member-led governance models and are not relevant to this study because they do not
reflect the challenges that network organizations face. The administrative form is referred to as a network
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administrative organization and relates closely to central IT units that perform shared services in large
enterprises.
Network administrative organizations are separate entities created specifically to govern network decision
making, and serve as broker for participating organizations, internally and externally (Provan and Kenis
2008). Like II research, network organization research has recognized the need to balance inherent tensions
associated with mutually desirable outcomes. For NAOs, the desired outcomes are internal legitimacy,
external legitimacy, decision-making efficiency, decision-making inclusion, stability, and flexibility. These
outcomes underpin the sociological tensions employed in the study’s theoretical framework, and later in
this paper, provide a deeper understanding of how bootstrapping and adaptiveness design activities
overcome legacy effects. Table 21 shows key concepts in examining the network of arrangements concepts,
including the six outcomes and some additional contingencies (distributed governance, environmental
volatility) that will be described later in the paper.
Table 21 – Key network organization concepts
Concept

Specification

Literature

Source

Network
administrative
organization
(NAO)

Separate administrative entity
created specifically to govern
the network and its activities
(own goals). Broker for
network internal decision
making and external
transactions.
Generalized perception or
assumption that the actions of
an entity are desirable, proper,
or appropriate within some
socially constructed system of
norms, values, beliefs, and
definitions.
Degree of legitimacy network
has with participating
organizations.
Degree of legitimacy network
has with external
stakeholders.

Tend to form with many member organizations,
significant need for network level collective
competencies, and high goal consensus (homophily
is here) across member organizations (e.g.,
collective mission of information sharing and joint
action to reduce cross-jurisdiction crime, terror
threats, facilitate natural disaster responses).
Network legitimacy is a critical concept in its own
right, as distinct from organizational legitimacy.
Critical for maintaining the status and viability of
organizations.
Increased legitimacy is associated with decreased
scrutiny and increased resource provision.

Provan & Kenis
(2008)

Some participants may compete for resources in
their environment – making internal legitimacy
critical.
NAO must be responsive to external expectations.
NAO securing funding, deals with government, and
other strategic partners.
NAO provides external “face” of the network.
External legitimacy can reinforce commitment of
network participants (viable network benefits).
Organizational legitimacy can be increased by the
adoption of technology.
Tension for NAO is between efficiency and broader
indicators of effectiveness, especially those with
long-term implications that may prove inefficient in
the short run.

Provan & Kenis
(2008)

Legitimacy

Internal
legitimacy
External
legitimacy

Efficiency

Obtaining network level
decisions with minimum
resources expended.
Minimize resource use in
decision-making process.
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Suchman
(1995); Provan
& Kenis (2008);
Human &
Provan (2000)

Provan & Kenis
(2008); Wang
(2010)
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(2008)
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Table 21 – Key network organization concepts
Concept

Specification

Literature

Source

Inclusion

Level of participation in
networked decision making.
Optimize the number of
participants in decisionmaking process.

Peterson(2004);
Provan & Kenis
(2008)

Flexibility

Ability to respond quickly to
competition and other
environmental threats, as well
as to opportunities.
Ability to develop long-term
relationships among members
through consistent
interactions.

Greater participation produces trust and a sense of
ownership among members, but comes at a price.
The more that organizational participants are
involved in the network decision process, the more
time consuming and resource intensive that process
will tend to be.
Flexibility gives networks advantage over
hierarchies (which can be cumbersome and
bureaucratic).
Stability is a major factor for explaining network
effectiveness despite inadequate resources.
Stability is important for developing consistent
responses to stakeholders and for efficient network
operation over time, (e.g., participating
organizations understanding one another's strengths
and weaknesses).
Decision rights are generally shared between a
network organization and member organizations.
IT governance is critical to how much value IT
investments add to the network.
IT governance for II is distributed .

Provan &
Milward (2001);
Provan & Kenis
(2008)

Stability

Distributed
governance

Degree to which IT
specifications and
implementation decisions are
made by line functions as
opposed to the network
organization.

Environmenta
l volatility

Reflects the pressures and
challenges organizations face
due to dynamism in the
environment, (e.g., market
clock speed, turbulence).

Environmental threat perception motivates
investment when opportunity does not.

Provan & Kenis
(2008)

Weill and Ross
(2004);
Pardo et al.
(2008); Hanseth
& Lyytinen
(2010);
Tiwana &
Konsynski
(2010)
Tallon &
Pinsonneault
(2011);
Gilbert (2005)

Outcomes in tension
Provan and Kenis (2008) describe six outcomes necessary for an NAO to remain sustainable: internal
legitimacy, external legitimacy, decision-making efficiency, decision-making inclusion, flexibility, and
stability (depicted in Figure 10). Internal legitimacy reflects the need for network participation to be viewed
by member organizations as a legitimate expense of time and resources.

With increased internal

legitimacy, member scrutinizing and safeguarding tends to be reduced based upon a general perception of
the NAO’s effectiveness in handling network operations. This occurs in part as members receive benefits
from the network and in part when participants feel the decision-making arrangements are fair. External
legitimacy reflects the need for the network to be viewed by external stakeholders as a legitimate entity in
its own right – apart from individual member organizations – and able to achieve its goals without a great
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deal of scrutiny. With increased external legitimacy comes external stakeholders’ willingness to allocate
resources to the network organization.
Efficiency reflects the need for NAOs to obtain decisions with minimum resources expended. Inclusion
reflects the needs for NAOs to maximize member participation in the decision-making process. This
perspective assumes that more participation leads to more trust and commitment, but that the decision
process becomes more time consuming and resource intensive with more participation.
Flexibility reflects the need for NAOs to respond quickly to competition and other environmental threats,
as well as to opportunities. Their inherent flexibility gives networks an advantage over hierarchies, which
can be cumbersome and bureaucratic (Provan and Milward 2001; Rethemeyer 2005; Provan and Kenis
2008; Rethemeyer and Hatmaker 2008). Stability reflects the need for NAOs to develop long-term
relationships among members through consistent interactions. Stability is a major factor for explaining
network effectiveness despite inadequate resources. Stability is important for developing consistent
responses to stakeholders and for efficient network operation over time, e.g., participating organizations
understanding one another’s strengths and weaknesses (Provan and Kenis 2008).
Provan and Kenis (2008) further identify three outcome pairs that must be balanced for the network
organization to remain viable. As seen in Figure 10, the pairs are rooted in the six network organization
outcomes. The internal/external legitimacy tension is particularly pronounced when member organizations
compete for external resources, or when network-level goals conflict with specific member organization
goals. For decision making (inclusion/efficiency), the tension between these two outcomes is particularly
pronounced when the decision involves long-term efforts and when member requirements are in conflict.
For stability and flexibility, the tension becomes pronounced when the environment is volatile and member
needs are diverse.
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Figure 10 – Outcomes tension for network organizations

INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURES
Network organizations and their desirable outcomes represent the arrangements perspective of networks.
Information infrastructures represent the artifacts perspective of networks. Information infrastructures are
complex, shared, and evolving socio-technical information systems (Monteiro and Hanseth 1996; Star and
Ruhleder 1996; Ciborra and Associates 2000; Contini and Cordella 2007; Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010).
They are complex, in that they consist of numerous and various components and interaction types, and
change at a rapid pace (Schneberger and McLean 2003). In addition, they are complex because they grow
from a process of accretion – building on an installed base and gaining in complexity to the extent
component parts are retained and not replaced. They are shared since they have users and other
stakeholders that cross organizational boundaries (Star and Ruhleder 1996). They are socio-technical in that
they consist of both IT artifacts and human elements. The evolution of information infrastructure has been
described as emergent – more akin to drifting (Ciborra and Associates 2000), “growing” (Pipek and Wulf
2009; Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010), and “cultivating” (Contini and Cordella 2007), than about strategic
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designing in top-down fashion. The emergent quality of expanding the scope or scale of information
infrastructures has even been described as “building the boat you’re on” (Star and Ruhleder 1996:112) and
“infrastructuring” (Pipek and Wulf 2009).
Research on information infrastructures covers both the complex and emergent nature of these IT artifacts
(Monteiro and Hanseth 1996; Ciborra and Associates 2000; Ribes and Finholt 2009) 16 as well as the effects
they have on organizations and networks (Hanseth and Ciborra 2007; Bendik 2010). For this study, the
definition of information infrastructures follows that of Hanseth and Lyytinen (2010) as a multilayered
socio-technical set of IT capabilities that are shared, open, heterogeneous, and evolving. Information
infrastructures are complex in that they’re embedded in other systems and have a broad scope that goes
beyond single functions, events, and IT artifact instantiations (Duncan 1995). See Table 23 for key
information infrastructure related concepts relevant to this study.
Further complicating IIs is its socio-technical nature. The technology of IIs consists of multiple data
sources, devices, applications, as well as a network (or multiple networks) providing interconnectivity
(Duncan 1995; Byrd and Turner 2000; Pipek and Wulf 2009). Therefore in examining IIs, a holistic view
is preferred over an examination of one particular instance of an IT artifact. Organizationally, IIs also
include the personnel and processes associated with the IT capability (Byrd and Turner 2000).

IT

personnel include both development as well as support staff that enable the IT function to fully operate in
an organization (Fink and Neumann 2007). The skills (Byrd et al. 2004) and knowledge (Chung et al.
2003) of IT personnel have been found to be important in moderating the value IT provides organizations
(Byrd et al. 2004; Tiwana and McLean 2005; Tiwana and Konsynski 2010). Therefore any holistic
examination of information infrastructures must incorporate the stakeholders associated with its
implementation and use.

Taking a holistic view of complex and emergent information infrastructures also means situating the II in
its environmental context. The environment situates the information infrastructure in terms of functional

16

Including a special issue of the Journal of the Association for Information Systems (JAIS) in 2009.
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requirements (Chung et al. 2003; Braa et al. 2007) and adoption motivation (Gilbert 2005; Custodio et al.
2007; Tallon and Pinsonneault 2011). For example, in their research on health information systems in
developing countries Braa and colleagues (2007) identified the environment as a significant factor in
driving flexibility requirements.

In their study flexibility was defined in terms of use (end-user

perspective) and in terms of developmental change (designer perspective). One conclusion drawn from
their study is that organizations that fit themselves to their environments tend to be more successful in
terms of information infrastructure deployment. Separately, in their survey of senior IT executives in North
America, Chung and colleagues (2003) identified knowledge of technologies-in-use in the organization's
environment as a significant factor in IT strategic alignment.

These findings suggest attention to the

environment is critical for sustained II utilization.17
Designers find attending to their external environment challenging due to its volatility.

However,

environmental volatility in information infrastructure research is not just treated as a challenge to address.
Environmental volatility is also considered a moderating factor in terms of adoption motivation. Gilbert
(2005) in his theorizing about organizational change and rigidity, suggests that changes in the environment
perceived as threats tend to motivate organizations to break from the social inertia constraining them. From
this perspective, the environment helps organizations see the importance of matching their information
infrastructures with external stakeholder requirements in order to remain viable. For example, Tallon and
Pinsonneault (2011) surveyed 241 publicly traded firms, and found in their study of IT infrastructure
flexibility that environmental volatility conditions positively moderate the effects of organization agility on
organizational performance.
Researchers have also examined the effects information infrastructures have on organizations and
networks. Some research has examined the potentially positive effects of information infrastructure. For
example, in a case study in the airline industry, Bendik (2010) found evidence that information
infrastructures can provide a platform for innovation (resulting in new capabilities, and an expansion of the

17

Since II holistically represent multiple instances of IT artifacts, care was taken in this review to focus on

past research looking holistically at IT information infrastructures or their design counterpart, IT
architecture. Otherwise almost any study that looked at any IT artifact could be applied here.
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user base). However, the effects of information infrastructures are certainly not consistently positive.
Hepsø and colleagues (2009) examined an attempt by management to use an organization’s information
infrastructure as a means to establish global standards. Local requirements did not align with the global
standard and therefore a cascading set of workarounds and fragmentation resulted. The variety of local
“solutions” created layers of complexity in the organization quite contrary to managerial intention.
Hanseth and Ciborra (2007) posit that as information infrastructures expand in scale and scope, their
interactive complexity will result in unintended consequences and possible disaster. Their position draws
on Perrow’s (Perrow 1984; Perrow 1999) notion of complex interconnected and tightly coupled systems
dramatically increasing the risk of “normal accidents.” Normal accidents are multi-failure incidents in
organizations resulting from unanticipated interactions in tightly coupled complex systems or processes.
These failures tend to be intuitive in hindsight but very difficult to predict, and are heightened in their
effects by technology. Therefore, a critical perspective of information infrastructure can also be helpful in
distilling potential negative effects of II design and utilization.

Hanseth and Ciborra have in view

information infrastructures within organizations (multi-platform solutions) as well as those IIs that cross
organizations.

Their view is that as IT becomes even more pervasive, understanding the impact of

information infrastructures on organizations, networks, and societies will become proportionately more
critical.
Installed base
The installed base is a central concept in information infrastructure research (Star and Ruhleder 1996;
Contini and Cordella 2007; Eriksson and Ågerfalk 2010; Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010). The installed base
represents the self-reinforcing socio-technical elements of pre-existing systems that tend to exhibit inertia
in the evolution of II components (Eriksson and Ågerfalk 2010). The installed base in this study represents
a broader concept than legacy systems since it incorporates not just the technology elements, but the human
and social processes as well – regardless of the component’s constraining or enabling effects. The general
position of II research is that the installed base achieves a level of autonomy based upon the path-dependent
accretion of features and supporting processes associated with II components. A large installed base can
attract complementary capabilities – making the existing components all the more attractive in a positive
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feedback loop (Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010). The relevance of the installed base to this study is simply that
existing components of the II must be attended to in the II’s evolution to incorporate future additional
components. In other words, when examining the evolution of II, the installed base reflects the influence of
past decisions and implemented components – whether enabling organizational goals or constraining them.
IT Flexibility and IT Stability
That any given component in an installed base can at some points constrain and at other points enable is
one tension exhibited in II research. This tension is commonly referred to in terms of IT flexibility and IT
stability. IT flexibility reflects the II’s ability to cheaply and quickly diffuse or support a wide variety of
data, applications, devices, and network components, skills and competencies, within the technical physical
base and the human components of the existing IT infrastructure. IT flexibility has been measured in terms
of data transparency, application modularity, device compatibility, and network connectivity (Duncan
1995; Byrd and Turner 2000). IT flexibility has also been characterized along the dimension of ease-ofimplementation – being stratified at three levels: versatility (most flexible), reconfiguration required, and
reconstruction required (least flexible).
IT agility has been theorized to reflect “IT flexibility in use” (Martensson 2007) and so IT flexibility has
links to other outcomes like Strategic IT alignment and by extension organization performance
(Sambamurthy et al. 2003; Bhatt et al. 2010; Tallon and Pinsonneault 2011). Researchers have found that
the more flexibility exhibited by the II the more “digital options” (Sambamurthy et al. 2003) a firm has to
pursue market or environmental opportunities effectively and efficiently.18 In particular, an organization
with greater IT flexibility can gain competitive advantage through enhanced capabilities for information
building and sharing (Bhatt et al. 2010).

However, researchers have also posited that IT flexibility is not costless. Martensson (2007) claims that
with greater IT flexibility, IIs tend to exhibit the very additional layers of complexity Perrow suggested

18

Here information infrastructure and IT architecture are used synonymously.
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would occur in large-scale interactive systems. In other words, Martensson’s position is that complexity is
the price organizations pay for IT flexibility. This current study draws on this notion and suggests that too
much complexity will actually lead to an information infrastructure that is fragile, i.e., prone to normal
accidents. This fragility is of course not intended by designers, but is the result of accretion and designers’
inability to effectively control the interactive complexity of information infrastructures. The fact that IIs
can be “fragile” is not novel in the sense that researchers in this stream have acknowledged the idea in
different terms – e.g., “edge of chaos” (Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010), and other streams examining complex
networks using the term “fragility” itself (Robbins 1995).
But IT flexibility is not the only outcome being pursued by II designers. IT stability is also a desirable
outcome for the sustainability of information infrastructures (Star and Ruhleder 1996; Custodio et al. 2007;
Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010). IT stability reflects the II’s ability to absorb new requirements (scale or
scope) without adjustment, and maintain reliability over time, and is characterized by words like
“robustness” and “resilience” (Custodio et al. 2007). IT stability provides “order” (Star and Ruhleder
1996) for the II – required to produce longevity. IT stability allows efficient use of resources by means of
repeatability and economies of scope.

Consistently performing a task reduces the cognitive load of

designers and allows for less expensive interconnectivity to the degree components are standardized.
However, II researchers recognize that to the extent that II evolution is emergent, IT stability is a
significant challenge for designers.
II researchers also recognize that as much as IT stability can be an engine of efficiency, it can also result in
rigidity (Star and Ruhleder 1996). IT stability is not costless any more than IT flexibility. As noted in
Table 23, rigidity represents the condition when IT stability results in constraining the organization from
fully exploiting opportunities. Rigidity has been described as residing in two organizational elements –
resources and routines (Gilbert 2005). Resource rigidity reflects a failure to change investment patterns
(e.g., not investing in a project to replace legacy systems). Routine rigidity reflects a failure to change the
patterns of using existing resources (e.g., continuing to use workarounds despite the implementation of new
system capabilities). Hanseth and Lyytinen characterize II-related resource rigidity as being rooted in the
constraints felt by “technology traps” in the installed base. Further to this point, Keen (1981) describes a
lack of adoption of new technology as “social inertia” – a notion similar to, but broader than, routine
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rigidity19. The general takeaway regarding IT rigidity is that as complexity is the price organizations pay
for IT flexibility, constraint is the price organizations pay for IT stability.
However, both IT flexibility and IT stability are needed in practice. Therefore II designers cannot simply
maximize either outcome without consideration for the other. In addition, since both are needed, some
degree of complexity and constraint will always be present in an organization or network’s II. This point
might be intuitive, but it is worth noting, since the argument of this paper is that maximizing IT flexibility
and IT stability without regard to the tension between them results in the rigidity and fragility that reflect
the “legacy effect.”
The legacy effect
Figure 11 illustrates the nature of legacy effects in the II installed base. As mentioned, IT flexibility comes
at the price of complexity and IT stability comes at the price of constraint. Too much complexity leads to
fragility in the installed base – a condition reflecting the II being prone to normal accidents. Too much
constraint leads to rigidity in the installed base – a condition reflecting the II being resistant to change. The
problem organizations face in maintaining and operating legacy systems involves the need to have II be
flexible enough to respond to changing environmental circumstances (Bhatt et al. 2010) while at the same
time acknowledging that incremental (versus radical) change is typical in mature organizations (Keen 1981;
Greenwood and Hinings 1996) due to the need for stability (Ribes and Finholt 2009) – even apart from any
legacy influence. The legacy effect reflects this flexibility and stability tension and if not addressed
effectively results in diminished IT agility (Martensson 2007), and subsequently diminished strategic IT
alignment, and potentially diminished organizational performance (Sambamurthy et al. 2003; Fink and
Neumann 2007; Tiwana and Konsynski 2010; Tallon and Pinsonneault 2011).

19

“Social inertia” is also broader than legacy effects since the roots/causes of social inertia are more

fundamental to information processing regardless of the influence of the installed base.
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Figure 11- Conceptual model of the “legacy effect”

Therefore, the legacy effect is viewed here as being a by-product of well-intentioned goal maximization for
IT flexibility and IT stability. However, legacy systems certainly exist in organizations where only one
system is in use (low complexity), and where no standards or order are present (low stability). Clearly,
complexity and constraint maximization are not the only root causes of legacy effects. Regardless of the
source, in terms of attempts to modernize II, the legacy effect reflects constraint and complexity.
The benefit of this perspective of the generative mechanisms of the legacy effect is that it brings clarity to
the ways network organizations are limited by them. To be clear, the legacy effect is a higher order
construct that reflects rigidity and fragility. In other words, for this study the legacy effect consists of the
dual outcomes of rigidity and fragility. In this way the stability/flexibility tension becomes most plain.
Stability and flexibility are not opposites of one another in a literal sense. The tension between them stems
from attempts to maximize one objective without properly attending to the other.
An inflexible legacy system is rigid. An unstable legacy system is fragile. The legacy effect limits network
organizations by making the installed base fragile and rigid. As displayed in the column headings of Table
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22, fragility limits the scale of operations and rigidity limits the scope of operations. Scenarios reflecting
the scope and scale limitations that organizations experience under conditions of legacy effects are seen in
Table 22 as well. One cautionary note from an II perspective is that since II are made up of multiple data,
devices, applications, and networks, the installed base can actually exhibit both rigidity and fragility
simultaneously.

Table 22- Artifact constraints of Legacy Effect
Component

Scope Constrained

Scale Constrained

Data

Cannot incorporate new
data sources into II

Application

Cannot add new features
to IT capabilities

Cannot support new
queries to existing data
sources
Cannot add new users to
existing IT capabilities

Network

Cannot connect to new
networks

Cannot interconnect
existing nodes with new
typology

Another cautionary note from II research involves the socio-technical nature of the installed base. Endusers become disengaged when they are limited in scale and scope by the very systems they expect to
enable them (Hirschheim and Newman 1988). As implied by Keen (1981) counter-implementation and
social inertia result when end-users are disengaged. Therefore, while the legacy effect might at times start
as a “system” issue, social inertia can result. Under this scenario a system-related solution is necessary to
address legacy effects, but it will not be sufficient.
Bootstrapping and adaptiveness
What design principles for II can be employed to address both the technology limits and the social end-user
disengagement in the legacy effect? In their 2010 paper examining design principles that drove the growth
and use of the Internet, Hanseth and Lyytinen offer two general categories of design principles that could
be employed here – bootstrapping and adaptiveness. Bootstrapping represents the challenge designers face
in getting end users to use next generation technology for the first time, and reflects a stakeholder
orientation for design similar to that of user participation proponents (Cavaye 1995; McKeen and
Guimaraes 1997). Adaptiveness represents the challenge designers face in getting end users to continue
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using a piece of technology over time as it goes through new releases and expansions, and reflects a
systems orientation for design similar to the “design of everyday things” approach (Norman 1990). These
socio-technical design principles can overcome the legacy effect in certain situations by addressing
stability-flexibility tension in II design, and the social inertia that results from end-user disengagement.
Bootstrapping and adaptiveness design principles are particularly appropriate for addressing legacy effects
of IIs in networked organizations based upon their attention to both organizational and technical issues.
The organizational outcomes mentioned earlier (decision making, legitimacy, flexibility-stability) are
collectively addressed through bootstrapping and adaptiveness. Technical challenges regarding avoiding
technology traps that result in future constraints on IT modernization and innovation are also addressed
through these design principles. Further details about how bootstrapping and adaptiveness respectively
address legacy effects are provided below.
Bootstrapping
Table 23 provides details on bootstrapping and adaptiveness. Bootstrapping appeals to the II notion that the
installed base accretes and builds upon itself.

It also draws on the socio-technical values of user

participation research championed by Mumford’s ETHICS approach (McKeen and Guimaraes 1997;
Mumford 2006; Wagner and Newell 2007). Though user participation does not guarantee success, the
benefits of engaging users in design activities have long been recognized (Markus and Mao 2004).
Bootstrapping relates to the challenge of growing new II features in such a way that a critical mass of users
is achieved. Bootstrapping is a stakeholder-centric set of principles that requires deep interaction with users
– the social side of socio-technical. The particular elements of designing for bootstrapping involve three
types of activities: building on the installed base, designing for immediate use value, and building positive
network effects.
Building on the installed base involves designers drawing upon the existing capabilities of the installed
base and developing new capabilities based upon requirements trajectory predictions. This means fully
understanding requirements of end users now and for the future. As a socio-technical design approach,
bootstrapping involves designers integrating new IT capabilities into the installed base in ways that are
compatible technically and socially. Bootstrapping in Hanseth and Lyytinen’s view is contrasted with
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technology trapping – when early design decisions can block future expansion as the user base grows to
incorporate new community types or user requirements change 20. Building on the installed base also means
designing with a heightened sense of minimizing support requirements in order to keep adoption barriers
low.
Designing for immediate use value involves more than just deploying smaller sets of features. Immediate
value design means that functionality is not implemented without a ready target user. Since first adopters
accrue higher adoption costs (including learning) and confront higher risks of implementation failure than
later adopters, providing them with immediate use value better aligns the incentives between user and
designer. Also, Hanseth and Lyytinen suggest that a small initial target population should be engaged in
order to grow the user base to critical mass.
Building positive network effects involves engaging users through “persuasive tactics” in order to grow the
user base (Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010). “Network effects” relates to the value that each existing user gets
as additional users join the installed base (Star and Ruhleder 1996). Building positive network effects
involves more than just communicating IT capabilities to potential users – it also involves
assisting/scaffolding them to enable less expensive and risky migration to next generation technology.
Building positive network effects can also incorporate exerting isomorphic pressure when designers (or the
II itself) have gained legitimacy within a user community. One guiding criterion for network effects is that
designers should seek to “grow users” before they “grow functionality.” In the context of bootstrapping,
that means marshaling resources around user migration activities – at times at the expense of allocating
resources to building out new capabilities.
Adaptiveness
Bootstrapping enables end-user engagement and is stakeholder centered. The design principles addressing
adaptiveness involve system-centered guidance for building II capabilities that also avoid the technology
trap. Since IIs are made up of multiple IT artifacts, building II capabilities that are both flexible and stable

20

In line with bootstrapping guidance, Provan and Kenis note that balancing stability and flexibility
requires “frequent reassessment of structural mechanisms, procedures in light of new developments, and a
willingness to make needed changes even if they are disruptive.” (2008:245).
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avoids the risk of creating localized and highly interdependent solutions that trigger interactive complexity
(i.e., increase the risk of normal accident state). Adaptiveness draws on the approach popularized in Don
Norman’s work (1990). Adaptiveness addresses the challenges of growing II capabilities over time and
retaining the engaged users brought in by bootstrapping. In Hanseth and Lyytinen’s formulation the
particular elements of designing for adaptiveness involve two types of activities: design for simplicity, and
design for modularity. The framework for this study incorporates a third element: design with flexible
standards.
Designing for simplicity involves keeping IT capabilities only as complicated as they need to be in order to
add immediate use value. This is accomplished by pursuing separate specifications for distinct user
domains (i.e., reduce ambiguity; reduce user facing variability; use natural and intuitive constraints).
Hanseth and Lyytinen (2010) add that designers should proactively look for opportunities to reduce the
cognitive load and coordination costs of new capabilities by looking for a way to create overlaps between
new and existing features. Reducing the complexity of the user and designer interfaces seems fairly
intuitive since both users and designers would prefer systems that are easy to use and easy to support. What
is not intuitive is that by specifying capabilities by user community, designers risk the tyranny of the local
that could result in the very technology traps both bootstrapping and adaptiveness are meant to avoid.
Modularity is meant to address this difficulty.
Designing for modularity involves building separate, independent sub-components or sub-infrastructures
throughout the II and employing layering and gateways to enable integration. Modularity has been a
fundamental principle in designing for decades (Norman 1990; Duncan 1995; Baldwin and Clark 2000) –
and has even being applied to IT governance (Tiwana and Konsynski 2010). Building modules requires the
use of gateways (interfaces, bridges) between the independent subcomponents. An example of a gateway
would be a message switch that allows both legacy and next generation messages to be viewed by end
users. This is where modularity and simplicity interact. These gateways must be kept simple as well in
order to avoid complicating the II. A main objective in designing for modularity is that functionality can be
added or deleted without triggering failure in other II components. Building loosely coupled, fairly
independent components helps avoid the interactive complexity Perrow warned about (1984). Since
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components do fail eventually, modularity also avoids compounding the effects of sub-component errors by
containing spillover.
Designing with flexible standards involves creating some necessary order within the II (Star and Ruhleder
1996). The aim of flexible standards is to create stability without undue constraint on II capabilities growth.
Braa and colleagues (including Hanseth) suggest that standards should be flexible in two ways: vertically
and horizontally.

Vertical flexibility means that sub-components are able to communicate through

infrastructure layers (as illustrated in the open systems interconnection protocol). Horizontal flexibility
means standards should be based upon user group and not based upon a single universal specification. In
this view, enacting single, universal standards increases the risk of lock-in, rigidity, technology traps, and
legacy effects.
Table 23 – Key information infrastructure concepts
Concept

Specification

Literature

Source

Information
infrastructure

Multiple layers of sociotechnical IT capabilities that are
shared, open, heterogeneous, and
evolving.

Star & Ruhleder,
(1996);
Hanseth &
Lyytinen (2010);
Bowker et al.
(2010)

Legacy effect

Condition when necessary
change and maintenance are cost
prohibitive (time and resources)
due to the constraining influence
of the installed base of existing
technology and practices. The
outcome of fragility and rigidity.

Characteristics
- is embedded into other structures
-transparent in use
-has reach and scope beyond a single event
-is learned as part of a membership
-links with conventions of practice
-embodies standards
-is built on an installed base
-becomes visible upon breakdown
Not fully defined in literature as used in the study.

Fragility

Condition when II is prone to
occurrence of normal accidents
due to interactive complexity.

Rigidity

Condition when II is stable but
constraining the organization.
Has the effect of reducing the
interest of members to exploit
opportunities.

Referred to in part as social inertia, counter
implementation, IT rigidity, technology traps,
lock-in.Viewed as emanating from the installed
base. Path dependency effects constrain growth
based upon poor predictions of technology change
trajectory.
Multi-failure incidents in organizations resulting
from unanticipated interactions in tightly coupled
systems or processes. Tend to be intuitive in
hindsight but very difficult to predict.
Consists of two parts:
Resource rigidity – failure to change investment
patterns
Routine rigidity – failure to change resource use
patterns
Rigidity stems from resource dependency and
member investment disincentives.
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Keen (1981);
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Gilbert (2005);
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Table 23 – Key information infrastructure concepts
Concept

Specification

Literature

Source

IT flexibility

Ability to easily and readily
diffuse or support a wide variety
of data, applications, devices,
and network components, skills
and competencies, within the
technical physical base and the
human components of the
existing IT infrastructure.

Duncan (1995);
Byrd & Turner
(2000);
Sambamurthy et al.
(2003);
Martensson
(2007); Bhatt et al.
(2010); Tallon &
Pinsonneault
(2011)

IT stability

Ability to absorb new
requirements (scale or scope)
without adjustment – and
maintain reliability and
resiliency over time.
Reflects the challenge of
attracting users to first use next
generation technology

Consists of: data transparency, application
modularity, device compatibility, network
connectivity.
Complexity is the price organizations pay for
flexibility.
More flexibility results in greater information
building and dissemination.
Digital options contribute to organizational
success.
Comes in three modes: versatility,
reconfiguration, and reconstruction.
Stability is about II order and longevity and is
often manifested in standardization efforts.
II order is generally emergent.
Constraint is the price organizations pay for
stability.
Principles include:
Build on installed base
Design for immediate use value
Build positive network effects

Bootstrapping

Adaptiveness

Reflects the challenge of making
the system attractive as it
evolves (future releases).

Examples provided in the construction of the
Internet, and in an instance of IS innovation in the
airline industry.
II should be variety generating to avoid
technology traps.
Principles include:
Keep design as simple as possible
Modularized components
Adopt flexible standards
Modularity commonly suggested as means to
reduce interactive complexity.

Custodio, et al
(2007);
Hanseth &
Lyytinen (2010)
Hanseth &
Lyytinen (2010);
Bendik, B. (2010)

Davis (1989);
Duncan (1995);
Simon (1996);
Braa et al. (2007);
Hanseth &
Lyytinen (2010);
Bendik (2010);
Tiwana &
Konsynski (2010);

Table 23 summarizes the key concepts involved in the II perspective relevant to this study. The table
includes treatment of IT flexibility complexity that could lead to fragility, and treatment of IT stability
constraint that could lead to rigidity.
Balancing the tensions
Figure 12 illustrates the role that bootstrapping and adaptiveness activities play in balancing the tensions of
network organization outcomes. The connection between designing for adaptiveness and balancing the
outcomes of IT flexibility and IT stability is fairly clear. By addressing the artifact elements of the network
organization, adaptiveness helps produce data transparency, application modularity, device compatibility,
and network connectivity. In turn, these IT capabilities provide flexibility and stability to the overall
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organization – as shown by IT agility research (Weill et al. 2002; Sambamurthy et al. 2003; Tiwana and
Konsynski 2010; Tallon and Pinsonneault 2011).
Bootstrapping activities help balance the stakeholder-oriented tensions inherent in II evolution – the
arrangements of the network organization. Regarding the efficiency/inclusion tension, bootstrapping
designers engage end-users in a brokered manner to keep costs low. Bootstrapping by designing for
immediate use value demands that IT professionals maintain a high degree of awareness of end-user
requirements. Various task forces and focus groups can be set up to gather user needs. User participation
is optimized, but expense (e.g., coordination costs, travel time) is minimized by the NAO/II designer
serving as a broker between user communities. Inclusion is achieved through stakeholder participation and
efficiency is achieved through brokerage.
Bootstrapping through building on the installed base helps balance the efficiency-inclusion tension by
lowering the cost of cognitive load expended during the design process. Building on the installed base
diversifies the II by extension – not by dramatically increasing the scope. Stakeholders feel included since
recognizable capabilities serve as the base for future features. The overall network limits cognitive load and
coordination costs based upon extending existing functionality. Building positive network effects engages
the user community and reflects the use of persuasive tactics (sometimes through funding, sometimes
through marketing, sometimes through training) to make end users feel included. Again, the NAO serves as
broker building the user base prior to building functionality. Expense on development is limited to user
demanded features, and member participants sense a wave of inclusivity as the user community increases in
size over time.
Regarding the internal/external legitimacy tension, bootstrapping’s stakeholder emphasis engages internal
and external participants – direct users, and those affected by interfaces. Bootstrapping by designing for
immediate use value provides member participants with the benefits they require to build confidence in
new II capabilities. Building on the installed base results in internal legitimacy as the design process
exhibits procedural justice or fairness, even when conflicts arise between member participants. In addition,
when positive network effects persist, then isomorphic pressure is exhibited. Later adopters feel pressure to
conform and copy those early adopters designers targeted in the early stages of building network effects.
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Early adopters receive increasing value over time as the user network increases (much like early adopters
of fax machines received increasing value as more nodes joined the fax network). At the same time,
external legitimacy increases as positive network effects take root and the user community grows in size.
Internal and external legitimacy also feed off each other – just like the notion of building on the installed
base. External parties view the NAO as a credible entity in its own right based upon its ability to attract
users and grow functionality.

Figure 12 - Balancing the tensions in Network Organization outcomes

In summary, three tensions exist between three pairs of outcomes, and those tensions provide the
organizational base for understanding why bootstrapping can be used to overcome the legacy effects. As
stated above, II research has also considered balancing tensions as an important part of the IT
professional’s responsibility. Star and Ruhleder (1996) allude to the tension between designing local
solutions that are customized to user needs on the one hand, and the need for standards that breed
continuity on the other. Hanseth and Lyytinen (2010) also allude to the tradeoff between flexibility and
order in II instantiations. Ribes and Finholt (2009) even specify tensions of long-term development II
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efforts. The Ribes and Finholt tensions generally align with those identified by Provan and Kenis.
Provan and

Kenis the

tensions fall under

efficiency/inclusion, and stability/flexibility.

three

categories

–

internal/external

To

legitimacy,

These align roughly with Ribes and Finholt’s

institutionalizing, organizing, and enacting technology categories respectively.
The use of network organization concepts stems from the need to provide an organizational mechanism of
some sort to explain how the design principles predictably produce the desired outcome – as in the network
of arrangements perspective. This approach is consistent with past IS research using reference disciplines to
elucidate IS phenomena such as diffusion of innovation theory in electronic data interchange adoption
(Iacovou et al. 1995), theory of reasoned action and theory of planned behavior in the technology
acceptance model (Davis 1989), and the resource-based view of the firm in a variety of IS examinations
(Wade and Hulland 2004).
To summarize, network organizations face limitations from legacy effects when systems produce
complexity to the point of creating fragility and produce constraint to the point of rigidity. Bootstrapping
and adaptiveness principles can be used to overcome fragility and rigidity by addressing the three tensions
of network organizational outcomes – adaptiveness addressing the artifact tension between IT flexibility
and IT stability, and bootstrapping addressing the arrangement tensions of legitimacy (internal, external)
and decision making (inclusion, efficiency). The next section covers the method used to test the validity of
legacy effect limitations and the efficacy of the bootstrapping and adaptiveness design principles in
overcoming legacy effects.
METHOD
The purpose of this paper is to explain how and in what ways legacy effects limit organizations and how
legacy effects can be overcome by using the design principles of bootstrapping and adaptiveness.
Therefore, this study poses research questions as seen in Table 24. In addition to the research questions,
the table shows the hypotheses relating to legacy effects, bootstrapping, adaptiveness, and contextual
considerations (governance, volatility). To answer these questions about legacy limitations and design
principles, a conceptual framework was developed that incorporates network organization and II concepts
(see Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13). Figure 13 provides more detail regarding the bootstrapping and
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adaptiveness activities and also displays where the hypotheses in Table 24 fit into the overall examination.
In addition, Figure 13 shows the two conditions associated with overcoming the legacy effect – the
organizational condition of distributed governance, and the environmental condition of volatility (see also
Table 21).
Table 24 – Questions and theory testing
Research questions

Hypotheses

1)
How and in what ways are network organizations
affected by legacy systems?

1)
Networked organizations are constrained quantitatively
(capacity, scale) and qualitatively (capability, scope) by
legacy systems.
2)
Network organizations effectively and efficiently cope
with the negative effects of legacy systems by jointly:
a) engaging in bootstrapping design principles
b) engaging in adaptiveness design principles.
3)
Bootstrapping and adaptiveness design principles work
(i.e., new technology is adopted and evolves) when IT
governance is distributed and environmental conditions are
volatile.

2)
How can network organizations effectively and
efficiently cope with the negative effects of legacy
systems?
3)
How and why do coping strategies implemented by
network organizations work when they do?

Figure 13 – Operational Framework
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To validate the conceptual framework a single positivist case study was conducted (Yin 2003). Case
studies can be useful in examining how and why questions (Yin 2003), for extending theory (Eisenhardt
1989; Flyvbjerg 2006) and for attempts at theory falsification (Lee 1989). The case study method was also
used in Hanseth and Lyytinen’s (2010) specification of the bootstrapping and adaptiveness design
principles – the instantiation being the Internet as an information infrastructure.
Per Yin (2003), throughout the case study, method assessment criteria were used to maintain rigor –
construct validity, internal validity (use theory to do pattern matching, and addressing rival theory),
external validity, and reliability (e.g., case study protocol and database usage).
The units of analysis for this case study are the network and the technology initiative. The network
represents the level of analysis for the case, and the technology initiative represents the embedded units.
By technology initiative, I mean the release of a new or replacement data type, device, application, or
network equipment. In other words, technology initiative represents an episode or series of events when
legacy systems (i.e., installed base) could restrain or limit the NAO’s ability to advance or modernize the II.
Case selection was based upon the following criteria:
1.

Information infrastructure must show evidence of maturity.

2.

Legacy systems must exist currently or in the recent past.

3.

NAO must have relatively positive reputation with external stakeholders.

4.

IT related decision making must be shared between a network organization and participating
organizations. In other words, technology adoption must be voluntary.

5.

Sustainability of the organization cannot be "taken for granted" and the organization’s
environment must be dynamic.

For the embedded units, technology initiatives were selected based upon the following criteria:
1.

A significant technology initiative (as evidenced by interviewees proactively referencing it in
response to “key technology efforts” question).

2.

Referenced in meeting minutes for governance body.

3.

New technology project initiated to meet business needs (i.e., not ongoing maintenance).

4.

Implementation of new technology by user community required some investment on their part
(time and/or finances).
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Data Collection
Archival data were collected for a 12-year period covering 2000 until 2011 – including time lines,
organizational presentations given to external stakeholders, internal and external websites, media coverage,
board of directors meeting minutes, and the meeting meetings of the specialized committee responsible for
technical operations. This time period was selected based upon several critical events occurring both
internal to the network organization (e.g., new executive director hired in 2001) and external to the network
organization (e.g., 9/11 terror attacks in 2001). During this time period, the organization also experienced a
significant shift in strategy that resulted in a number of changes in its staffing and IT design approach.
In addition, domain-related seminar sessions were attended and 11interviews were conducted (each lasting
about one hour). The interviews were transcribed professionally. The interviewees included the executive
director, the chief technology officer, the current president, a past president, two organizational member
representatives, and one external agency federal agency representative. Interviewees were instructed that
their comments would be rendered anonymous to improve the candor of the discussion. Candid comments
augment the official statements found in meeting minutes and presentation documents by providing context
and informal sentiments that shed light on the challenges organizations face and the assessment of the
efficacy of ways to address those challenges. This point is particularly relevant when different stakeholders
have different criteria for assessing success outcomes. The relevance of this point can be seen in the need
for the NAO to balance internal and external legitimacy.
Table 25 provides a summary of the data sources for the study. The table is sorted by the date (or date
range) on which the data were gathered.
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Table 25- Summary of Data Sources
Perspective

Source

Source_Type

Method

Date
Coverage

Origination
Date

Date
Gathered

Nlets /NAO business
Nlets /NAO

Outreach, and Project
Management
Outreach, Project
Management,
Finance&Management,
Technology
Member Organization
Rep.

External
Presentations
Internal
Presentations

Interview

2000 2010
1966 2010

29-Jul-10

29-Jul-10

30-Jul-10

30-Jul-10

Key
informant

Interview

2000 2010

30-Jul-10

30-Jul-10

Fed Agency Rep. - FBI

Key
informant
Key
informant

Observation

2010 2011
1965 2010

20-Sep-10

20-Sep-10

22-Sep-10

22-Sep-10

Key
informant
Key
informant
Key
informant
Key
informant
Key
informant

Interview

2000 2010
2010 2011
2010 2011
2000 2011
2000 2011

22-Sep-10

22-Sep-10

20-Jun-11

20-Jun-11

20-Jun-11

20-Jun-11

12-Sep-11

12-Sep-11

15-Sep-11

15-Sep-11

Key
informant
Key
informant
Key
informant
Meeting
minutes
Meeting
minutes
Website

Interview

19-Sep-11

19-Sep-11

21-Sep-11

21-Sep-11

30-Sep-11

30-Sep-11

Content
analysis
Content
analysis
Content
analysis
Content
analysis
Content
analysis

2000 2011
2000 2011
2002 2011
2003 2011
2000 2011
2000 2011
2000 2011
1966 2011

2000 - 2011

2010 2011
2010 2011
Aug - Oct
2011
Aug - Oct
2011
Aug - Oct
2011

Content
analysis
Content
analysis
Content
analysis

2009 2010
2010 2011
2010 2011

28-Nov-09

Content
analysis

2008 2011

2008 - 2011

Nlets /NAO Board of
Directors
Federal Agency
Nlets /NAO Board of
Directors
Nlets /NAO Executive
Nlets/NAO technology
Nlets /NAO President
Federal Agency
Justice
Information
Institute
Nlets /NAO project
Strategic Partner

Member Organization
Rep.
Executive Director
Chief Technology
Officer
Member Organization
Rep.
Fed Agency advisor DHS
President
Project manager
Vendor Rep.

Interview

Interview
Observation
Interview
Interview

Interview

Nlets/NAO technology
Member
Organization
Member
Organization
Nlets/NAO technology
Nlets/NAO technology
Justice
Information
Institute
Nlets/NAO

Director of Operations

Annual Meeting

Conference

Nlets/NAO

User Conference

Conference

Department of
Homeland
Security

Public website

Website

Nlets/NAO business

Outreach, and Project
Management

Newsletter

Board of Directors
Technical committee
Public & Member-only
website
Strategic Technology
Roadmap
Justice Information
Institute

Interview

Interview

Strategic
Planning
Website
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Data Analysis
Codes for analyzing the data were developed based upon II, network organization, and organizational
change concepts. Considerations for method reliability for code development follow Constas (1992) and
can be seen in the appendix (see Exhibit 9). The exhibit is sorted based upon the class of the code (i.e.,
network level first). The code creation stage represents at what point the code was identified – before or
after data collection. All but 8 of the 32 codes were identified a priori based upon literature. Five of the
codes for the technology initiatives were generated as part of initial data collection in 2010. Three of the
codes were identified as part of data analysis in 2011 as case observations informed both the technology
initiatives and rival theory codes. Naming convention and the basis for data classification decisions were
made based upon literature or participant guidance wherever possible as seen in Exhibit 9. The basis for
data classification was made from literature for 19 of 32 codes, from participants for 7 of 32, from press
(i.e., reports, authoritative websites like DHS, IJIS Institute) for 2, and from the author for 4.
The first round of coding involved minutes from the meetings of the board of directors and the technical
committee and was completed by two independent coders plus the author. This first round of coding was
completed in order to identify quotes regarding the technology initiatives level of analysis. Citations from
the meeting minutes were used as the basis for gathering evidence that the instances of technology
initiatives met the four criteria of a technology initiative for this case. Discrepancies in coding were
resolved by the author. The only discrepancies that occurred were due to omissions because multiple
technology initiatives were sometimes listed in the same section of text and the coder only assigned the
section of text to a single code.
The second round of coding was performed by the author and involved more detailed assignment of the
remaining codes in Exhibit 9. In this round of coding, evidence supporting or refuting the three hypotheses
was classified. Meeting minutes and interview transcriptions were coded to identify examples of
bootstrapping and adaptiveness design activities. In addition, content from transcripts and newsletters was
particularly helpful in identifying the network level of analysis items – e.g., external legitimacy, and
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distributed governance. Qualitative analysis software was used to perform the coding. 21 Quotation
examples from the case can be seen in Exhibit 9. The operational framework guiding the analysis can be
seen in Figure 13. Hypothesis 1 involves the nature of the legacy effect. Hypotheses H2a and H2b involve
overcoming the legacy effect. Hypothesis H3 involves the contingency features – setting the stage for why
the legacy effect has sway (voluntary adoption) and the threat perception partly motivating migrating off
legacy systems (environmental volatility).
CASE SETTING
The case study involved a national interagency public safety collaboration called the International Justice &
Public Safety Network (Nlets). In this domain, Nlets is referred to as a type of public safety network
(PSN). PSNs are interagency collaborations enabled by IT in support of the information sharing and
interoperability needs of police and associated public safety organizations (Fedorowicz et al. 2007;
Williams et al. 2010). By delivering services through IT-enabled resources (Nevo and Wade 2010), PSNs
help reduce the threat of criminal and terror networks, as well as respond to natural disasters. These
collaborations form across levels of government (local, state, regional) and support shared execution of
diverse functions – from police dispatch, to terror suspect monitoring, to emergency management response.
PSNs form for a variety of reasons including government mandates, formalization of long standing
information sharing efforts between law enforcement and protective agencies, and the release of targeted
funding. Nlets met the five case selection criteria as shown in Table 26.

21

Nvivo 9
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Table 26 – Satisfaction of case selection criteria
Concepts from
hypotheses
Information
infrastructure

Criteria

Case organization observation

Information infrastructure must show
evidence of maturity.

Nlets information infrastructure has evolved over four
decades and consists of multiple platforms.

Legacy effect

Legacy systems must exist currently
or in the recent past.

National data standard not adhered to by all participating
organizations.
Some participating organizations maintain COBOL
applications.
Information infrastructure is over four decades old.

External legitimacy

Must have relatively positive
reputation with external stakeholders.

Numerous awards received at the national level.
Significant increase in strategic partner revenues achieved.
Positive media coverage.

Distributed
governance

IT related decision making must be
shared between a network
organization and participating
organizations.
Sustainability of the organization
cannot be “taken for granted” and the
organization’s environment must be
dynamic

Representative Board of Directors must approve high-level
IT strategy.
Representative committees provide extensive feedback
regarding IT capabilities.
Value of organization has been questioned in the past by
national partners.
Ever-changing challenges faced by law enforcement drives
demand for increased organizational capabilities.

Environmental
volatility

Key events timeline
Since legacy systems involve a temporal element (signifying systems with a past), some treatment of the
key events during the investigated time period is relevant to the case setting.
Table 27 - Timeline for Key Organizational and Environmental Events
shows key organizational and environmental events for 2001–2010 – a more extensive time line can be
seen in Exhibit 8. In
Table 27 - Timeline for Key Organizational and Environmental Events
three types of events provide context for the technology activities – resource events, strategy events, and
environmental turbulence. Resource events include key new hires in 2001 of the new executive director,
and in 2004 of new experts in technology and in program management (meaning outreach to key external
stakeholders). Strategy events include the 2002 strategic planning effort that resulted in key decisions being
made about the business model of Nlets as well as its approach to information infrastructure design.
Environmental turbulence events include 2001 terror attacks and the 2005 hurricane Katrina strike. These
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two events marked critical instances of reflection regarding Nlets, its value, and its future direction. In
general the organizational and environmental events seen in
Table 27 - Timeline for Key Organizational and Environmental Events
worked together with the technology events to move Nlets from an organization with an information
infrastructure that “had serious end of life issues and was expensive to maintain” to an organization that
“can’t allow itself to become a technology bottleneck.”
Table 27 - Timeline for Key Organizational and Environmental Events
Key event

Description

Year

New Executive Director hired

Most recent executive director hired (new “nexus of
information exchange” vision established).

2001
(June)

9/11 terror attacks occur

U.S. public safety entities put under enormous pressure to
collaborate based upon terror strikes in New York, DC,
and Pennsylvania.
External consultant facilitated planning process.

2001
(Sept)

Establishment of a major funder, coordinator, and
advocate of law enforcement collaboration.
Committee formed of state CIOs in part to determine how
consolidating IT resources at the state level could reduce
costs and improve effectiveness. Results in consolidation
of IT staff – including staff once dedicated to law
enforcement IT services.
Key people spoken of repeatedly both internal and
external to Nlets.

2002

National Information Exchange Model
(NIEM) launched
Hurricane Katrina strikes the U.S.

Global Justice Data exchange XML initiative transition to
broader national standard.
Natural disaster devastates the southern Gulf Coast states,
and also disables major federal agency network.

2005

NIEM 2.0 released

National Information Exchange Model version 2.0
released for review and compliance.
National Information Exchange Model version 2.1
released for review and compliance.
Law enforcement officers throughout the U.S. and
Canada will be able to access Department of Homeland
Security data via Nlets network.

2007

Nlets strategic planning effort approved by
BoD
Department of Homeland Security formed
NASCIO IT Governance and Services Reform
Committee formed

Key hires for outreach, data standards, and
security leadership

NIEM 2.1 released
Nlets signs data provisioning agreement with
federal agency

2002

2004

2004

2005

2009
2010

The remainder of this section of the paper sets the stage for analysis by discussing three aspects of Nlets.
First this section describes how the Nlets qualifies as an NAO in order to justify using the Nlets as an
appropriate example for overcoming the legacy effect by balancing NAO tensions. Second the Nlets’ II is
described to provide the background evidence showing that the organization faces challenges of large-scale
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networked ICT. Third and lastly, the stakeholders and mission motivating the Nlets are described in order
to give some background context for sources of pressure Nlets staff face.

Nlets as network administrative organization
First this section describes how the Nlets qualifies as an NAO in order to justify using the Nlets as an
appropriate example for balancing NAO tensions. Recall the five key characteristics of an NAO from Table
21. As shown in Table 28, Nlets aligns with these characteristics from Provan and Kenis (2008). Nlets is a
designated nonprofit corporation – a separate legal entity from the member organizations. Unlike private
vendors or IT groups embedded within business units, Nlets provides a conduit of governance - through
which collective decisions are made by member organizations. Also, since many member organizations
comprise the network organization, Nlets provides extensive brokerage services – spanning boundaries
across member organizations and even to external stakeholders. In addition, Nlets provides certain
specialized competencies needed by each member organization.

These competencies (e.g., disaster

recovery capability for interstate information sharing) exhibit economies of scale and are provided more
efficiently at the network level by Nlets. Lastly, since member organizations share the same public safety
mission, goal consensus across the network is moderate to high.
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Table 28- Nlets as a Network Administrative Organization
Thesis (Nlets as NAO)

Antithesis (other types of structures )

Nlets is a designated nonprofit organization. Nlets
does not provide a return to owners. Nlets revenues
are reinvested for Nlets sustainability.
Member organizations drive strategy through
representatives on board and committees.

Committee, task force, temporary project
team or program management office.
Strategic alliance between organizations.
IT services team embedded in the business
unit and beholden to the strategy and
policy dictates of that business unit.
Private vendor whose customers “vote
with their feet” (voiced dissatisfaction
through purchasing decisions only).
Network organization supported solely by
parent organization funds (not specific
user groups).
Vendor corporation compensated on perproject or per-use basis only.

No single member dictates strategy or policy.
Policies of Nlets are distinct from policies of
member organizations.
Nlets receives service delivery fees (set amount)
from user community like business unit service
delivery allocations (“fee for service”).
Nlets receives service delivery fees from strategic
partners for use of network and computing resources.

Synthesis (key
characteristics)
Separate
administrative
entity
Govern the
network and its
activities

Broker for
network internal
decision making
and external
transactions.

Nlets receives revenues for specialized services
(hosting, disaster recovery capability) based upon
use.
Also receives funds (grants) from external parties for
special projects.
Nlets delivers IT services in the form of
development, operations, and project management.

Nlets member organizations pursue law enforcement
mission with information sharing and crossjurisdictional efforts as main objectives.

Outsource provider or program
management office.
Department that only contracts out to third
parties for services provided.

Need for
network-level
collective
competencies

Strategic alliance between corporations
from different industries.
E-marketplaces or SaaS vendors.

High goal
consensus

Nlets Information infrastructure
Next the Nlets’ II is described to provide the background evidence showing that the NAO faces challenges
of large-scale interorganizational IT. Nlets’ II is multi-layered and distributed. Through its II, Nlets
provides data, application, and networking capabilities. The IT in use by PSN members includes data like
mugshots, warrants, and emergency management plans, and domain-specific applications like digital
crime/incident mapping, automated alerting, and cross-agency information-sharing portals. See Figure 14
below for the network architecture specific to the messaging components of Nlets. This is a sample of the
type of II capabilities the Nlets provides. Due to the nature of their mission, network security and reliability
are key requirements from member organizations. The reliability features can be seen in Figure 14 in the
redundant connectivity provided (VPN, wireless 3G, and multi-protocol layered switching). The security
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features can be seen in the dual firewall configuration and the use of federally compliant Internet Protocol
Security (IPSEC) connections.

Figure 14 - Network Architecture for Nlets

Nlets also provides application capabilities to its member organizations. These applications enable
information sharing across multiple databases that are geographically distributed across North America.
One example of application capabilities can be seen in Figure 15. Nlets does not (primarily) provide central
data storage services (some exceptions for specialized hosting provision). Therefore to provide member
organizations with the data they require, Nlets must enable quick transport of data from one entity to
another. Since different entities might have different data schemes for their database, the application
architecture includes conversion of messages to allow data standards compliant member organizations to
share data with those members that have not obtained compliance.
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Figure 15 – Application Architecture for Criminal History Messaging

Figure 14 and Figure 15 briefly illustrate that Nlets provides large-scale IT capabilities for a network of
organizations. As such, they face challenges that stem from their II design much like the challenges they
face in their network governance activities. Again, this provides some evidence that Nlets is well suited to
be this study’s case organization.
Stakeholders and Mission
Next, the stakeholders and mission motivating the Nlets are briefly described to give some context to the
sources of pressure Nlets staff face. Nlets funds operations from a combination of member organization
fees for services, fees gained from strategic partnerships with private organizations, and competitive grant
awards from national agencies like the Department of Justice and the Department of Homeland Security.
Like its II, Nlets’ governance structure is multi-layered. The structure incorporates multiple stakeholders
(in order of increasing authority): member organization representatives 22, regional representatives for
groups of member organizations, special committees, board of directors members, and board of directors
officers (see Figure 16).

22

50 states plus District of Columbia, Guam, Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico
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There are numerous stakeholders engaged in Nlets governance as can be seen in Figure 16. Although all
the stakeholders involved in governance share a public safety mission, they report to separate entities.
Separate reporting entities in the same domain can share goals, but still have different priority values for
those goals. What is critically important to one stakeholder’s senior management might not be critical to
another’s. This differential prioritization reality is intuitively important, given the legacy effect analysis of
this study – for some member organizations modernization will be important, for others it will not be.

Figure 16 – Governance of Nlets

Looking descriptively at the collected data provides some additional context for the case organization. A
word cloud (or wordle) provides a visualization of word frequency based upon a search of readable
documents.23 Wordles cannot take the place of deeper content analysis, but can be used to understand the
proliferation of topics found in archival data sources – much like running frequency statistics against a data
set at the start of a quantitative examination. In a wordle, the font size is directly tied to the frequency of
word usage (bigger font represents more usage), but word placement is random.

Therefore, while

appealing visually, the “Nlets” reference as the base of the wordle, with the “executive director’s name”
and “staff” references as opposite poles reflect the wordle randomized output and not necessarily the
characteristics of the case organization.

23

The wordle in Figure 17 was produced using a natural language processing tool on
http://www.wordle.net/
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Figure 17 below represents a wordle based upon the archival documents gathered and the interview
transcripts produced for this study (see Table 25) – so both official and candid perspectives are
incorporated. The set of words excludes words under three characters. The word set also excludes parts of
speech not indicative of the case context (e.g., “have,” “you,” and “from”). The final wordle contains the
top 25 words in the word set.

Figure 17 – Wordle for Select Data Collected

No conclusions can be drawn from the wordle, but it does produce some background information that helps
put the case organization in context. From Figure 17, we see the obvious proliferation of the name of the
PSN and its main product, information. The wordle also reflects the distribution of archival documents.
Since the majority of the documents were official meeting minutes, words like motion, passed and voting
showed prevalently.
Important stakeholder and mission background information is illustrated in the wordle. Nlets consists of
member organizations,24 central staff, and numerous committees.

These various stakeholders are all

reflected in the wordle.25 The executive director is represented in the wordle both by title (i.e., “director”)
as well as by name (i.e., “Exec.Director’sName”)26. One federal agency (“FBI”) even made the top 25 list

24

References to “states” or “state” represent member organizations. The state in general was abstracted in
this study and is referred to as “member organization” throughout.
25
The technology committee reference in the wordle is in part a reflection of the data collection (meeting
minutes were only obtained for board meetings and technology committee meetings).
26
Executive director’s name abstracted for anonymity
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based upon its referential frequency. This reflects the closeness of the operating relationship between Nlets
and federal agencies with public safety missions. In addition, the Nlets members consistently consider
themselves part of the law enforcement community, and that is reflected in the proliferation of
“enforcement” (as in “law enforcement”) in the wordle.
The reference to “enforcement” also alludes to the Nlets’ mission. The mission of Nlets is to assist the law
enforcement community in the work of public safety. Nlets assists its law enforcement member
organizations by providing them with systems (through projects) that present data and information – all
words displayed in the wordle. So while no conclusions can be drawn from Figure 17, some representative
background information is illustrated. A more formal and detailed data analysis begins next, and follows
the linear-analytic structure (Yin, 2003) that the case study does in general – and as such, addresses each of
the hypotheses as seen Table 24.
CASE ANALYSIS
The case analysis follows a pattern matching approach and the summary of evidential support can be seen
in Table 31 – a conceptually ordered matrix display following guidance from Miles and Huberman (1994).
Pattern matching involves comparing case observations with theoretical predictions. Pattern matching is a
technique to improve the validity of case study findings (Yin 2003) as part of an overall deductive,
hypothesis-testing study design (Lee 1989). Table 31 shows instances where case observations regarding a
certain concept provide evidence either for or against a particular hypothesis or its rival (see Table 29). A
more detailed description about evidence for each hypothesis can be found in the sub-sections of this case
analysis.
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Table 29 – Hypotheses and Rivals
Hypotheses

Rival theories

1)
Networked organizations are constrained
quantitatively (capacity, scale) and qualitatively
(capability, scope) by legacy systems.

1)
Networked organizations are not truly
constrained by legacy systems because “IT does not
matter.”

2)
Network organizations effectively and efficiently
cope with the negative effects of legacy systems by jointly:
a) engaging in bootstrapping design principles
b) engaging in adaptiveness design principles.

2)
Network organizations effectively and
efficiently cope with the negative effects of legacy
systems by implementing workarounds and
increasing budget allocations for maintenance costs.

3)
Bootstrapping and adaptiveness design principles
work (i.e., new technology is adopted and evolves) when
IT governance is distributed and environmental conditions
are volatile.

3) Coping strategies work when they are funded.
Funding is a necessary and sufficient condition for
information technology adoption and adaptation.

H1: Legacy effects limit
As seen in Table 24 and Figure 13, the first hypothesis involves the ways in which organizations are
actually constrained by the legacy effect. Case evidence suggests that in the past Nlets was constrained by
legacy effects and that these constraints came in two dimensions – scope and scale. The scope issues
reflect those instances when Nlets desired to take on new data sources, new features, or connect new nodes
in a network or altogether new networks. The scale issues reflect those instances when Nlets desired to
provide new queries or access to existing data sources, connect new users to existing IT capabilities, or
interconnect existing nodes or networks in broader ways. Examples of legacy-related quotes from case
informants are seen in Table 30.
Scope limits
Regarding scope, as seen above in Figure 14 and Figure 15, Nlets’ II provides IT capabilities across
multiple components that are diverse in type and distributed geographically. These IT artifacts evolved
over time (see Exhibit 8 time line in the appendix) resulting in a variety of software and hardware
configurations for Nlets to maintain across its II. Numerous informants indicated that different member
organizations have (even today, 2011) different ways of designing their II, some of which was a function of
selecting different private sector systems vendors, and some a function of the arbitrary choices leaders
made in the member organization. This diversity of member organization configurations further
complicated Nlets II maintenance since ultimately, the Nlets’ II needs to interface with the information
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systems at member organizations. Prior to the strategy changes in 2002, Nlets staff responded to this
diversity by implementing numerous localized solutions. However, the solutions involved proprietary
software, and new releases sometimes resulted in unanticipated consequences due to interactive
complexity. The past ensemble of local and global solutions from the 1980s and 1990s was referred to by
one Nlets technology leader as “a big ball of wax” and a collection of “rubber bands.” As seen in Figure 16
and described in the case setting section, Nlets must meet the evolving needs of a diverse set of member
organizations, and some needs went unmet. Given all this, case evidence from Nlets suggests that the II
exhibited signs of rigidity.
One rigidity example from the technology initiative level of analysis was related to data standardization.
XML data standardization efforts began well prior to the September 11 terror attacks, but were often stalled
in the face of member organizations’ inability to keep up with what was perceived as a complicated means
of performing the same data sharing capability that legacy systems provided. Prior to 2003, even as
maintenance costs for Nlets rose and private sector organizations moved to XML data schemes Nlets
member organizations resisted the move towards data standardization. As Nlets looked to engage external
entities in order to provide new sources of data to member organizations, external parties were hesitant to
work with Nlets due to its proprietary design approach. This hesitancy was noted by both Nlets leadership
as well as external informants. Not only was data exchange proprietary in nature before 2003, but
networking equipment and its operating software were also proprietary. This limited new initiatives by
way of resource constraints. New resources could not simply be obtained in order to take on new initiatives
because extensive training was required to enable technical resources to effectively contribute. Overall,
case evidence supports the notion that Nlets experienced rigidity in its II.
Scale limits
Regarding scale, Nlets supports (through its member organizations) over 1 million individual users, 45,000
law enforcement agencies (local, state, regional, federal, tribal, and international). The transaction volume
in 2010 topped 1 billion for the year. Therefore, Nlets designers and implementers have to deal with
multiple types of IT artifacts on a fairly large scale. In the past, concerns had been raised that attempts to
keep the II relatively centralized in terms of network operations and relatively integrated in terms of
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software resulted in some degree of fragility. One way this fragility showed up was in the risk of losing
vendor support for their proprietary legacy systems. Both Nlets staff and external parties made reference to
the resource dependency that Nlets experienced in the past due to vendor influence. Another way this
fragility showed up was in the risk of network outage due to Nlets network operations being a single point
of failure. Member organizations were slow to devote resources towards redundancy and resilience in the
network which in turn resulted in limited growth in terms of users supported and in terms of robustness of
network operations.
Table 30-Nlets experiencing legacy effect
Component

Scope Constrained

Scale Constrained

Data

“Now I have to send like a message through
[Nlets] or some other system to the DMV and
say, “Can you send me a photo of this guy”
and then they charge him for that service or
then it’s okay and they fax him a photo. Or
they stick it in the mail and a week or two
later the thing shows up on somebody’s desk
who’s like, “Well who asked for this and why
did they want it again?”
“One of the underlying reasons that they
cannot change or we’re going to have trouble
in the future with any type of legacy system,
be it data or hardware, is that the potential for
the knowledge base, the people with the skill
sets might not be there to write the legacy
because as they come out of college now,
they’re trained under C++, Java, they’re not
brought in – they don’t have programming
skills for COBOL. I doubt very much that’s
one of the prerequisites to get a good
programming degree anymore.”

“In [member organization jurisdiction]
they have two issues there. They don’t
have the technical capacity and plus their
statutory requirements are very
stringent.”

“Years ago we had a single switch here that in
the event of a failure of that, would’ve
brought down numerous connections to the
country.”
“We were fairly proprietary, meaning you
kind of had to be at [Nlets] to understand
what we were necessarily doing.”

“It took us ten years to go from bisync
protocol to IP. That could be a success
that we did it in only ten years. It could
also be, it took us ten years to do that, it
should never have.”

Application

Network

“There are some old school guys out
there who think it should be the dummy
terminal and all their focus is on a path
of messages between one state to the
next and those are the states which also
haven’t provided their users the
enhancement that [Nlets] has been able
to provide to the other states.”

Social inertia
Legacy effect was also manifested in terms of social inertia. Prior to 2003, member organizations limited
their involvement with Nlets user engagement activities and therefore limited their adoption of new IT
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capabilities that Nlets offered.27

The example given was the move from bisynchronous to TCP/IP

communications that started in the early 1990s. This initiative took 10 years to complete with a number of
late adopters. The late adopters not only cost Nlets additional maintenance expense due to the need to
support two forms of communication, but also the late adopters were not able to obtain the full suite of
capabilities Nlets’ II offered. For instance, disaster recovery capabilities were not available on the legacy
bisync network. As a result, not only did internal legitimacy suffer (and by extension, efficient and
inclusive decision making in terms of governance), but so did external legitimacy as external stakeholders
viewed Nlets as “doing its own thing” as stated by one of the Nlets leadership. Another example of social
inertia that existed prior to 2002 was reflected in the level of autonomy the board of directors afforded the
Nlets staff. Prior to the change in strategy approach, the board of directors scrutinized the allocation of
resources at a fairly low level. Coming from their governmental, bureaucratic perspective, this level of
scrutiny was appropriate and typical. In this sense, social inertia was imported from an external context to
the Nlets context. The executive director noted that if this level of scrutiny had continued that they would
not have been able to keep up with the changes that needed to occur. In his words, “We could have never
survived if we hadn’t changed that whole method and mindset.”
H1 Rivals
A rival hypothesis regarding fragility and rigidity, inclusion and efficiency, internal legitimacy and external
legitimacy, could be that no true constraints existed from legacy effects because ultimately IT capabilities
do not make a distinguishable difference in organizations achieving their goals. Evidence from the case
refutes this rival in four ways. First, Nlets information infrastructure supported mission-critical activities
for member organizations, and even prior to 2001 was considered vital enough to warrant a $1 million
annual budget. Nlets II was multilayered, and national in scale. Even historically, the II touched law
enforcement agencies in significant ways – to the point of receiving the attention of the United States
Congress.

27

Nlets hosted its first user conference for member technical managers and developers in 2003.
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Second, the fragility of the II was noted both internally and externally. Those member organizations that
remained on legacy communication technology were not able to avail themselves of disaster recovery
capabilities. Nlets’ II was vulnerable to outage as well as vendor support risk. Even for that portion of the
II that Nlets staff could support, the risk of losing an Nlets staff member also loomed. In addition,
historically, security was noted as needing significant attention – meaning II security. Legacy system
vulnerabilities were noted as being issues in the 1980s and 1990s – e.g., exposures introduced with server
virtualization and not having the latest intrusion detection capabilities. II certainly matters in terms of
safeguarding public-safety-related data.
Third, the efficiency of decision making regarding new initiatives was indeed hampered. One historical
citation (pre-2001) included a reference to a discussion at the Board of Directors level regarding the
purchase of a dot matrix printer – for $300 – and whether or not Nlets staff needed that high-quality of a
device. High-level strategic decisions about changing needs and new opportunities received less attention
because lower level decisions took up discussion time.
Lastly, external legitimacy was low due to the rigidity of Nlets’ II. Prior to 2003, external parties were
hesitant about interfacing with Nlets due to its proprietary design approach. This limited the growth of
Nlets in terms of the data sources provided to member organizations and Nlets’ ability to partner with
external parties. The lack of partnering limited the revenue that Nlets could generate, which created
significant issues with Nlets sustainability. When the current Nlets executive director was hired one of the
first actions he took was a strategic review of Nlets as an organization – including financial health. This
review identified that Nlets was not meeting operational expenses and continuing along that trajectory
could lead to bankruptcy.
H2: Bootstrapping and adaptiveness overcome legacy effects
If Nlets was so limited in scope and scale by its II, then what changes were implemented to overcome this
legacy effect? Case evidence suggests that Nlets performed bootstrapping and adaptiveness activities in
order to overcome the socio-technical “network as arrangements” legacy effect of their II. Figure 18
illustrates that Nlets did indeed engage in numerous bootstrapping and adaptiveness design-related
activities. The figure splits out the activities based upon the five elements suggested by Hanseth and
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Lyytinen (2010), and one additional element added for this current study. The specific tasks (e.g., gain
approval from technical committee) are listed in process order sequence within the set of design activities.
Where space permitted, bootstrapping tasks were listed adjacent one another when they occurred in parallel
in Nlets (the same for adaptiveness-related tasks)28.
H2A: Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping activities represent actions designers can use to encourage adoption of next generation IT
capabilities and include building on the installed base, designing for immediate use-value, and building
positive network effects. Evidence from investigating Nlets technology initiatives suggests that
bootstrapping helped overcome legacy effects by balancing the decision-making and legitimacy tensions
facing NAO-type organizations. Installed base building involves integrating new features within or on the
perimeter of existing features. For Nlets this mode of design included, but went beyond the notion of
accretion. Building on the installed base meant designers had to understand the trajectory of future features
for their law enforcement user group, yet avoid creating whole new large-scale capabilities de novo.
Once the new executive director was in place in 2001, Nlets did have an improved reputation for having
their finger on the pulse of their member organizations’ requirements. One private sector industry leader
referred to this ability as “looking around the corner” and the individual credited Nlets’ executive director
as being uniquely qualified to do just that. Nlets designers and business analysts alike consistently looked
for ways to extend existing IT capabilities across the II. They built on Nlets network capabilities to link to
new data sources, built on their web portal capability to provide new geospatial features to member
organizations, and built on their extensive network and data center capacities to provide revenue-generating
hosting services.
Installed base integration
Building on the installed base helped Nlets maintain a balance between two sets of network organization
outcomes: inclusion and efficiency in decision making, and internal and external legitimacy. Figure 18
reflects the state of Nlets design as of 2004 (with some elements, like the board of directors and the

28

The adaptiveness activities are listed at the bottom for readability and not to convey particular observations.
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technical committee, predating that timeframe). Looking at the tasks in Figure 18, Nlets clearly enabled
multiple stakeholders to be involved in the process of establishing and refining the design. After multiple
rounds of gaining committee and board consensus on the necessary changes, piloting occurred to engage
yet another user group. Member organizations have multiple rounds of opportunities to voice concerns and
often do. Members voiced concerns about compliance with data privacy statutes in their states, voiced
concerns about the pace of changing data standards, and voiced concerns about the level of security risk
introduced by new ways of transporting message traffic over the Internet. Informants from both member
organizations as well as external entities felt that, in general, members “ran” Nlets and that their collective
voices were heard.
By brokering among member organizations through committee work, Nlets produced efficient decisions as
well. While Nlets staff did approach individual member organizations for feedback on an informal basis,
technology initiatives were thoroughly discussed in board and finance and management meetings (and of
course technical committee meetings). By consistently considering the installed base of users (and not just
the installed base of technology) Nlets optimized both decision-making efficiency and inclusion without
deleterious effects on either. Balancing the decision-making tension helped overcome social inertia that
had built up over years of disengagement and sometimes pedantic decision making.
Immediate use value
Immediate use value designing involves building those IT capabilities that some targeted user group needs
currently. For Nlets, this meant narrowing the scope of new features to current demands of member
organizations. Being owned by its user community, Nlets had the benefit of not needing to find new users
(e.g., as a private sector vendor IT services organization would). However, they still had to produce
valuable IT capabilities to user groups in order to justify service fees paid by member organizations. In
justifying their value proposition, Nlets staff looked for ways to push new functionality to law enforcement
users. Examples of this “standing up” IT capabilities for the professional “on the street” sentiment could be
found in workshop discussions in user group conferences, in candid interviews, and in official newsletters
(e.g., September 11th, 10 Year Anniversary commemorative edition).

From the executive director to the

network operations engineer responsible for monitoring the “red flashing lights” in the network operations
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center, Nlets staff considered their job to be to push useful information to their target user group – member
organizations. Nlets staff realized though that functionality had to be noticeably valuable to member
organizations, so they made use of trusted relationships with certain leading member organization
representatives and designed IT capabilities with those target organizations initially.
The challenge in immediate use design occurred for Nlets when longer-term stability requirements
demanded that modernization of non-user facing infrastructure also take place. Nlets technology initiatives
evidence shows that grant funds on new projects were used to stabilize the II in general. For example,
federal funds were obtained in 2002 to facilitate the migration of member organizations to XML-based data
sharing in order to adhere to a more standard approach. At the same time Nlets used part of those funds to
build out the II needed to effectively implement XML routing – including (by 2003) network equipment
that enhanced overall II stability. This way Nlets seems to engage in not only immediate use value
designing, but also immediate opportunity value designing.
Immediate use value designing helped Nlets maintain a balance between decision making and legitimacy
outcomes also.

Like installed base integration, immediate use value designing requires a deep

understanding of user needs. Therefore an appeal to the overarching strategy (agreed to by the general
consensus-driven process of IT roadmap composing) helps keep a balance between parochial, narrowly
targeted solutions that are only of value to one small sub-section of users, and grandiose solutions that
precede any user demand. In this way decision making is made efficient and inclusive. The appeal to the
strategic roadmap provides Nlets the “bumpers between which we operate” to reduce alternative solutions
that might delay the decision making process. But including specific users groups in the initial rounds of
development provides the “on the street” focus Nlets designers need to ensure that IT capabilities meet
current, and not just predicted needs.
Immediate use value also balances internal and external legitimacy for Nlets. As suggested in the Network
Organizations section above (see Table 23) internal legitimacy is gained by Nlets (in part) through
increases in the benefits of participation perceived by member organizations. When immediate use value is
the design principle, Nlets gains legitimacy with at least some members – and typically Nlets gained
legitimacy with those “leading” member organizations that tended to be the pilot participants anyway. By
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showing increased IT capabilities delivered to some member organizations, Nlets showed external
stakeholders (particularly grant providers) that new technology adoption in relatively rapid
implementations (even acknowledged as rapid by private vendor representatives and federal agency
representatives) was possible. Nlets thus illustrated another meaning for “immediate” in immediate use
value –they wanted to drive new IT capabilities to the implementation stage relatively quickly.

Nlets

design-to-production cycles were described even by external stakeholders interviewed as “nimble” and by
Nlets staff as “amazing.”
Positive network effects
The companion process to building immediate use value is building positive network effects. Building
positive network effects involves using persuasive tactics to increase the scale of the new IT capabilities
user base. For Nlets this meant conducting numerous outreach tasks before building the next round of
functionality. Grant funds were obtained and passed along to member organizations to assist with
migration. White papers called “concept of operations” were produced so member organizations could
more fully contemplate the potential impact of new IT capabilities and be better informed when seeking
approvals from their senior management. Some end-user training was conducted by Nlets on behalf of
member organizations. Federal representatives were sent to member organizations to promote newly
developed Nlets capabilities and to push the user base to critical mass. At times after 2002, Nlets would
even contract with private sector vendors in order to facilitate the procurement process on behalf of
member organizations.

Given that member organizations were government entities with extensive

bureaucratic requirements, Nlets could conduct contractual agreements more quickly than their owners.
Building positive network effects helped Nlets balance the decision-making and legitimacy tensions as
well. Member organizations that received migration assistance (from funding, to procurement, to training)
received significant benefits of participation – thus increasing internal legitimacy. But Nlets also made use
of their internal legitimacy. For example, for the bisync migration to TCP/IP communications, one member
organization was “shamed” into finally converting – to the point that they prioritized resources from
another initiative in order to meet obligations to Nlets efforts. In addition, building positive network effects
benefits from isomorphic pressure from non-Nlets entities. At times, the professional associations in this
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domain, like the National Association of State CIOs (NASCIO) or the International Chiefs of Police,
provided Nlets with a platform to promote new IT capabilities. Nlets users in a non-adopting jurisdiction
would request (bottom-up) new IT capabilities in a “what the heck, why don’t I have that [new IT
capability]” fashion. Nlets focused a great deal of time and attention on building positive network effects,
and the increased II utilization rate after their new approach suggests these efforts resulted in overcoming
the legacy effect.
It is interesting to note that Nlets was particularly aligned with this principle of building positive network
efforts. Since Nlets was considered “nimble” and “innovative” by internal and external stakeholders alike,
one might expect them to continually drive for new IT capabilities without regard for laggard non-adopters
left in the wake. Instead, the intent of the executive director was to maximize state adoption of new IT
capabilities in order to provide maximum benefit to public safety professionals. He was concerned that one
technology initiative (driver’s license photo exchange) was not going as well as he had hoped. He
indicated that even though federal funding was easier to obtain for next generation technology, he wanted
Nlets to continue pushing until all 50 U.S. states had this capability – even to the point of wanting to hold
off on new efforts in order to complete existing technology initiatives.
Building positive network effects helped overcome legacy effects by balancing the decision-making and
legitimacy tensions as well. Member organizations felt included as recipients of assistance and promotion
materials. However, decisions were made efficiently through Nlets mechanisms – e.g., procurement or
privacy impact statements. The promotional activities helped build legitimacy, both internal and external,
through presentations provided to member organizations and federal granting organizations. Quick
implementations with leader member organizations also provided success stories beneficial for internal and
external legitimacy as well.
Taken together, bootstrapping activities helped overcome the social inertia aspects of the legacy effect –
user disengagement, inefficient decision-making processes, poor internal legitimacy, and poor external
legitimacy. The next section describes how adaptiveness helped overcome the “network as artifacts” aspect
of the legacy effect.
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H2B: Adaptiveness
Adaptiveness activities represent actions designers can take to encourage continued use of newer IT
capabilities over time and include design for modularity, design for simplicity, and design with flexible
standards. Evidence from investigating Nlets technology initiatives suggests that adaptive design helped
overcome legacy effects by balancing the flexibility-stability tension.
Modular design
Nlets evidence abounded for instances of modular, simple, and flexibly-standard design. Starting with
modular design, the strategic IT roadmap includes numerous references to modular software design as an
objective. Also, server virtualization was mentioned in official documents like the strategic IT roadmap, in
user group conference workshops, and in interviews. In general Nlets sees modularizing their design as an
important way to keep their II simultaneously flexible (through isolating components from one another)
and stable (through design reuse and production redundancy).

Since 2004, the Nlets II has been

characterized by words like “robust” and “resilient” instead of “ball of wax” and “rubber bands.”
Simple design
Simple design principles can be seen by way of designers limiting the degree of novelty and distraction end
users had to face – akin to building on the installed base incrementally and looking for opportunities to
overlap new features with existing ones. For example, the 2009 geospatial alerting initiative involves the
ability to target public safety notices to certain locales – in an effort to limit the scope of individuals
engaged in having to review the alerts. For Nlets, keeping designs simple also meant that they limited data
elements displayed on screens and if complex data-exchange was required, it was often captured in free
formatted text boxes. In addition, Nlets attempted to simplify design activities by using open standards and
avoiding proprietary, idiosyncratic solutions.

In one instance after 2004, Nlets spent additional,

unanticipated time on a project working out data standardization schemes – with the goal of ensuring that
going forward, reusability could be more fully realized. The sentiment of Nlets staff was that a bit more
complicated “now” would make for much simpler “then.” Simplifying the design helped Nlets balance
flexibility and stability by reducing complexity in the designed IT artifact, and by doing so, ensuring that
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upgrades or new releases of that IT artifact would result in relatively stable behavior (i.e., limited
unintended effects due to interactive complexity).

Figure 18- Bootstrapping and Adaptiveness activities for Nlets overcoming the legacy effect
Flexible standards
The final set of design activities is design with flexible standards. Nlets made extensive use of standards,
but also recognized (even officially in their IT strategic roadmap) that at times implementing a one-off
solution would be necessary when it is “better for [Nlets] to do something once rather than adopting all
widely accepted standards."

One example of how Nlets implements flexible standards can be seen in

Figure 19. In 2006, Nlets designed their information exchange message software to be able to place legacy
messages into data-standard compliant “envelopes” that can then be treated like regular XML messages by
those subsequent member organization processes that are data standard adopters (just with fewer discrete
data elements).
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Source: (D’Alessandro et al. 2006)
Figure 19-Flexible Standards implemented

In this way Nlets allows some degree of localized solution (not all information sharing types are permitted
to fall into this “local solution supported” category), but at the same time attempts to maximize the use of
standard means of interconnecting member organizations. Flexible standards designing therefore helps
balance flexibility (localized solutions) with stability (consistent communications).
H2 Rivals
While it appears bootstrapping and adaptiveness overcome legacy effects through balancing decisionmaking, legitimacy, and flexibility-stability tensions, a rival hypothesis could involve other coping
approaches. One alternative coping approach involves workarounds. Workarounds reflect a degree of
routine rigidity and for Nlets can be seen in a number of ways. Some workarounds most certainly existed in
the past, since the TCP/IP migration started in the 1990s but took ten years to complete. More recently,
some private sector vendors continue to support proprietary legacy systems in member organizations, and
envelopes are used to translate communications for non-data standard compliant messaging. 29 The problem
with workarounds, of course, is that they never fundamentally deal with the problems of rigidity or fragility

29

For example, sender information is placed into the proper standard fields and then detailed content is
place into free format fields instead of the discrete fields intended for use with the data standard.
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in the overall II.

Depending upon the extent of the workaround, maintenance costs could increase,

complexity could increase, and technology traps could result. Nlets is sensitive to this risk, as indicated in
their IT strategic roadmap’s (2009) emphasis on standardization and reusability.

Nlets evidence also

suggests that implementing localized workaround solutions will not likely result in the same increase in
external legitimacy as moving members to next generation IT capabilities.
Another alternative to coping with legacy effects would be to simply increase budget allocations to match
the increase in maintenance costs associated with supporting the aging II overtime. While Nlets evidence
suggests that there is merit to the notion that funding drives change (at least in part), some Nlets member
organizations still do not have the available resources (financial plus human) to modernize. Although Nlets
was able to secure some funding for building a more resilient and robust II, this was done as part of a larger
technology initiative that involved new IT capabilities. In addition, multiple case sources indicated that
funding generally requires grant recipients to be compliant with a variety of security, privacy, and standards
policies. Member organizations using workarounds to cope with the legacy effect would likely not be in
compliance with these policies. Note that Figure 18 shows technology initiative level activities. There are
other tasks that Nlets performed in order to overcome the legacy effect. Those network level tasks – in part
a response to environmental conditions – are described below in the following section.
H3: Environmental conditions required to overcome legacy effects
The final hypothesis to address in this study involves the contingencies that provide the underlying
motivation – or generative conditions – for legacy effects to be overcome by bootstrapping and
adaptiveness. Case evidence suggests that the generative conditions involve perceived environmental
threats to the sustainability of Nlets or vitality of member organizations. These threats can be seen in the
time line in the appendix (see Exhibit 8) but are listed immediately below for convenience.
1.

9/11 terror attacks occur (2001)

2.

Nlets strategic planning effort approved by BoD (2002)

3.

NASCIO IT Governance and Services Reform Committee formed (2004)

4.

National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) launched (2005)

5.

Hurricane Katrina strikes the U.S. (2005)
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These threats each triggered an opportunity for Nlets by motivating both Nlets staff and member
organizations to prioritize overcoming the legacy effect. First, the September 11th terror attack was a signal
to Nlets and member organizations regarding the value of information sharing (like that enabled by the
Nlets II). In addition, disaster recovery was particularly highlighted by this event. The day of September
11, the Nlets technical committee was meeting. Disaster recovery was item number four on the agenda.
After becoming aware of the attacks the committee composed themselves, connected with their respective
teams of public safety professionals back in their member organizations, and convened the meeting despite
the emotions of the moment. Disaster recovery was moved up to item number one on the agenda. Ten
months later, a functioning disaster recovery capacity was in place – thanks in part to one member
organization agreeing to house the equipment.

9/11 also motivated other member organizations to

reevaluate the vulnerability of their own operations and how much having Nlets in place meant to the
vitality of their local organizations. Member organization representatives experienced increased awareness
regarding the need for reliable information-sharing capabilities, and resolve regarding the public safety
mission Nlets espoused.
The 2002 strategic planning effort is characterized as an environmental event for three reasons. First, the
effort was led by an external consultant. Second, the reason this effort was a “threat” stemmed from the
fact that Nlets was in an unsustainable financial condition due to its liabilities to external parties. Third, the
effort identified the need to engage external parties in a new way – keeping up with technology
advancement in a more deliberate manner and acquiring the resources to do so. The financial condition of
Nlets was a wake-up call, and set the NAO on the path of seeking federal grant funding as well as strategic
partnerships – both of which provided the funding necessary to support member organizations in their
implementation and use of next generation technologies. However, the new approach required additional
expertise – in outreach, in security, and in data standards. Experts in those three areas were hired in 2004 –
experts that enabled much of the bootstrapping and adaptiveness activities already described.
In 2004, the NASCIO IT Governance and Services Reform Committee was formed to determine how
consolidating IT resources at the state level could reduce costs and improve service delivery. The resulting
consolidations across the nation reduced the IT staff dedicated to many Nlets member organizations. This
in turn increased the need for Nlets to assist member organizations in implementing moves to next
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generation technology – thus increasing the value of the very bootstrapping Nlets was putting in place and
executing.
In 2005, the National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) data standard was introduced and could have
been considered a threat to Nlets since the data standard they previously complied with was the Global
Justice XML Data Model (GJXDM) – and some member organizations had not even fully complied with
this previous model. However, Nlets seized the NIEM launch as an opportunity – partly because NIEM
was largely based upon the same ontology as GJXDM, and partly because Nlets understood the trajectory
of its installed base. As mentioned, Nlets hired a data standards expert in 2004. Currently that expert is a
co-chairperson for the NIEM Business Architecture Committee (NBAC) – one of three committees
governing the direction and proliferation of NIEM data standard. Instead of causing Nlets staff to retreat in
the face of turbulence, this event in 2005 provided Nlets with legitimacy internally and externally since
they had predicted the direction that data standards in their domain would head and were very well
positioned to maximize the opportunity of that direction.
Lastly, Hurricane Katrina devastated a large portion of the southern Gulf states in 2005. This event
produced a renewed sensitivity to disaster recovery and II robustness in the face of major incidents. In
particular, by temporarily disabling a major federal agency’s network capabilities, this event increased the
partnering relationship between the Nlets and this agency. As a result these two entities now provide
backup network capacity for one another so that if one network becomes unavailable the other can
compensate and provide connectivity for it. This new level of partnership further enhanced Nlets legitimacy
internally and externally, as well as facilitated a deepening of interpersonal relationships between the
agency members and Nlets staff – relationships that Nlets still finds useful.
H3 Rivals
These are examples of environmental conditions that provide threat-related motivation for facilitating
(member organizations, grant providers, private sector strategic partners) or accepting (member
organizations) Nlets’ bootstrapping and adaptiveness activities. However, there are alternative possibilities
for what enables bootstrapping and adaptiveness to overcome the legacy effect. One alternative hypothesis
was identified a priori and involves funding as being sufficient. Funding was cited numerous times as a key
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indicator for successfully migrating member organizations to new technologies. However, funding was not
seen as sufficient in case evidence for two reasons. First, from the Nlets evidence, it appears that the
critical event threat was the antecedent to a significant portion of the funding made available. Second, even
if the funding is made available, it is not clear from the Nlets evidence that member organizations would
have a significant motivation to migrate. Funding is available now for migrating to driver’s license photo
sharing and only half of the member organization population had converted as of the beginning of 2011.
Nlets states, “We will not rest until all U.S. states and territories can share photos.” So funding is not a
sufficient answer.
One other alternative emerged from case analysis – that the mission is sufficient for the generative
conditions of overcoming legacy effects. This hypothesis is also compelling in light of the obvious
criticality of what services Nlets provides to member organizations. Also, as an NAO, goal consensus is
important – a common mission provides an impetus for a stronger commitment level. However, Nlets has
had the same mission for the past forty years and in the past has struggled significantly with the legacy
effect.
Therefore it appears that all three case study hypotheses have been supported. Table 31 displays the
summary of evidence supporting the hypotheses for the study. Consideration of evidence regarding rival
theories is also provided. Table 32 provides a summary of findings from the case study evidence. This table
shows details for the hypotheses as well as the theoretic mechanism by which the evidence is explained.
One adjustment to the original analysis involves the role of funding in overcoming the legacy effect. Case
evidence suggests that funding plays a significant role in overcoming the resource rigidity inherent in the
legacy effect. The two caveats are that funding tends to come with compliance requirements that member
organizations might find challenging to satisfy, and that environmental volatility and funding are closely
tied since, in this domain, critical events tend to trigger funding allocations.
Table 31 and Table 32 immediately follow below. The next section discusses the larger study research
questions – including the role of funding – and some possible limitations to this study.
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Table 31 – Summary of Support for Hypotheses and Rivals
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Table 32 – Summary of Findings
Hypo.

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

Hypo.
Support

Theory/Mechanism

1

Legacy effect

Fragility

Localized solutions across whole II results, in part, from the
diversity of vendors selected by member organizations.

Y

Tinkering and bricolage result in drift for II
(Ciborra et al 2000).

Yet relying upon a single vendor, or funding source, or even
internal resource creates fragility in the network organization.
1

Legacy effect

Rigidity

Older technology exists that is inflexible (rigid) due to
difficulty in modifying code base (skill, knowledge
deficiency). Results in inability to keep up with changes in
requirements.

Y

2

Bootstrapping

Design for
immediate use
value

1. NAO and network level competencies: NAO is better
positioned to monitor user needs (e.g., volume of transactions
to predict scale demand) than any service provider would be
for external user requirements.

Y

2. Immediate can be defined in terms of IT end-of-life
estimations. Agreement about hardware lifecycles can serve
as the base for data and application retirement.

Depending upon certain/single resources
reduces the independence (and therefore the
stability) of network organizations.
Localized solutions at times result in
technology traps (Hanseth and Lyytinen
2010). Paradox of integration (Hanseth &
Ciborra 2007) II design requires, yet
integrating can increase complexity and risk.
1. Hanseth and Lyytinen (2010) used the
evolution of the Internet as their exemplary
case. II for a networked organization
provides a particularly appropriate example.
2. Another tension in providing member
organizations with increased capabilities is a
long-term and short-term focus (which
manifests itself in the flexibility-stability
tension).

3. NAO staff must be sensitive to sources of innovation, but
only apply innovation as relevant to each user base.

3. Supports research on IT personnel being
aware of latest technologies in their
environment, at the same time applying
innovation only when relevant.

4. Apply existing technologies and new ways: with
interdisciplinary discussion comes innovation.

4. Brokerage across organizations results in
diversity of perspectives that helps facilitate
innovation.

5. The NAO must be careful to avoid disengaging users by
implementing functionality that simply makes their lives as
technologists easier by placing the initiatives in the context of
stabilizing the network organization.

5. Supports the notion that value must be
provided to the user community – even if
long-term in nature (i.e., sustainability of the
network)
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Hypo.

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

Hypo.
Support

Theory/Mechanism

2

Bootstrapping

Integrate the
installed base

1. Expanding services while maintaining core functionality is
critical for balancing internal and external legitimacy

Y

Building on the installed base maintains
internal legitimacy (core) while maintaining
external legitimacy (new).

Positive
network
effects

2. Effective use of installed base accelerates implementation
timeframe and eases burden on both technical staff and user
community.
1. Business case: Nlets provides members with white
papers/ConOps they need to build a business case for
implementing back to their senior management teams.

Y

Persuasive tactics include providing member
users with business case materials - thus
reducing adoption costs (at least the
administrative costs).

Y

1. Nlets plays leadership role in terms of
normative pressure as well as reducing the
cost of migrating to newer technology.

2

Bootstrapping

2. Business case: "Sunset" provisions (advisory that legacy
systems will be retired as of a deadline) assist member
organizations with presenting business case justification for
modernization support back to their senior leadership.
3. Brokerage: Procuring development services on behalf of
member organizations reduced implementation cost and cycle
time.
2

Adaptiveness

Modular
design

1. NAO makes available modularity in hardware and software
both for itself, its network, and the "in-house" systems of enduser organizations.
2. Modular design enables adopters to benefit from new
capabilities and not have to wait for lagging member
organizations.

2

Adaptiveness

Simple
Design

3. NAO supports local solutions (i.e., member organization
developed) by building gateways between otherwise
incompatible IT capabilities.
1. To simplify implementations for member organizations,
Nlets at times had to "complicate" development for itself.
2. Proactively designing for overlaps reduces cognitive load
on implementers and users.

2. Modularity is a fundamental design
principle in II research.
3.NAO must balance between flexible,
customized solutions and the overall stability
of the network.
Y

1. Building gateways between otherwise
incompatible IT components takes time and
effort, but can simplify implementation for
beneficiaries of the gateway (Hanseth and
Lyytinen 2010).
2. Promote partly overlapping IT capabilities
instead of all-inclusive ones to reduce
connection and coordination costs (Hanseth
and Lyytinen 2010).
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Hypo.

Variable

Characteristic

Finding

Hypo.
Support

Theory/Mechanism

2

Adaptiveness

Flexible
standards

XML adoption identified as inflection point for moving away
from legacy systems. Also resulted in external legitimacy –
which in turn opened the door to partnerships and funding
opportunities.

Y

Data standards resulted in external legitimacy
gains which in turn increased resource
availability.

2

2

Information
infrastructure

Information
infrastructure

Legitimacy
balance an IT
stability

Legitimacy
and IT
flexibility
balance

However, unique implementation sometimes better optimizes
efficiency and effectiveness.
1. Additional value added from IT stability – resulting in
legitimacy gains.
2. Safeguarding the network against intrusion favors stability
over flexibility, but user participation can militate against
potential legacy effects.
1. Exploiting legitimacy: balancing across artifact and
arrangement tensions must also occur – e.g., need for IT
flexibility with need for internal legitimacy.

Y

2. NAO displays network level competencies
in order to gain external legitimacy.
Y

2. Producing legitimacy: NAO gains external legitimacy by
showing leadership capability to address legacy effect.

2

Network
administrative
organization
(NAO)

IT personnel
capabilities

3

Environmental
volatility

Threat
perception

3. Producing legitimacy: providing hosting services for locally
developed applications and databases.
Previously IT staff knew mission, business operations, and
proprietary technology thoroughly based upon longevity of
tenure. Not having awareness of external market technology
capabilities hindered Nlets’ ability to tap into market
opportunities.
Critical external events provide motivation to modernize.
But Nlets is nimble enough to respond to volatility relatively
quickly compared with governmental counterparts that lack
flexibility.
Funding tied to sufficiency conditions of overcoming legacy
effect.
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No “universal standard” claim in II research
findings. (Star & Ruhleder 1996)
1. NAO demonstrates benefits to individual
members in order to gain internal legitimacy.

Y

Partial

Diffusion of innovation research shows
isomorphic pressure can facilitate adoption.
NAO prediction - external legitimacy (itself
stemming from the ability to show network
level competence in overcoming legacy
effects) resulted in significant benefits to II
upgrades – even stability (i.e., not just new IT
capabilities).
IT personnel capabilities (management,
business, and technical) positively affect IT
flexibility and IT stability (Byrd et al 2004;
Fink and Neumann 2007).
Threat perception overcomes social inertia by
way of motivation for new resource
investments to address new external
challenge (Gilbert 2005).
Threat provides impetus for increased
funding
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Limitations
This study employed network organization and organizational change concepts and was based upon a
single positivistic case of a public safety network. Therefore, there are limits to generalizability. These
limitations fall into three categories – theory, method, and domain. The limitations of network organization
and organizational change theory result in narrow attention being paid to the individual level of analysis –
which has two implications. The first implication is that another perspective on networks – “network of
agents” – was not fully explored in this study. The role of individual agents in collaborative networks
(Rethemeyer 2005; Rethemeyer and Hatmaker 2008) is likely significant – as can be seen in the arrival of a
new executive director and new experts in program management, data standardization, and security.
Second, the individual level of analysis might have shed some light on how inclusion and efficiency
outcomes are balanced – since ultimately, decisions are made by individuals.
This study was based upon a single positivistic case. While this method provides a useful approach to
social science research (Mingers 2001), the choice of method has three implications. First, since this study
examines a single case comparative empirical analysis is not possible (Pettigrew 1990). Second, taking a
positivistic approach results in hypothesis testing that necessarily limits the scope of attention and coding to
a particular set of concepts (i.e., not the individual level of analysis). Taking a more grounded or a more
interpretivistic approach might have provided additional (or different) insights that this study’s approach
did not. Third, using a case approach means that generalizing to a population (e.g., all network
organizations) is not possible.

Instead, generalizing to theory (network organization predictions,

organizational change predictions) is more appropriate.
This study was based upon a case of a public safety network. Some might argue that this domain is highly
situated and therefore generalizing outside of public safety is not feasible. There is some merit to this, since
public sector organizations in general are characterized as being entrenched in bureaucracy (Kelly 1998;
Chun and Rainey 2005), and public safety organizations in particular operate in command-and-control
fashion (Manning 1996; Manning 2003). However, to this point, the network organization examined for
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this case was a nonprofit corporation (established by public-sector entities) that did not have the mandate
authority, nor the condition of bureaucracy, facing many public safety and public sector organizations.
The above limits were considered as part of this case study and were addressed through guidance by
various principles on qualitative research in general and case study research in particular (Lee 1989; Miles
and Huberman 1994; Shanks and Parr 2003; Yin 2003). Shanks and Parr (2003) provided words of caution
regarding the importance of understanding the positivistic case study approach, and the importance of
understanding the domain of investigation. Miles and Huberman (1994) and Yin (2003) provided guidance
regarding case study preparation, data collection techniques, data analysis through rival theories and pattern
matching, and the value of data displays.
In particular, the criteria offered by Lee (1989) were helpful in ensuring that the findings asserted in this
study met standards of the hypo-deductive method. First, falsifiable predictions were offered in the form of
three hypotheses. Second, the predictions among the hypotheses were internally consistent with one
another. Third, empirical evidence was provided in the main text and appendix that could be used by an
objective observer to validate this study’s claims. Fourth and lastly, rival theories were considered and
addressed through the above analysis.
Given that the hypotheses were supported (within limitations as noted), some discussion of the general
research questions of this study is required.

DISCUSSION
In general the hypotheses were supported and the rivals refuted. However, discussion is required regarding
the research questions particularly in light of the possibility of a super-rival (Yin, 2003).
Since the paper involves design principles, some description of how the analysis coverage aligns with
design concepts is in order (Fedorowicz and Dias 2010). To align with a design-principles perspective, four
key elements as specified by Denyer and colleagues (2008) must be addressed. These researchers suggest
the following four elements must be included in any treatment of a design principle: context, intervention,
mechanism, and outcome (referred to by the authors as “CIMO”). Context represents the problem domain
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and situation that need to be addressed. Intervention represents design activity conducted to solve the
problem presented in the context. The intervention could be a designed artifact, or a designing technique or
artifact.

Mechanism represents reasoning and theory (rationale) for why the intervention should be

successful – or not. Outcome represents the observed future state based upon the intervening design activity
– generally a desirable future state in design research (Hevner et al. 2004; Denyer et al. 2008).
For this study, the set of hypotheses account for all of these four elements. The context is covered as part
of the first hypothesis – that organizations are constrained in scope and scale by legacy effect. The
intervention and outcome were covered in the second hypothesis by looking at bootstrapping and
adaptiveness design activities Nlets performed and their results.

The mechanism was covered in

hypotheses two and three by looking at how activities that balance NAO tensions, under the condition of
environmental turbulence, help explain why the intervention resulted in the outcome it did. In addition,
concepts from organizational change and information infrastructure literature were employed to provide
specificity regarding the legacy effect and principles to overcome it.
Legacy effects limit
The context of the design principles is network organization attempting to overcome the legacy effect. The
first research question asked is, how and in what ways are network organizations affected by legacy
systems. The evidence from this case study suggests first that legacy systems limit network organizations,
and second that the legacy effect limits in terms of the scale and scope of the activities network
organizations are able to accomplish.
This finding is consistent with information infrastructure and organizational change expectations.
Information infrastructure expectations suggest that legacy systems, through the influence of the installed
base (Monteiro and Hanseth 1996; Star and Ruhleder 1996; Contini and Cordella 2007; Hanseth and
Ciborra 2007) and more particularly technology traps (Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010) trigger fragility and
rigidity in IT capabilities. These conditions are not necessarily produced based upon irrational design
processes, but can be generated through emergent design drift and bricolage (Ciborra and Associates 2000)
associated with attempting to maximize IT flexibility and IT stability.
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Organizational change (Gilbert 2005) expectations also align with the findings related to the first research
question. Both resource rigidity (investments in specific assets) and routine rigidity (decision-making
processes) can be seen in Nlets prior to the 2002 shift in their business model regarding developing IT
capabilities and the governance associated with making IT capabilities decisions. This study contributes to
information infrastructure knowledge by providing an organizational theory basis for analyzing legacy
effects of the installed base.
Alternative explanations were explored in this case study, and for legacy effects the notion that there is no
effect was offered as a rival theory to the first hypothesis. Case evidence supports that legacy systems do
indeed limit, and in the ways predicted by the organizational change research cited above – in terms of
limiting use of resources to address environmental change, and in terms of the decision-making processes
in allocating those resources.
Bootstrapping and adaptiveness overcome legacy effects
The intervention, outcome, and mechanism were covered in research question two – how can network
organizations effectively and efficiently cope with the negative effects of legacy systems. The intervention
involved the bootstrapping and adaptiveness design activities, the outcome involved the six desired
outcomes of network organizations, and the mechanism involved balancing the tensions between paired
outcomes as well as the awareness of perceived threats by member organizations and Nlets staff.
Network organization concepts were employed to show how bootstrapping and adaptiveness addressed the
essential elements of networks from two perspectives – the network as arrangements perspective and the
network as artifacts perspective. Arrangement-related outcomes included the legitimacy (internal, external)
and decision-making (inclusion, efficiency) conditions needed for network organization sustainability.
Bootstrapping helps overcome legacy effects by creating a balance between internal legitimacy and
external legitimacy. The legitimacy balance is accomplished through designing for immediate use value,
integrating next generation technologies with the installed base, and by building positive network effects in
user communities.
The notion of balancing tensions in network organization literature is consistent with the notion of
addressing paradoxes (e.g., long-term, short-term requirements) found in II literature. Bootstrapping helps
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address both long-term and short term requirements. Bootstrapping helps address a broad spectrum of
stakeholder concerns by brokering through committees, councils, and boards in ways that are not efficient
for individual member organizations to perform (the inclusion/efficiency tension). Bootstrapping helps
address resource and routine rigidity by reducing the cost of coordination and implementation faced by
member organizations. This was particularly observed in the case by way of Nlets providing funding to
member organizations that agreed to become standards-compliant and by providing training and
procurement services to end users on behalf of member organizations.
Adaptiveness helps address the artifact-related balance between IT flexibility and IT stability. Modular
designs help avoid the interactive complexity that increases the likelihood of normal accidents (Perrow
1984) and is consistent with design guidance going back at least two decades (Norman 1990). Consistent
with II research, flexible standards help balance the need for local solutions with the need for order and
consistency across the network organization’s II (Star and Ruhleder 1996; Braa et al. 2007; Hanseth and
Lyytinen 2010).

Simple design helps balance flexibility and stability by bringing the “integrate the

installed base” and “immediate use value” notions into the technology artifact realm – by designing with
overlapping IT capabilities in mind to reduce the cognitive load and implementation costs on designers and
end users.
Modularity, flexible standards, and simplicity are not novel design ideas. However, this study contributes to
information infrastructure knowledge by elucidating the role bootstrapping and adaptiveness design
principles play in addressing the three tensions of network organizations. This study contributes to
information infrastructure knowledge by highlighting the role building positive network effects plays as a
socio-technical mechanism to address the “network as arrangements” issues that designers will face. These
issues partly involve “non-technical” areas of expertise (Byrd et al. 2004; Fink and Neumann 2007) and
therefore might tend to be overlooked in II research. This study contributes to public administration
knowledge by specifying a means by which the tensions identified by Provan and Kenis (2008) can
practically be addressed (or at least hypothesized and tested).
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Environmental conditions required to overcome legacy effects
Another aspect of mechanism (n.b., CIMO) that was covered in this research is the generative conditions by
which the coping strategies of bootstrapping and adaptiveness were successful. First, distributed
governance was assumed in this study due to the voluntary nature of new technology adoption. If changes
were mandated legally (i.e., government agency) or through contractual agreement (i.e., strategic alliance)
then other mechanisms would be at play for addressing legacy effects. However the conditions of this study
are consistent with what Tiwana and Konsynski (2010) refer to as “decentralized IT governance.”30 The
implication of this assumption is that incentive (funding) and isomorphic (normative pressure) suasion are
needed to engage the user community and convince them to migrate to next generation IT capabilities.

This study focused on the environmental condition of volatility – particularly turbulence in an
organization’s environment that results in threats being perceived (Gilbert 2005; Tallon and Pinsonneault
2011). Consistent with organizational change findings (Gilbert 2005), perceived external threats helped
motivate Nlets organizational change – particularly regarding bootstrapping and adaptiveness design
activities. As described in Table 23, inertia that stems from rigidity comes in two modes – resource rigidity
and routine rigidity. It is important to note that Gilbert (2005) distinguishes between the effects of
perceived environmental threats on resource rigidity and routine rigidity. Gilbert claims insights from
strategic management literature that routine rigidity is heightened by threat perception, while resource
rigidity is diminished. The findings of the study are consistent with this claim in that after 2002 Nlets was
provided resource autonomy by member organizations based upon perceived threats.

However, the

routines of the member organizations do not necessarily change – although their Nlets-interactions and
Nlets-related information infrastructure certainly did. Consistent with Gilbert (2005) expectations, the
network organization was motivated by threat perception – motivated to formulate new strategies (Nlets),
and motivated to commit to strategic change once initiated (member organizations).

30

The decentralized governance concept in Tiwana and Konsynski (2010) is akin to the distributed
governance in this study. The term “distributed” was used here to avoid incorrectly signaling to readers
that IT governance in the NAO instance had no central elements.
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Rivals here are important to note because they suggest that there is an interdependency between
environmental volatility and resource rigidity. The mission criticality rival was refuted since the mission of
Nlets had not substantially changed in the four-plus decades since it was established. However, case
evidence suggests that funding is indeed necessary for legacy effects to be overcome. However, threat
perception is a superior explanation for two reasons. First, key informants indicated that funding tends to
follow crisis and failure. Therefore the argument of this study is that threat perception seems to be an
antecedent to funding. Second, key informants indicated that funding has existed at times and migration
not occurred. The social inertia triggered by legacy effects (or other forces) results in resource rigidity – a
type of “if it’s not broke, don’t fix it” or workaround approach. Perceived external threats galvanized Nlets
staff in that they motivated new IT capabilities adoption by member organizations by effectively
communicating the opportunities inherent in the threats. This study therefore contributes to II and network
organization knowledge by suggesting some contextual conditions in which balancing the tensions of
network organization outcomes could be more efficacious.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to explain legacy effects on

network organizations and how those

organizations can overcome the limits of legacy systems by using bootstrapping and adaptiveness (Hanseth
and Lyytinen 2010) design principles. This study contributes to both research and practice by way of theory
testing (network organizations, bootstrapping and adaptiveness principles) and theory extension (role of
flexible standards). Further implications are noted below.
Implications for research
Research on information infrastructures has a rich history. This study contributes to information
infrastructure knowledge by explaining how the legacy effect reflects the fragility and rigidity of the
installed base based upon maximization of IT flexibility and stability, and by integrating organizational
theory concepts with information infrastructure concepts. The implications for research are two-fold. First,
this study highlights the importance of attending to both the social and technical elements of IIs. Doing so
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resulted in a 17-concept framework with analysis from the perspective of “network of arrangements” and
“network of artifacts” perspectives. Translating this type of qualitative examination to a quantitative
investigation would be very challenging, but it is possible that some elements of this study’s framework
could be held constant (e.g., using a sample of network organizations that are already designing with
adaptiveness principles) in order to simplify the analysis. Doing so would build an understanding of the
prevalence of bootstrapping and adaptiveness use, and possibly also different levels of implementation
effectiveness observed in practice.
It is also clear from this study that governance concepts are a place of overlap for II and organizational
theory. In this study, governance was somewhat explored based upon the “network as arrangements”
perspective. However, future research could more fully explore how governance itself can constrain
network organizations. In the case of Nlets, some evidence was provided that if governance rules had not
changed (i.e., when autonomy was given to Nlets staff to operate within the boundaries of the IT strategic
plan and not continually have to directly engage the board of directors), then the potential agility afforded
to Nlets in being a nonprofit would not have been realized. As Nlets became more attentive to turbulence in
its environment, rigid governance could have stood in the way, had the decision-making rules not adjusted
simultaneously with the IT capabilities development approach. A focus on IT governance rules and
mechanisms in the future could provide additional insights regarding how outcome tensions in network
organizations are effectively and efficiently balanced.
Lastly, since the network organization examined is a least-likely success case, having another case where
the conditions for success were not observed (i.e., design principles not executed) and failure resulted,
would provide more evidence to refute (or support) rival theories. If a successful case were found where the
bootstrapping and adaptiveness principles were not utilized, but the environmental and distributed
governance conditions applied, then the conceptual framework offered in this study would need to be
adjusted accordingly.
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Implications for practice
IT leaders in the public and private sector struggle with legacy effects. Having II that is flexible and
enables organizational agility continues to be a key issue for IT corporate executives (Luftman and Ben-Zvi
2010) and public sector CIOs (Leatherby 2008). In particular, this study looks at public safety network
organizations and one example of the importance of bootstrapping and adaptiveness activities in growing
flexible and stable II.
The legacy effect is viewed in this study as being a by-product of well-intentioned goal maximization for
IT flexibility and IT stability. When these two outcomes are out of balance, then fragility and rigidity
result. With fragility comes increased likelihood of normal accidents. With rigidity comes increased
likelihood that network organizations will not respond effectively and efficiently to environmental
opportunities or threats. This study contributes to practice not only by highlighting the potential pitfall of
attempts to maximize flexibility and stability improperly, but also by illustrating design principles to
overcome legacy effects.
To the extent that the NAO is similar to a central IT unit, this study provides concepts that are intuitive to
practitioners – they understand what is meant by legitimacy, flexibility, stability, inclusion, and efficiency.
Practitioners can understand that complexity is the cost of flexibility and constraint is the cost of stability.
The framework from this study provides an accessible way for practitioners to better understand what role
they can play in overcoming rigidity and fragility in their own network organizations.
The important role played by building positive network effects can assist practitioners in classifying the
“business” and “management” work required to implement next generation technologies. The adaptiveness
guidance of designing for modularity, simplicity, and flexible stability are not likely novel to practitioners.
However, some central IT units struggle with the way adoption of new technology should be promoted in
business units, and some NAOs struggle with the same issue in the network organizations they serve. Nlets
was particularly successful at reducing the coordination and implementation costs to member organizations
for migrating to next generation technologies. The design activities listed in Figure 18 could assist
practitioners in their IT modernization development and implementation efforts. One practical implication
to other network organizations is that incentives for becoming compliant with enterprise-wide standards
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can work, especially when coupled with immediate use value and designs that integrate well with existing
IT capabilities. The persuasive tactics suggested by Hanseth and Lyytinen (2010) can assist practitioners in
addressing stakeholder concerns (both internally and externally) and militate against some of the limitations
of legacy effects.
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APPENDIX
Exhibit 8– Key events time line for Nlets
Type legend:
T: technology
O: organization
E: environment
Key event

Description

Year

State-level public safety agencies agree on the development of
a nationwide interstate communications system
Nlets begins operation
Federal level national crime information center (NCIC) system
begins operation
Nlets completes a massive upgrade of their system (national
capability and capacity)
Nlets significantly upgrades Infrastructure

Consensus is achieved regarding the need for collective solution.

1965

Type
(T/O/E)
O

System begins operation in the facility of a state public safety agency.
Federal cross-jurisdiction law enforcement and justice information system,
connecting law enforcement agencies for purposes of sharing federal-level data
System upgrades result in national coverage ready to accommodate user demand.
Federal funds support the upgrade.
System proactively upgrades, resulting in improved reliability and performance.
Participating organizations fund entire initiative.
System proactively upgrades, resulting in improved reliability and performance.
Participating organizations fund entire initiative.
Legacy systems continue to be supported (described as “big ball of wax”).
System proactively upgrades, resulting in improved reliability and performance.
Participating organizations fund entire initiative.
Most recent executive director is hired, (new “nexus of information exchange”
vision is established).
U.S. public safety entities are put under enormous pressure to collaborate, based
upon terror strikes in New York, DC, and Pennsylvania.
Disaster recovery site is housed in facility on loan from one member organization.
External consultant facilitates planning process.

1966
1967

O
T

1973

T

1980

T

1990

T

1990s
1999

T
T

2001
(June)
2001
(Sep)
2002
2002

O

Establishment of a major funder, coordinator, and advocate of law enforcement
collaboration.
One user (federal, DoI) is utilizing Nlets XML formats via web services.
XMR (XML routing) is piloted with member organizations in WI and ME.
Committee is formed of state CIOs, in part to determine how consolidating IT
resources at the state level could reduce costs and improve effectiveness. Results
include consolidation of IT staff – including staff once dedicated to law
enforcement IT services.
Federal agency continues partnership with Nlets through driving XML
standardization via the Interstate Identification Index project.
Key people spoken of repeatedly both internal and external to Nlets.

2002

E

2002

T

2004

E

2004

T

2004

O

Nlets significantly upgrades Infrastructure
COBOL message switch in operation
Nlets significantly upgrades Infrastructure
Nlets hires New Executive Director
9/11 terror attacks occur
Nlets disaster recovery site operational
Nlets strategic planning effort approved by BoD
Department of Homeland Security formed
XML messaging established at Nlets
NASCIO IT Governance and Services Reform Committee
formed
All III responses from the FBI received by Nlets in XML
format
Key hires for outreach, data standards, and security leadership
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Key event

Description

Year

National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) launched

Global Justice Data exchange XML initiative, transition to broader national
standard.
Natural disaster devastates the southern Gulf Coast states, and also disables major
federal agency network.
Nlets’ photo sharing initiative gets approval from the board of directors and
begins.
Included which members had migrated to new IT capabilities

2005

Type
(T/O/E)
E

2005

E

2006

T

2007

T

National Information Exchange Model version 2.0 released for review and
compliance.
Central Nlets staff successfully complete coordination of multi-million dollar
facilities upgrade and move.
In order to meet the needs of users, Nlets develops and implements a secure
Internet access point for data dissemination to those customers where a private
network connection is not an option.
Linked to business strategy goals and objectives - roadmap is produced in concert
with Technical Operations Committee as well as select vendor partners.
Nlets goes live with additional disaster recovery facility in 2nd full location DR
site. Begins migration to 2nd facility in 2009 (TOC meeting minutes from Sept
2009 indicate target live date was in Nov 2009).
Central Nlets staff successfully complete coordination of multi-million dollar
disaster recovery-related facilities upgrade and move.
Moves from frame relay to multi-protocol layer switching in order to improve
reliability and system response times.

2007

E

2007

T

2008

T

2009

T

2009

T

2009

T

2009

T

2010

O

Hurricane Katrina strikes the U.S.
NISP Photo sharing technology initiative begins
Nlets makes project management information available online
to member organizations
NIEM 2.0 released
Nlets completes system upgrade and moves into a state-of-theart facility
Go live date for Nlets web portal
Nlets establishes strategic IT 5-year roadmap
Nlets goes live with additional disaster recovery facility
Nlets brings online a new and improved disaster recovery
facility, modularized the network
Nlets completes a massive switch to MPLS.

Nlets signs data provisioning agreement with federal agency

Nlets completes an upgrade to Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) for
superior connectivity and dependability. This allows Nlets to provide services at
full T1 speeds, enabling easier member-to-member data exchange without an
additional financial burden. MPLS provides fully meshed, AES 256 bit encrypted
connectivity to Nlets member agencies, enhancing inter-agency information
sharing capabilities.
Law enforcement officers throughout the U.S. and Canada will be able to access
Department of Homeland security data Nlets network.
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Exhibit 9- Summary of Code Development
Code

Class

Concept

Code
creation
stage

Code
Conceptual
basis

Naming
convention
basis

Name
derivation

Network administrative
organization (NAO)

Network level

Network
administrative
organization
(NAO)

a priori

literature

literature

quotation

Basis for
data
classificati
on
literature

Outcome.Legitimacy
Internal

Network level

Internal
legitimacy

a priori

literature

literature

quotation

literature

Outcome.Legitimacy
External

Network level

External
legitimacy

a priori

literature

literature

quotation

literature

Outcome.Efficiency

Network level

Efficiency

a priori

literature

literature

quotation

literature

Outcome.Inclusion

Network level

Inclusion

a priori

literature

literature

quotation

literature
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She “[works] to support over 100 different
members and over 100 different
combinations of systems, vendors,
formats, users, goals and challenges.”
She adds, “As a result, I have a unique
understanding of the benefits and
challenges experienced by not just one, but
a wide variety of practitioners and the
potential impacts that a single change or
decision could have.”
“As a matter of fact, they dropped a
project to go to Bisync with the [federal
agency] to fix us first, because we had
shamed them into doing it.”
“They’re doing such a good job, you have
the granting authorities of the federal
government calling them up and saying,
‘Can you put a grant together, I’ve got this
much money left.’”
“I think probably the major component has
been [Executive Director] as the new
Executive Director. When [Executive
Director] took over the organization,
before it was kind of a good-old-boy
organization and yes, things are going
good, don’t worry about it, [Nlets] is fine,
but then when you opened up the books
there was a stack of bills that hadn’t been
paid and [Nlets] was on the verge of being
bankrupt and then where would that leave
all these [member organizations] that were
trying to avail themselves to these
services?”
“I think maybe it’s because he came in as
a long time user of the services and
[Nlets] rep and a long time [Nlets] rep and
a region Chair like I am and stuff like that
and saw what [Nlets] was and its
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Exhibit 9- Summary of Code Development
Code

Class

Outcome.Flexibility
(network organization)

Network level

Outcome.Stability
(network organization)

Network level

Distributed governance

Concept

Code
creation
stage

Code
Conceptual
basis

Naming
convention
basis

Name
derivation

Basis for
data
classificati
on

Flexibility
(network
organization)
Stability
(network
organization)

a priori

literature

literature

quotation

literature

a priori

literature

literature

quotation

literature

Network level

Distributed
governance

a priori

literature

press

quotation

literature

Environmental volatility

Network level

Environmenta
l volatility

a priori

literature

literature

quotation

literature

Information
infrastructure
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capabilities and what and who it evolved
into to support its members.”
“There’s always a group that doesn’t like
anything new.”
“The doomsday analysis continues to
prove Nlets to be agile enough to respond
to an unexpected significant loss in
revenue. The Nlets 5 year plan is not
forecasting any downward trend in
revenue or net income at this time.”
“We’re carrying all these people with us,
kind of on our back, as we make that
transition, and it’s the only way we can do
it, because we’re the tail. We’re not the
dog.”
“So law enforcement, which in the past
has been used to having its own
programming staff, its programmer
analysts, its systems analyst, its server
administrator sitting right there that they
used to pay for is now gutted from them,
thereby causing multiple problems. One is
the use of any technology staff is so far
from the business unit you might not get
the same person.”
“The migration to MPLS is nearly
complete and [Nlets] has made available
multiple restoration paths for users. In
addition to working with the [federal
agency] for backup recovery, Nlets is
working to provide wireless 3G to all
users.”
“While Nlets needs to be careful with
mandating change since some groups may
not have funding to modernize, it cannot
carry legacy systems forever. Nlets has
been reluctant to ‘sunset’ technology, but
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that appears to be the ‘way ahead’ if we
want to maintain progress.”
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“Years ago we had a single switch here
that in the event of a failure of that
would’ve brought down numerous
connections to the country.”
“It took 25 years for 50 states to adopt
[federal agency application], even though
the day it came out, every [member
organization] said, that’s a wonderful idea,
we should do it.”
“But I can see the evolution in the four
years that I’ve been there and the work
that we’ve been able to get done that it’s
like [Nlets] was kind of their status quo
for 35 years and then all of a sudden,
boom, we started doing it.”
“Maximize reliability and resilience of the
system and eliminate single points of
failure.”
“When you look at XML, we look at the
varying versions of XML, still legacy text,
now NIEM, now moving to Lex.”
“Nlets has completed the MPLS to all
users.”
“Nlets was recently awarded an additional
$1.1M to expand the NISP project to
phases II and III.”
“The GeoSOAPS (Geospatial Service
Oriented Architecture for Public Safety)
grant will allow for notifications to
targeted areas using GIS technology,
provide data that relates to a specific
region of jurisdiction, rather than a broad
notification.”
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“The Portal provides both a business
continuity tool which could also meet the
need for backup connectivity during
outages, along with providing a new, less
expensive and more flexible access point
for new or existing Nlets customers to gain
access to Nlets services.”
“The Nlets disaster recovery (DR) solution
used to be a single cabinet that housed
only core systems, with basic network
equipment and a frame-relay network.
Cutover was manual and required physical
intervention. It became clear that Nlets
needed a better way to replicate data,
systems at least equal to those at
headquarters, better control and
management of systems, an improved
network recovery model, and less overall
risk.”
“By March of 2005, all users had been
converted from bisync to TCP/IP. Today,
Nlets continues to use grant funds to
strategically purchase upgrades and
enhancements to its system.”
“Trying to continue the outreach to the
[Nlets] representatives to make them
understand how this can help them do their
jobs and how it can enhance their services
they provide to their local office and the
local customers, there’s that major thing
and they continue to provide services from
a single point which I can’t get on my own
because I can’t go out and find these other
data sources and build a connection to
them solely for that information whereas
[Nlets] can do that and everybody will be
able to avail themselves with that
information.”
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“Like you can be really technically
proficient but having that business
knowledge too and really understanding
from a practitioner point of view just gives
you that extra push to really try to push
forward with some of the things like
implementing the National Information
Exchange Model. He’s fond of saying
[Nlets] put the N in [NEME] and I think
he’s right. The first entity that actually
implemented the Global Justice External
Data Model and made it work, there were
a few.”
She “[works] to support over 100 different
members and over 100 different
combinations of systems, vendors,
formats, users, goals and challenges.”
She adds, “As a result, I have a unique
understanding of the benefits and
challenges experienced by not just one, but
a wide variety of practitioners and the
potential impacts that a single change or
decision could have.”
“That’s the type of technology that Nlets
was looking at seeing how it could
simplify things.”
“Sub -goal 2C – System Scalability: All
core infrastructure systems will be scalable
using widely supported platforms
(enterprise class, processing-on-demand,
surge capability).
Objective 2C1: Design and implement for
future needs, flexibility, and growth.
Potential actions:
- Migrate off direct-attached storage to
new scalable enterprise SANs:
*ability to grow storage and
performance while online
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*virtualization aware
- Continue to move Nlets servers to blade
technology
- Replace all end-of-life system hardware
- Provide virtual hardware and software to
users (e.g., virtual services, machines, etc.)
- Modularize current code base to allow
for future needs, flexibility, and growth.”
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Resolved that the TOC recommends to the
board that, while Nlets supports LEXS for
information data sources as needed, Nlets
does not adopt or support LEX for the
transmission of criminal history RAP
sheet.
“‘Could you come in and do some training
because I can’t even do the standard of
care and review the work product. I
thought this was what it was supposed to
be. I had no idea. I don’t know enough
about XML to be able to review this and
understand whether I’m getting what I
paid for or not.’”
“If a [member organization] responds with
a legacy text format message, [Nlets] can
wrap the text message in an XML
‘wrapper,’ and send it to an [XMLcompliant member organization].”
“We have the old archival minutes of
Board meetings back in the day when
[prior Director of Operations] wanted a
new printer and the Board, [member
organization representatives] of the Board
were fighting about this printer. He
doesn’t need a dot matrix printer. He
doesn’t need that good of a dot matrix
printer. They’d have hour-long arguments
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over a $300 printer, and I’m going, thank
– we could have never survived if we
hadn’t changed that whole method and
mindset.”
“I think they have around 20 or 22 states
that are onboard now and through Nlets
grants they’re bringing on the other states
and that’s really the only way that most of
us can do it is with some sort of grant
funding. There’s just not any general fund
dollars laying around for system
enhancements anywhere at this point.”
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The purpose of this dissertation was to examine information systems (IS) enabled interorganizational collaborations
called public safety networks - their proliferation, information technology (IT) architecture, and IS evolution. Three
studies were conducted to extend conceptual understanding of PSNs and to provide insights that could assist
practitioners in decision making or design activities. In addition, the dissertation provoked additional questions that
warrant further examination of neighbor, complexity, and legacy effects for public safety networks (PSNs) in
particular and possibly network organizations more generally. The remainder of this concluding chapter covers these
theoretical implications, practical implications, and future research topics in order.
Theoretical implications
Each of the three studies extended theoretical knowledge in some way. Berthon and colleagues (Berthon et al.
2002) provide a conceptual framework for depicting how a particular study's outputs advance a larger stream of
research. Their framework specified four parameters of an empirical research study: problem, context, theory, and
method (they advise that the latter three being particularly important to empirical extension). Three modes of
expanding research knowledge were subsequently described – replication, extension, and generation –based upon
the degree to which a study modifies one of the key parameters (in comparison to prior studies). Replication
involves holding constant all four parameters– i.e., testing the reliability of a prior study. Extension involves
modifying at least one of the three key empirical elements (context, theory, or method) – thus incrementally
advancing knowledge. Generation involves modifying all three key elements– thus building new knowledge. The
studies in this dissertation extend knowledge and a brief treatment of these extensions is immediately below.
Study one posed a theoretical question regarding the nature of isomorphic influence of peers in the public safety
domain. The peer influence was classified as “the neighbor effect” and represents the role that cross-state similarities
play in directing state leaders to adopt certain spending or policy adoption behaviors. Public administration research
has examined neighbor effects for other types of state-level decisions like federal grants (Boarnet and Glazer 2002),
social services (Revelli 2006), and general expenditure levels (Case et al. 1993). Past findings in this research stream
consistently support the claim that neighbor effects play a significant in guiding state leader decision making, and
that the basis for identifying a state’s neighbor tends to be first demographic and then geographic.
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Study one in this dissertation employed regression analysis of various state-level factors and found neighbor-effects
help predict PSN proliferation - with a demographic fact (i.e., interstate mobility) being particularly helpful in
understanding this phenomenon. That stated, the economic in-state factor (i.e., per capita police and corrections
spending) was more predictive of PSN proliferation values than the neighbor effect. This study provides additional
support for the value of using both rational choice (meaning cost-benefit, goal-oriented decision making) and
institutional theory (meaning appropriateness-oriented decision making) perspectives together in explaining
organizational behavior where both performance and legitimacy pressures from the environment are evident. The
value of employing rational choice performance-oriented perspective - deemed a “logic of consequentiality” (March
and Olsen 1989), and an institutional theory legitimacy-oriented perspective – deemed a “logic of appropriateness”
(March and Olsen 1989) has been promoted in organizational literature (Ostrom 1991) as well as public
administration literature (Feiock 2007).
The empirical findings extend public administration knowledge on the neighbor effect by providing evidence for the
role of inter-state mobility in predicting public safety-related outcomes (new context). Regarding the outcome
variable, PSN proliferation was observed to be higher in the West and Southern regions of the U.S., and less so in
the Midwest and Northeast. Public policy research examining innovativeness of state governments have found the
West and Northeast to be more innovative (Johnson 1976), so observing that the South has adopted PSN-type
collaborations in greater degree than the Northeast is a finding worth further investigation. This study examined both
rational and institutionally-oriented metrics for measuring the neighbor effect. An institutional factor - interstate
mobility - prevailed over other potential neighbor effect measures.

This study does not alter the general

understanding of how public sector decision making occurs. What is interesting about this study’s findings is that
interstate mobility (a demographic measure) even prevailed over what might appear to be the more intuitive
measures of similarity – bordering states and violent crime rate. Also, past neighbor effect research has not
explicitly classified the neighbor effect as “institutional” so doing so here integrates neighbor effect and
organizational research streams (theory modification).
Study two posed two questions – the first question regarding the value of taking a complexity perspective in
examining IT architecture in organizational and environmental contexts; and the second question regarding whether
configuration patterns of IT attributes could be identified in the domain of public safety collaboration. Research
examining complexity in organizations has found that more successful organizations tend to match the variety
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(Ashby 1958) and complexity (Boisot and McKelvey 2005) of their environments. Research examining IT
architecture complexity has focused attention on software development project risks (Xia and Lee 2005; Benbya and
McKelvey 2006) and individual information systems (see Jacucci et al (2006) for a brief overview). This study
furthered research examining complexity in larger multi-system IT architectures in line with Meyer and FoleyCurley’s (1991) classification of knowledge-based systems across an enterprise, and Hanseth and Lyytinen’s (2010)
descriptive examination of complexity exhibited in the structural elements of the Internet 31.
Study two employed correlation and decision tree analyses of PSN IT components and found that employing a
complexity lens provided a useful perspective for examining the types of IT architectures in this domain. Consistent
with the requisite variety hypothesis (Ashby 1958) IT architecture, organizational, and environmental diversity
measures were found to be correlated. However, inconsistent with the requisite complexity hypothesis (Boisot and
McKelvey 2005), IT architecture and environmental complexity measures were not (despite the size measures for IT
architecture and environment showing moderate, positive correlation).
The empirical findings extend information infrastructure knowledge by illustrating the value of taking a complexity
perspective (method modification) and by specifying a taxonomy of IT architecture configurations in the public
safety domain (new context). Ten configurations were identified in this domain – six oriented around the diversity
dimension, and four oriented around the complexity dimension. These configurations incorporate generic and
domain-specific elements. The attempt to include both domain agnostic and domain specific elements was done to
balance the dual design research goals of maintaining relevance to a particular problem The study also
operationalizes a means of specifying complexity using a component-based or structural approach – showing a
means of determining complexity across three levels of analysis when interconnections between components, and
the rate of component change, is unknown (method modification).

Lastly, this study finds some evidence for a

nuanced relationship between IT architecture complexity and environmental complexity - potentially mediated by
organizational complexity – bringing new light to the requisite complexity predictions (partial support for theory
modification).
Study three posed three questions involving the evolution of IT infrastructure and the legacy effects that can limit
organizations. The first question involved how legacy effects constrain organizations. The second question involved

31

Structure was only one aspect that Hanseth and Lyytinen examined.
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what design principles can be employed to overcome legacy effects. The third and final question involved under
what circumstances the design principles would be effective in organizational and environmental contexts. For this
study, concepts specifying organizational inertia and rigidity (Gilbert 2005), IT agility (Sambamurthy et al. 2003;
Custodio et al. 2007; Martensson 2007), as well as tensions between organizational outcomes (Provan and Kenis
2008) were employed to examine how an improper balance between flexibility and stability can generate legacy
effects.
Study three addressed the second question (regarding intervention) by conducting a case study analysis of legacy
effects that illustrated the effectiveness of bootstrapping and adaptiveness design principles in overcoming them.
Conceptual and empirical findings extend information infrastructure knowledge by demonstrating how and why
bootstrapping and adaptiveness overcome legacy effects, and by highlighting the significant roles that building
positive network effects and designing with flexible standards play in balancing the tensions faced by networked
organizations (theory modification). Positive network effects and flexible standards not only directly speak to
paradoxes inherent in information infrastructures, but they also illustrate the value of integrating information
infrastructure concepts with network organization concepts - like the tensions between pairs of network outcomes
(theory modification).
In addition, study three extends knowledge by specifying the roots of legacy effects - fragility and rigidity - and by
employing organizational concepts (e.g., resource rigidity). To the degree that legacy systems continue to limit
organizations, research should provide theorizing on its definition, antecedents, and essential elements. Study three
attempts to take steps toward that theorizing about legacy effects. Lastly, study three provides an example of a “least
likely” case for overcoming legacy effects – public sector member organizations with limited resources, four-decade
old network organization facing intense environmental threats that tend to increase routine rigidity (method
modification to Hanseth and Lyytinen’s exemplary case approach).

By describing how and why the case

organization (Nlets) used bootstrapping and adaptiveness this study provides an excellent illustration supporting the
design principles through the “force of example” as Flyvbjerg (2006) notes.
Collectively the studies extended theoretical knowledge by bringing research streams into a new context, adding
new concepts to existing theoretical frameworks, and by providing alternate methods of investigation.
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Practical implications
In addition to the theoretical extensions, each study provided some insights that could assist practitioners in decision
making or design activities. Public safety networks face immense pressures from member organizations, external
stakeholders, and environmental contingencies. In gaining insights, leaders of these networks are more equipped to
reduce crime, prevent terror attacks, and mitigate the negative effects of natural disasters.
Study one provides a better understanding of the conditions associated with network proliferation. Increasing
practitioners’ sensitivity to the potential influence of the neighbor effect means they can guard against conforming to
isomorphic pressure at times when a more rational choice is required. Also, study one found evidence for a “follow
the money” pattern of PSN proliferation. This observation might be troubling to practitioners who would prefer
more rational decision making based on more public safety relevant factors like violent crime rate and bordering
states. Stakeholders at the federal level, like the Department of Homeland Security, can better understand the
potential for encouraging (or discouraging) PSN proliferation.

Lastly, local leaders could benefit from the

descriptive observations in this study – where PSN proliferation is lower and possibly in need of more aggressive
efforts for fund-raising to drive increases in interorganizational collaboration from the bottom-up.
Study two provides a better understanding of the nature of the IS supporting PSNs. Within the public safety domain,
this study provides a better understanding of the key attributes of IT architecture for PSNs as well as an archetype IT
architecture configuration upon which to build. Also, improving public safety practitioners’ ability to manage
complexity will free them up to make better use of their IT architecture. In this domain, freeing up attention to
devote to other matters can result in lives saved and property restored. More generally, this study provides a means
of efficiently assessing IT architecture, organizational, and environmental complexity – a component-based
approach that measures complexity in terms of the scope and scale of elements at each level of analysis. The
difficulty in measuring complexity presumably contributes to its continued increase as organizations cannot manage
what they cannot measure.
Study three provides a better understanding of the limitations introduced by legacy IS and the means of overcoming
those limitations. This study will assist network leadership in providing network members with IS capabilities that
remain responsive to organizational changes in scale and scope. This study also highlights the potential pitfall of
attempts to maximize flexibility and stability improperly – without simultaneous regard to both outcomes. Using
network administrative organization (NAO) concepts from Provan and Kenis (2008) regarding tensions network
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organizations must address provides terminology that is relatively intuitive to practitioners. They understand what is
meant by legitimacy, flexibility, stability, inclusion, and efficiency. Practitioners can understand that complexity is
the cost of flexibility and constraint is the cost of stability. The framework from this study provides an accessible
way for practitioners to better understand what role they can play in overcoming rigidity and fragility in their own
network organizations. Given that the case organization aligns with an NAO type entity, some generalizability to
other network organizations might also be possible. For example, many central IT units share characteristics with
NAOs – like the need to build collective competencies, gain consensus, and not have mandating authority over endusers. To the extent that a particular central IT unit in a large enterprise with distributed IT governance mirrors an
NAO, findings from this study might be beneficial to leaders in those organizations as well.
Future research
The studies in this dissertation raised additional questions that would provide fruitful future examinations of PSNs
or other network organizations. For example, to examine the neighbor effect further a longitudinal study would be
helpful in three ways. First, a longitudinal quantitative study would provide a means to analyze institutional lags the time delay between isomorphic pressure being exerted and the responses to that pressure being observable.
Second, the study found some evidence for a negative relationship between PSN proliferation and DHS funding.
Certainly based upon the DHS role in facilitating interorganizational collaboration, this relationship needs further
investigation. It is possible that reductions in DHS funding from 2003 to 2011have occurred simultaneously with
increases in PSN formation. A longitudinal study across these years would help test that possibility. Third, study one
does not provide how and why mechanisms for the neighbor effect. A longitudinal process-based investigation
would be a nice complement to this variance-based study.
To examine the complexity effect further a more extensive dataset and a more comprehensive measure of
complexity would be fruitful. Regarding having a more extensive dataset, with guidance from this study regarding
key attributes to investigate, a survey could be conducted to test the prevalence of each configuration type within the
PSN population and then beyond. Assessing the prevalence of the different configuration types would not only
support or falsify the configuration types, it would also provide some degree of generalizability beyond the public
safety domain. At the very least, a more extensive sample size would support or falsify the value of taking a
complexity perspective for examining IT architecture. In addition, a more extensive data collection could include a
more complete measure of complexity and do so in two ways. First, study two omitted treatment of
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interconnectedness among components and their dynamism. Testing study two findings using a broader definition of
complexity would assist researchers in understanding the limitations of taking the more or less narrow approaches.
Second, study two did not incorporate weighting measures for component diversity – all components were treated as
if they contributed the same amount of diversity to the overall IT architecture. This component diversity weighting
could be accomplished by using some industry measure like function points (Garmus and Herron 2001), or by
conducting a Delphi study of industry and academic experts (Linstone and Turoff 1975) to validate new measures.
To examine the legacy effect further a method replication, a method extension, and a context extension would all be
helpful. The data collection and analysis used for study three was a single case study. A replication of the case study
and subsequent comparison would support (or falsify) the reliability of this study’s findings. By method extension I
mean by way of a quantitative examination of the legacy effect and the value of bootstrapping and adaptiveness
principles. Measures of IT rigidity already exist in literature, but a construct for fragility would need to be designed
and validated. Hanseth and Lyytinen (2010) provide possible discrete measures for bootstrapping and adaptiveness
(i.e., either designers did or did not perform a design task). Continuous scales could be designed and validated, and
then a variance-based study could be conducted to examine which design tasks more predictably overcome the
legacy effect. By context extension I mean to conduct legacy effect analysis outside of the public safety domain.
Closing
This dissertation investigated the role of three effects on PSNs – the effect of peers in network proliferation, the
effect of environmental and organizational complexity on their information systems, and the effect of legacy
systems on operational scale and scope. Given the level of expenditures allocated to maintaining public safety, and
given the obvious need to address criminal, terror, and natural disaster threats, improving interorganizational public
safety collaboration is valuable work. Research in this area should assist government officials and law enforcement
leaders in making informed decisions about when and where to form PSNs, how to improve the design their IT, and
how to make better use of their IT. This dissertation takes steps toward the twin goals of enhancing our knowledge
of PSNs and assisting the professionals involved in their design and operation.
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